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...._.. ■ _ r. FIRST MEETING . . ...:..

: held on Tuesday, 26 January 1960, at 1.20 p.m.

Acting Chairman: Mr. ABBAS,.Executive Secretary of the Commission

OPENING STATEMENTS BI H.R.H. MOULAY EL HASSAN, CROW PRINCE OP MOROCCO, THE

SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS 'AND THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

The ACTING CHAIRMAN invited His Royal Highness the Crown Prince of Morocco

to address the Commission.

H.R.H. MOULAY EL HASSAN, Crown Prince of Morocco, after thanking the

Commission for consenting to hold its second session at Tangier, conveyed the

greetings of His Majesty Mohammed V, King of Morocco, and also welcomed members on

his own behalf.

The establishment of the Economic Commission for Africa marked an important

step both in the economic development of the countries concerned and in the political

awakening of the African continent. Africa, which has long been regarded merely as a

source of supply of raw materials and manpower for exploitation by foreign capital,

had now become a political entity and as such had swiftly realized that the real

objectives of its renascence could be fully achieved only by an economic revolution.

Thus the first concern of African States on achieving their independence had been to

urge, through their delegations to the United Nations, the establishment of a

regional economic commission for Africa. Morocco had been one of the first countries

to suggest that move and had proposed Tangier as the permanent headquarters of the

Commission.

The existence of the Commission was more than a symbol; it was tangible evidence

that no real economic transformation could be effected except by the utmost

unremitting endeavour on the part of all peoples, and the final abandonment of

selfish policies of self-sufficiency. Since no country possessed within its own

borders all the varied resources that the achievement of progress required, no

attempts could hope to succeed unless the research, technical studies and invest

ments essential to the development of Africa were undertaken jointly and by all.

Co-operation must be viewed in its broadest aspect and for that reason the African

States did not hesitate to appeal to the already industrialized countries for
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assistance and even participation; but such assistance and participation could be

profitable only if exercised with-due respect for the integrity and sovereignty of

every single State. In that respect, membership of the great United Nations family

provided the best safeguard and the most effective resource. By co-ordinating plans

and combining efforts, the Commission's objectives would be attained through the

understanding and goodwill of all those who, discarding all prejudice, and

regardless of race, religion or nationality were working together for a world in

which peace and security would prevail. Morocco would use its utmost endeavour to

bring all it.s energy and enthusiasm to the service of the common task.

He hoped - as everyone did - that the next session would see an end to the

tragic events taking place on the frontiers of Morocco and that the Commission's

membership would thereby be increased ~hy one. He was referring to the people of

Algeria who, inspired by the same ideal of peace and justice, were fighting for

their liberation, as others had done before them.

He took that opportunity to send greetings to the Congress of African Peoples,

which was meeting in Tunis,, and hoped that its efforts, like those of the Commission,

would be crowned with success.

Mr. HAMMARSKJOKD, Secretary-General of the United Nations, expressed his

deep gratitude to His Majesty Mohammed V, King of Morocco, to His Royal Highness

and to the Government and people of Morocco for their hospitality to the Economic

Commission for Africa and to himself. . . .

His tour of the African continent had left him with an impression of youth and

vigour and of a remarkable aptitude on the part of leaders to grasp and adhere to

facts, despite the understandable impatience and strong ideological currents which

were inevitable ingredients of the rapid changes that were taking place, but he had

been particularly struck by the spirit of co-operation; partnership and solidarity

were the foundations of the United Nations and the Commission's purpose was to

translate those principles into practical measures of economic co-operation. It

was fortunate that Africa's awakening was taking place at a time when the sense of

interdependence among all nations was growing and when there was a clearer under

standing of the fact that political independence could exist and thrive only when

national and international interests harmonized. The emergence of Africa was an

important factor in forcing other nations to reappraise the nature of relationships
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among peoples'^at different stages of development. He had had occasion to observe

before a different gathering that no nation or group of nations could base its

future on a claim-.to supremacy, and that leadership must be substituted for power

in order to assict other peoples to find the.best way to develop their spiritual

and material''resources. . : .

In'modern, world conditions the problems and responsibilities of independence

were particularly acute in view of the rapid changes in Africa. Technological

advances called for a mastery of technical skills and a capacity for adjustment to

new demands"aad:in Africa-the. scarcity .of skills and the magnitude of the adjust

ments -nee&ocl- created problems which should not be underestimated. It was of the

utmost importance to the v/ctrld as a whole that the new ventures into statehood

should .-succeed,' and while: success, depended primarily on African efforts, the.

international, community .too.had. an.important part to-play. A positive factor of

modern conditions was. that new-countries could immediately enjoy the advantages and

fe.cili#ites ;df an international' community which had been able to develop certain

principles .andrrules of behaviour as well --as a diversified institutional system.

In many parts of Africa, the process of rapid emancipation was being carried out-,

in conformity with the principles-of .the United.Nations Charter and advantage was

being taken-iof-.the-.-poss-ibili^ies off ered ,by. the. Organization. ..Thus, the United .

Nations was-to-■-some .extent..a- participant .in the process which, was gaining momentum

in^Ai-rica- and-.was using its influence in making the transition as peaceful and. ..

humanitarian as possible,- . In dealing with African problems,, the Organization, had

shown encouraging..resourcefulness and adaptability, while-the trusteeship provisions

of: the- Charter- had proved- sufficiently flexible-to. allow for a more rapid evolution

than had- at■one/time.been envisaged. : ; , ■ . . .

.-The ve.j;y. establishment of the. .Commission was in itself a measure of progress

on thei.African continent, ..in that the'.concepts .of ■ cp-operation and solidarity were

beginning to take..the place.; of. the more limited ideas . of- international protection

and supervision.^ ..The shift of .emphasis towards economic and social, factors was •

also.-.increasingly reflected in the deliberations and,-decisions, of: the Trusteeship

Council, .and: the! General-Assembly. The. problems confronting African: States were

essentially the same as--those, o.f all .underdeveloped, areas;,, they, were the problems. ■
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of disease and illiteracy, of single-product economies and of large subsistence

sectors more or loss isolated from local and world markets. In some respects,

however, the problems of newly-independent countries were specific and created a

new set of conditions. It was then that such countries were obliged to take

momentous decisions which would determine the pattern of their national life and

international relations for many years to come, and momentous decisions were not

easily reversible. Moreover, they often had to be taken before a country had had

time to assess accurately its own resources and needs and to appreciate its close

involvement with the economy of another country. It was self-evident that new

governments had to make those decisions for themselves and that outside assistance

could hardly be given. Nevertheless, ii was worthwile considering whether special

measures could hot be taken on an international level, in anticipation both of the

day of independence and of the early stages of the new country. Such measures might

help the governments to reach the most rational decisions and in some cases the

international community might also help' to create a favourable atmosphere in which

far-reaching decisions would not be detrimentally influenced by the pressure of

immediate difficulties.

An important aspect of independence was-the factor that the process of

emancipation did not always allow for the creation of States with the geographic

configuration most conducive to rational economic development. That factor should

be a determining one in the definition of the role and orientation of the Commission.

The problem could not be solved merely by the sharing of experiences, the discussion

of common'1 problems and technical co-operation; the Commission could not fully

realise""the hopes vested in it unless it boldly entered the field of direct economic

co-operation through harmonization of policies, expansion of regional trade, and

concerted action in transport and basic investments. ¥ork should be initiated with

that type "of"action in mind and existing opportunities should be fully exploited,

whatever'"th* sacrifice or additional effort entailed. Political boundaries

inevitably cut across natural economic regions in a manner which made useful

development schemes impossible without concerted action in contiguous areas. As an

example of a step in the right direction, he cited the agreement recently signed

between the United Arab Republic and Sudan for the further harnessing of the Nile.
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Experiences in other parts of the world had shown that economic co-operation.was

possible without political integration or federation. It would be unwise to wait

until conditions were ideal before beginning to establish the close internal links

which constituted one of the primary conditions of Africa's future development.

■ ' The extent to which the Commission would'be permitted to play a part in such

development would depend on the'member governments and their willingness to use

its facilities and work out the proper arrangements. Opportunities for that type

of co-operation "would not be the same throughout' the vast and heterogeneous African

continent; however, the Commission was a flexible enough instrument to adapt itself

to the wide variety of needs.

In the 5'ear that had elapsed since the first session, the Commission had become

a going concern; conferences had been held under its auspices, a secretariat had

been built up and! a work programme of high priority tasks had been prepared. At

that early stage in the Commission's life, habits would be formed, precedents would

be established and a general course of action would be determined for the years to

come. The Commission's deliberations would undoubtedly be conducted with a view

to its future; in that spirit, he expressed his sincere wishes for the dullest

Success of the session.

/;: ' Mr* A3BAS, Executive Secretary of the Commission, said it -was his

privilege to thankHis Royal1 Highness Moulay El Hassan, Crown Prince of Morocco,

for honouring the Commission by his presence and opening the second session.' On

behalf 'of" the Commission and its Secretariat, he wished to add his thanks to those

e;;pressed by the 'Secretary-General of the United Nations to the Moroccan Government

for'the hospitality and courtesies which it was extending to the Commission during

its session. Members of the Secretariat were aware of the details of the ■

preparations and members and associate members of the Commission would not fail to

notice for themselves the efforts that had been made and the expenditure that hod

been incurred to facilitate the work of the session and cater for the comfort of

delegates.

The Commission was fortunate' to have with it the Secretary-General of the United

Nations who, so far, had attended every opening meeting of the Commission. That was

' a fine record and he was sure ihat all hoped he would maintain it. There had been

>:'a :time when ho had feared that the Secretary-General's other urgent duties might '
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oblige him to cancel or curtail the African tour which had been announced the

previous year and. which he had.just completed. He was particularly happy that he

■■; -had been able to make the, tour,- because a man in his position had the opportunity

■.--." to view African problems: from all angles and African leaders at the- highest level

. could talk frankly and at length to him. Moreover, he was in a position to see

■the: African countries, individually and collectively, in a different perspective

from those who only paid short visits to individual countries. The picture

- f obtained by him after such visits would be extremely useful. ■ . .

. After a day spent in Addis Ababa with the Secretary-General, he could assure

.: the Commission that' the latter's observations would be extremely useful to the

Secretariat in carrying out its mission. It would be unrealistic to expect that

the. Secretary-General would be.able to visit Africa every year, but he hoped that

he would pay visits ;at reasonable intervals.

At their meeting a year ago, the Commission had been little more than an

;._..., idea,..a dream. There had been some who firmly believed it would prove an effective

. instrument in aiding the African governments in their efforts to develop their

... ^resources and improve the standards of living of their peoples. But there had been

others, not necessarily among those who attended the session, who had either had

their doubts or had considered that nothing important would come of it. Now, a

year later, although conclusive evidence that the Commission would be a really

effective instrument for African economic development, including the social aspects,

. , could naturally not.yet be produced, the record of work in 1959, in spite of staff

recruitment problems, and the thousand and one difficulties always encountered in

establishing a new institution, was very encouraging. He sincerely hoped that

. representatives of members and. associate members had come to the same conclusion

after perusing the documents.prepared for the session.

- . _ His report on the work since the first session was before the Commission. He

. would like to say that, preparation of reports and surveys apart, considerable

value had been derived from the three conferences which had been held in the latter

half of the year. He assured the Commissionj as many heads of delegations who had

received reports about them could- testify, that the meetings which had been

. organised by the Secretariat had. not been just so much talk. Important documents

had been prepared, for them, both by participants and by the Secretariat, and those

documents had been carefully and systematically discussed, leading to valuable

exchanges of ideas and experience.
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Conditions and problems in Africa -were different;in more ways, than they were

similar but, in spite of that, many of the experts who had-met for the Community

Development Workshop, the 'First Conference of African Statisticians ..and the Meeting

of 'Development Planners had returned home, by their own admission, wiser than they

had come arid had left behind many useful suggestions for the-..Secretariat. A .number

of those suggestions formed part of the work programme for I960 and 1961 which he

was-Submitting to the Commission. If .one or two. of the experts had been a little ;_

bewildered because'their old ideas and theories had been challenged, he-regarded

that as another important result of the.meetings. ■ . ■

Apart from those meetings, the Secretariat's-experts had given.advice to one,.

or two countries at their request. The most recent example.was the advice asked..

of the chief statistician on the statistical survey needed in that area of the

Sudan^rW which the entire population'would have to be moved as- a consequence of

the building of the High Dam.' He was pleased to say that the chief statistician

'had' b'e'en able to givo the advice requested. . ■ ■ . . -;

There were a number- of other documents before, the Commission, some prepared

by the Secretariat and others by United Nations Headquarters or the specialized

agencies with yrhich the Secretariat was co-operating. He had heard some criticism

from' one ortwo delegates of the standard of one document. It had been agreed at

■'"the11'first session that the Commission's documents should be of. a very high standard

aiid! addressed to the experts and practitioners :in each field rather than ;to, the

general reader. That was and would continue,to -be the aim of the Secretariat. He

w6uld welcome criticism of the documents prepared and would listen to it with great

interest in'order to be-able to meet the wishes^of.imembers in future years. While

he did not wish members to refrain from- criticism, he would, ask them not to forget

that the documents represented the output-of the;.first year, in which hardly any

staff had arrived before May 1959, while the library was still mainly a series of

empty shelves. If the■Secretariat's achievement in the last year was creditable,

that was due mainly to his friend and colleague, Mr. de Seynes,;the United Nations

Uhder-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs, whose unfailing help .and support

had always been readily forthcoming.- He wished also .to- record his appreciation

of the help and co-operation he had'received from all the;specialized agencies, and

from a few individual economists who had been helpful friends of the Secretariat.
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' It was his duty and pleasure to inform the Commission .that His Imperial.

Majesty's Government in Ethiopia had started work.on the building which was to

house the Secretariat and had accepted suggestions from him for alterations which

would increase the office space but raise .the cost of the building. The contractor

hWl told him that the building would be ready by the end of I960. The Commission

would no doubt also like to know of the sustained personal interest which His

Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I had shown in the.activities of the Commission.

He had received-in audience and had entertained all the participants of the three

conferences to which he had already referred. In addition, the facilities and

courtesies which His Government always extended to. the Commission should also be

mentioned. He was certain that the Commission would like to indicate its .

appreciation of the assistance given to its. Secretariat. ; :

Finally, he wished to repeat the Commission's gratitude to His Royal Highness

for honouring it with hi:s presence and to His Majesty's Government for all the

assistance it had given. It was the prayer--of:.-all that His Majesty would return to

his country and his people in the best of health after a successful tour.

REPLIES BY HEADS OF DELEGATIONS-■■■ -■

■ '-■'■• ■' ■- Chief OKOTIE-EBOH (Federation of Nigenia) said he was greatly honoured

by being accorded the opportunity of addressing the Commission aiad thanking His

Royal Highness for opening the Commission's-proceedings so graciously. In doing so,

he waSs sure he was voicing the sentiments ;of all those delegations which would have

no opportunity of speaking themselves. ■■■'■■■■ ■..

: He was ; also very proud to be speaking on behalf of his country, which was on

the threshold of independent' nationhood;. He believed, too, that he could justly

claimto:be speaking for all the.territories which, in the Commissionj formed one

family with the United-Kingdom and for the United kingdom, itself,.

: The Prime Minister of the Federation, the Regional Premiers and all the people

of Nigeria had asked him to convey their warm greetings to the Commission. ;_.There

w^ere- special greetings to the Commission's hosts and congratulations to them on the

arrangements they had made for the meeting. The cordial good wishes of .the govern

ments and people of Nigeria were extended to His Imperial Majesty, Ivlohamed, ben

Youssef, his government and the Moroccan nation. :
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He felt the people in Africa often knew far too little of what was taking place

in other parts of the vast continent and, for that reason, it was valuable to hold

the Commission's sessions in different countries. He hoped it would be possible

one day for his Government to offer the Commission hospitality. The year I960 had

been rightly called a year ox destiny for Africa and it was a matter of great pride

an(^ joy to him that it should be the year in which his country's dreams of freedom

were to come true.

He also wished to express appreciation of the contribution made to the opening

ceremony by the United Nations Secretary-General, whose understanding of and

unbounded sympathy for the problems and aspirations of the peoples of Africa was

known to all. He was confident that what had begun so auspiciously with the

opening ceremony would continue to a fruitful conclusion.

Mr. BSAVAGUI (Guinea), on behalf of the delegation of the Republic of

Guinea, thanked His Majesty King Mohamed V and the Government of Morocco for allowing

the Commission to hold its second session in Tangier. He hoped thai the Commission

would concern itself with problems connected with the political, economic and social

development of Africa, thereby associating itself with the spirit of that other

great meeting being held in Tunis. Only in that way could the Commission avoid

disappointing the millions 01 people who relied upon it to secure better standards

of living, and emancipation, for the peoples of Africa. He wished all success to

the Economic Commission for Africa.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said the peoples of Morocco and Portugal had always

maintained human and cultural relations with each other. He paid tribute to the

outstanding qualities of His Majesty King Mohamed V, who had the interests of his

people at heart and whose reign was a glorious chapter in the history of Morocco,

and thanked His Royal Highness The'Crown Prince who, although temporarily shouldering

the entire responsibility of his country's Government, had honoured the Commission by

presiding at the inaugural meeting of its second session. His speech had be<s& heard

with great interest, and the problems he had touched upon had attracted the attention

of all. It was the duty of the members of the Commission to do everything in their

power to further the economic development of Africa.
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Mr. QUIROGA (Spain), after expressing his thanks for the honour of being

allowed to reply to the striking speech of His Royal Highness The Crown Prince of

Morocco, said that the historical links between the peoples of Morocco and Spain

■were a guarantee of that peace for which all members of the Commission were working.

The Crown Prince's inaugural address provided valuable guidance to the members of

the Commission. He thanked the people of Morocco for their hospitality, and paid

tribute to King Mohamed V, who had led his people in the ways of peace and

prosperity.

Mr. ALI DAAR (Somalia), expressing his thanks to the Crown Prince for the

kind words he had addressed to the Commission, said his speech had been imbued with

that spirit of friendliness, of mutual comprehension, and of co-operation between

African peoples and the other nations of the world in which Somalia believed as

the foundation of peace and progress. Somalia looked forward to the next session

of the Commission, in which she would participate as an independent State and a full

member. He thanked the Secretary-General of the United Nations who, by attending

the second, session of the Commission despite many pressing engagements, had under

lined the importance of its work.

Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia), after thanking, on behalf of his delegation, King

Mohamed V for inviting the Commission to meet in Morocco, said that the presence of

the Crown Prince and the attendance of the Secretary-General had been a great

stimulus to the meeting. Africa was awakening and more African countries were

becoming emancipated so that the third Commission would be attended by new countries

which would by then have attained their independence. In their struggle to emerge

from a state of underdevelopment, African countries hoped for assistance from the

richer countries of the world, but such assistance could only be accepted if offered

as from equals, not superiors, of the Africans. In a recent speech President

Bourguiba had said that it was in the interests of all that Africa should develop

through co-operation with more advanced countries, and tbe important thing was to

know which of them was prepared to help. He hoped that the Commission would help in

developing Africa's economy, and in combating illiteracy and want. Its task was a

noble and a challenging one.

The meeting rose at 2.15 "P.m*
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:l... SECOND MEETING .. .

:■ ..;■■ held on: Tuesday, 26 January I960, at 4,10 p.m.

. . = Acting Chairman: Mr.t ABBAS., Executive Secretary of the Commission

ELECTION OF OFFICERS (item 2 of the. provisional agenda)

Election of Chairman

i. The ACTING CHAIRMAN, called for nominations for the office of Chairman.

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) proposed Mr. S.lawi, head of the Moroccan

delegation. : ,: .

Mr. EL-BANNA (United Arab Republic) seconded the proposal.

Mr. Slawi was elected Chairman unanimously. .

The CHAIRMAN,expressing his thanks to the:Commission, said he deeply

appreciated the honour to his country and to himself, and was fully conscious.of

the responsibility the office entailed. The importance of the tasks which awaited

the Commission's attention was apparent from the provisional agenda, the new items

'on which related mainly to economic problems of major importance to African

development and embraced a wide range of topics. The Commission could thus

devote its best efforts to searching out ways, and means of contributing to the

development of the African continent. : ...., , . , .

Election of First Vice^-Chairman . .. , ... .

= The CHAIRMANcalled for nominations for. the office of First Vice-

Chairman. , ,

.■Mr.. QASEM:.;(Libya), supported by Mr. de ERICE (Spain) and Mr. PRO.FUMO

(Unijted; Kingdom), proposed,:Mr. El-Banna (United Arab Republic ).

Mr.. El-Banna (United Arab Republic) was elected First Vice-Chairman unanimously.

. . i ; Mr.- EL-BANNA (United Arab Republic) thanked thq Commission for his .

election.

Election of Second Vice-Chairman , i

The CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the office of Second Vice-

chairman. ; ... i :.....;■■

, ..f -; . .Mr. PROFlffi/iO (United Kingdom)., ..supported by Mr. WEKS! (Liberia),.

)fc.. RIZZENTO. (Italy) and Mr. TESPAIE (Ethiopia)., proposed Mr. Quaidoo (Ghana).

Mr. Qjjftidoo (Ghana.) ffaa el^gjed. Second Vice-Chairman ^ij^ijpo^ly.,

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) thanked the Commission for his election.
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ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (item 3 of the provisional agenda)

The CHAIRMAN' announced that the representative of Sudan had requested

the inclusion of an additional item.

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) explained that the purpose of'..'the1.: additional item

he proposed was to enable him to put forward a draft resolution inviting the

Federal Republic of Germany to attend the Commission's sessions in a: consultative

capacity. -' - : - ... .. \..v.

Mr", de ERICE' (Spain), Mr. OKOTIK-rEBOH '(Federation of Nigeria), Mr. QASEM

(Libya) and Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) seconded the proposal.

Mr. ZOUKIR (Tunisia) opposed the proposal.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary of the Commission, pointed-out that the

status of observers differed from that o'f: a's's'oeia-te members^-'- ;.... . .:--. .• : -....:."-

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the additional item might be included as

item 5, the remaining items being renumbered.

The Sudanese proposal was adopted. . . }

Mr. LISETTE (France) expressed the hope that, during the consideration

of the items on the agenda, attention would be given to fresh-water fishing, an

occupation of considerable importance in certain parts of Africa, and also to

tourism and hunting, of which some regions had high hopes.' The question of timber

reserves for paper-pulp manufacture in Africa shoUld'be' examined under item 9.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary of the Commission, said that the question

of tourism was included in'the Commission's programme of work as drawn up at the

first session and was referred to in paragraph 62 (e), of the report (E/3201).

The Commission could assign' a higher priority to the question if it wished.

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that his country attached considerable importance

'..'. ■■■': -■■■ ■ - i '■ ■■■■ -r : .■: . .-. ; ■ o i V ■ i •, ; ■ .■ ; j.: ■

'~'to'"Touris"m"." """ ■ --■ • ' .. :. .

The provisional agenda, as amended by the inclusion of the additional item,

was adopted.

ADMISSION OF NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (item 4 of the agenda) ' -■

The CHAIRMAN said that Belgium had presented an application (E/CN.14/20)

for the admission of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi as associate members of

the Commission in accordance with the terms of article 6 of the Commission's terms

of reference. He invited the Belgian representative to introduce the application.
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Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) said that the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi

wished to participate more directly in the Commission's activities. The Belgian

Government was submitting on their behalf applications for membership in accordance

with article 6 of the terms of reference. His Government would be glad if the

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi were enabled to familiarize themselves with the

Commission's working methods and procedures.

■ Mr. TESFATE (Ethiopia), Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom), Mr. BENKIRANE

(Morocco), Mr, FOURIE (Union of South Africa), Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana), Mr. EL-BANNA

(United Arab Republic) and Mr. aBDELWAHAB (Sudan) supported the application for

membership.

Mr. Z.OUHIR (Tunisia) opposed the application.

Mr. LISETTE (France) said that the delegation of France and the Community

was glad that Belgium had submitted applications for membership for the Belgian

Congo and Ruanda-Urundi.

Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco), on a point of order, observed that the French

representative had just spoken on behalf of France and the Community. The

Commission, however, recognized only the delegation of France; the representative

of France should speak only in the name of the French Republic.

Mr. LISETTE (France) agreed that it might be important for such purposes,

for example, as the drafting of conventions t6 keep to certain expressions; as a

man of action, however, he stressed that his delegation was that of France and the

Community.

Mr, QUAIDOO (Ghana) considered that the point raised by the Moroccan

representative was of the utmost importance. Under article 5 of the Commission's

terms of reference it was clear that it was France that was a member of the

Commission.

Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco) drew attention to article 2 of General Assembly

Resolution 1466 (XIV). He hoped that the non-self-governing territories

administered by France would be admitted as associate members.

Mr. LISETTE (France) said that if France had so wished it would have

invoked article 6. France felt that that should be done at the appropriate time.

The territories for which France was responsible under article 6 would apply for

membership or associate membership as soon as they felt that in such capacity

they could contribute more fully to the development of Africa.
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Mr. QASEM (Libya) associated himself with the views expressed by the

representatives of Ghana and Morocco. If any change had been made in the name of

Prance it should have been notified to the United Nations. But there had been no

notification. If France wished that the territories it represented for the time

being should participate in the work of the Commission it should request their

admission as associate members.

Mr. LISETTE (France) pointed out that the reason why his delegation used

that style.was that the members of the Community had so decided in complete freedom.

They were under no pressure from France.

The CHAIRMAN said that according to all the official documents, it was

France that was a member of the Commission. Nevertheless, if the delegation of

France wished to speak on behalf of the Community, he felt it was difficult for the

Commission to object.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary of the Commission, observed that

communications from the delegation in question bore the heading "French Delegation",

Mr. TESFAYE (Ethiopia) urged that the Commission decide without further

delay on the two applications for the admission of associate members presented by

Belgium. ;

Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom), supported that .request. In his view

France, as a member of the Commission, was entitled to speak on its own.behalf

and on that of the territories it represented. If the French delegation stated

that it represented all the States of the Community conjointly, it was entitled

to do so.

Mr. BEaVOGUI .(Guinea) thought that the African territories, of the

Community should either be associate members of the Commission or else be

represented by the French delegation, as recognized by the Commission. His

delegation fervently hoped to see all the African countries seated in the

Commission in their own names. ;

Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) supported the Ethiopian and United

Kingdom representatives. The Commission should not linger over a question which

only concerned the internal organization of the French delegation.
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Chief OKOTIE-EEOH (Federation of Nigeria) felt that the statement by

the head of the French delegation might create a'-precedent' in departing from the.

practice hitherto followed by the Commission'. Paced with the same situation, :

other members ha'd-pf-eferred-to:-.request the:...a.dfoission..qf territories' as associate

members rather than'to represent'them and Speak-on their behalf.

Mr. LISETTE (France) thought it might simplify discussion .iff-he* stated

that at the Commission's next session the delegation he spoke for might possibly

be split into several delegations:' one for France and several for the other States

of the Community .' > .

"Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco) announced that the delegations of Ghana, Guinea,

Morocco and the United Arab Republic, intended to submit a draft resolution.under

which the Commission would request all Members States administering non-self-

governing territories in Africa to propose, in accordance with operativeiparagraph

2 of General Assembly resolution 1466(XIV), the participation of those -territories

in the Work of the Commission. Morocco hoped that as many African countries as

possible would take part in the'Commission1s activities, either as members or as

associate members. " ^

The meeting adjourned at 5.45 p.m. and resumed at 6.30 p.m.

The CHAIRMAN said that,'l'f the French representative wished to speak on

behalf of the Community as well as of France, the Commission would have to consider

whether such a position was in keeping with its own rules, and would necessarily

answer" that question1in the negative. He 'therefore asked the French representative

to agree to speak on behalf of France1, it being understood that that would not

of course prevent him' from referring td: the 'Community.

Mr. LISETTE (France) said that his delegation respected the Commission's

rules, but requested' recognition of the new de facto situation arising out of a

swift development in'the relations between peoples: there now existed a freely^

constituted Community of States of which France was but one. Although from a

legal point" of view the Commission might recognize only France, it could not

prevent a spokesman of a Community from speaking of that Community. . Before any

international body the French delegation, whatever Its composition, spoke for the

Executive Council of the Community. To avoid embarrassment, however, he would

endeavour when speaking not to use the word "Community".
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The CHAIRMAN.formally took, note of the French representative's statement:

he would speak on behalf of Franoe and his remarks might refer to the Community.

He then put the Belgian application to the vote. ..-,;-■

. The Belgian application (E/CN.14/20) was adopted by 16 votes to one.

The representatives of the Belgian Congo and Euanda-Urundi took their seats

at the table. , • ■ '

Mr. van den ABEELE (Belgian Congo), thanked the Belgian Government for

expressing his country's wishes in asking the Commission to accept it as an

associate member. He also thanked the delegations of Ethiopia, France, Ghana,

Morocco, Sudan, the Union of South Africa, the United Arab Republic and the

United Kingdom, whose support for the Belgian application proved their under-

standingof the desire of the Congolese to make a more active and more direct

contribution to the .attainment of the Commission's economic objectives.

The Belgian Congo, whose large population of some 14 millioris was increasing

at the rate of 2.8.per cent per annum, owed the amazing strides it had made to a

comprehensive investment programme covering the development of inland water, rail

and road transport, and the expansion of mining, agriculture and industry. Total

investment was estimated at 150,000 million.Belgian francs. Annual national

income, which was still growing had reached 49,500 million Belgian francs, and

there was a favourable trade balance of about 3,000 million Belgian francs. The

foundation of that success was research in a variety of fields such as

agriculture, science and medicine. The various higher scientific institutions

in the Belgian Congo were open to all Africans.

If the Belgian Congo could learn more of international working methods, it

woulibe able to play an even fuller part in the Commission's work in the near

future. At the same, time, it was to be hoped that the Commission would derive

the maximum benefit from the admission of a new member with a multiplicity of

the finest resources, and facilities.. ■

Mr. BARUSASIVEKO (Euanda-Urundi) expressed his thanks to the Belgian

delegation for submitting his country's, application, and to the delegations of

.Ethiopia, France,, Ghana, Morocco, :Sudan, the; Union of South Africa, the United
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Arab Republic and the United Kingdom for their support of the application.

Ruanda-Urundi was a landlocked country and was 'obl'rged"to direct its economy, an

agricultural and pastoral one, towards close co-operation with its neighbours.

Agricultural production - coffee and cotton'-' "and at-ockbreeding were expanding.

It had already acquired considerable experience in struggling against unfavourable

natural conditions, such as its contorted mountain system and soil erosion. It ■

therefore understood the price of effort and the value of mutual aid.- Its

delegation would play a' loyal'part! in: the wofckodf the [Commission. It was sure

that it would learn useful lessons,rand:was ;determined to put its own resources

and knowledge at the Commission's. disposal. 'It -hoped^in: the near future, to-.

become a member of;the Commission with full rights, aridiresponsibilities>.;-;i ;■_. ;

The meeting rose, at;..7 'p-aOfc■.:■ .-.)■ i ;■ ■ ■■

-1 J -j ,
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THIRD MEETING

held on Wednesday, 27 January I960, at 10.20 a.m.

Chairman; Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

1 INVITATION TO THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY TO ATTEND SESSIONS OF THE
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA IN A CONSULTATIVE CAPACITY (Item 5 of

the Agenda) . ■ ■ ■ >

The CHAIRMAN recalled the Commission's,decision at its previous meeting

to add a new item after Item:4 of the provisional agenda to. enable a draft

resolution submitted by the delegation of the Sudan concerning the extension of

an invitation to the Federal Republic of Germany to attend sessions of the

Commission in a consultative capacity to be discussed. He invited the represen

tative of the Sudan to introduce.his delegation'sdraft resolution, which was

contained in document E/CN.14/li.39.

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) said his delegation had submitted the draft

resolution under paragraph 10 of the Commission's terras of reference. In the

draft resolution, ECOSOC was requested to authorize the Executive Secretary to

grant the Federal Republic of Germany facilities in respect of sessions of the

Economic Commission for Africa (BCA) similar to those already granted it in

respect of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) and the

Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA). His delegation believed the

Jfcderal Republic of Germany could play an important role in the economic develop

ment of Africa and that its experience would be of value to the Commission, It

further believed the Federal Republic of Germany had the interests of Africa at

heart and that it would be of advantage both to it and to Africa if it could be

represented at the Commission's sessions. He asked the Commission to endorse the

draft resolution.

Mr. BENICIRANE (Morocco), supporting the draft resolution, said he hoped

that similar invitations would be extended to any nation or power outside Africa

that was interested in the development of Africa. By the participation of such

powers in the Commission's debates, efficiency and the maximum economic development,

which all desired, could best be achieved.
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Mr. ZOUHER (Tunisia) said his Government was opposed to the draft

resolution. From its contacts with the Federal Republic of Germany it was, not

convinced that the latter was seriously interested in the economic development

of Africa. - The Federal Republic of Germany's main concern seemed .to be with

European problems, a fact which had been obvious during its recent trade negotia

tions with his own country.

Chief OKOTIE-EBOH (Federation of Nigeria) supporting the draft .

resolution, said he agreed with those, who felt the Federal Republic of Germany

could make a valuable contribution to the economic development of Africa. While

many countries outside Africa were genuinely interested in its economic development^

he felt it would be dangerous to open wide the Commission's doors to all and any

who professed an interest in attending its meetings? there were some countries

whose interest was inspired by selfish or ideological motives. There could,

however, be no objection to opening the doors to those whose paramount interest

was Africa's economic development.

Mr. QASEM (Libya) supported the draft resolution and the vie.ws. expressed

by the Nigerian representative. Each case should be decided on its merits,

Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) drew attention to the fact that

the Sudan had submitted its proposal to the Commission and not to the Economic and

Social Council which, as a member of ECOSOC, it could well have done. Pie was

convinced that submission to the Commission was the proper procedure and hoped

it would be followed in similar oases in future so that the Council's decision

should not be imposed on the Commission and the Commission could discuss each

.application on its merits. . - . ,

. Mr.FOURIE (Union of South Africa) pointed out that paragraph 10 of

the Commission's terms of .reference laid down three criteria for the extension of

invitations to non-members of the Commission to participate in its work,, From

what he had heard, those three criteria were fulfilled in the case under discussion

and he was prepared, therefore, to vote in favour of the draft resolution.'

Mr. BEAVOGUI (Guinea), Mr. LISETTE (France), Mr. TESFAYE (Ethiopia),

Mr. RIZZETO (Italy), Mr. F0RTH)MME (Belgium), Mr. de ERICE (Spain), Mr. Mohamed

HASSAN (Somalia), Mr. BLUNT (Kenya), Mr. WALLACE (Samaliland Protectorate),

Mr. VAN DEN ABEELE (Belgian Congo) and. Mr. BARUSASIXEKO (Ruanda Urindi) supported

the- draft- resolution. - . .
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Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal), Mr. WEEKS (Liberia), Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana),

Mr. NICOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) and Mr. TYOOD (Tanganyika) also supported'the draft

resolution and associated themselves with the view expressed by the representatives

of the Federation of Nigeria and of Libya, that each case should be deci&ed'on its

merits.

Mr. PRORJMO (United Kingdom) supported the draft resolution and the

view that it would" be dangerous to adopt an open door policy. He welcomed the

fact that in the records of the discussion so many representatives would be shown

as being against an open door policyj that would protect the Commission in the

future. The Commission would be wise to continue employing the three criteria

mentioned by the representative of the Union of South Africa.

Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco) said that earlier he had not considered it

necessary to enter into all the aspects of the problem. After hearing the comments

of the representative of Tunisia, however, he felt obliged to say that the Moroccan

Government understood the views and shared the apprehensions of the Government of

Tunisia, The attendance of the Federal Republic of Germany at sessions of the

Commission would, he hoped, help to overcome difficulties of tiiat kind.

The CltAIRMAN put the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of

the Sudan to the vote.

(The draft resolution was adopted by 15 votes to one.

Mr. AEDELWAKAB (Sudan) expressed his delegation's gratitude for the

Commission's support and hoped the Federal Republic of Germany would reconsider

its position towards Tunisia. His Government had refrained from submitting its

draft resolution to the Economic and Social Council the previous year, preferring

to wait a year in order to submit it to the Co:-imission, It would remember in

future the precedent^ii had created and would" always consider each case on its

merits.

2. ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS JN AFRICA (item 6 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/28,
E/CN.14/29) ' ■ '

Mr. ABBAS,- Executive Secretary of the' Commission, said that the aim

of the Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 (E/CN.14/28) was to: present a compre

hensive picture of Africa* s economy and to bring out the main development' trends.

The Survey was not free from shortcomings,' but they reflected the paucity and

unreliability of information about vital sectors of economic activity; it was
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hoped that in future years the Statistical Survey of Africa initiated by. the

Conference of African Statisticians would make- it possible to fill many of the

gaps. Fundamental changes had occurred in Africa since the war and the continent

now presented a very different picture from that of 1950.

. - =. A document had also been prepared on the impact of the European Economic

Community on African, trade ■(E/CN.14/29). , Since the establishment of the

Community, .sometimes referred to as the "Six", a European Free Trade Association

of seven other countries had been formed and its relationship to the Community

was still under discussion. Those developments increased the difficulty of

reaching conclusions about the impact of European trade arrangements on Africa.

The tariff cuts foreseen for the Common.Market countries under the Rome Treaty

had been brought into operation according-to plan. - While those tariff cuts had
■ . . . . ■ ■.» ■ ■ ■, ■

been :made in a general atmosphere of trade liberalization and had as yet had no

discernible discriminatory effects on Africa, a protected market in respect of

several commodities would be set up for producers in African associated territories

and the prospect might already have begun to affect production plans. In any

case, the new trade groupings in Europe and elsewhere were obviously of great

.potential- importance for Africa and the Secretariat would follow developments

closely. .

Since the Survey did not go beyond 1958 and there was no separate document

on current developments, the Commission might be interested in some comments

on economic developments, in Africa, since, .its first session.

During 1959, the industrialized countries had continued their recovery

from the third post-war recession., ■ but. that favourable development had not led to

a general or■uniform strengthening of commodity prices. The general price, index

in the first half of 1959 had still been 4 per cent lower than in the previous

year and. not; until the third quarter .of the year h-ad a modest increase been

recorded. Within that general index, there had been considerable disparities

between commodities: a hardening on the oilseed, long- and medium-staple cotton

and hard fibre markets, but continued depression or even.deterioration on the coffee,

cocoa and short-staple cotton markets. Sales had improved more than prioes.

Thus.,, the United States had increased its total cocoa imports; Rhodesian copper

exports had reached a record peak more than compensating for very low prices;

the combined-value of exports from the Belgian Congo, British East Africa, the
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Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Morocco, Nigeria, Sudan and Tunisia had

increased-by 15 per cent in the first half of 1959 as compared with the corres

ponding period of 1958; and exports from Ghana had improved substantially in

the third quarter. Egyptian and Algerian exports had shown a falling trend,

while the picture in the African States of the French Coinmunity had been blurred

by devaluation. Although more recent figures were lacking, available indications

pointed towards a continuation of general improvement. In addition, moves

towards convertibility and a relaxation of import controls in the sterling and

franc areas had given several African countries and territories a wider choice

of sources of supply.

■ The recession had again demonstrated the vulnerability of African economies

:and the trgenoy of stabilizing commodity prices. While international commodity

agreements were useful in eliminating sharp price fluctuations and preventing

over-production, they did not in themselves foster economic growth or solve the

long-term problems of commodity exporters.

Another characteristic of the economic development of industrialized

countries tnat the recession had confirmed was that the rate of expansion' of

demand for commodities tended to lag behind the rate of general economic growth.

That was partly due to a shift in production patterns towards industries with '

a low input 'of primary products per unit of output and to constant pressure for

economy in the use of raw materials. Large sums were being spent on research

to reduce waste, re-process scrap, decrease the raw materials content of the

final product and manufacture synthetic substitutes. Consequently, even a rapid

expansion in industrialized countries would lead to only a moderate increase in

their imports of primary products; that was clearly shown by figures given in

the latest Economic Survey for Europe.

At the same time, the import demands of under-developed countries had "

tended to increase faster than their domestic production. That might lead to

the paradoxical conclusion that, in order to avoid balance of payments'difficulties,

primary producing countries must develop at a slower rate than industrial countrxes;

primary producers must counteract that tendency by vigorous industrialization 'and

"other appropriate measures. Such measures were being increasingly embodied in

development plans and programmes. Bnphasis had recently been placed on inte

grated national effort,' in both the traditional and the modern sector, and with
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greater emphasis, on directly productive investment, particularly in industry and

agriculture. That was evident from the^deliberations of the Meeting of.Experts.

on Techniques of Development Programmes held in 1959. In some cases, institu- .

tions for the implementation of development, programmes had been set up even before

the formal adoption, of the, pro grammes, themselves; the Meeting of Experts had

stressed that, implementation was an integral -part :of the planning ^.rpcess. :The

institutions included industrial development banks and development .corporations,

the value of which had been stressed in. General Assembly resolution 1427. (XIV). .

In 1959, such.ban^s and corporations had been established for the first time in

many African .countries, including Morocco, Senegal and Nyasaland.

, : Acceleration in resources survey,^ discovery and development ;ha& been

encouraging in 1959. ; If t.hat rate of progress, which applied not only to

^min^als., but also to water and other natural resources, could be maintained,,

ignorance., of resources, might cease to be a serious obstacle to economic develop

ment in Africa.

,■; ; : : A rapid increase in food supplies was a pre-r.equisite for industrialization,

but achievements in that respect had been disappointing. According to an index,

,,(cEmPu:fced V ?A0, -per capita food production had stopped increasing in 1953-54

and during the p.ast two years had fallen to between 4 and 5 per oent :bel:ow the

post-war peak.; ; ., ., . ■ .

Substantial progress, had been made with industrial projects, in 1959.. For,

example,! electricity production from the Kariba dam had started, .oil production

had .increased ^nd a number ..of manufacturing plants,, some in new fields of pro

duction, had been completed or.were under construction. Inmost African

countries .and territories, ,the development of manufacturing production for domestic

use was handicapped by the smallness of the market. That handicap might.be

reduced by co-ordination of national development programmes, especially for

industry and transport. ; ,■■■-..

¥hile :little progress had been made along those lines, there were-encourag-

.ing signsof increased co-operation in other economic fields. The agreement

on .the Nile, waters, tradeiagreements between;a number,of African countries.and

measures for preventing.further shrinkage of international trade,.such as.the_ ,

customs, union..covering some of-.the. West..African countries and the recent abolition,

of, certain, for.eign exchange restrictions,,in G-hana, .were all significant develop

ments, especially since the potentialities of intra-xegional trade has as yet

been hardly exploited.
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Special attention had been' drawn it-the first'Session to Africa's need for-

technical and economic assistance, and it seemed apparent that Africa's efforts

to'develop resources'more effectively were likely to-meet with a favourable

response from the industrialized countries. ; In order to secure the maximum

benefit from their own development efforts arid from outside assistance, the

African countries and territories might find it necessary to reorganize their

plans and to look beyond'the limits of their frontiersi ,.VfiCA had a part to play

in"all those developments and the Secretariat would do its utmost to help.

:''' Mr. 'de SEMES (Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs) drew :

attention to the fac4, made clear in the Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 :

(E/CN.14/28); 'that although industrial development had contributed substantially

to the growth of production arid employment,^ large proportion of the income

derived from the primary sector continued to be spent on the import of raanufaetured

goods because there was no local production. The phenomenon'was accentuated by

a high marginal import propensity as income increased. In many cases, the^

"situation'was attributable'not to the inadequacy of markets or to their inability

to absorb industrial production, but to structural-factors unfavourable to the : ;

establishment of industry, Such as lack of technical skill and investment capital,

and to institutional factors which discouraged the development of incentives.

That analysis of a basic characteristic of African development also served

to stress the dual role of the Commission. On the one hand, it. must try to

facilitate the mobilization of Africa's resources in order to diversify the:

continent1 s: economy and reduce its excessive dependence on the outside world.

On the othdr hand, it could play a-useful-part, through joint discussion ,and

"concerted action, in bringing Africa's needs and problems to the attention-of the

responsible national and international bodies. Economic trends were not the

outcome of blind market forces alone, but were determined to a far greater extent

than before by the policies of central authorities and the bargaining strength ,.of

""the parties'to negotiations. A wider interest was taken in the policies and

actions of the' great industrial powers, the orientation of trade policies, regional

arrangements, international- liquidity and even national problems such as anti-...

cyclical measures. The'discussion in the Commission could'help to ensur.e,,that (-

kecisions reached elsewhere were taken in-a fuller knowledge of their possible

repercussions and that meant that it could not be confined.to consideration ^

purely African factors. -.--■■ .■■■.. .'. ^
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The world economy was undergoing a period of expansion and the short-terra

outlook, which had been improving for over a year, continued to be generally

favourable. Thus, by mid-1959 the world index of industrial production was

11 per cent higher than at raid-1958j that upward trend was continuing despite

the setback caused by the United States steel strike. In the early stages of

the expansion, the most important contributing factor had been the public sector,

but the character of the recovery had changed as it had gained momentum and fears

of a recurrence of inflation had led governments to restrict public expenditure

and adopt' more stringent credit policies. Those measures, however, seemed

hardly likely to check the expansion, since strong consumer demand in the main

European sectors was providing an impetus and the settlement of the steel strike

in the United States should ensure a steadily rising production for some time.

The advance in business activity in the industrial countries was being

accompanied by a renewed growth of international trade and imports were now

7 per cent above the corresponding 1958 level. The exports of the less developed

countries had shared in that increase, but owing to the fact that for most of the

commodities in increased demand the supply had been more than ample, the effect

on prices had been modest. Nevertheless, total exports from the less developed

'countries, after slipping back 5 per cent between 1957 and 1958, had regained

and even exceeded the 1957 level. As the average price index of manufactured

goods in international trade had remained more or less stationary, less developed

countries had enjoyed a'higher importing capacity early in 1959, although it had

not yet been reflected in any substantial increase in imports.

With the'recovery from the recession,'factors less directly related to cyclical

movements were beginning to emerge, andcertain structural changes were becoming

apparent in the composition of trade between the principal world markets. The

United States1' share of world exports had been falling while its share of total

imports had been rising? western Europe and Japan had been improving their

position correspondingly. Since 1954 United States imports had been increasing

more rapidly than the national product; that was a reversal of historical trends,

since United States self-sufficiency had always tended to increase with the

national product. While a continuance of that trend could not be forecast, the

growth of the productive capacity of western Europe and Japan had clearly reduced

the advantage which the United States had enjoyed in the early post-war years.

Costs had increased more rapidly in the United States than in other industrial

countries, but there were other more general reasons for the trend.
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For several years, governments had been making systematic efforts to restrain

demand with a view to achieving price stability, and the present.trend might be due

to a general relaxation in the pressure of demand. Now that the United States

was no longer called upon to play the part of "last resort" supplier to relieve

shortages and eliminate obstacles to rapid national expansion, it was natural for

United States exports to decrease in relation to those of other countries as total

demand slackened. The effects of those events were not limited to the industrialized

part of the world. The fact that the United States balance of trade had become

more vulnerable than previously might affect the whole world economy.

The phenomenon had to be viewed in the context of the advances made,in recent

years towards liberalization of trade and currency convertibility, advances which

had created new problems by increasing the interdependence of the major nations

and making it more essential for governments to harmonize their policies. Govern

ments, despite comprehensive machinery for the control of foreign exchange and

tradef had not always been able to prevent the flight of capital. Now, with

controls dismantled, they might take individual action .to protect their balance of

trade; that would be detrimental to general economic expansion. It .was therefore

necessary for all nations to.recognize the need for an effective system of

co-ordination. He hoped that if governments adopted new economic practices,

contact would be maintained between the bodies dealing with trade, assistance,

stability and growth and those dealing -ith the needs of underdeveloped countries.

It was easier for countries with a high level of industrialization to adjust

themselves to a policy of limited expansion or stagnation: unless they had a

complete picture of the situation, they might be tempted to pursue such a policy.

High priority had; of necessity, to be given to the problem of primary

commodities. In Africa, fluctuations in the prices of primary conunodities had

been less severe than during the inter-wQ" period, but the improvement had not

been commensurate with the upward trend in business activity in the industrial

countries. Perhaps stock movements were a reason for that. During the recent

recession in the United States, stock movement had been equivalent to more than

2.5 per cent of the gross national product during the downswing and to 4 per cent

during the subsequent upswing; and fluctuations on such a scale must obviously

affect the price of primary products. Africa was moreidependent on primary

products than other continents?, and nany of its main exports - minerals, cotton,

cocoa, and cocoanut oil - were particularly subject to price fluctuations.
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A number of African countries had attempted to mitigate the effects of price

fluctuations by establishing marketing boards and stabilization funds, in order

to divorce selling prices from international market prices but although more

successful than other techniques, such as variable export taxes or exchange rates,

they had not managed, to stabilize incomes or offset fluctuations in the volume of

production. Domestic price stabilization raised serious problems for governments,

since the burden of external fluctuations was shifted from producers' incomes to

government revenues. A major difficulty was that the mechanics of price stabili

zation were still not fully understood.

The increase in exports by volume had to some extent mitigated the impact of

price fluctuations on the African countries, an increase that reflected Africa's

rising share in world commodity ucrkats. It would be easier to accommodate

African exports if world demand expanded at a reasonable pace, but continued

expansion in the case of products, such as cocoa, cotton,, wool, copper and coffee,

would mean encroachment on the export markets of other countries, or a significant

fall in prices. There was already excess capacity, in certain commodities, and

international action had become urgent. The problem would be aggravated if

countries with similar resources pursued separate national policies without

regard to: others. : * It--was essential that the machinery for information and

consultation and existing international commodity arrangements should be

strengthened.

There were however structural difficulties which could not be overcome by

price stabilization alone. The overall pattern of consumption in major

industrial countries resulted in a growing demand for goods of which the raw

material content was proportionately less. Technological innovations and the

substitution of synthetics permitted economies in the use of raw materials with

the result that the ratio of imports to gross national product tended to decrease.

The trend was reversed .in the less-developed countries where development programmes

required an increasing volume of imports of capital goods. Such asymmetry could

only be eliminatedtby international corrective action.

Schemes for regional integration between the principal industrial countries

were also of concern to the African countries. The .creation of the Conimon Market

had introduced into the African economy a new form of preference and discrimination

in the technical sense. The Commission1 s problem was to define the pattern of

world trade that would afford the African continent the greatest opportunities for

rapid end harmonious development. Discrimination was not a new factor. The
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establishment of the European Economic Community had reshaped one of the- areas

of discrimination rather than introduced a new institutional factor. According

to the GAIT panel of experts its effects on the African countries would-be trade-

diverting rather than trade-creating. In other words, the share of third - - ,

countries in total sales within the Community would decline, but if the rate of.

economic growth of the Community were sufficiently rapid, the demand for

. commodities from third countries in absolute figures would increase. So;far,the

effects on African countries of reductions in tariff- and quota barriers had- been

small, because tariff concessions had been extended to all members of GATT. ; , It

might be that when the European Community was more firmly established some of

the premises on which it hadTbeen founded would appear in a different light, and

the preferential element be considered less essential than had been thought:when

the Treaty had been conceived. If economic expansion continued; 'the members of

the-Community might bring about a general reduction of customs barriers, thus -

benefiting the African countries.

.' The establishment of the Economic Commission for Africa impliei.that Africa

was beginning to think of itself as an economic as well as a geographical unit

and as Governments became more aware of that, they would have to reappraise the

concepts upon which Africa's economic system ;and its relations with the outside

woria were based. Although attention was at present largely concentration,

mediate measures for the systematic development of resources within their,0™

frontiers, the time was not fax distant when they would have to- consider, the

problem of creating favourable conditions for the establishment ,of functional,

complexes, industrial, hydraulic and agricultural, the various-components,of .;

.which would not necessarily be confined within the borders of one country, or,even

'ane group of countries." The problem was to create an area endowed Irtth: the,,

necessary foundations where the impetus given by primary production could: develop

and extend without' being retarded by secondary 'effects. Thought should, ,be. gaven

forthwith to the provision of the economic and institutional requirements,,for

such an undertaking involved not only continental unity but alsolwdrld solidarity.

: . The meeting.rose at 12.45 p.m.
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FOURTH MEETING :

held on Wednesday, 27 January I960, at 3.15 p.m.

■' " '"'' ' Chaifrm&n: ' Mr. SLAWI (Morocco) ' -: ■ ''"''■'■'

ECONOMIC SITUATION AKD TRENDS"IN'1 AFRICA (item 6 of the agenda) (continued) ■ :

The CHAIRMAN'invited"the Commission to continue its discussion of item 6,

economic situation and trends'in Africa. ' *

'Urt BEAVOGUI (Guinea) congratulated the'Executive Secretary of the1

Commission and the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs on their

masterly introduction at the previous m9eting of the Economic Survey of Africa

since 1950 (E/CN.14/28).

His delegation vould like to see the Commission's prospects of success

improved. The Commission should'try to harmonise its role with the political

evolution taking place in Africa. As originally conceived, the Commission could

act only through the administering powers, whose interests often* conflicted with

those of the African peoples. The colonial order was now a thing of the past and

decolonialisation was proceeding rapidly in Africaj if the Commission wished to

remain faithful to the spirit of the United Nations, it must be transformed. His

delegation therefore proposed as a fundamental change in the Commission's structure,

the strengthening of its authority and '"■* extension of its responsibilities.

Reviewing the political changes which had taken place, and were still taking

place, in Africa, he said that by the end of I960, fourteen countries with an

aggregate population of 115 millions would have acquired sovereign status. :It was

no longer conceivable that Africa's economic development should be controlled by

alien authorities. Its political emancipation would determine its economic, social

and cultural emancipation, not the reverse,

How would the African countries ensure their economic development once'they had

acquired political independence? Remedial measures of a social character,, such as

health or nutrition campaigns, were illuaory; though backed by good intentions,

they could have no -effect so long as the standard of living of the population

remained so deplorably low. It inurrt not be forgotten that the level of social

development was dependent on the level of scientific and technical development, and

that dissimilar societies with dissimilar resources could not b'e organized on the

same principles. The young countries of Africa, and Guinea in particular,, had
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therefore preferred to follow their own line of development and to use every

possible means to that end.

In Guinea, in less than one year of independence, with the support and the

participation of the entire population through the system of voluntary labour,

sometimes referred to as "human investment", roads, bridges, embankments, schools,

dispensaries and the like had been built and collective plantations brought under

cultivation. .Considering the size of the population - 2,800,000 - and the meagre-

ness of its budget - scarcely 8,000 million francs, those,achievements, which the

most conservative estimate placed at the equivalent of over 5,000 millions,

constituted an,outstanding success. Mention should also be made of achievements in

the social field: taxation reforms, a higher guaranteed minimum wage, free school

ing, a 100 per cent increase in school attendance, and so forth. All that proved

that Guinea was on the right road. Only full political independence had enabled

that choice to be made, and that choice could yield proper results only by a

dynamic, and revolutipnary conception of economic development.

It was characteristic of the African economy that it depended essentially.on

agriculture and showed a large deficit, both internally and in foreign trade.

Although Africa supplied substantial quantities of foodstuffs to foreign markets,

it could not manage to supply its own needs in agricultural produce. The farmer

was scarcely able to procure, in exchange for his produce, the goods he most

urgently- needed, and the interval between crops was often one of famine and the

direst penury. The remedies suggested by the colonial administrations had proved

ineffective. What had to be approached afresh, therefore, was not the pr.oblem of

production, but .that of marketing. Markets for African produce had to be estab

lished in Africa so that the marketing of that produce became part of the African

■ economy; that would have the result of raising the income derived from African

agricultural production by 20 or 30 per cent. ':-■'■

As the Commission had noted at its first session, the African economy was

unbalanced. A substantial proportion of the yield from African production was

monopolized by non-African firms, brokers and intermediaries; furthermore,^ Africa

was a producer of raw materials and needed finished products, and the disparity

between the, terms of trade of those two categories of products was common knowledge.

Lastly, the financial and currency problem upset the balance even further.

With regard to the currency aspect, it might be said that Africa had practi

cally no currency of its own. Currencies in Africa usually shared the fate of
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those of the administrative powers. Thus the monetary situation did not reflect

the true economy of the production areas. The balance of private settlements

between the States of western Africa and the other countries in the franc area in

1957-1958 showed a deficit of 152 million dollars, representing the burden of

excess profits borne by the African.taxpayer and consumer and made good by the

French taxpayer for the benefit of the integrated economic sector. In such

circumstances, neither economic communities nor currency areas could stabilize the

African economy.

Since Guinea had achieved its independence it had substantially reduced the

prices of current consumer goods by opening exchange markets and a foreign trade

office. As regards its internal economy, Guinea would try first to supply its

consumer goods needs from its own resources. In its trading economy, it intended

to increase the profitability of its production,by small-scale industrialization

and processing.

Large-scale development was a very different matter and called for very

different measures. Africa could not do without capital, but it must employ

every means of economic development in its endeavour to promote the interests of

the people. It had excluded political participation; there remained private

investment. Private capital was invested in the under-developed countries on

condition that it was secure and yielded a high return. Africa needed funds for

development and not someone to exploit its wealth. Guarantees, financing, and

currency were problems that needed a joint solution. The necessary funds could be

found only through the close co-operation of all the fully-developed countries and

the establishment of an international credit and guarantee bank or an international

issuing authority. What was required was to promote the regularization of the

African economy, to establish sound and stable African currencies, and to ensure a

start to economic development. That would solve the problem of under-development

in fifteen years, and clear up the horrible aftermath of the disequilibrium between

two worlds both engaged in the same human endeavour.

Every effort must be made to bring African economic conditions into line with

those of other population groups. Traditional solutions were of no avail because

' there had never been a similar problem before. Action must, therefore, be

rational and revolutionary. Since the problems could not be isolated, fundamental

changes were needed, so the agenda should be supplemented by the addition of a

general survey to bring out the environmental features which affected the economic
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asPerct, the principles to be applied and the new measures to be adopted. That

could be achieved by united action and the pooling of resources.

The Commission should be vested with powers to undertake a general survey and

joint action. A working party should accordingly be set up to establish "the ..

reference material for a new definition of ECA" , and the United Nations General

Assembly should be asked to adopt new provisions for economic assistance to under

developed countries. Those were the two proposals which his delegation was .. ^

submitting to the Commission. .

Mr. IUIUMA (Tanganyika) said the introductory statements by the Executive

Secretary and the Under-Sscretary for Economic and Social Affairs deserved very (

careful study. The Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 (E/CN.14/28) showed both

what had been" done and what remained to be done. It gave a better understanding

of what the priorities Should be and how each region could.benefit by the

experience of the others. The value of the annual Surveys would increase in the

coming years.

Tanganyika's basic economic problem was to improve- £ej^ca£ita income by sub

stituting a monetary economy for a subsistence economy, where the latter still

predominated. That could only be done by expanding and diversifying agriculture,

which required the use of modem working methods, and by improving communications.

With a view" to increasing agricultural productivity, the-government had recently

engaged"an IBRD survey mission to report on the.country's potential productivity

and the means that should be adopted to develop its economy., ■ . . , ,.

Tanganyika attached special importance to the development,of the co-operative

' movement. ' Most of its coffee crop and nearly all its.cotton .crop, which together

accounted fbr over-one-third of total exports, were marketed through co-operative

societies; 'The co-operative movement enabled the small-scale producer to derive

the maximumbenefit from' the sale of his crops,, and the worker to reap the full . .

benefitof his labours. = It was also useful in spreading knowledge of good farm

ing, business and finance methods. The Commission could perform a useful service

by studying the part played in the various African countries by the co-operative

movement. • Tanganyika was also keenly interested in community development schemes

Instruction in modern farming methods would only yield good results if the farmer,

with his conservative ways, was persuaded of the value.of such methods both to

himself and'to his country.■ ■ . . -
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It was desirable that the preliminary report on "The Impact of the European

Economic.Community on African Trade" (E/CN.14/29) should be followed by other more

comprehensive studies. The Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs had

rightly stressed the desirability of avoiding measures which might injure the trade

of African countries in process of development. It was to be hoped that proper

attention would be paid to"'"that■''statementT""~r -"■■-'-"-■—■■"-

It was also to be hoped that the Federal Republic of Germany would regard its

admission as an observer at the Commission's meetings as a recognition of its

desire to assist the development of all African countries and not just a few

particular countries. It would not be to the interests of Africa to see organiza

tions set up which granted privileges to some countries and refused them to others,

whatever the short-term advantages.

Chief 0K0TIE-EB0H (Federation of Nigeria) thanked the Executive Secretary

and'the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs for the encouragement they

,had given the Commission in its first year of existence and congratulated them on

their statements.

The Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 emphasized the importance of financ

ing capital formation for African countries, stressed the need for training manpower,

and referred to the considerable growth of industry in many African countries in

recent years. The authors of the Survey acknowledged the importance of replacing

imported goods by locally manufactured products, but pointed out that such substi

tution would not always be possible. The Survey and its conclusions were on the

whole in accordance with the views of his delegation. While about to gain its

political independence, Nigeria was still faced with the problem of raising the

standard of living of the'pe'dple. It hoped'the Commission would provide it and

other under-developed countries in Africa with the means of solving the problems

discussed in the Survey and thereby quickening the modernization of their economies.

Nigeria did not wish to rely on the charity of others, but recognized that an

acceleration of its economy could not be achieved without outside assistance, which

must be free of conditions. It needed technical advice and experts, and would

welcome anything the Coimiission could do to promote an inflow of external capital.

Nigeria was much concerned over the instability of world prices for primary

products. As price stabilization schemes rarely succeeded, an attempt should be

made to stimulate demand for such products and widen their range of use. It was

unfortunate that the authors of the Survey had not selected their examples from
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the countries most typical of the region and it was desirable that in future

statistics should be expressed in a common currency.

The report on the Impact of the European Economic Community on African Trade

(E/CN.14/29) offered a preliminary analysis of the possible effect of Common

Market arrangements on particular African export commodities. It suggested that

preferential arrangements, when they came into force, might stimulate production

in overseas associated territories; but that non-associated territories would

probably export less primary commodities to the Community than would otherwise be

the case.

There was no doubt that Nigeria might be adversely affected by the Treaty of

Rome. First, the Treaty provided for the duty-free admission of products from

associated overseas territories and for a common customs tariff against all other

territories; that might enable French and Belgian tropical territories to under

cut Nigeria in products like groundnuts and groundnut oil. Secondly, the Treaty

provided for the "managed marketing" of agricultural products, which might lead to

the imposition of quotas on, or the total exclusion of certain Nigerian products,

such as oilseeds, groundnut oil, cotton and rubber. To such direct disadvantages

should be added a possible fall in prices due to a parallel diversion of exports

from other producing countries to the United Kingdom. Such a situation conflicted

with the policy of trade liberalization followed in recent years by most countries

to their mutual advantage. Nigeria therefore hoped for some mitigation of the

unfavourable features of the Treaty of Rome, while aware that its grievances could

be more effectively put in nore directly competent organs, such as GATT. The

immediate objectives of the"Federation of Nigeria were to secure the lowest possible

customs tariff on the products which it exported, or might export, to the European

Economic Community such as cocoa, --jgetable oils, bananas and so on, and an

assurance that "managed marketing" would not be applied to tropical agricultural

produc e.

Mr. iviARTIN (Kenya'and Zanzibar), commending the introductory statements of

the'Executive Secretary and the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs, said

he wished to submit a few constructive comments on the Economic Survey of Africa

since 1950. More space might have been devoted to the economic situation in various

sub-regions and a general plan by main sectors might have been adopted. In addition,

the abundant statistics in the Survey should have been accompanied by notes indicating

what value could be attached to the figures. Otherwise surprise might justifiably be

expressed that the necessity for a statistical survey on Africa should have been

recognized.
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FIFTH MEETING

held on Thursday, 28 January I960, at 10.20 a.m.

Chairman; Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

ADMISSION OF NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (item 4- of the agenda)
(resumed from the second meeting)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission, before continuing its discussion of

item 6 of the agenda, economic situation and trends in Africa, to examine the

draft resolution submitted by Ghana, Guinea, Morocco and the United Arab Republic.

Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) introduced the second revision of

the draft resolution submitted by his own delegation and those of Ghana, Guinea

and Morocco (E/CN.14/L.4-O/Rev.2). Its sole purpose was to enable as many African

peoples as possible to participate in the deliberations of the Commission, which

represented permanent machinery as well as an annual conference on economic and

social matters of common concern to all African peoples. It was gratifying that

the number of independent African countries had increased since 1958, when the

Economic and Social Council had decided to establish the Commission^ Guinea had

gaine.d its independence and had become one of the most active members of ECA, while

at least four other African territories would gain independence in I960. It was

to be hoped that all would be admitted to the United Nations and thus become full

members of the Commission.

With regard to the territories which were still non-self-governing? all

delegations would undoubtedly welcome the steps taken by certain administering

Powers to bring about the participation in the work of the Commission of the

territories under their jurisdiction. Such steps had been taken by the United

Kingdom in 1959, and his delegation had welcomed the admission of the Belgian Congo

and Ruanda-Urundi as associate members. It was in the interests of the Commission

. that African experts should have an opportunity'to participate in its work, since

...that was one of the most effective ways of training Africans to administer their

own affairs when the time came and to gain experience of representation in inter

national organizations. . ,

It was regrettable,'however, that other administering Powers had failed to

implement United Nations resolutions on the subject. The terms of reference of

the Commission3 which were part of an Economic and Social Council resolution,

^provided in paragraph 6 for the admission of associate members and the General

Assembly at its. fourteenth session had adopted by an overwhelming majority
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resolution 1*66 (XIV), which specially requested the administering Powers to pro

pose the participation of .non-self-governing territories in the work of ECA. No

delegation had voted against that resolution^ 61 Members had voted in favour, and

only the delegations of Australia, Belgium, France, Peru, Portugal and Spain had

abstained. It was noteworthy that one administering Power, the United Kingdom,

had voted in favour of the resolution. The vote clearly showed the will of the

United Nations as a whole to bring about the participation of African territories

in the work of the United Nations and its specialized agencies.

The joint draft resolution before the Commission did no more than reiterate

the General Assembly resolution and ask that certain steps should be taken as soon

as possible to implement that decision. The sponsors were following the normal

procedure and were not asking the administering Powers to go any iPurther than they

were, required to do. His delegation therefore hoped that the new text would be

adopted unanimously.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana), whose delegation was one of the joint sponsors of

the draft resolution, explained that its purpose was to give expression to the

desire of the Commission as a whole to achieve the full participation of all the

countries and territories of Africa in its work. If that was indeed the desire'

of all delegations, any attempt to deny or delay admission to associate membership

would be tantamount to hindering the realization of the objectives of ECA, which

were clearly stated in the Commission's terms of reference.

The joint draft resolution contained a specific request to members who were

responsible for the external relations of African countries. In framing the

Commission's terms of reference, the Economic and Social Council had acted in the

awareness that certain States were responsible for the external relations of

territories, but had not confined itself to asking the administering Powers to

represent those territories in EGA* the General Assembly had gone even further

and had "specifically requested 'the administering Powers to propose the participation

of territories in the Commission's work. Clearly, the reason for those provisions

was to ensure that every territory and State in Africa should have an opportunity

of contributing to the economic.and social development of the continent. Moreover,

such an arrangement would be beneficial to the administering Powers themselves.

If they really had the interests of the non-self-governing territories at heart

and were doing everything in their power" to promote development and to solve ^

economic and social.problems, there could be no possible harm in allowing repre- ■ .

sentatives of those territories to'confirm the points made by the:administering
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Powers in the Commission and to benefit by the services of EGA. Far fro, lur

ing in any'way the existing arrangements between the adBinisterxng Powers and tte

territories under their jurisdiction, participation in the Cohesion's work could .

only consolidate and strengthen the ties between them.. It was to be hoped that
any fears that might have prevailed on that score had been dispelled by the spxrxt
of friendly co-operation which had reigned during the Commission's first session

at Addis Ababa.

■ As the representative of the United Arab Republic had pointed out, the

Commission would not be acting ultra_vires in adopting the draft resolution Any .

argument to the contrary would imply that the Economic and Social Council had
drafted faulty terms of reference for the Commission. Conditions had changed
when the General Assembly resolution had been adopted. Some West Afrxcan States
were now internally self-governing, but their external affairs were administered
by other States. ' The draft resolution merely called upon those powers to consult
the countries concerned; some of the latter might .^ot be willing to participate

in the Commission's work and it would be wrong to .criticise the adminxsterxng .

Power for not sponsoring an application in their regard, but in.the second oper- .

atxve paragraph, the administering Powers were requested to inform the Execute

Secretary of the views of the countries concerned. The sponsors of the draft

preferred to assume that the delay was a* oversight rather than a deliberate act
of obstruction, they therefore appealed-to the Commission to remedy that oversight.

• ■ ' Mr. EL M&HDJRA (Morocco) observed that it was a unique characteristic ol

the Economic Commission for Africa that members had to appeal for the admission of

associate, not full, members, since EGA was the only regional commission whxch had
■•associate members. While that state of affairs persisted, it was essential to

apply the basic provisions of the Commission's terms of reference. All members

undoubtedly wished to achieve the fullest possible participation of all Afrxcan

States, autonomous republics and non-self-governing territories. The sponsors

wanted the Commission's terms of reference and General Assembly resolution 1466
(XIV) to be implemented and hoped that the member States which had taken steps xn

that direction would soon be followed by others. -

The second operative paragraph contained what might at first seem a redundancy,

nevertheless, the' sponsors had referred to members responsible for the international

relations of African countries as well as members with responsibility for terrx-

tories in Africa in order to conform with paragraph 6 of the Commission s terms of
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reference. Thus, there'was ;'ho need for the Commission todeliberate whether a

territory was autonomous or nor£self-governing| the only acceptable applications

for admission were those sent in by the authority responsible for the international

relations of the country or territory concerned.

Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) wholeheartedly supported the joint draft resolution. .

All African countries and territories should be represented on the Commission in

order that the widest possible understanding of African problems might be achieved

and joint solutions for those problems sought. But although his Government was a

fervent advocate of the'representation of all.African countries and territories in

the Commission, it was''firmly opposed to fictitious representation. Foreign. ,

representatives of African territories were bound to some extent to distort the

real attitudes of the peoples they claimed to represent^ indigenous representatives

alone could do really useful work. ■ - .

Mr. LISETTE (France) said that under the municipal law of the French

Community, countries and territories were free to decide whether or not they .yished

to become associate members of ECA^ his delegation must therefore oppose the; joint

draft resolution, because it ran counter to the principle of self-determination.

The circumstances of the- submission of such a text'might have the regrettable - ■

result of impairing the authority of newly-created African States;v In his dele

gation's opinion, further debate on the joint draft served no,useful purpose.

Paragraph 6'of the Commission's terms of reference clearly; indicated that.it was

for African countries and' territories themselves to apply.for associate membership,

although applications: had to be presented by the-administering Power. The joint

draft resolution also exceeded the powers vested in the Commission .by the Economic.

and Social Council under paragraph 1 of its terms of reference, since the Commission

was not" competent "to take decisions affecting the internal arrangements of the.; . :

French Community or its collective international policies.. Finally, such:a . _ . , (V(

resolution would be contrary to Article 2(7) of the.Charter.

The French delegation had suggested as an amendment ...to the original draft the .

replacement of the operative part of the draft by the wordss .-."Expresses the hope, .

that other applications for full or associate membership:will be presented with

the. minimum delay in order to enable candidates to..contribute more directly to the

joint efforts of all." The sponsors of the draft, however, had not seen fi-.t.to

accept that amendment. The French delegation therefore preferred to refrain from

any action on a text which fell outside the scope.of the Commission's terms of.
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reference, was contrary to the United Nations Charter and decisions of principal

organs of the United Nations and prejudiced the-responsibilities of African States

within the Community. It could take no part in any vote on the joint draft

resolution.

Mr. GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia) said his delegation supported the draft

resolution, which was based on General Assembly resolution 1^66 (XIV). . The first

two paragraphs of the preamble required no comment while the second two, being

statements of fact, could not be regarded as controversial, though because of

some .comments that had been made he wished to stress that the fourth preambular

paragraph was addressed to all Member States and not to any particular one.

The first operative paragraph was moderate, courteously expressed and quite

unobjectionable; the second was in line with the Commission's terms of reference.

Although he agreed in general with what the Moroccan representative had said, he

could1 not agree, with his interpretation of paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Commission's

terms of reference. It was quite clear that membership was not conditional on

autonomy, for if that had been intended, the terms of reference would have speci-

,-fied what status a country should have before it was eligible for associate member

ship. In fact, all that was necessary for a country to become an associate

member of the Commission was that it should be geographically situated in the

continent of Africa.

The draft resolution contained nothing which trespassed on the competence of

Member States administering non-self-governing territories in Africa; it merely

requested them to ascertain whether the territories for which they were responsible

wished to become associate members. He commended the draft resolution to the

Commission and expressed the hope it would obtain almost unanimous approval.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said he had listened with the greatest attention

to what the representative of the United Arab Republic had said, but while sympa

thizing with the substance of the joint draft resolution, he would be unable to

participate in any vote on it as he. did not agree either that the Commission should

proceed in the manner suggested or that it was competent in the matter.

There were many questions- within the competence of the General Assembly which

were not within the competence of the Commission and, amongst them, he believed,

was the matter under, discussion. . The phrase "Noting with regret" which opened

the fourth paragraph of the preamble was strong in United Nations parlance, and he

did not consider that the Commission should use such strong words.. The Commission

was not competent to extend the invitation and make the request contained in the
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two operative paragraphs, in which there was an implied criticism of the United

Nations. If the second operative paragraph were adopted as it stood, the

Commission would be guilty of direct interference in the affairs of- Member States,

contrary to the principles of the United Nations Charter5 that paragraph also

went beyond the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 6 of the Commission's terms of

reference. The representative of Morocco had made it quite clear that the

intention of the sponsors was to go beyond the spheres of economic and social

development for which the Commission was competent.

Mr. QASEM (Libya) supported the joint draft resolution because he felt it

would carry out one of the fundamental purposes for which the Commission had"been

created. The Commission's terms of reference made-it clear that the presence

of the metropolitan powers as members would be temporary. Another aim'of .the'.

draft resolution was to enable Africans to voice their views and wishes. Unless

all African countries and territories could participate in the Commission's work,

the economic ills besetting Africa would not be remedied. It was regrettable that

'discussions were still taking place about associate membership when everyone wanted

to see the countries in Africa participating in the work of the Commission as full

members.

Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said it was hardly likely that any

member responsible for the international relations of the territories to which

paragraph 6 of the terms of reference referred would or could present an application

for associate membership on their behalf without their concurrence. Consultations

between the administering members and the governments of such territories were

almost continuous, and he believed, therefore, that if and when it was felt

associate membership would be to the advantage of the territory concerned the

necessary action would be taken. The joint draft resolution would be an attempt

to take away that right of initiative which was explicitly reiterated-by the

Commission's terms of reference, not only from the member concerned but also from

the territory concerned. The final operative paragraph suggested the adoption of

a new procedure which was not in line either with the Commission's terms of refer

ence or with the General Assembly resolution referred to.

He wished to make it quite clear that his Government had no desire to deny or

idea of denying the right to associate membership to any non-self-governing terri

tory. His support of the applications submitted on behalf of the Belgian Congo

and Ruanda Urundi were evidence of that. It would consider all new applications
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for membership with sympathy and would welcome further additions to.the Commission.

Its position on the joint draft resolution was the same as that taken by the repre

sentative of Portugal,, viz- that since it went beyond the Commission's terms of

reference, he would not participate in the vote.

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) supported the joint draft resolution and called.on

all the member States concerned to co-operate fully in its implementation. If the

Commission was to carry out its mission properly, all the peoples of Africa should

be represented in it, participate freely in its discussions and share in.the bone-

.fits to be derived from its programmes.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) announced that he had been officially informed

that general agreement had been reached on 30 June I960 as the date for the

establishment of the independence of the Belgian Congo,

Turning to the draft resolution^ he said there could be no doubt of his

Government's understanding of the aspirations of the sponsors; or of its desire to

see those aspirations incorporated in a draft resolution which could be unanimously

adopted. Unfortunately the joint draft resolution before the Commission went

beyond the Commission's terms of reference and he regretted that he would be unable

to support it. He was willing to assist in drafting a resolution which would be

acceptable to all.

Mr. EL MAHDJRA (Morocco) said he wished to correct the view expressed by

the French representative that the resolution, if adopted; might affront and impair

the authority of African States. That was far from being the case and the dele

gations of Ghana, Guinea, Morocco and the United Arab Republic certainly had no

intention of insulting any of the 60 Member States of the United Nations which had

supported General Assembly resolution M66 (XIV), on which the draft resolution was

based.

With reference to the question of obligation, the sponsors had no intention of

forcing anyone. They had proposed requesting members with responsibility for

. .. territories in Africa to consult the territories concerned and to ascertain whether

they wished to become associate members of the Commission. There was no question

of obligation.

He had three remarks to pass on the French amendment which expressed the hope

that other applications for full or associate membership would be presented with

the minimum delay. In the first place, that was a retrograde step. General

Assembly resolution 1466 (XIV) had specially requested all Member States admini

stering, non-self-governing territories in Africa to propose their participation in
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the work of the Commission^ the Commission could not at that stage accept a

suggestion that merely "expressed the hope"- Secondly; the amendment did not

specify who would present the applications or indicate the procedure to be followed.

Thirdly, it referred to applications for full or associate' membership. As a

subsidiary body of the Economic and Social Council the Economic Commission for

Africa was not competent to pronounce on the admission" of fall members.

Finally, referring to the objection by the representative of Portugal that the

Commission's competence was limited to social and economic questions, he1'maintained

that, so long as its membership was confined to only some countries of the African

continent, the Commission was not fully able to take decisions on economic and

social problems.

Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) expressed his great pleasure at

the news announced by the Belgian representative about the forthcoming independence

of the Belgian Congo. That was a further proof that I960 would go down in African

history as the year of independence.

With regard to the Portuguese delegation's objection to the draft resolution,

he said he could not accept the argument that the Commission was not competent to

deal with matters that were before the General Assembly of the United Nations.

The General Assembly dealt with political, economic, social and legal problems^

subsidiary bodies were, however, responsible for matters within their own spheres

of interest. Questions relating to Africa, and especially to the Composition of

the Economic Commission for Africa, were therefore the responsibility of the

Commission.

Mr. MANUECO (Spain) thought that the draft resolution was outside the

competence of the Commission. His delegation would refrain from voting on it.

Mr. KAHA.MA (Tanganyika) regretted that as an associate member his country

was not entitled to vote^ otherwise, his delegation would have supported the

resolution. The Commission was for Africa, and all African countries should

participate in its work. If a visitor with a knowledge of the geography of Africa

were to enter the room and be told that the mooting in progress was that of the

Economic Commission for Africa, he would surely be surprised at the absence of

Nyasaland, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, Gambia Angola^ the territories in

French Wost Africa, the Niger, and other African territories. The Commission must

not become a forum where representatives from a few African countries met repre

sentatives from a few European countries to decide on measures for the whole „

continent of Africa.
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Africans were the only people who treated each other as brothers; Africa was

the continent of hope. Whilst the peoples of the rest of the world were divided

and devising means of destroying each other, the peoples of Africa were united in

fighting their greatest enemies - ignorance, poverty and disease. In years gone

by the scramble for Africa had led nations to war with each other. If Africa ._ ■

were free5 at least one cause- of war would be removed. Africans must he allowed

to speak for themselves and decide their own destiny.■ He congratulated .the

sponsors of the draft resolution.

Mr. ABDEL WAHAB (Sudan) said that all Africans, but especially the

Sudanese, who were close neighbours of the Congo, would be happy when the Belgian

Gongo received its independence. The Economic Commission for Africa would be

incomplete until all African countries were represented on it. The resolution

therefore-had--the. unqualified supp.ort._of_h.is..delegation. _._ _ ._ ■__ _ .■

Mr. TESFAYE (Ethiopia) expressed his satisfaction at the news of the_

forthcoming independence of the.. .Belgian Congo and ;that the transition from colonial

status to independence had been relatively smooth.

Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom) said he entirely agreed with the sentiments

expressed by the representatives of Ghana and Tanganyika. Everyone wanted to see

all the States and territories in Africa taking a part in the Commission's deliber

ations. The United Kingdom had voted for resolution 14.66 (XIV) in the General

Assembly and was ranged behind Libya in believing in the idea behind the draft

resolution^ the principle was an important one and every effort must be made to

reach a degree of unanimity. Misconceptions and misunderstandings could, however,

result from the present wording. He did not believe the sponsors had intended

that applications were to be made without the prior agreement of the country con

cerned. If, as the representative of the United Arab Republic had declared, the

draft resolution did no more than reiterate General Assembly resolution 14-66 (XIV),

the United Kingdom could accept it. The last two lines of the final paragraph

did, however, impose obligations which were outside the Commission's terms of

reference and the United Kingdom could not accept the resolution as at present

worded. The deep feelings of the sponsors were, he felt, shared by all, and an

appropriate amendment might lead to unanimity. He therefore suggested that the

last two paragraphs be deleted and replaced bys

"Specially requests members with responsibility for territories in Africa

and members responsible for the international relations of African countries

to consult with the governments of those territories, if they have not already
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done so, with a view to the implementation, if they agree* of Article 2 of the.

aforesaid resolution 14&6 (XIV) at the earliest date."

The CHAIRMAN asked the representative of the United Kingdom whether his ■

proposal was to be treated as an amendment or as a suggestion.

■Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom) replied that it was a suggestion.

The CHAIRMAN called upon, the representative of the United Arab Republic,

as a sponsor of the resolution, to comment on the proposal by the United Kingdom.

Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United .Arab Republic), in view of the latene.ss of the

hour, moved that the Commission adjourn and resume the discussion at its next

meeting.

The CHAIRMAN put the motion to the vote.

The motion for the adjournment was carried bv 11 votes to none, with 3

abstentions.

The meeting rose at 1.30 p.m.
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SIXTH MEETING

held on Thursday, 28 January 1960, at 4.10 p.m.

Chairman: Mr. SLAWT (Morocco)

ADMISSION OF NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (item 4 of the agenda) (S/CN.14/L.40/Rev.-2)

(concluded) : i.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the sponsors of the joint draft resolution

were prepared to accept the United Kingdom representative's suggestion. ;

Mr. EL MANDJRA (Morocco) said the sponsors of the joint draft resolution

thanked the United Kingdom representative for his suggestion, but as the: difference

between the two texts was riot very great they preferred to abide by the draft they

themselves had...submitted... ... . ' ■

Mr. LISETTS (France) said that after listening to the Moroccan .-;

representative's objections to his first suggestion, he had reworded it to read:

"The Commission desires to welcome new members or associate members at

the earliest possible date in order to enable them to make a more direct

contribution to joint action".

The United Kingdom representative's suggestion had prompted him to draft the

following wording:

"The Commission specially invites members with responsibility for

territories in Africa or required, under article 6 of its terms of

reference,'to present applications from such territories, to consult

with the governments of those territories if they have not already

done so, with a view to the implementation of article 2 of the aforesaid

resolution 1466 (XIV), at the earliest possible date".

The Commission could decide whether either of those texts was likely to

attract the desired - and desirable - unanimous support.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) stated, for the benefit of the representative

of the United Arab Republic, that in his opinion the United Nations was competent

to deal with all matters covered by the Charter and the Commission could study

all questions covered by its terms of reference. He would not participate in the

vote on the draft resolution because he had not been convinced by any of the

arguments put forward.
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Mr. QASEM (Libya) expressed'his pleasure on learning that the date

for Congo independence, had been fixed.

At the request of Mr. EL MANDJRA (Morocco),

a vote was taken by roll-call.

Ethiopia, having been drawn by lot by the Chairman, was called upon to vote

first ■ ■ ' '■

There voted:

In favour: Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia,

United Arab Republic.

Against: None

"" Abstained: Italy

The CHAIRMAN observed that ten votes had been cast.

The .joint draft resolution was adopted unamended by 9 votes to none, with

1 abstention.

'ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN AFRICA" (item'6 of the agenda) (resumed from the

fourth meeting) ■ ■

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to continue its discussion of

item 6, economic situation and trends in Africa..

-:.■ :■:■ Mr. EROFtJMO (United'Kingdom) after thanking the Royal Moroccan-Government,

on his own Government's behalf, for inviting the Commission to hold its session

at Tangier, said the Commission was a most important instrument of international

co-operation since it combined on the one hand the countries in which the work

was to be done in accordance with their Governments' decisions, and on the other

the extra-African institutions and governments which were willing to make their

contribution. Its success would depend on the.territories themselves and their

peoples.

■■■'" The Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 was. an impressive document. It

brought out clearly how great were the tasks: that had to be undertaken to -raise

-the standard of living of the African peoples and achieve the des.irable rate of

■ ■economic growth, while at the same time noting the change from a subsistence.

economy1 to a'siarkiet economy which would strengthen Africans position in the

pattern :of international trade. ■■■■■■ . ■■■ ■, .. .;.
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Division of labour was gradually developing. In the territories for which

the United Kingdom was responsible, migratory labour was yielding place to an

urban population. In many countries agriculture was undergoing far-reaching

changes; cash crops were being expanded and food production was. being increased

and diversified. The co-operative movement was playing an important- part in .the

processes of development. Those processes were important for tho future prosperity

of Africa and deserved every encouragement and help, including help through-capital

investment where necessary. As the Under-Secretary for Economic and Social A-ffairs

had said, the establishment of functional complexes should bo considered but

before these could succeed, it was essential that more and better food should be

produced. In considering industrialization, a distinction should be drawn between

installations requiring a heavy capital outlay such as tho Katanga copper mines;

factories engaged in secondary industries, sugar- refineries, for example, and

co-operative workshops turning out high quality consumer goods.

Many kinds of investment, water supplying undertakings and .irrigation, for

example, were the responsibility of governments, but others were best l«ft to

private..:enterprise. In the latter case, external capital could be of real benefit

to African countries, which would, however, also wish to encourage their own

citizens to invest their savings in domestic development projects and play a ■ . ■

growing part in their management. As private investment grew, the money economy .

would flourish and promote saving - African saving - and consequently African .

private investment. Thus investment in the public sector and investment in the. ■

private sector were complementary and encouragement of both types would probably

produce the most rapid rate of economic growth. ■ - : ■

The African countries should build up.their. ■ own production, but should not ■

try to become self-sufficient. The more industrialized Africa became the .greater

would be the scope for .trade beneficial both.to Africans and to the inhabitants

of other continents.- For all countries in the. world were interdependent} and the

United Kingdom was deeply conscious of its responsibility as one of the leading

industrialized countries and the home of the most widely used currency. It had

therefore adopted measures .to free sterling-/tirade and payments from hampering :■;.

restrictions. . In that context the-Secretariat had submitted to the Commission.a-

very interesting study on -the impact of the European Economic Community on

African, trade. The United Kingdom .Government had welcomed the creation of that
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Community, believing that it might lead to an expansion of international'trade on

a multilateral basis; but it had had occasion to reiterate to the "Six" its .-.

genuine concern at the serious implications for third countries of the arrangements

made for associating the overseas territories of France, Belgium, Italy and.the

Netherlands with the European'Economic Community. Those arrangements'implied

increasing discrimination against-the commodities of several under-developed ■

territories in European countries where previously they .had been able to compete

on equal terms in markets that were important to them. The United Kingdom

Government was convinced that a solution could he found that would satisfy all

parties concerned. It was an appropriate-subject for discussion at the next session

of GATT. : ' ■ ' ■-.■■,-. :

Instruction and training of Africans should.be given very high priority. In

the territories for-which it was or had been responsible, the United Kingdom

Government had laid foundations for education at all levels, and at-the present ■

time:'there were more than 15,000 African students on courses in the United.Kingdom.

The Commission had come into being at a crucial time in Africa's history."■■

■'■Its' task, which was to gear its activities, to 'the^pace of events-,-- could only- be

accomplished if the African countries co-operated ;with each other'and with-the

rest of the world. Having studied its approach :to its task during its first year

of existence, the United Kingdom Government was convinced that the Commission

would play a constructive part in shaping the future of■ Africa-and would therefore

continue- to give it its full support. ■-.- i ...■•■■ ■..

-; '■" Mr.- ZOUHIR (Tunisia) congratulated the Executive Secretary on the :- ■■■■.

Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 and the report on the Impact of the European

Economic Community^on-African trade, and thanked the Staler-Secretary "for Economic

£ind Social Affairs for his valuable statement. .-.■-■ "- ■-■■■■ '

Outstanding as the Survey ;was, it had de&c'ts and''gaps, for which the authors

could not be held responsible. For example; comparison^ various passages in ■

chapter 4■■(the first paragraph in the second column'of ■ page 191, the fourth ■ ■'■

paragraph in the second column-:of page 188, and''the second paragraph in the second

column oh page 199), gave the impression that'"the Tunisian'economy was" expanding

fairly rapidly despite the fact that the proportion"of the gross national product

invested wasvone of the lowest, and that economic expansion was- attributable to

the'European'population although it had now given up investing in: Tunisia as no

longer worth while.
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The Tunisian delegation regretted that the Survey did not contain fuller

information on intra-African economic relations, and hoped that the Secretariat

would in future give more space to specifically intra-African relations, so that

economic development projects might he based on solid facts. It also regretted

that the; Survey did not contain the precise information on the scope and nature

of Africa's needs in, industrial products that would have given African States

some..idea of how to shape their industrialization plans.

Far .from having to withdraw within itself, Africa should carve out a place

of it.s. own in the world economy. With that aim in mind, the Tunisian delegation

had at the first session proposed a study of the impact of the European Economic

Community on African trade. The Secretariat's preliminary report (E/CN.14/29),

being necessarily, inadequate, should be reviewed on the basis of a wider

interpretation of the expression "African trade". While the term referred

primarily to intra-African trade - and the report might have indicated to what

.extent the creation of the European Economic Community would facilitate or hamper

that trade - it also meant trade between African countries and the rest of the

world. Further, it would have been useful to know to what extent the association

or non-association of African States with the European Economic Community would

help .to crystallize or modify the traditional structure of African trade. The

report referred exclusively to the instruments under which the Community had been

set up, although certain of their provisions which had seemed essential when

drafted might lose some of their importance. In a study which, being designed to

achieve action; ought to reflect.an up-to-date situation, account.should be taken

of the rate of development in Africa. The Tunisian delegation had accordingly

co-operated with the Ethiopian delegation in preparing a draft resolution, on

which it proposed to elaborate later.

. . . Mr. OJFAIDOO (Ghana) thanked the Moroccan Government for its hospitality

and congratulated the authors of the Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 on a

useful.document which would help African countries to define their problems more

clearly. The fact that there were certain discrepancies in the Survey suggested

that in future members of the Commission should supply the Secretariat with more

adequate data.
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Ghana's new Economic Development Plan recognized the importance of transforming

traditional sectors and integrating them in modern sectors and so"provided for

speeding up agricultural development and diversifying the economy by industrialization

projects' covering not only the processing of agricultural products and working of

mineral resources but also the manufacture of products for which there was a domestic

market. During the five year period just" begun the experience of countries that

had passed through similar economic phase would be invaluable. Therefore, a

section of the Survey should deal with planning techniques and major development

projects. The Survey rightly stressed the importance of hydro-electric'develop

ment; that was the reason for Ghana's decision to harness the Volta, a project

which would, however, depend on the provision of capital from all sources that

might be attracted by proper incentives.

If intra-African trade was to be intensified it was essential that transport

and communication facilities be developed by joint actl'on and close co-operation

among African countries. The chapters of the Survey devoted to agriculture might

profitably have been split up under sub-regions, thus avoiding comparisons of little

value between countries with modern pattern of agriculture and those still at the

traditional stage.

As regards the Impact of the European Economic Community on African trade,

his Government had been concerned at the adverse effects which preferential

treatment afforded to associated overseas territories'was likely to have on Ghana's

trade and that of the many African countries that had won markets in 'Community

countries. The damage would accrue so imperceptibly and so gradually that it

would be difficult, if'not impossible, to repair by countermeasures after the event.

The countries affected must therefore not be expected to await the evidence before

protesting." A more thorough analysis of the problem might have been made and

remedies suggested. The Executive-Secretary should be requested to carry out

another,' more broadly based, study to bring out the present and future significance

of the Community markets for agricultural and industrial development in the

associated and non-associated African countries, and to publish a new edition

annually.
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■ As regards the possible effects of the creation of. the Community on Ghana's

cocoa production and exports, the Community's common market.tariff for cocoa had

been fixed at 9 per cent whereas previously it had been admitted free of duty to

all countries of the Community except the Federal Republic of Germany, where there

had been a non-discriminatory duty of 10 per cent. In 1957 the countries of the

Community had imported 300,000 tons of cocoa, to a total value of some 200 million

dollars, of which 200,000 tons came from countries other than the associated

overseas territories of the Community; of that total Ghana accounted for

106,000 tons, 65 per cent of its total exports. The new customs tariff would

be a powerful incentive to farmers in the associated.overseas territories, and

therefore an immediate threat to Ghana's development plans. . By the time the

diversion of trade flows was complete, it would be too late for remedial action .

without serious damage to the trade interests of the associated territories. The

'duties would add 1.7 million pounds sterling to the cost, of cocoa,, which, if

passed on to the consumer, would raise.the price of chocolate by at least. 3d. per

pound. . The result would be a reduction of cocoa consumption .in.the countries of

.the Community, and the surplus would have to be marketed elsewhere, at lower, prices,

so that the terms of trade of the producing countries would deteriorate still further

The situation with regard to other commodities,. such as.timber, bauxite, oil

seeds and vegetable oils, was very similar. He hoped the European Economic .

Community, would appreciate the, serious dangers to which it was exposing the .

economies of many African countries/ and would reconsider the impact of jits,

decisions on third countries and try to mitigate -at least, some of the detrimental

effects'.of the discriminatory, provisions of tjie Treaty of Rome..

-■' The;Under-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs had .made some interesting

references-to the Community; He only wished that, it could.share.the Under- .

Secretary's confidence in a probable modification of the principles on which.the

Community had been founded. Should.that modification take place, those responsible

for ='developing the fragile economy of many;African territories would be spared,

many a sleepless night. ,:To try to justify new preferences by recalling earlier

discrimination inAfrica was out of place when-Africa's every effort was directed

to breaking; down the barriers that Europe had erected between African and

■ African. ■' -.■■■ •■•■;•
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Mr. Ei-RAHNA. (United Arab Republic) after thanking the King of Morocco

for his hospitality, the Secretary-General for his interest in Africa .and the .

Executive Secretary for his zeal in the performance of his duties, said the ■

African countries represented in the Commission were anxious to co-operate in

order to accelerate their economic and social development and to reduce the gap

between their development and that of the rest of the world;, but no appreciable

result could be obtained unless they endeavoured" first to remedy certain chronic

ills. One of the latter was due to the pattern of Africa's foreign trade. Most

African countries were dependent upon'the export of a few commodities, and so .,

extremely vulnerable-to fluctuations in the world prices :-ot 'those commodities. .

The foreign trade structure was a heritage from .colonialism, as the metropolitan

Powers'had used their colonies as import and export markets-. What was needed,-. ■■

therefore, was to diversify production, to create markets and develop intra-African

trade/ in order to prepare the African common market of-the future. A comprehensive

study of such questions was very necessary.

'■ ' Another factor hampering African development was the. lack of capital. .. The

'■ importance of that factor was perhaps not yet fully apparent, for not all countries

'had prepared economic development plans.' Foreign financial aid should be sought

■in every possible form, tfce"sole: condition being that foreign investments should

serve' Africa's economic interests. One' ~df the first tasks would bo to make an _

inventory of geological and hydrological resources, investment possibilities.-_an&

the like.'' The bibliography prepared by UHESCO- of the. studies already completed

Was useful, but much still remained to be done. "■ ' .

A remedy had'to be'found for the lack of skilled workers. By improved .co

operation in education and 'training'and by recourse to technical.assistance from

abroad"f the African countries would soon find the workers, supervisors and-:..y ■

administrators they required. One social ill that weighed .-heavily, on economic ,

development was racialism, a cause -of division and waste of human'.resources, which

still raged in certain African countries and had been rightly condemned by the.

Accra Conference. Again,■it was to be hoped that, with the co-operation of the

governments' concerned and with help frorrrthe specialized agencies, the Commission

would carry out' projects,!first at the regional' and.then-at the continental.level,

to remove the arbitrary divisions by which the African continent was handicapped.
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With regard to the Impact of the European Economic Community on the African

economy, he hoped that' the study would be continued and would deal with the possible

effects of the Community on Africa's industrialization programme and the African

countries' terms of trade.

He described the immense strides made since 1952 in his country where the

main causes of disequilibrium had been either removed or brought under .control.

Domestic and foreign private investment had been encouraged and efforts had been

made to diversify production and create export markets. The industrial production

index showed an increase of nearly 75 per cent, and further progress had been

recorded in agriculture. Work had begun on the construction of the great Aswan

High Dam.' A five-year industrialization plan had been prepared for the Syrian

and Egyptian regions, and a plan to double the national income in ten years was

under study.

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) after thanking the King and people of Morocco for.

their hospitality, and the Under-Secretary tor Economic and Social Affairs and

the Executive Secretary of the Commission for the invaluable material they had

collected, said the authors of the Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 were the

more deserving of praise in that the statistics at their disposal were inadequate

both in scope and quality. He regretted, however, that the Survey contained so

little information on Liberia.

Liberia had all the familiar characteristics of under-development. It had a

large subsistence sector weakly linked with the monetary sector, a predominantly

agricultural economy, an income mainly derived from exporting two or.three primary

commodities and huge import needs, Fortunately, it had no balance-of-payments

difficulties. Appreciable improvements had already been achieved through a vast

road-building programme, which in ten years had increased the total length of

roads more than fivefold.

Liberia's main product was still rubber. Rubber exports had risen from 20,000

tons in 1950 to 43,000 tons in 1958; but while in 1951 they had represented

90 per cent of total exports they had accounted for only 68 per cent in 1958,

since Liberia had begun to work its iron ore deposits and exports of iron ore had

exceeded 2,500,000 tons. In an endeavour to speed up diversification and economic

development, the Liberian Government was working its own economic survey as a basis

for development plans.
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Hewelcomed the high priority accorded in the Co^ission-s work program

to training at all levels and international, technical and financial assistance.

The Commission should also study the methods of organization, financing and

operation of national development banks, and the part that might he played by

a central hank in a developing economy. Recent changes in the world economic

situation - particularly the change in the situation of the United States with

respect to western Europe and Japan - had increased Africa's vulnerability, so

that developments should he carefully watched.

ae Secretariat-s report on the Impact of the European Economic Community

was some,;hat eristic. It was clear that the Community would have the effect

of diverting trade flows instead of stimulating trade. .The future development

of the Comity, as well as that of the European Eree Trade Association, should

"be kept under careful scrutiny.

He- u-ed thot the Commission should study problems connected with economic

co-operation between the African, countries at the regional level and in particular

the possibility of forming a west-African Customs union for the purpose of

establishing uniform Customs procedures and creating a free-trade zone and a vast
west African market that would r,*ke the region less dependents distant markets.

He also urged a detailed survey of African resources in education, training and

research. "■ :.; ■. ■:: : . :■:

lastly, he heed that the Co^ission would lend its support to the

Conference of African Businessmen which had been proposed by a group of Libenan

•Mr S-3^1 (International Chamber.of Commerce), speaking at the

invitation.of tho'chairnan, said that the 100 was glad,to.attend the proceedings
of the Economic emission for Africa as it had long attended those of the other

regional economic coixnissions. ■ :

Fc^caio deTelopper.l aao.ths key problem of the modern age. With their

siirple economic structure, the African countries were ill-equipped to face

sudden fluctuations in.the prices of raw materials, on the world market. That

explained vlr, manv of those countries wished to. become industrialized; but

those which had gained their independence had to solve their development problems
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on their own responsibility and more often than not faced difficulties that were

increased by their new political status, since the help of technicians and the

support of foreign capital had either ceased or at any rate been jeopardized just

when they were more necessary than ever. The new African leaders' reaction to

that state of affairs was increased interference in the economy; but it must not

"be forgotten that private enterprise had a vital role to play - .one",that.. it could

:only play if .States defined the limits of their interference. During the previous

fifteen years, the ICC had given the problem of development; top priority and ■■;

submitted, many, studies-on the subject to the United Nations. . As early as 1945

it had endeavoured to define the requirements for a healthy resumption of the.■■;■

international flow of private investment, and-in 1949 had drafted a-code of fair

treatment for foreign investments,

::■ The, ICC was convinced that the solution of development problems,was to be.found,

partly ■in-, the efforts of governments and inter-governmental institutions to co

operate and partly also■in collaboration in the field'of private' enterprise. The

purpose, of economic development, was to found societies in which thousands of .

enterprises freely launched by men could flourish. Infra-structure and other,

capital investments did not create.real wealth, but merely the conditions for,

economic progress. Development was an organic structure. In order to bring

together private enterprise in the developed countries and in the countries that

were in-the process of developing, an atmosphere of trust must be created, and.

the public authorities should provide the institutions and the legislative

machinery required to enable the two to co-operate efficiently. , - . ..

Through its forty-one national committees, more than half of which, represented

countries in the process.'of development, the ICC was at present conducting, an, enquiry

into requirements for expanding international private investments* HeMioped to

initiate a fruitful-.discussion on the question at the international conference of

business executives which-it was-.to convene at Karachi in November 1960.

-". •■ ■ ■' Mr., de SEWES, Un&er-Secretary for Economic and Social Affairs, said he

wished to: explain to the representative of Ghana-that he had felt obliged to point

out that systems of preference or discrimination were nothing new in--Africa., in order

to explain that former preferential systems might affect the continent's development.

He thought he.-had made it sufficiently clear that all tho principles on which

the economic- organization of Africa1 was'founded stood in need of review. ■ - v.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) thanked Mr. de Seynes for bis explanation.

The meeting rose at 6,£5 p.m.
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SEVENTH MEETING

held on "Friday, 29 January I960, at 10.20 a.m.

., . , Chairman: i/Ir. SLAWI .(Morocco)

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND THSHDS IN AFRICA (Hem 6 of the agenda)(E/CN. 14/28 and

E/CN.14/29)(continued) • ■'

The CHAIRMAN Invited the Commission to continue its discussion of item 6,

the economic situation and trends in Africa.

Mr. GORDON (International Bank for Reconstruction and Development) said

that the World Bank was grateful for the opportunity afforded by the present meeting

to renew and broaden its relations with the countries of Africa and to reinforce

the bases of cooperation between the Commission and the Bank. The World Bank '

hoped and 'expected that its contribution would grow, and that the trend established

over the past few years, by which African States had progressively increased their

participation in the Bank's membership, loans and technical assistance activities,

would continue its upv/ard course. It did not underestimate the magnitude and

difficulty of the task, and was well aware the the help it could provide would

only meet'a part of the needs for financing that development. ' . ■'.'.. ■

"■ ' '"' Some of thedetails of the Bank's operations in Africa were to be found*in

the documentation provided for the Conference, and it remained for him only to

bring.certain figures up to date-.and to focus attention on a few specific points.

The Bank was a co-operative,financial institution, which drew on the resources of

members to meet the ■ investment'- needs o-f other- members and of the'territories

associated with them. All -European countries having responsibilities-in Africa

were, with one exception, now members;- of the Bank, and, at the last meeting of

the Bank's Board ofiGovernors, the grant of membership to that one country had

been approved. '■ The number of independent African members had, within the past

three years, risen from 3: to 8, and further accessions were anticipated.

i ■'■ ■■ Since its first loan ojn the African Continent in 1950 the Bank's loans in

Africa up to the end of 1959 had reached approximately 725 million dollars and

at the present about one-fifth of all its loans were for the benefit of Africa;

S'Ome interesting trends1 were discernible behind that total figure. From 1950

to-the; end of 1954, the level of the Bank's' lending had fluctuated widely from

year to year,; the annual' average being about 48 million dollars, but:-for the. past
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five years, it had risen steadily from 59 million dollars ini1955 to 153 million

dollars in 1959. The regional distribution had also altered significantly;.: from

1950 to the end of 1957 nearly 85 per cent of the Bank's loans had been to three

countries in the south and centre of Africa, but in 1958 and 1959, about 80 per cent

had been to countries in the north, east and.west of Africa.. The Bank hoped and

expected to continue financing productive projects in the former region, .but.. ;

welcomed the broadening of its sphere of operations and look;forward to: ijis,.further

extension. , . ■ ■;

The greater part of the Bank's lending,had been for the provision of the basic

facilities that formed the essential foundation/for a modern economy. Of the loans

to ffrican countries, about 60.per cent had been for the construction or improvement

of various means of transport and communicatiion designed to enlarge markets* stimu

late the development of new resources, widen human contacts and bring,more; of the

necessities and amenities of life to areas that: had once been inaccessible; About

25 per cent had been lent for electric power projects and 15 per cent;-had gone into

industry or into projects involving a combination of investments in different fields*

It was inevitable that the major part of the Bank's lending should continue.to be

for,such infrastructure investments, which ware of fundamental importance to economic

development in all fields.

; Loans for specif ic.; projects could more easily give the desired lift to the

economy as a whole, for those projects were part of a programme of complementary

investments. That was one reason for the Bank's concern,with overall programming

of development. At.the request of member governments.,, ,the:Bank had undertaken

general surveys with, a view to helping in the establishment.of a sound foundation

for programme decisions;andi for the formulation of specific plans by the , ...

governments concerned. It would also be glad to consider other,forms of :

assistance to individual member countries in programming their development.

Steps had recently been taken to enable the Bank to deal with a wider range

of development problems and needs. During the past year its capital had been

almost doubled. That did.not mean a direp^.addition to the Bank's loanable funds,

but. that the Bank's liabilities would now be>guaranteed up to a higher figure.

Secondly, it had established close relations, with the United Nations Special

Fund; the Bank's President was a member of the Consultative Board of the

Special Fund, and the Bank was its executive agency for several pre- . ,

investment surveys, which might lead.to large scale projects of the kind ,the

Bank normally financed. Finally, the Bank had prepared a draft- charter for the
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proposed International Development Association, which was designed to provide

financing facilities in a more flexible form, without burdening the balance '6f

payments of borrowing countries. It would be able to supplement the Bank's

lending and to finance projects of a kind for which, or in countries in which,

loans by the Bank would not be suitable.' It was expected that the International

Development Association would have between 700 and 750 million dollars of

convertible funds to meet its needs for five years.

The President of the Bank, in his greeting to the Commission at its first

session, had said that very possibly the largest untouched reserve of human and

physical resources left on earth were to be found in the Continent of Africa, that

the world at large had been drawn to Africa by its great material resource's, but

that if the whole splendid endowment of nature was to be realized, the fullest

participation of the African people themselves would be required. He wished to

confirm once more the Bank's sincere desire to participate, with the African

governments and peoples, in that magnificent and arduous task.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said his delegation believed thai if the

Commission's common purpose of creating a better life for the African people was

to be achieved, a harmonious economic development, which would enable a subsistence

economy to be integrated gradually into a monetary economy, should be fosteredg

Integration would have to be gradual to avoid undue dislocation and to ensure that

^development was uniform in all areas and regions and among all social groups in

a given country or territory. Eventually, increased personal incomes and

increased needs would create a larger domestic demand and thus a sound support

for further expansion. Before that stage was reached, however, it would be

necessary to invest heavily in basic facilities, both economic and social, and,

to do that, large scale external borrowing would be necessary. Stability of the

prices of primary commodities was an essential condition of obtaining the best

results from foreign capital.

The problem of raising the standard of living of the peoples of Africa was of

world concern and represented a challenge which would have to be met with faith

and determination if poverty and disease were to be defeated, unrest eradicated and

the solidarity of mankind fostered. It was true that material and economic

■ progress alono would not solve all the problems confronting the African continent,

and no effort should be spared, through education, to defend it against

tendentious propaganda. To be successful, a policy would have to be found which
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would meet the basic needs of the people. Wide international co-operation was ,

essential, both from those willing and- in a position to help and from those

requiring help. Freedom from political servitude as a result of help rendered

could only be guaranteed if those helped made every effort to stand on their own

feet.

His Government believed that concerted action was a very useful form of

co-operation and had already informed the Secretariat that its services were at

the Commission's disposal. However, if the full benefit was to be obtained from

it, concerted action should only be taken with the complete agreement of the

government or governments concerned. A remarkable example of concerted action

was the Pan-American operation, launched by the President of Brazil, which the

Portuguese Government had welcomed with enthusiasm and to which it wished every

success for the benefit of all, including Africa.

The Commission should also co-operate as closely as possible with the

Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara (CCTA), which

had performed much valuable work, and with the specialized agencies, in particular

with the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Health Organization

("WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). In that connexion, his

Government associated itself with the view expressed by the Under-Secretary for

Economic and Social Affairs that it was desirable to "Institutionalize" inter

national co-operation in Africa. The utmost care should be taken to ensure there

was no overlapping or duplication of work. But international co-operation could

never be a substitute for national effort, which would continue to play an

important part in developing the world's wealth.

Private capital too had an important role to play and there was no reason

why foreign capital should not: be associated with national capital., although

legislation governing such association might be needed. Any form of co-operation

should also take into ac-count the need for the employment and training of .

national personnel, and foreign enterprises operating in a country should show a

proper concern for the economic and social development of the country. The

training of national personnel at all levels was vital for the economic development

of Africa.

No consideration of African development should lose sight either of the way

or of the world context in which it had proceeded. The Economic Survey of

Africa, 6n which he congratulated the Secretariat, partly covered the way in which
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Africa had developed. If dealt mainly with the monetary economy, however, and

neglected the subsistence economy, which was such an important aspect of the

African economy. He believed that the economic situation in Africa was linked

with the world economic situation and with other problems of world-wide .

importance. Many people linked the problems of the economically underdeveloped

areas with the problem of disarmament. It was to be hoped that such world

problems would soon be solved.

One of the main factors in economic development was ability to export.

Since the Second World vTar, the economies of many exporting countries had been

adversely affected by sharp fluctuations in the price of primary commodities.

The need for price stabilization was of vital concern.to the African countries.

International agreements on prices, for some primary commodities had been

reached, which, he hoped would be successful in.stabilizing prices. An example

was the coffee agreement between Latin American countries including Brazil, the

biggest producer. He hoped that similar agreements might be reached for other-

commodities. ' ■ '

His Government had welcomed the setting up--of-the Commission and had , . ,.

co-operated wholeheartedly with it. It would continue to lend it its support , ■■

and would not shrink from its duties nor fail to make any contribution within,its,

resources, to International co-operation in Africa. ; : In discharging, its .... ; .....

responsibilities, iVwould always bear in mind the paramount interest and welfare .,

of the populations concerned. — V

Mr. AT-TIGA (Libya) welcomed the establishment of the Commission .as a

permanent institution on African soil and hoped all members would do their utmost

to implement its recommendations. ' ' ■

The Economic Survey represented probably the first, serious attempt to; , . . ,

describe and compare the problems of different areas in Africa and thp problems ,

of Africa as a whole in relation to the rest of the world, and as such was^a

valuable document 'even if in some places if conveyed a not entirely warranted

impression of absolute precision and accuracy. He hoped the study on the impact,.

of the European Common Market on African trade would be.-continuous.' The

present report on the subject seemed to minimise the importance of substitutions

between different varieties of the same agricultural products due to price

differentials which would undoubtedly be created by the structure of the European

Common Market and the free.t^ade -area of "the Seven". Libya was particularly
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concerned about the; provable effects of the Common Market on its agricultural

exports to,Italy and other European members of the Market. . ■ ,

. The:Secretariat had performed a great service in putting before the Commission

at an early stage, in its discussions, the problems of the wide and frequent.

fluctuations in prices of African exports and of the slow rate of .economic growth

.in Africa as a continent. The seriousness to Africa of the wide fluctuations in

the. prices of its exports was due first, to, the extreme dependence of African

countries on the export of primary products to industrialized countries in

Western Europe and North America} secondly, to their equally extreme dependence

on the use of the revenues from their exports for the import .of capital..and

consumer goods from the same industrialized countries; thirdly, to the ,

inflexibility of the supply of African exports due to the nature of the production

process and to the high degree of specialization involved in the production of

certain export commodities? and fourthly, the uncertainty of the demand for, ;

African exports due to the changing and protectionist trade policies of importing

countries and to the rapid rate of technological innovation which affected the

level and rate: of utilization of African exports.

As a result of those factors, African countries found themselves confronted

with one set of prices for their exports and another for their imports, both : f ,

determined by forces beyond their control. They were compelled to.produce

primary products and sell them for whatever prices they were offered and to

purchase goods at whatever price they were charged. So long as that situation

existed, -African countries would not be able .to develop their resources and

prosper,, no matter how much financial and technical aid they received from the.

industrialized countries or how many conferences the Secretariat convened. The

greatest.assistance the advanced countries could give to Africa would be to give

it a voice in controlling the forces which determined the prices of what it sold

and bought. African countries might then be able, individually and collectively,

to apply trade controls to protect and encourage their local industries, and .the

advanced countries might make definite commitments to purchase exports from the

African countries at specified prices and without discrimination. The

alternative might be:permanent stagnation for Africa and that was unacceptable to

wise people the world over. It was essential to translate the interest

manifested in the common problems of Africa into positive action.
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Since Libya, obtained its' independence, it had directed its efforts to

reconstructing its social facilities, which.had been badly damaged during the

Second World War. It was now starting to expand and reinforce i-jbs efforts in

the field of economic investment, and was anxious to increase its exports.

He- felt confident that the African people had the means to reach their

goal, .but before they could expect friendship from or inspire confidence in other

people., they would have to find friendship and confidence amongst- themselves.

There were three major economic fields in which African countries would have to

work together in the immediate future if they wished to achieve lasting results:

exporters of certain priraary commodities would have to co-operate, in marketing

their exports and purchasing their imports} African countries would have to

promote trade amongst themselves, even if in the short run that meant a

considerable sacrifice for some, and African countries would have to promote all

kinds of viable industries and diversify the agricultural sectors of their

re;conomies. The abundant water resources, pf certain parts of Africa should be

utilized as a source of energy for industrial and agricultural development, and

that could only be done with the full co-operation of all the African countries

.concerned. He hoped that by 1961 the Secretariat would provide the Commission

with a comprehensive study of the, present extent of intra-African trade and. of

the problems and issues involved in expanding such trade.

Mr. LISETTE (France) said that the Executive Secretary was to be

congratulated on the "Economic Survey of Africa since 1950", a most interesting

document. A number of modifications were required so far as the territories of

the Community were concerned but they did not affect the Survey's conclusions as

The Survey recorded that in the territories of the Community the situation

had been characterised by low per capita incomes and dependence on exports, the

■volume of which was affected by the price movements of one or two primary

products. Eighty per cent of the.revenue of the Federation of Mali, for

instance, came from ground,nuts. He wished that more space had been devoted to

tropical forest resources which afforded possibilities.for industrialization,

particularly in relation to..the manufacture of wood pulp, in certain areas such

as Congo and the Ivory Coast.

Various measures had,been taken .to deal with the situation he had just,

described. First, internal price stablization policies and guaranteed markets
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had been established1; . -stabilization funds,- under- the -responsibility 'of the ;.■.;.- .,> ■

governments concerned, had been set up for c.offe.e, cocoa,-cotton ,and ground nuts.- -

At the Community level, price support ;.iJun.ds had been ■.instituted to keep-prices

constant for rproducers in the overseas territories. ... ' .'■■■■: ; ;, . ;

Secondly-,- a mutual aid fund and a central economic co-ox>eration- fund had;.b.e,en

established t:d provide grants and' long-term low-interest loans. . Bet.ween-:1947. and

1959 a-ssistance to the value of 800,000 million francs had been -invested 4n-.ti>at ..

way. ; . At. the; same time, however, beneficiary States had appropriated .the ■■■-■!.- ,: t

substantial total ..of more than 170,000 million francs from their own .b.udget-s :for ..

capital: ^investment. Hence, the per cax^ita contribution from public funds of the,

States in.fther Community in recent-years had reached 6 dollers as against.the

average ofM.;9 dollars in all .the under-developed regions of the world. In 1959,

the F,rendh-Government had provided assistance from-some 12,000 "technical experts.

Thirdly, -ths>,special consequences of the unity of the currency in the: franc zone-

should be-, noted, v.i-In. the. period-/under--review the .balance of. payments of the overseas

States Q.nl terr^tefies vri:b1i thiri..countries' ba-J shorm a';deficit, which h&d been,/ ..

covered by drawing on the koint exchange'equalizaiion fund. The overall lack of

balance in-currency, movementes heiwe.en France and/the 'overseas States had.been

countered:-by assistance, from-the French treasury ^-.either through ■ iayestment or : '■-

through currehtj; technical assistance expenditure. ■ . ' . , ,■.'-: ...

Currency movements between France .and -the overseas States acted as a catalyst.

France had certainly received back alrapst as much as she had put into., the overseas-

States, but the;circulation of foreign funds in the States had provoked a' series'

of economic.-chain reactions^ which had benefited those States. . The advantages, '. ■

resulting from^the circulation of ■ such funds could be seen in documents published..^

by the French statistical services,, which showed that the gross .national rpr.oduct .

of the African States and of Madagascar■ had risen \>y &4rper cent, in the years,,.,. ;,.:,

1947-^1953. Figures-were-i available to s,how how the various sectors of. "the, ,vr.,'..

economy'T mining, manufacture, transport, and education r- had benefited from that ,;

investment,:policy. : ■..- :- ■ • . ,■.■....; " -

Unilateral' aid, however, was,:not.:sufficient to solve the problems arising..; ..

from poverty-and htinger. ; .The .representatives of Madagascar and. of the. young .ijV,
i'. .. ■■...■

States of French.-.culture.rand language iiitended to pool their efforts to-ensure.; .-;.

peace and secure.-a better .life for all. -Solidarity between:.Prance and the States:

of the Community.-was not the .only-.-way of solving those problems;'-France was^also .
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associated with the Common Market and.with the United: Nations, and wished to

cor-operate with all countries in Africa. . ,.'.-. ■■-.. .■ ■■■

The Secretariat had prepared a paper entitled "The Impact of the European1

Economic Community on African Trade". The only quarrel he had with.that.

document was that it was partly based on obsolete, data from GATT documents* ■ -'\

Furthermore, by interpreting the resolution passed at Addis Ababa as including

an analysis of the influence of the European Community on the trade of African

countries outside the Community, tb.e Secretariat had jeopardised its chances of.,

presenting a complete picture of the effects of the Common Market. The first

concern of the European Economic Community was the development of its associated

territories- It was hoped, however, that industrial expansion in Western

Europe would be so great that: imports from third.countries would also increase.

Indeed, European Economic Community document 1-5400/59-F showed that for coffee,

cocoa and bananas, imports by the members of the Six from third countries had

been greater in. 1959 than in 1958. Fears that, tariff concessions would benefit

only countries associated with the Six had' pr.oved unfounded. :•-. • i:. ■:■■.-

International co-operation was essential.in.vsolvihg the problems of under-

development; that was why: France attached such importance to.the,Economic

Commission for Africa. It was not his intention to advise the Commission on its

future work, but attention should be paid to the^question of;the- stabilization; ofu

commodity prices. Unless they were stabilized, investment policies would be

nullified by unfavourable economic situations. ". \\:-

France was-"determined to support the Commission in securing inaximum;.- ; .

international co-operation for the benefit of Africa, but it was essential •■ .

that the people in under-developed countries should take a part in their-own1 . ,

development. The various sectors of the economy could not be integrated

unless the energies, resources and imagination of the people were brought into ■

play. All States had three common objectives: to encourage village communities;:

to imbue the population with a civic outlook; and to foster industrialization.

At the village level, the goal should be to modernize production techniques in :

every community, to stimulate a feeling of solidarity and to make'villagers

aware of their participation in a large.-scalie effort. The aim in encouraging

civic responsibility was to train key1'staff;:. in some countries1 that would take

the form of a real civic service, providing young people, with training in

technical and rural skills.. Industrialization must be promoted in-all it's forms;
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village crafts "must be encouraged, and an'effort made to ensure that goods could

be processed at the place of production. Such small-scale local industries were

bound to expand with the progress of electrification. The Commission could help

countries to avoid useless'undertakings, and direct them in the right way.

France and her associated territories regarded the Commission as a:centre for the

sharing of experiences, the co-ordination of aims and the exchange of aid between

peoples, confronted with a common task.

Mr. BARUSASITEKO (Ruanda-Urundi), thanking the ECA Secretariat for

its Economic Survey of Africa, said that of course the Survey could hot yet be

complete and suggestions had been made to improve the statistical data on

...factors,, mechanisms and trends which formed the basis of any valid comparison of

; the growth and prospects of developing countries. Since 1957, Ruanda-Urundi had

had a special statistical office and services, the efficiency of which was

improving yearly. As L consequence,' some of ihe gaps in the documentation before

the Commission could be.filled in subsequent publications;' he would'furnish

details of his,country's. increased participation in providing data at the

appropriate time. At present he would only say that a good deal' of work had

.already been done in the field of national accounting, particularly with regard1

to input-output analyses. It was important to provide that hew kind of"detailed

analysis of the,induction activities of each African country, in order'to

ascertain, the share of various economic sectors and branches of activity in the

total volume of goods and services, produced and exchanged, and thus to determine

the extent.to which those sectors and branches participated in the consumption

of goods and services. ,: Such analyses would undoubtedly yield useful information

on. the., possibilities of intensifying or adjusting sub-regional and intra-

African trade,. .... _ . .

Ruanda-Urundi was an over-populated territory, with a per capita purchasing
■■■'•■ :-:■■:■ -■<-.-■< ■ ■ .: <j , - .. ■. ■: : ■■;! • ■ ■■ ; ' .:' .-- -

power among the lowest in Africa, and was therefore even more sensitive than

other countries and territories to the implications of a narrow market and to

the vital need for rapid production increase and general trade expansion.

He was accordingly in favour of mobilizing national resources and human

initiative to achieve the market economy and encourage domestic savings which

represented :an essential basis for any future prosperity and a primary

condition,of balance in the financing of productive investment. Meanwhile,

however, the immediate prospects of domestic and external outlets necessitated the
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development of African industrial resources. He believed in liberalizing inter-

a«tional trade, but that^did.not exclude the establishment of new economic areas

open to the industry and production of each country. To accelerate African

economic development, two conditions must be fulfilled; the first was the applica

tion of the rules of productivity as a point of departure for the manufacture of

new products and the expansion of existing production, and the second was the '

relative stabilization of world commodity prices.

In his opinion, the association of certain African territories with the'

European Economic Community should not cause any dislocation of African economies.

Apart from certain limited customs preferences and an accelerated relaxation of

quotas promised-to associated countries and territories, the Common Market seemed

to open up prospects of greatly increased economic activity and possibilities, which

could not fail to benefit all African countries and territories. There was nothing

exclusive about the association of certain African territories. The Common Market

was a concrete experiment in economic co-operation between continents, the first

result of which had been to bring certain African countries closer together in their

trade relations with Europe, and the second, to intensify the traditional flow of

trade for the benefit of Africa as a whole. That association was also a useful

factor in stabilizing commodity prices. Such stabilization could be achieved only

at the international level and with the participation of the consumer countries.

Prom that point of view, the economic integration of Europe, further developments

in. which were under negotiation, and the participation of African countries as

associates in that enterprise would bring positive factors into play in stabilizing

commodity prices. He could see no justification for the apprehensions that had

been voiced with regard to the European Economic CommunityV No one was obliged

to sell, still less to buy, on the Common Market.' : Ruanda-iirundi, which was an

associated territory, exported the bulk of its products elsewhere than to "the

Six". It .exported its coffee to the United States, and had decided, despite

the preferential terms of the Common Market, to continue to do so until the

European countries offered a better price; that was unlikely to happen for some

time, since the coffee was of a quality that commanded very high prices. There

was no room .for sentiment in business, and in its future trade policy Suanda-Urundi

would be guided solely by commercial advantage.

Mr. NICOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) said he wished to make a brief statement

on some of the aspects of the economic ooaditious of Sierra Leone against the
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background of the Survey. Sierra Leone was still largely agricultural

although statistics showed that mineral exports now exceeded agricultural exports,

his delegation felt that agriculture rather than the extractive industries should

be looked to in the immediate future as a, means, of raising the level of living.

Although the market for agricultural commodities had been very favourable during

and after the war, :the inevitable reaction had set in and the importing countries

had adjusted themselves to the new situation by conducting intensive research in

substitutes for primary goods which were pricing themselves out of the world

market. As .a result of those economic adjustments, advanced countries now .....

needed :to import only 70 per cent more in raw materials to achieve.a, 125, per cent

increase in production of finished goods. That reflection of the.adaptability

of modern industry to changing economic factors, which to economists was an ■

indication, of progress, was seen by the producers themselves merely as an

immediate reduction, of income. v

The marketing boards in West Africa had effectively insulated primary .

producers against short-term price fluctuations. His delegation considered that

the part which those boards had played in .capital formation and re-investment was

their most important function; their stabilization policy had not yet. been put

to the test of a serious and sustained fall in commodity prices. So far, the

West African economies had been fortunate,, and the marketing boards had been

able to translate the advantages derived .from favourable economic circumstances

into permanent structures, without great detriment to the producer. Neverthe

less, the. post-war phase was rapidly coming to an end and the primary-producing

countries would have to adjust their economic activities accordingly. , ; : ..

Such adjustment was not an easy matter for Sierra Leone. The possibility

of replacing some imported goods by domestic production had very limited

application because of the size of the market.;. A distinction must be drawn

between technical and economic possibilities: although it was technically

possible to produce .a wide variety of goods, the;smallness of the marke;t precluded

such a solution. ;While the rise in income levels tended to minimize the effects

of that phenomenon, the problem could not be solved by one territory alone.

Market links already existed between Sierra Leone and the neighbouring

territories and coulcl, with expert guidance, be fostered in the interests, of all

concerned. . : ■.-.-■ : ■ . ■ ; >
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He supported the suggestion made by the representatives of Kenya and

Zanzibar and of Tunisia that future surveys should lay greater stress' on that '"

aspect of regional trade. Countries and territories like' Sierra Leone which"

lacked economic and statistical research services depended on ECA" and; other

organizations for the 'kind of' basic survey now'under discussion. Such countries

and territories might find the Commission even more useful if they would submit

their long-term economic projects to it for comment and advice before putting

them into effect.

Despite the narrowness of the Sierra Leone market, a limited range of goods

could be manufactured locally. However, outside capital and'skills were needed

for such production and his territory welcomed entrepreneurs who "were willing to

enter into partnership with it. Sierra Leone laid emphasis on partnership in all

its industries, since it needed' industrialization not merely for prestige but

for raising the standard of living of its population. in order to achieve that

aim, the country in which the industry was set up'must be in a position'to

benefit from all the factors of remuneration. Accordingly, that country must

take shares in the enterprise if it was'to benefit from the profits,' and"'"'1 '" '

arrangements should be made between the parties concerned for reducing initial

dependence on foreign skills by intensive training of local personnel. Such

arrangements should arrest the flow of capital from African countries and

territories in the form of salaries to foreign business executives and skilled

industrial workers. It" would be healthier for developing countries to '

benefit from industrialisation in that way than to impose high taxation which'J"

if pushed too far, would succeed only in driving out badly-needed capital and

skills. ' ' : ■■'=■■:. j ■-.■■■

Mr. GEBEE-EG2Y (Ethiopia) said that Ethiopian experts had not yet had

time to study the Economic Survey of Africa in detail, so for the present he would

briefly describe the general economic developments in Ethiopia in recent years.

In 1957, a five-year plan had been prepared with a view to mobilizing the

country's resources for rational advancement. Total investment estimated for

the five years was 900 million Ethiopian dollars and the foundation work

essential to economic progress was given first'place in the plan. Second place

was given to the agricultural sector;' since the economy was predominantly

agricultural, large funds had been allocated for agricultural extension

services, the introduction of large-scale cash crops, the expansion of"'coffee "
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plantations'and the improvement of"agricultural methods. .- •.In the,, fi*ld, of ..

transport and communications, major roads connoting outlying provinces, ,ith

the'capital'had been'improved and new inter-irovincial roads planned .andj:- ; .. :

many "of them'constructed. Air transport had been expanded and hitherto , . •..

inaccessible areas could no* be reached. At Assab work was in progress.on a,,

harbour-development project begun in 1957. • . ■ ■ ■ ■;,,,:■

" "*ith regard'to education, which accounted for about one-third of: the

national budget, it was proposed to double enrolment in the elementary grades.

A secondary school had boon opened in eacM-of the provincial centres in 1958

and additional school buildings constructed in 1959. The plan provided for

an Agricultural College at Harar, an Engineering College at Addis Ababa, a

Building College and a Medical College at Gondar and the establishment of

Haile Selassie I University and three other vocational training institution,.

Work on some of those projects had already been completed. The extension of

medical services to the village level had been planned and was being earned

out. A mass literacy programs had been launched and a new ministry set up

for the purpose. Two institutions had been opened to train teachers for

community education and two more would be opened in 1960.

A number of industrial projects had been undertaken. Seven textile

industries wore already in existence and it was hoped that the country would

soon no longer be dependent on imported cotton manufactures. Bilateral

agreements for the establishment of textile, cement and paper industries had

been concluded in 1959. The five-year Plan provided for a survey of miner*!

and hydrological resources and a complete survey of two of the largest rivers

would be completed ahead of schedule. A dam outside Addis Ababa had recently

been built and had provided electric power for the surrounding area.

In the sphere of international trade, bilateral agreements had been

aigned with various countries, including Ethiopia's neighbours, Sudan and the

United Arab Republic. The Ethiopian economy suffered from a shortage of

capital investment and skill. The limited income derived from exports of

primary commodities was still spent on imports, while the need for capita!

investment increased. Foreign assistance was invited, to supplement the

country's limited income and help it in its efforts to accelerate economic

advancement. He believed that in some areas the resources and experiences
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of African countries could be mobilized for mutual benefit and fully endorsed the

Under-Secretary's remarks concerning the tormation of industrial ^complexes.

Arrangements such:'as''the European Economic. Community, which were not. only_

discriminatory but also' protectionist by :their very nature, were bound to divide

the African countries into two trading groups. ■ They could not serve to promote

the interests of African countries or the spirit of co-operation. As a .

producer of primary commodities, therefore, Ethiopia had felt obliged to

co-sponsor a joint draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.41) on the impact of the European

Economic Community on African trade. ; ■

The meeting rose at -12.55 13.m. ■ . .
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■■■-■■ EluHTH" MEETING

■' ;i ■' ; tiel'cL en Friday, 29 ;Janupjry'1900, at 3.15 p.m.

' "" ' ' " :v •'■■■■ ■■■ ■ l Chairing: "Mr. SLAWI (Morocco) ■' 'lV ■■'■"■ " ■' "i;^.^1

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN" Al RICA (item 6' of the agenda)
(S/CN. 14/28., E/CN. 14/29) .(continued). . :/ ...

The CH..aRlvi,'^I invited the Comaiiaaion to continue its discussion of item 6

of the agenda. ... .■ . ■ -:

.-.Mr. ABDSL^AEAB (Sudan) after thanking the King and people of .Moroc.co for

their hos-nitalii-j said the -^o documents submitted to the Commission by the

Secretariat, the Economic Gurvoy of Africa since ;195O (E/CN.14/28) and the report

on the Impact cf the -European Eco^onic CcDnunitv :on African trade (E/C^.14/29)

were of great valuo. The 3u-_rrCy clearly set forth, .the trends of the. past ten years

.in the economies of -the African countries; a substantial part of it dealt..with

the ■problem of-capital formation, a subject on which it was desirable that the

Commission rhe-aid une-irt-a^e a cpecial enar.lry in the future. He hoped that, in the

next survey, attention yould.be given to i:iira-African trade possibilities and to

investment ^-.fcejects i"-i Af rice,., ■. • . ■ . ■■,-■■

,. . Sudan.-Tar- firct a:.:'-l. for.e^^i an, a^xi cultural cor.ntry which exported a substan

tial proportion oi i>s z—';yxt end wac compelled to import nearly all the, manufac

tured coods it nepl-^d. . Cotter acccuivbed for about 70 per cent of exports, and for

about 40 per oairb of rev?nui. After a psriod of maxked prosperity, cotton sales

had become loss p.-of itabl:- fron 1952 cnvards. Subsequently., the 1958 recession

and the heavy fall in cz-rr-odi^r.-rices, together with the poor harvest of 1957/1958,

had created serious financial difficulties, and obliged the Government to reduce

expenditure end ap^ly inpert: cr.d credit.restrictions. The situation had been

.-improved by, a better harvest i:i 19^3/1959, and by the grant of credits by the

United Kinkier., the Ted^al Eopuhlic of Gcrrany. tho .United States, and the Inter

national Kcne-tary F^^ Cuc:i fluctuitions illustrated the dangers threatening

countries, vo.osc economy depondnd on a single comcodity.. It was time the African

countries r.ocsr.^if^c/l .tlio^r pooi^Icr^ and diversified their economies, by co-operating

. amoT-^j; ,±\c>rz <-.!.'to v ;.-a:l v:in*i v\e ir.trr^r.vion^l institutions. .,.,

. Sudan vrcs trying, to develop i\..~ industries -.cotton spinning, sugar refining,

board marufacture, tanning - ar.u ±o encourage private investment by foreign and

local investors. It was p-jircuing a realistic policy in seeking outlets for its
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products through the conclusion of payments and trade agreements. It was promoting

capital formation by encouraging investment in high-yield undertakings to allow of

reinvestment. It had adopted a liberal policy and shunned any protectionist

measures except where absolutely necessary. Lastly, the development programme

in the public sector was on generous lines and included the construction of a large

electric power station, a dam and air extensions to the railway system. For the

last-named project a loan by the Bank was already promised but the other projects

would also require 'international assistance.

As regards the impact of the European Economic Community, he wished to make

the following comments. First, any economic grouping entailed the constitution

of defensive groupings and was therefore at variance with the principle of freedom

of :trade." Secondly, by setting up a restricted free-trade area, the European

Economic Community was establishing a new form of discrimination from which Africa

was bound to suffer. ■ Thirdly, the duty-free admission to that area of produce

from certain African territories would create an artificial stimulus which would

upset -the'free interplay of the continent's economies. Fourthly, such practices

as recourse to substitute products would have a deplorable effect on the demand

for African produce. Fifthly, the Community's establishment would modify the

international flow of capital to Africa's detriment. He therefore hoped that the

studies on that subject would be continued, and he had been happy to hear the

United Kingdom representative's reference to the United Kingdom Government's

'efforts to persuade the countries of the European Common Market to take the interests

of third parties into account.

&r. FORTHOM/IE1 (Belgium)- associated his delegation with the tribute paid

to the King of Morocco and with the thanks expressed to the Moroccan Government.

The Economic Survey of Africa since 1950 was an excellent starting point for

anyone wishing to gain an understanding of Africa's problems. One of those

problems was the establishment of an intra-African system of trade. He reserved

the right to explain, during the consideration of item 7, the part that Belgium

had played in certain African territories.

Since many delegations had expressed apprehension at the establishment of the

European Economic Community, he would deal vrith that question in some detail.

Although the European Economic Community was essentially an effort to solve Europe's

difficulties, its six members had not lost sight of their responsibilities towards
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the world economy. The1 fact that, jointly, they constituted the biggest importer

and the' biggest exporter in international trade meant that, they had every interest

in the maintenance of trade. Moreover, some of them had responsibilities towards

dependent territories, most of them in Africa, but the fact that they had

acknowledged those territories to be fit for independence did not mean that they

were no longer interested in those territories. The Treaty of Rome,contained

provisions regulating relations between the Economic Community and the rest of the

world. First, it laid down a common trade policy; article 110 provided that

all trade restrictions should be gradually abolished and Customs barriers lowered.

The policy was to enter into force gradually, since a period of transition was

necessary to change and harmonize ideas on trade and economic policy that were

sometimes profoundly different. Liberalism was the keynote of that po.licy. The

liberal expansionist trend was clearly gaining the day in the negotiations

in process at Brussels between the "Six" regarding the "G" list of products.

Secondly, it established an association with certain countries or territories.

Articles 131 to 136, which dealt with "Overseas Territories", contained very,

detailed provisions and article 238 authorized, in general terms, agreements/with

any country or group of countries. There were two reasons-for the difference.

The'first was that when the Treaty was being negotiated, some of the Powers

concerned had territories for which they were responsible.1 The second -was: that

the Treaty had been designed to create a common market without barriers and,

accordingly, controls^ at frontiers betweeni one country and another had- to be

eliminated as far'as possible. ' ' ■ ■><•■.■.

Article 9, paragraph 2, stipulated that the principle of; free movement of

goods applied not-' only toproducts originating in Member States but also-to

products originating in other countries and freely admitted to Member States.

There had been three' possible solutions. Products of the territories could have

been excluded from the system'; but it would then have been necessary to institute

controls so as to determine in many cases whence- a product came. It might have

been decided that the metropolitan country should cease to apply a special

preferential system to products from its own territories; but such a choice would

have had catastrophic effects on the territories. That was why the third solution

was chosen, whereby the special system applied to products from the territories of

one country was extended to all members of the Common Market. The legal machinery
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of the system was defined in articles' 131 to 136 of the Treaty and since the

ratification of the Treaty had been incorporated in the legislation of member

countries so as to provide the necessary legal bases for free entry to each

Common Market country. '

A free-trade system between the highly developed countries and the others could

have been paralyzing for the latter in the early stages of their development.

The Treaty of Rome therefore included a provision, based on article XVIII of the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), under which the territories need

not abolish their customs duties and might even introduce others if necessary.

Preferences were nothing new in Africa. Moreover, the Havana Charter, on which

GATT was founded, also acknowledged the validity of preferential systems resting

on former political links.

It appeared certain that in the future it would be the African countries

themselves'that would decide the conditions of their economic development. It

was unlikely that they would choose a path that would put them in a position of

growing dependence on non-African countries. One indication was that the projects

submitted for the utilisation of the development fund set up under the Treaty of

Rome were mainly concerned with basic economic development and social projects.

In short, the Treaty of Rome established a very flexible system of association

that would enable the African countries participating to tsKe advantage of the

expansion which economic unification would make possible'in Europe. "vMoreover,

other African countries were not excluded; they,too, would derive considerable

benefit from the general expansion of trade, together with new outlets for public

and private investment. " ■■■..;-.

Various delegations had proposed that the Secretariat should study the

development of the European Economic Community. Such a study would certainly be

valuable, but it should not be''limited to the Community; some thought should

also be given to the European Free Trade Association, the Mutual Economic Aid

Council and various Latin American projects of a similar nature. The bodies

already set up by the Common Market could supply information direct to the

Commission. ' '■' ■ ■

■: ■ Like the European Economic" Community, Belgium hoped for a general increase in

trade and would be happy to' see ihtra-African trade expanding. Co-operation

based on the natural interests of all would create wealth and lead to a general rise

in standards of living throughout the world.
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Mr. BBKIRANE (Morocco) after thanking the Executive- Secretary for the

reports he hud put before the Commission, said that since the internal equilibrium

and balance of payments of several African countries were determined by their forexgn

trade, those countries were naturally anxious to sell their products at profitable

;and stable prices, 'to diversify their production and their markets, and to adopt

safeguards against 'the effects of certain international economic agreements. The

industrialized countries of the world were tending more and more to dispense with

certain primary commodities, so that their industrial production was growing faster

than exports of rOT materials from the under-developed primary producing-countries,

whose'share in world trade was declining fromyearto year. ■■ Moreover, their terms

of trade were deteriorating.

That situation was caused by under-development end should be remedied by every

possible means and first, by using available human resources now that independence

had been won cold basic frameworks established. Starting with two quite distinct

^sectors, the money economy and the subsistence economy, a national economy must be

built up to transform radically the peasant's and the craftsmen's living conditions.

To that end Morocco had undertaken an agrarian reform "Operation Ploughshare",

and the development of co-operatives and had carried' out' various projects which

would enable a basic industry to be started in the near future. Since gaining its

independence Morocco had lost some foreign financial aid and had therefore been

obliged to prune its budget, encourage t^.e investment of private, savings in the

industrial sectors, and control the export of xapital. The Moroccan-delegation

had sponsored a draft resolution, which had been approved by the Committee on the

Programme of Work and Priorities, concerning the Commission'* programme of work and

ways and means of lossening the foreign hold on the African economy.

Of the international arrangements in course of formation, the one causing most

anxiety was the European Economic Community, the six members of'which were precisely

those countries with1most interests in Africa. The Common Market was "the fruit

of monopoly capitalism". Customs unions hampered industrial development.

Financial aid from the Community to the associate countries brought the latter only

a'very inadequate counterpart. The African countries should come together in i960

for the purpose of defining a common attitude to the Community and preventing

antagonism from developing between supporters of the:Common Market ond protagonists

of the Free Trade Association.
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It would shortly become necessary to consider what structural alterations in

. the Commission were needed to convert it into an instrument for the use of Africa

and the Africans.

,w. Mr. Van den ABEELE (Belgian Congo) thanked the Moroccan Government for its

hospitality and commended the work of the Executive Secretary. Ho would have liked

to find in the valuable Economic Survey of Africa fuller analyses of intra-African

,trade and the complementary agricultural, mining and industrial sectors, as

determined by natural and human conditions, hydro-electric power resources and means

of communication, without regard to political frontiers.

The Commission's main task was to encourage co-ordination in agriculture,

industry and transport. Priority should be accorded to the development of agricul

ture, which required the assistance of science and the machine. Annual food and

industrial crops could be improved in both quantity and quality subject to an

appropriate system of rotation. Knowledge of new methods should be disseminated,

with special reference to soil protection, prevention of erosion, choice of land,

seed selection, rotation of crops, and fallow lands. Another question for study

was pest control, as insects were responsible for the loss of 25 per cent of the

harvests. The National Agronomical Institute in the Belgian Congo, which had 350

experts and was open to all Africans, had succeeded in doubling the productivity of

many plantations.

To deal with the disadvantages of sudden fluctuations in primary commodity

prices, the Commission might consider the feasibility of international agreements

for products such as coffee, cocoa and tea, tin and rubber, on the lines of the

International Sugar Agreement, Whatever might be said, it was highly probablethat

Africa's markets would expand with the general increase in population and the

improvement of standards of living throughout the world. The taming of the atom

opened up unlimited prospects for the development of the new countries.

The Ruandi-Urundi representative's comments on the impact of -the European

Economic Community also applied to the Belgian Congo. It would be for the future

independent government to decide, in complete freedom and with due regard to the

lessons that emerged from the Commission's discussions, whether to continue its

association with the Economic Community or not.

Mr. RIZZETO (Italy) after expressing his delegation's warmest thanks to

the Moroccan Government for their hospitality, said the whole of Africa was suffering

from the effects of under-development. It wished at all costs to escape from that
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situation, but knew that economic development did not always go hand-in-hand with

political"development and the result was a certain feeling of uneasiness. Political

development was the work of a few outstanding men, but economic development demanded

the participation of the entire population; it was bound uP with economic phenomena

in the outside world and entailed the solution of technical problems. Again,

under-development problems also concerned the industrialized countries, which needed

a heavy volume of trade and vast markets. If it bore those principles in mind,

the Commission might make an effective contribution to economic progress in Africa

in the near future.

Of the problems to which under-development gave rise, those which called for

attention first involved basic services such as the statistical services, which should

be accorded priority. Next came the social and cultural levels.of the population,

and lastly real economic problems, such as the raising the standard.of living,

stabilizing prices and yields, co-ordinating industrialization and the efficient

exploitation of natural resources.

Italy's interest in those problems was not merely academic; for it had helped

to give the' Commission a new full member, and Somalia was an example of the happy

results that could be derived from international co-operation in the true sense

of the term.'' The facts that Somalia would soon achieve independence,- that it had

a favourable trade balance for the first time in its history, that its social

■situation had progressed satisfactorily, .that its school population had increased

from 3,000 to 35,000 in nine years, -and that it had been possible to hold a general

election, on completely democratic lines were due to .its friendly co-operation with

Italy. The economic and social development of Somalia had been marked, not by

revolution, but by evolution and co-operation. It was true that 80 per cent

of the population still lived in-a subsistence economy but the basic problem, grain

production1was solved and meat and livestock exports were twenty times higher than

five years earlier. : .■ ■ .

"States were tending to combine in order to strengthen their economies and

integrate their resources. That tendency was; in evidence in the young independent

States, ana it answered'a need.: ■ Fears-had. been, expressed regarding the possible

impact of the European Common Market on the African economy. While he regretted

the absence of an official mission from the European Economic Community that could

have given any explanations desired, he wished to stress that in associating

Somalia with the Common Market, Italy had acted in consultation with the Somalian

Government with only the best interests of the territory at heart.
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With regard to the docunient on ..the impact of the Treaty of Rome on the African

economy, his delegation was well aware of the difficulty of drafting a complete

memorandum without asking the organization.concerned for the most recent data, but

must point out that no reference was made to .the .impact of the Common Market on the

associated territories. The question scarcely arose where tariff reductions

had been extended to third countries. The fears mentioned were fears of

discrimination. . . ■

Once it became independent, Somalia would be free to remain in the Economic

Community or to ceaseto be associated with it. So far as lay in its power, Italy

was prepared to co-operate-with any African country in the same spirit ,of mutual

trust >jid disinterested solidarity.

Mr. HUSSEIN (Somaliland Protectorate) associating himself with the

expressions of thanks to the Moroccan Government, said the Survey was a valuable

contribution to knowledge of the general economic situation in Africa,at the present

time; it would be more useful if supplemented by sub-regional, studies and mono

graphs' such as the one FAO had already undertaken on meat and livestock marketing.

The 'Protectorate's economy-was based on livestock exports. Furthermore, while it

was trying td increase the productivity of its agriculture, it was still obliged

to import ahigh proportion of its foodstuff requirements. ,Other problems .were ^

the conservation of its subterranean water supplies, soil erosion and livestock

disease control. -Much bad already been, achieved.but much more remained to be done.

In order to reduce Africa's dependence on the other continents,, the transport

of:goods between the various territories should'be facilitated by setting up

standing transport committees in all sub-regions. .

Mr. HASSAN '(Somalia) after thanking the.Moroccan Government for its

hospitality, said the importance of active participation.by Africans in solving

problems concerning their continent hadalready b.een emphasized. The time, had

come for them to decide thoir destiny. The part played by the Commission, was

therefore of cardinal importance,- since Africa stood in urgent need of co-ordinated

plan's and1 programmes that would enable it to develop .and consolidate its; economy.

■; Somalia-was ready to co-operate with other African countries. It had already

taken steps to accelerate the transition from a subsistence economy to a money

economy. Trade relations and exchanges of information should be developed and

communications improved, ; -• ■■ . . .:
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His Government was examining ways and means of developing agriculture and

stock-breeding, on which Somalia's prosperity mainly depended. Prospecting for

mineral deposits was being carried on, and an attempt was being made to increase

the yield from" fisheries. -If the country v-ras to be industrialized, capitalond

markets were urgently required. Regional studies on marketing and transport would

' be a great help, since there was no doubt that neighbouring countries needed the

goods'which Somalia exported. Despite the number of problems it had to face, the

Somali'an nation was certain of its ability to play an active part iii the develop

ment of Africa*

After Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) had thanked His Majesty King

Mohamed V and the Moroccan Government for having invited the Commission to hold its

: session at Tangier, Mr. STEIN (Union of South Africa) said that the Union greatly

appreciated the'opportunity of undertaking, jointly with the other States and

! territories'of Africa, an exchange of views on the problems involved in economic

development. "' "

As regards the impact of the European Economic Community at the fifteenth

session of the Contracting Parties to GATT he had heard the same misgivings

expressed. It was understandable that the countries outside the Six should

entertain misgivings as to its repercussions. The Contracting Parties to GATT,

as a group, would seem to constitute the most suitable forum for a consideration

of the question. It should not be overlooked that the Six had international

obligations, and were fully aware of them and of the consequences their policy would

ent'ail for the interests of other countries.

: : His government felt that the Survey contained extremely useful information

on the economic situation and its trends. It hoped that the Survey would become

an annual publication and that all the African States and territories" would transmit

to the Secretariat such pertinent information as they had at their disposal.

'He supported the suggestion for the use of' a single currency, and a uniform

series of units of measurement, in compiling African statistics. Such statistics

might be inadequate in certain respects but the development and modernization of

statistical services should: make it possible to adapt them to the growing volume

of economic activity. p .

The Survey gave details of comparative progress in Africa., and a table of

prospective developments. On the debit side it showed1 that, generally speaking,

all the States and territories were under-developed, a fa.ct that was no cause for
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■ shame* It was for the African countries to ascertain how they should proceed in

order:to combine speedy development with stability. Also on the debit side were

.the major problems which hampered Africa1s economic development; they were too

well.known to need recapitulation, but it should be emphasized.that their magnitude

exceeded that of. the problems which the more advanced States had had to solve.

Nevertheless, good will and perseverance would enable the African States and

territories to find a solution by which standards of living could be raised.

. On the credit side it was noteworthy that economic life in Africa had

achieved a higher level of activity, that primary materials were available in. wide

variety, and that manpower resources were substantial; those factors would.enable

the objectives aimed at to be attained with the help of capital from extra-African

sources, and such help could be relied on. It was essential to increase foodstuffs

production, in order to economize foreign exchange, change over from a subsistence

to a market economy, and reduce the relative importance of primary commodity

production. Studies carried out by GATT had demonstrated the effects on the well-

being of African countries and territories of a fall in the prices of those

commodities. The producing countries should devote a substantial proportion of

their resources to processing plant construction, and to the development of services

which would enable as large a proportion as possible of the processed materials to

be sold and thus increase revenue. >. . .

It was unlikely that the recent improvement in commodity prices would become

more marked, and doubtful whether it would be possible to find a general formula

for, commodity price stabilization. It was better to attempt, for each separate

commodity, to secure agreement between the principal producers arid the principal

consumers. :

In the past Africa had lacked a forum where representatives of the various

countries could discuss the problems which affected them; the Commission would now

supply that need.

,Mr. SEMONOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), speaking at the invita

tion of the Chairman, thanked the Executive Secretary for the documentation he had

prepared on the economic' situation of the African countries, which his own govern

ment was studying closely. ...
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The Commission's eecond session coincided, with^ an improvement in international

relations, to which the principal contributing factors had been Mr..Khrushchev's

visit to the United States and the recent unilateral reduction in the Soviet army's

numerical strength. The solution of the problem of general disarmament would

release substantial funds, part of which could be devoted to the development of

African and other underdeveloped countries.

■ The people of the Soviet Union sympathized with .the African, peoples,in their

fight against colonialism. They shared their aspirations for equality and full

sovereignty on the basis of the right of all peoples to self-determination. The

backwardness of the African countries was due neither to any alleged poverty of the

soil not to any inferiority in ability or capacity for work of their peoples; it

was due to colonial domination which, by squandering those countries' resources,

had condemned their peoples to famine and misery. The Soviet Union, by acknowledg

ing the full freedom, in accordance with the principle of self-determination

proclaimed by Lenin, of all the peoples constituting the old Russia, had made it

possible for those peoples to undergo smooth and-speedy economic development.

The old backward provinces had now caught.up with the advanced socialist republics,

with well-developed industries, a modern system'of agriculture, and national teams

of experts in all fields. :

■■ The .Soviet Union, also gave its full support to efforts, to develop,-co-operation

among the African countries. It afforded, and would continue to afford, every -

possible support to the Commission, andwould abide by its obligations as ..a Member

of the United Natipns in the field, of economic assistance., while abiding strictly

by the principles of the Banduns and Accra Conferences. It would be happy to .. ,.

share its.vast experience and its achievements, with any African.countries which

so requested, on a basis of equality and mutual respect for sovereignty and for

the rule.of non-interference in the internal affairs of.other states.

In 1959, the first year of the Seven Year Plan, the Soviet Union had achieved

substantial economic successes in the field of industry, hydro-electric equipment,

inter-continental and space projectiles, the peaceful, uses of atomic energy, and

agriculture. That economic progress enabled the Soviet Union to release resources

for developing co-operation with. African and other countries. It also expanded

the Soviet Union's trade, a fact which would benefit all the countries devoted to

peace-and to peaceful inter-State co-operation. In its business transactions with

foreign countries, the Soviet Union was guided-by. the principle of. respect for its
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partners1 interests, and voluntarily refrained from ousting other countries from

its markets. The Soviet Union's trade with the under-developed countries was

increasing substantially and comprised, on the export side, machinery, machine tools,

metals, petroleum products, equipment and apparatus. Those exports were delivered

to the buyer countries in exchange for their ordinary exports, and were often

accompanied by advantageous credit facilities. The Soviet Union had concluded

bilateral trade agreements with the United Arab Republic, Ethiopia, Morocco, Guinea,

Sudan and Tunisia. Its trade with"Libya and Ghana was beginning to expand.

To enable the Soviet Union and the African countries to keep each other

informed respecting their trading possibilities it seemed useful to organize fairs

and exhibitions in the African countries. The Soviet Union had participated in

fairs in Tunisia and Morocco. A Soviet industrial exhibition would be held in

Addis Ababa in May I960. Any proposals for holding fairs or exhibitions on a

reciprocal basis in other African countries would be studied favourably.

The Soviet Union had also developed economic and technical co-operation with

the African countries. For-example, under a bilateral agreement it had granted

'to the United Arab Republic a credit of 1,000 million roubles for building industrial

plant, prospecting activities, specialist training, -and other projects. The

Soviet Union's disinterested technical and economic assistance had made it possible

to begin work on the first two sections of the Aswan Dam according to plans that

were more economical and technically more efficient than those put forward;by the

western countries. ' Further, the Soviet Union had granted credits of 400 million

roubles to Ethiopia and 140 million roubles to Guinea for the construction of

industrial plants and communication facilities and the development of agriculture.

The Soviet Union found room for African students in its higher education

institutions. It had many specialists highly qualified in the various departments

of industry, transport, irrigation, medicine,'science and public education. If

so requested by an African country, it could examine the possibility of sending

specialists to that country, either under United Nations auspices or under a

bilateral agreement, to furnish suitable technical assistance or assistance in the

training of national cadres. Similarly, it could also consider the possibility

of admitting African students to Soviet educational institutions at the more

advanced levels. ■ " ; ■ : .

Special agreements on cultural co-operation had been concluded between the Soviet

Union and a number of African countries. The agreement with Guinea provided for
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the development of co-operation in the cultural and scientific fields, mutual aid

in the training of national cadres for industry, science and culture, and exchanges

of students and*teachers.

He was convinced that Africa could transform itself within one generation

into a continent of plenty and well-being and hoped that the work of the.Commission

at its second session would be fruitful.

The meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.
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NIMH MEETING

held, on Saturday, 30 January I960, at 10.20 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN AFRICA (item 6 of the. agenda) E/CN.14/28,

E/CN.14/29 and Corr.l and Add.1 (continued)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to continue its discussion of item

6 of the agenda.

Mr. ABERCROMBIE (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations) said that, in addition to its annual report on the state of food and

agriculture and situation reports for the FAO Conference, Council and Committee

on Commodity Problems, FAO also prepared statements on a regional basis for such

meetings as the biennial FAO Regional Conference, the first of which for Africa

was to take place later in the year. A study of longer-term developments in

Africa south of the Sahara had been included in the annual report for 1958, and

he was glad to see that it had been drawn upon in compiling the Economic Survey

of Africa since 1950. It was to be hoped that increasing contributions could

be made to economic studies in the agricultural sector through the ECA/FAO Joint

Agriculture Division. The commodity situation and outlook were regularly

reviewed by the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems, and special study groups

had been set up for cocoa, grains, rice and citrus fruits. Studies were in

progress on cotton consumption, the north-west European market for fats and oils,

and sisal and other hard fibres; a survey had recently been completed of the

trade in dried fish in tropical Africa and work had been begun on a timber trades

study.

His review of the food and agricultural situation in Africa would be con

fined to more recent developments and would be based as far as possible on global

indices, since the long-term picture based on national data was already dealt

with in the Survey. Though the less-developed countries were still affected by

the reduction of economic activity in the main industrialized countries in 1957

and 1958, Africa had fared better than other regions. The total value of

African exports of all agricultural products had been only slightly less in 1958

than in 1957, largely owing to a 60 per cent rise in cocoa prices which had

offset other price falls. The effect of the recession had been much more

severe on industrial raw materials than on foodstuffs and average export unit
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values for that group of raw materials as a whole had been 20 per cent lower in

1958 than in 1957. Although complete figures were not yet available for 1959,

there were indications that the decline in world prices for agricultural exports

had at least been checked.

With regard to longer-term trends, he said that the total volume of Africa's

agricultural exports was now nearly 60 per cent greater than before the war, a

much greater increase than that which had occurred in the world average. The use

of substitutes in the main importing countries had hardly affected such important

African exports as bananas, citrus fruit, sisal, coffee and cocoa. In the trade

in oilseeds Africa had been able partly to replace the Par East on world markets,

since exports from that region had declined owing to increased domestic con

sumption. Average unit values for Africa's agricultural exports were now about

three times the pre-war level and total earnings from those exports about five

times that level. Meanwhile, average import prices of manufactured products had

approximately doubled, so that Africa's terms of trade in agricultural exports

were estimated to have improved by nearly 40 per cent. While the general trend

appeared favourable, recent, sharp movements in export prices had caused con

siderable difficulties, especially where fluctuating foreign exchange earnings

made it difficult to maintain imports of capital goods for the implementation of

economic development programmes. The vulnerability of many African countries to

price movements was greatly increased by the narrow range of their exports, and

hence diversification had become amajor item in many national agricultural

policies. It was hoped to hold a full discussion of the problems involved at ;

the first PAO Regional Conference for Africa. Diversification was not the only

approach.to the problems of. fluctuation;, another was to try to reduce

fluctuations by international measures, and a third was to set up internal

stabilization schemes for the main export crops. FAO was also studying those

methods of approach. .,■■.■■'■■;.

With regard to recent production trends, he said that the PAO index of . .

Africa's agricultural production had risen by about 3 per cent in the 1958-59 , ^

season, whereas it had fallen by the same amount in 1957-58, largely owing to .

the drought in north-west Africa. The few available data for 1959-60;indicated

a further increase, as grain harvests were large in north-west Africa, while

rice production in the United Arab Republic had recovered and cotton production

in that country and Sudan had further increased. Cocoa production was expected
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to show further expansion, with a record crop in Ghana. As regards long-terra

trends, agricultural production since the war had increased at an average annual

rate of 2.5 per cent, or about 0.5 per cent faster than annual population growth.

While production of food commodities had increased more slowly, it should be

remembered that for most of Africa statistics of food produced for local con

sumption were incomplete and unreliable.

Although statistics of food consumption were very incomplete, it should fee

remembered that the bulk of African agricultural production was for domestic

consumption and that export production accounted for only about 15 per cent of

the total area cultivated. It had been encouraging to hear that many African1 ■

countries were fully aware of the key role of food production in their economic

development. There had been some improvement in average calorie intake in-the

areas south of the Sahara, but north of the Sahara, where the population had been

growing more rapidly and production more slowly, it had been maintained only

through larger imports or smaller exports of cereals. Surveys on a national

level indicated that, with some exceptions, the calorie content of the diet was

adequate. The most serious aspect of food consumption in Africa was the poor

quality of the diet, and the low intake of protective !fbods with a high vitamin,

mineral and protein content often had severe effects on health. The solution

to that problem depended on such factors as diversified production, consumer

knowledge of nutritional values, changes in food habits and higher incomes. While-

Africa1 s imports of agricultural products were only about a quarter of the volume

of its exports, grain imports were increasing steadily, and indicated a gradual

transition from root crops to more expensive cereals, especially among urban :

populations. Equally significant were increased impdrts of sugar, meat and

dairy products.

There was a shortage of data concerning other important aspects of the -food

and agricultural situation, particularly for the measurement of'the- rate at which

subsistence economies were being transformed into market economies. A study of

production and trade figures, however, revealed that in the post-war beriod the ■

volume of exports had increased faster than the volume of production, thus

enabling Africa to improve its position in world trade more than other regions.
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To sum up, the immediate outlook for"the'major African agricultural exports

seemed more favourable than at the tinie of the Commission's first session; • ■.

Mr. MARTI (United Nations Children1s Fund) said that large-scale UNICEF

aid in Africa had begun in 1954 and'was steadily increasing in volume; 'by the end

of 1959 total allocations had reached $ 16.5 million. Forty African countries

had benefited and 117 of the 138 projects planned were being carried out.

UNICEF's work in Africa had been concerned mainly with public health, starting

with campaigns against raalaria, yaws and leprosy, the raain scourges of the

' continent. Anti-malaria campaigns, which were costly and difficult, were still

' 'confined to a limited number"of projects, some of them still at the pilot project

"; Stage, but the campaigns against yaws and leprosy -had gradually been extended >to

the whole of West Africa. , ■•.-■.:■ »<:-./

Basic maternal and child welfare services had.been, established.,:oyer; wide !.

areas, beginning with East Africa^ one of the main obstacles to expansion, there

was the shortage of auxiliary medical.; staff,. and UNICEF was giving priority to

the training of such staff. Also in,East Africa it had participated;in an

environmental sanitation project. All those projects were tripartite., WHO ..

participating in them as scientific adviser to UNICEF and governments. Finally,

' UNICEF had helped with various nutritional projects, such as intensification of

production of protein-rich foods like fish flour and soya 'bean: oilcakes, .

nutritional education ana emergency aid, in association with mat.ern&l and child

welfare projects, for supplementing the diet of children.

Wiih regard to plans for future years, as the main endemic diseases lost

ground, UNICEF's contributions might be increasingly diverted to other .under

takings. Primary attention would, be given to basic maternal and child welfare

services; UNICEF's effort would take the' form' of assistance to national;health

programmes, based on community development'in rural areas. .-. Secondly, UNICEF

would continue to give high priority to the training of personnel, at; all ,l(ey.els.

Thirdly, it would give assistance with environmental sanitation, especially in

' the form of water supply and sewage disposal.- -. .Finally, .UNICEF aid;.could be

provided for nutritional activities at the village, level, in association with

FAO. ' In the' nutritional field, properly so-called, UNICEF aid would be. given

■ to projects' :for the production of basic foodstuffs, with special, attention to

their hi^h protein content. UNICEF was'also interested in powdered.milk.plants;
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there was as yet only one such plant in Africa, at Vom in Nigeria, but other

projects were being studied.

UNICEP aid was limited by its annual budget of approximately $ 23 million for

the.whole world and also by t^e matching principle. Developments were slow and

difficulties were constantly arising, but the goodwill so manifest among govern

ments gave grounds for hoping that obstacles would be overcome and that the

projects aided by UNICES1 would be crowned with success.

Mr. BARKHUUS O'forld Health Organization) said that much of the economic

: .development referredto by previous speakers could not have taken place without the

,,development of health-services. The Secretary-General had rightly given disease

the first place in his enumeration of the problems confronting African countries.

WHO would like to emphasize the need for the development of balanced programmes

in the ec.qnomic .field on the one hand and in the health and social field on the

other.; He agreed with previous speakers regarding the need for higher food

consumption and improved nutrition, since the quality and quantity of food among

most African populations was still far from satisfactory. There was a close

relationship between sickness and poverty; the p.eoples of the under-developed

,i countries were sick because they were poor and sickness only made them poorer.

That chap-n. of causation made it clear that efforts to attain permanent improve

ment of health standards must be integrated in a broad policy of economic and

social reform. WHO therefore strongly advocated concerted action in the socio-

economic field. , ,

. ,. , Mr. MATTHEWS (International Labour Organisation) said it had been

encouraging for him to hear so many members refer, during the debate, to the con

tribution that the specialized agencies could make to programmes of economic

■ development. He would, however, confine himself to speaking of only one of the

many policy, fields relating to problems of economic development which were of

■: .concern to the ILO, namely, the role of manpower analysis and employment

,-information programmes. . , , .

-.■ Chapter I of the Economic Survey gave a useful general account of the man-

p:o,we^resources, of the continent. In the course of the discussion, several

references had been made to the overriding need for technical surveys to obtain

the necessary basis information on various sectors of the economy, including

the availability of resources for .planning economic development. It was
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important to stress that manpower was a basic resource in all types of economic

development. Pull information was required about the availability and location

of various types of manpower and about the likely demands for it in implementing

development plans. Such information was particularly important for determining

the policies for training manpower in various skilled occupations, for its

orientation both geographically and by industry, and for ensuring that training

facilities were used in the most effective and economical way.

If manpower information programmes were to be of real use in economic

development planning, it was vital, first, that surveys should be continuing, so

that important factors affecting the supply of and demand for manpower could be

identified and taken into account. Secondly, it should be ren-embered that, since

the techniques for collecting, analysing and interpreting manpower data had been

developed over a long period,' specially trained personnel were required for

carrying out surveys if adequate information for development planning was to be

obtained.

The Director-General of the ILO had said in his report to the 43rd

International'Labour Conference that at the present stage of the evolution of the

ILO's regional activities, special importance attached to Africa, that special

priority was being given to regional action in Africa because of the importance

of the problems arising frora the impact of industrialization and modern economic

organization oh tribal societies, and because of the recent growth towards

political independence of a number of countries in the region. Thus, the

importance attached by the ILO to playing a full part in the changing and complex

Africa was clearly and unequivocally stated.

It would be more appropriate to refer in the discussion on other agenda

items to ILO programmes and action.

>: '" Mr. GOBURDHlM (India), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said

the Indian Government was in full sympathy with the aims and activities of the

Commission and would follow'lW work with the greatest interest. The economic

problems of Africa were similar to those confronting India, and he hoped 'that

quests for common structures would provide opportunities of co-operation between

India and the Commission.

Mr. de CARVALHO (Brazil), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman

said that when two years previously the Government of Brazil had launched what

was now known as th« "Pan-American Operation" it had feared it had waited too
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long before taking decisive action for improving the standard of living of the

population of vast areas of the American continent. The movement, though

designed to be regional in scope, was universal in that its purpose answered the

real aspirations and needs of all peoples.

The Brazilian Government had enthusiastically supported the creation of an

Economic Commission for Africa because it was interested in regions suffering

from the same evils as its own region and wanted to co-op'erate wholeheartedly in

overcoming them.

In the building of his own country, the traditions both of Europe and of

Africa had been an invaluable asset. From their Portuguese forefathers, the .

Brazilians had inherited the spirit of kindness and also their dynamic energy.

From their African ancestors they had inherited the qualities of justice,

patience and understanding and also physical strength. As a consequence Brazil

had become a truly democratic state, free of all racial prejudice.

The Brazilian Government was watching the development of economic

integration in Europe with concern. . While it had no doubt that full execution

of.the Rome Treaty would benefit the peoples of Europe and, probably, in the

long run, the peoples of the world, it was convinced that the artificial dis-

criminatory tariffs imposed by the Common. Market against third countries

producing goods, which competed with those produced by their Associated

Territories were a serious distorting factor in international trade, and did. not

believe that, in the long run, those tariffs would benefit the territories in

question. His Government associated itself with the concern felt on the subject

by African countries. : . :. :

Economically under-developed countries had the choice of either continuing

to be exclusively producers of raw materials or producing raw materials to

provide their daily bread and; then starting industrial revolutions of their own.

The trouble was that it was difficult to act prudently when engaged in a race

against time. It had been to help prevent the steadily widening of the gap

between the economically under-developed and the industrial countries that the

Brazilian Government, in association with thirty-three other nations, had sub

mitted to the United Nations General Assembly a proposal for the setting up of

an industrial development commission. Eight of the co-sponsors were repre

sented in the ECA, and he hoped that when the proposal^' carae before the

1/ The proposal is the subject of General Assembly resolution 1431 (XIV) of

5 December 1959.
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Economic and Social Council at its next session, it would have the support of all

African nations.

Brazil urged economically under-developed countries producing raw materials .:

to follow, it*.example and become industrialized. It believed industrialization

was the .only solution to the problem of the' insidious deterioration of the ratio

of the prices of raw materials to those of industrial products. Brazil had ■■■ :■;.-

obtained the assistance it required f}om the West, others were obtaining it from '

the East. There should never be political strings attached to technological '

assistance, and it was to prevent that that his country had suggested the creation

of"an industrial development commission within the framework of the United Nations.

Brazil .understood the legitimate aspirations of the African nations and

trusted they, would progress economically and socially in keeping with democratic

principles'and a democratic way of life, without which it would not have been -

possible for Brazil to develop.

Mr. SEKICKI (Jugoslavia), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

stated that the Government of'Yugoslavia, which had collaborated with many

Governments represented on the Commission in matters relating to the economic" ■

development of under-developed countries, was convinced that the Commission filled

a.political and economic need of Africa. The present relaxation of inter

national political tension gave rise to greater confidence that international

co-operation in that vital field would be' increased. ' "

As a result of intensive capital investment, during the past decade .

. industrial activity.in Yugoslavia had increased threefold, while in three years

agricultural production had risen by almost 50 per cent.

Yugoslavia had strengthened her economic relations with many countries of.

the world, and had' signed agreements on technical and scientific co-operation with

a number of African countries. Economic relations with the United Arab

Republic, Ethiopia and Sudan were good.

The Yugoslav Government was of the opinion that, within the framework of

the United Nations, problems connected with industrialization, agriculture and

raw materials could be tackled on an international basis. In the FAO

Mediterranean project for instance, Yugoslav experts might play a useful role in

exchanges of knowledge in certain specific fields. Yugoslavia was prepared to

co-operate fully with the members of the Commission and hoped to be afforded

many opportunities of so doing.
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Mr. WATKINS (International Co-operative Alliance), speaking at the

invitation of the Chairman, said that the Alliance today comprised ninety-four "

co-operative organisations in forty-seven countries, with a total membership

exceeding 140 million. In Africa it had six member organizations embracing

nearly 3,000 co-operative societies of all kinds with an aggregate membership of

about 200,000. .That was only a fraction of;the co-operative enterprise known to

exist.inthe continent of Africa. It was believed that there were in fact over

7,000 co-operatives, with a total membership of not less than 2 million, about

.half,of them in the- Egyptian region of the United Arab Republic.

The Alliance was.considering action to strengthen and accelerate the

development of co-operative institutions where the right kind of external aid

would be of advantage, but recognized that, in the present economic situation of

large regions of Africa, progress depended on government initiative and planning,

Government; however, had to carry the people along with it.

Co-operative organization and management could be improved if the methods

employed and the results achieved in neighbouring countries were compared. The

■.Alliance hoped that the Qommission would encourage such comparison by supporting

the specialized agencies, especially FAO and.IL0, when they arranged regional

technical meetings on the problems of co-operatives. The Commission should also

organize seminars and conferences when necessary. A special officer or office

in the Secretariat to maintain contact with the co-operative movement throughout

the continent.would be of inestimable value.

The potentialities of co-operation as a means of promoting economic 'progress,

greater productivity and higher levels of social welfare in Africa should not be

■judged by the results of the few tentative steps taken so far. The'Alliance

was over sixty years old and could draw upon its long and varied experience 'of"

co-operation in every continent. It was at the disposal of the Commission and

its members.

"■■■■■: ' .Th:e meeting- rose at 11.55 a.m. . ...
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TENTH MEETING

held on Monday, 1 February 1960, at 10.20 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN AFRICA (item 6 of the agenda) (E/GN.14/28,
E/CN.14/29 and Corr. 1 and Add.l) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN invited continued debate on item 6 of the agenda.

Mr. MLADEK (International Monetary Fund), speaking also on item 7

(International assistance to Africa), said that the Fund's resources were not

intended for financing development; its activities were nevertheless closely

related to the developing countries. Its statutes laid down as its purposes

the raising of levels of employment and real income and the development of

productive resources, and recognized that those aims could not be attained

without an intensification of international trade. The Fund afforded its

members the opportunity of correcting maladjustments in their balance of

payments without resorting to measures liable to restrict payments and imports

excessively.

The Fund had at its disposal substantial resources which had been jointly

furnished by sixty-eight States, eight of them African (Ethiopia, Ghana, Libya,

Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia, United Arab Republic and Union of South Africa); the

Federation of Nigeria had given notice of its intention' to join as soon as it

became independent. The Fund's relations with many other African territories

were comprised in its relations with its European members responsible for their

adrainistration. It was prepared to discuss conditions of membership with

authorities of countries not yet in a position to submit formal applications

for membership.

Exchange transactions with the Fund took the form either of straight

drawings ("purchase") of currencies, or of standby arrangements providing for

overdraft facilities. Repayments were required in three to five years, those

periods being shortened when exchange resources increased.

Gross drawings on the Fund's resources to date totalled # 3,400 million.

Since the Fund had been set up, forty of its members, including four African

countries, had drawn on its resources. Of the many standby arrangements it had

entered into, twelve - one with an African country - were operative at the moment
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Technical assistance had been, and continued to be, furnished to many member

countries through the services of staff members of the Fund in connexion with

general monetary stabilization programmes, the drafting of banking legislation,

exchange control, financial statistics, and the like. The Fund regularly had

consultations with those of its members which maintained exchange restrictions

and on those occasions it discussed their economic problems. The action it was

able to take in response to applications for technical assistance depended on the

staff at its disposal and on the assistance furnished by other agencies. For

some years past it had been making available a training programme of one year's

duration for specialists in international monetary problems, the courses being

adapted to each country's individual needs. Of the twenty-five persons enrolled

in the current year, four were Africans.

Nearly all the African countries which were members of the Fund had received

advice from the latter, and it was probable that they would make steadily

increasing use of its services. Its resources were limited, but it would do

everything in its power to help them.

Mr. ODERO-JOWI (International Confederation of Free Trade Unions),

speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that the Confederation attached

great importance to the Commission's work, which would enable the African

peoples to raise their standard of living.

The free trade unions were playing their full part in the movement towards

independence because they knew that colonialism was inimical to the emergence and

growth of the African personality. For over two centuries, Africa had been

dominated by men whose superiority in science and technology, alone, had made

them richer and stronger than the indigenous peoples. The Confederation

welcomed, therefore, the forthcoming independence of the Federation of Nigeria,

Congo and Somalia.

The economic situation and trends in Africa left much to be desired. The

tempo of economic growth in Africa was appallingly slow, and the gap was widening

between Africa on the one hand and Europe and North America on the other. The

first reason for that slowness was the reluctance of countries and investors to

invest funds in the under-developed countries. In 1957 and 1958, the European

and North American countries had lent only #3,255 million - 0.56 per cent of

their total national income - to the less developed areas of the world. The

highest contributions had come from France, the United States and the United

Kingdom, which had respectively furnished 1.7 per cent, 0.5 per cent and 0.4 per

cent of their national income; of that, Africa had received only a very small

fraction.
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During the period 1955-1957, Latin America had received #3,000 million,

Africa £1,393 million and the Asian countries £654 million. In 1956 and 1957,

the capital-supplying countries had exported ^10,832 million in the form of

private long-term investments.

Furthermore, the amounts of foreign capital invested in public utilities ancT

trade in Africa were very low. Fortunately, the loans granted by the World Bank

for electric power generation and distribution and for improving transport' and

communications^''for example, were a real contribution to the kind'of development

desired. .

His Confederation had urged governments to increase the flow of public

funds into Africa and to support the proposal for the creation of an

international development association; it therefore welcomed the plan put

forward by the World Bank.

The second reason for the low rate of economic growth in Africa lay in the

structure of the continent's economy, a result of colonial policy.

His Confederation maintained that all measures of economic integration

should be aimed at promoting full employment and raising living standards, take

full account of the interests of the other countries, and form the subject of

consultations within the framework of G-ATT.

The European Economic Coomunity was a political body - a fact which its

founders did not seek to conceal - and the African countries and territories

should be informed of that.

The Confederation suggested that the Commission should sponsor the formation

of an international development association and should, with the"agencies

concerned, undertake a joint study of the means by which the process of

transformation from a subsistence economy to an exchange economy'might be set

in motion in every region. •.-....

Mr. BOGLIETTI (World Federation of Trade Unions), speaking at the

invitation of the Chairman, hoped, that the African workers and peoples would free

all territories still under colonial domination, since independence Was the first

condition of economic and social development.

The Economic Survey threw light on the vital problem of capital formation.

Like its authors, the TOTU feared that internal savings would prove inadequate

when all African countries were endeavouring to diversify their production and

process their primary commodities before exporting them - a phenomenon mainly

attributable to the exportation of'the bulk of the profits realized.
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The position of the African workers was due to inadequate wages. The

Survey showed that 60 per cent of the #500 million paid out in wages in the

African mines in 1957 were received by 100,000 non-Africans out of a total of 1

million miners. The average annual wage was #200 for Africans and #3,000 for

the rest.

The WFTU therefore supported the efforts of trade unions in Africa to

secure a voice in decisions affecting the utilization of Africa's natural

resources and in the management of companies controlled by extra-African

capitalists, and to supervise and curtail transfers of profits.

The expansion of agricultural production would make possible the abolition

of single-crop farming and dependence for markets on a metropolitan country.

The Survey stressed the importance of trade expansion; the WFTU entirely

agreed with the views expressed on the subject. Not all obstacles'however had

disappeared, and in particular the one-way trade relations which made African

economies so sensitive' to fluctuations of production in importing countries.

An attempt was being made to perpetuate that situation and to spread the

divisions found in western Europe to the African countries by linking them with

the Common Market or the European Free Trade Association, which could have

nothing but adverse effects on African trade. There were, to be sure,

international agreements that might be of value, and the strengthening of

markets in the socialist countries opentl up new trading prospects for the

African countries.

In September I960 a world conference of trade unions would be held on the

subject of the development of economic and trade relations between all countries

The workers were convinced that the funds required should come primarily'

from the international public organizations. By their assistance the

international agencies could play a subsidiary role of real importance.

The sums made available through disarmament should'be devoted to the

development of the under-developed'countries, including tho'se of Africa. :

The WTJJ was gratified at the creation of the new African Trade Union

Federation, which would strengthen trade union action to'promote economic and

social development. It should be pointed out that in some African countries "'

violations of the rigtit of free association and racialism prevented some workers'

frora playing their'part in building a new world. ' J
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The TOTU unreservedly supported the findings and decisions of the United

Nations Committee for South West Africa and the General Assembly resolutions on

South Africa. -

It would be worth while to set up committees or working parties of

government representatives to study questions regarding industrialization,

.trade, agriculture, energy and so on.

Mr. HEROLD (Czechoslovakia), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman, conveyed his delegation's greetings to the Commission on the occasion

-of its second session, and expressed his conviction that its proceedings would

be crowned with success. .

The Czechoslovak people was watching sympathetically the struggle of many

African.peoples to achieve their political and economic independence. The

Czechoslovak Government supported the efforts of the countries which were

endeavouring to win their freedom and extended its assistance to those that had

already won it.

In the spirit of resolution 1301 (XIII) on peaceful and good-neighbourly

relations between States, which the General Assembly had adopted in 1958 on his

country's proposal, Czechoslovakia was striving to bring nations together through

contact of all kinds based on complete equality and mutual advantage.

The Czechoslovak economy was expanding rapidly, particularly in the

industrial sector. The industrial production .index, taking 1937 as the base

year (=100), would be 382 in i960-and according to the new five-year plan-

would reach 562 in 1965. There were no slumps in the Czechoslovak economy, as

:regular, expansion was ensured by long-term plans. Czechoslovakia was in a

position to develop its economic relations with the African countries and to

supply them with industrial products, machinery and plant.

The under-developed.countries should.conclude with developed countries

long-tern trade agreements' covering the exchange of industrial plant for primary

commodities and the granting of loands on favourable terms. Such agreements

would eliminate their dependence on an unstable primary commodity market and

help them to become industrialized and to get rid of the single-crop system.

.Czechoslovakia was ready to conclude such agreements with the African countries.
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The training of experts and exchanges of knowledge were' an important form

of economic and technical co-operation. Czechoslovakia was already providing

several African countries with the services of its technicians and its colleges,

either through the United Nations (to which, for example, it offered thirty

scholarships in Czechoslovak colleges for the year 1960-61), or under bilateral

agreements. It was prepared to increase that type of assistance still further.

Hundreds of students from the under-developed countries, including 'some dozens

of Africans, were already tailing courses in Czechoslovakia, and the knowledge

acquired there would enable them to make a valuable contribution to the economic

and cultural development of their countries.

The Government and people of Czechoslovakia were convinced that peace was

essential to the harmonious economic development of all countries. They

therefore supported the.proposals for general disarmament recently made by the

Soviet Union. If those proposals were adopted they would free humanity from

the dread of war and save vast resources that were now wasted on non-productive

activities and that could be put to use in the building of a peaceful world

and human progress, A large proportion of the resources thus released for use
i. . . .

should of course be devoted to the development of Africa.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said that the Secretariat would derive

valuable lessons from the discussion on agenda item 6. While he would not

refer to all the comments, criticisms and suggestions made - though account

would be taken of them - he wished to mention a few specially important points.

Seyeral representatives had expressed the view that an economic survey 'of

Africa should be published annually. Though the Secretariat would perhaps not

be able for some years to take on such a heavy task, it proposed' io publish

studies at reasonable intervals in order to report on structural changes, and

would do its best to analyse trends in the Bulletin, the first issue of which

would appear towards the end of I960.

Many, speakers had advised action at the sub-regional' level. ' It was a

method very suitable, of course, for certain problems in such fields as

agriculture, inland, transport, and water resources. But it should not mean a

rigid subdivision of the continent; the sub-regions would be defined according

to subject. Moreover, in some fields like air and sea transport and intra-

African trade, the sub-regional approach raight be used as a starting point.
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Stress had been laid on the need for intensifying intra-African trade.

But initial research had shown that adequate trade statistics were not available.

Most countries would have to make a major effort to fill the gap. The

Secretariat was prepared to assist them in doing so, within the framework of the

statistical survey.

The Secretariat was aware of the interest members of the Commission had in

the European Common Market. For that reason it had included the preparation of

a second report on the subject in the programme of work for 1960-61. It would

maintain contact with the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe,

which was also keeping the question under review, and with the Secretariat of

the Contracting Parties to GATT, in accordance with the recommendation adopted

by the Commission at its first session. Again, the Secretariat of the,European

Economic Comnunity itself would supply all useful information on the operation

of the Community. The new report would also deal with the European Free Trade

Association. In addition, the statistics contained in the first report would

be supplemented so as to.give a complete picture of trade between industrialized

countries'and primary commodity producers. Many delegations had expressed the

hope that the Secretariat would study the impact of the European Common Market on

the economic development and industrialization of the African countries

associated with .the Market and those not so associated. That would appreciably

widen the.scope of the Survey; but the Secretariat would do its best.

.That the members of the Commission should be very interested in the

stabilization of primary commodity prices was quite understandable; but the

question was more particularly within the competence of another United Nations

organ, namely, the Commission on International Commodity Trade. There again,

the Secretariat would do its utmost to collect any information of interest to the

African countries.

As several speakers'had pointed out, there were two types of economy in

Africa: the:modern economy and the traditional economy based on agriculture and

handicrafts. ■ The African countries were accordingly attempting to transform

their traditional economies in order to create an integrated national economy.

Stress had also been laid on the importance of industrial development, and in

particular on the establishment of industries for processing raw materials and

manufacturing articles to replace imported goods. As the African countries

would have occasion to exchange manufactured goods, they should be giving thought

now to the co-ordination of their industrial development.
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If it was to help the African countries solve their problems, the

Secretariat must be fully acquainted with the requirements of each. It had. .

derived useful information from the discussion, but frequent and continuous

contacts were necessary... It had no miraculous recipes to propose; it felt

that it had much to learn before it could give advice. An empirical approach

and two-way co-operation would enable the Secretariat to put the experience of

each at the disposal of all. The Secretariat could also put African problems

in their world context, as had been done by Mr. de Seynes, who had made

available to the Secretariat the knowledge gained by the United Nations

Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

Consideration of draft resolutions under agenda item 6 was deferred to a

later meeting. ...

INTEHNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA (item 7 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/23,

E/CN.14/26, E/CN.14/27, S/CN.14/40 and Corr. 1, E/CN.14/41)

Mr. HEURTEMATTB, United Nations Commissioner for Technical Assistance,

said that the report of the Technical Assistance Board (E/CN.14/27) gave a short

account of technical assistance activities in Africa in 1959 under the auspices

of the United Nations and specialized agencies. He was responsible for those

activities which came under.the United Nations. He assured the members of the

Commission that, coining as he did from a small Latin American country, he was in

a position to understand the problems o- the young under-developed countries.

The Secretary-General had given abundant evidence of his interest in Africa,

and the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council had adopted several

resolutions recognizing the needs of that continent. The share accorded to

Africa in-technical assistance programmes.had progressively increased in recent

years. The. rate of increase was slow because the total resources available

were stationary and the share allotted to other parts of the world could hardly

be reduced. . When the next programme, which would for the first time cover a

period of two years, was being drawn up, the-problem had, for the first time

also, been treated on a-geographical-basis, so that Africa's share would be

appreciably increased. It would still be inadequate, since several African

countries would become independent in 1960. Nevertheless, the.best possible

use would be made of available resources. . :
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He would like to draw the Commission's attention to a generous,gesture by

the Illinois Chapter of the Society of Friends, which had decided to tax its

members 1 per cent of their gross-income and give.the proceeds to the United

Nations to help those whom they called their "follow inhabitants of this earth"..

It had been agreed that the sum collected would be invested in Africa in a .

project that would help to improve living conditions there.

During the ten years in which the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance

had been in operation appreciable results had certainly been obtained, but much .

remained to be done. Those administering the programmes had made better

programming their aim so that the beneficiary countries could derive the maximum

benefit from the aid received. It was to be noted that technical assistance

produced its best results in countries where there was a satisfactory system of

co-ordination at government level. In certain cases the system had itself been

the fruit of a technical assistance programme.

The United Nations itself was attempting constantly to co-ordinate its . ..

activities more effectively with those of the specialized agencies, and those

coming'under other assistance programmes. There was also an increasing effort

to co-ordinate technical assistance activities with those of the regional

economic' commissions. The Economic Commission for Africa would participate in ■

the preparation of regional technical assistance projects. A good example of

that type of co-ordination was'the forthcoming mission-of five statisticians,

comprising''three from the Economic Commission for Africa and two from the United

Nations Technical Assistance Board, appointed to determine which countries

required assistance in their statistics and to help countries to supply

information for the statistical survey. ■ ' ■

Apart from the traditional activities, work was under consideration in new

fields, such as commercial arbitration and law in general.

The ultimate goal of technical assistance.was the training of local personnel

There was a growing tendency to introduce group training programmes, such as the

course for African economists held annually at United Nations Headquarters. :;

That type of programme might be adopted for the training of other specialists:

engineers geologists, financial experts and so on. He referred in passing to

the training centre at Vancouver, which specialized in prospecting and working

natural resources. Lastly, special attention was paid to the training of future

administrators.' Promising results had already been obtained in Latin America,
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in co-operation with the Economic Commission for Latin America. Although the

work of the expert remained the keystone of technical assistance, the present

tendency was towards the "impact project" and teamwork, which was at once an

advisory service and a; training and demonstration course. A few well .

integrated projects of that type were often more effective than isolated

priority projects. ■ ■ . .:

■"Headquarters was constantly strengthening the study and research services,

which were essential for field programmes and training courses, not only in

those spheres the importance of which had long been recognized (fiscal matters :, ,

and finance, general economics, public administration, social affairs), but

also in industrialization, natural resources and transport development.

Consultative services could now be offered in those fields. It was to.be

hoped that the Commission would make full use of them. . ■, .

The United Nations and the specialized agencies possessed;the rgreat . ; _..

advantage that when recruiting, experts, arranging training facilities and ..

supplying equipment: they could call upon the resources of all States Members f;.j ;|

they could mobilize not only, the resources.of the highly-developed countries,

but also enable under-developed countries to benefit by the experience, acquired,

in a particular field by other under-developed countries. In 1,958, some 30,

per cent of the technical assistance experts provided by the- United Nations

family had been'drawn from under-developed countries. : ... . .. ..

The purpose of United Nations .technical .assistance.was to help countries.

to overcome their difficulties; it performed thp/t: task to the best ..of its

ability, solely in the interest of. the beneficiary countries, and did not seek.

to impose any particular idea or solution; .there was,, moreover, no ready-pade

solution to -the1 problem of -development. . ■ ■ ■; > .. ; . ■ ';..-, . ■ . ._■,-•■

The meeting was suspended at '1\,'5J a,:m. and ■ ■ ■;■•■ ■ -

:■■;■■■■■■ ■. ■ .-■■'■■■ i resumed at 12.15^ p.m.; ■< _: . ■ . .■:-.},{ ■ ■""■

; ■ ■ Mr. ABBAS, Executive. Secretary, reminded the Commission -that it was .

required to 'consider the question of international assistance to.Africa in

pursuance of'resolutions 2 (l) A, B and C, which it had -adapted at its first

session. -: The background ■■documents prepared for that rpurpose were a

memorandum by the Secretariat (E/CN.14/23). and,a number of informative notes.,

prepared by specialized agencies. In addition, an information paper on

technical-assistance (E/CN.14/27), prepared by the TAB Secretariat, hadjust been

presented by Mr. Heurtematte.
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Mr. NASR, Technical Assistance Board, said that the Executive Chairman

of the Technical Assistance Board had had to leave for a series of visits in

connexion with the technical assistance programmes in several African countries

and regretted his inability to be present at the discussion. The report

prepared by the Technical Assistance Board Secretariat (E/CN.14/27) gave full

information on the Expanded Programme in relation to the countries and

territories which were the Commission's responsibility. The assistance provided

to Guinea had been substantially increased, and the share of the African region

as a whole in the total field programme had risen slightly. In absolute

figures, assistance to Africa for I960 would be slightly lower than for 1959

because the aggregate world programme for the present year would be

substantially reduced. If, however, the additional allocations granted from the

Working Capital Reserve Fund were taken into account, Africa would receive more

than in 1959.

With due allowance for the difficulties encountered in the recruitment of

the many specialists required, the United Nations and the specialized agencies

would' spare no effort to place competent and highly-skilled experts at the

service of governments.

The resident representatives and the services at Headquarters looked to the

Commission and its Secretariat for advice and support in matters connected with

the formulation of the projects, the instructions to be given to the experts and

the application of the experts' recommendations.

.The Technical Assistance Board was the body to which responsibility for the

management of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance had been assigned by

the Economic and Social Council. It reviewed the technical assistance

programmes submitted, by governments, allocated to those programmes the funds

necessary to each, and--supervised their implementation. The resident

representatives;, who were responsible to the Executive Chairman, endeavoured to

ensure the fullest satisfaction of governments' requirements. They were also

competent to examine requests from governments respecting projects to be financed

by the Special Fund. The Expanded Programme also had at its disposal resources

and experience that could be utilized in the promotion of regional and sub-

regional activities.

The Executive Chairman was well aware of the magnitude and urgency of the

needs of the African countries and territories. TAB had done its utmost -to meet

them, so far as other responsibilities and the funds permitted, without any

preconceived ideas, and with the sole desire to help. . .. :

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m.
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■■" ' ELEVENTH MEETING-

held on Monday, 1 February I960, at 3.20 p.m.

Mr, SLAWI (Morocco)

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO AF3ICA (item 7 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/23, E/CN.14/26,' '

E/CN. 14/27, E/CN.14/40 and Corr.l, E/CN-. 14/41) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to continue its discussion of item 7

of the agenda.

Mr. FORTK9MME (Belgium) said that Belgium had acquired an extensive

experience in the field of international assistance, and the social, scientific and

technical institutions it had.established in the African territories would benefit

the whole continent. Its development work in Central Africa and its endeavour to:

guide and direct the efforts of the peoples of the Congo could be described as

technical assistance in its .widest sense. Despite the fact that it was only a■■

small country, of nine mil?.icn inhabitants-, which twice within: fifty years had been

faced with the tack of repairing the ravages of war,. ;Belgium had contributed to the:

limit of ita resources to the development of many economically less favoured areas;,

including many in Africa; but in order to ensure that its assistance achieved the

maximum efficacy it had concentrated on the Belgium Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. ; ;

That assistance could be divided, into two categories: financial assistance', and

the supply of skilled personnel and welfare services.

From the beginning, the Congo had always been responsible for its own budget,

an experience- that would stand it in good stead when it became independent. . The

majority of its borrowings in foreign markets had, however, been guaranteed by

Belgium, which had also.granted or advanced considerable sums to both the Congo and

Ruanda-Urundi. Private Belgian capital, too, had contributed large amounts, while

private foreign capital, had been attracted by the security of investments. ' As a

result of that financial assistance, the' national income of the Congo had risen by.

70 per oent.rhotween 1050 and 19?S, even allowing for a population increase of

20 per cent.

Financial assistance rrcc only of value, however, if supplemented by assistance

in the development of human resources; on that point he was in entire agreement

with the sentiments expressed at an earlier meeting by the representative of Guinea.

In the Congo, Belgium had provided key personnel in the administrative, social and

technical fields, and initiated the training of Africans to take' over the management

of their own affairs- Immigration into the Congo of unskilled Europeans had never
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been'encouraged. Of the 1 per cent of the population of the Congo-who were ■

Belgians or foreigners, 65 per cent were university lecturers, engineers or.highly

skilled technicians.

Many specialized scientific bodies, social welfare institutes and credit:unions

had been established in the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. They included the Institute

for Scientific Research in Central Africa, founded in 1947, which undertook pure ;

scientific research for the benefit of the Congo and its inhabitants, including ,

measures to combat deficiency diseases and to improve fisheries. The National

Institute for the Study of the Agronomy of the Belgium Congo, founded in 1933, had,

among its other achievements, helped to increase the production of Robusta coffee,

rice, maize, "Stoneville" cotton and palm oil. ' The Indigenous Welfare Foundation

had been established in 1947 to promote the welfare of the rural population. It

had built hospitals, dispensaries, maternity clinics, orphanages, rural'schools and

installed drinking water supplies. Finally, there was the African Townships

Office, whose work would'be discussed under the item on Community Development.

In each of those:bodies, numbers of the indigenous population were trained in

the necessary skiils to enable them to take as'full a part as possible in'the

development of their country. It was essential for that purpose that as many

Africans as possible should receive a good education, and there were 21,400

scholastic institutions in the Congo, with a teaching staff of 2,354 Europeans and

662'Cohgolese. There were two universities, attended by 700' students, 400 of them

Congolese.' In addition, a ve:ry important point, there were 376 agricultural and

technical schools with 696 European and 820 Congolese teachers. Assistance on the

same lines1 had been given in Ruanda-Urundi.

If requested, Belgium was prepared to continue its assistance to the Congo and

Ruanda-Urundi, but it also wanted to help other parts of Africa.

:" The services of the various institutes he had mentioned were available to all,

and they would gladly co-operate with the Commission if so requested.

Mr, PHILLIPS (United State's of America) said that in supporting the'

establishment of the Economic Commission for Africa the United States had been

c6nvinc!e&%hat' the Commission'would make'a substantial contribution to the economic

development and well being of the nations and peoples of Africa. It had beeri ^

source of satisfaction that'the last two years had witnessed a political evolution

so much in 'a:ccbrd with thW' aspirations "of the African people. The United States'

was specially' interested in Africa because one out of every ten Americans was' of
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African descent. It backed the interests and aspirations of peoples everywhere

that were striving for a better life in freedom. .

American bilateral assistance to African countries had increased by more than

65 per cent since the Commission's establishmentj and, as noted in the Economic

Survey, the United States had provided nearly $800 million to Africa in grants and

long-term loans. Direct private investment in Africa from the United States had

quadrupled during the. last decade. As an incentive for American private invest

ment, President Eisenhower had proposed recently that United States taxation on

.income earned in the less developed areas by American private enterprise should be

deferred untile repatriated. Such investment would grow if the receiving countries

provide.d- adequate incentives to attract capital. The United States wag fully

conscious of its responsibilities as a heavy purchaser of the world *.s exports and

.intended to do everything in its power tp keep trade flowing and expanding to the

mutual benefit of all.

.The African peoples(were sceptical of any foreign help.that seemed to them.to

be given for selfish or, .nationalistic motives; and they tended more and more to

turn to the United Nations for help. For that reason, the roles of the various

United Nations and technical assistance programmes were bound to assume increasing

importance in many African countries. The United States supplied 40 per cent of

the budgets..of the United Nations Expanded'Programme of Technical Assistance and,,

tiie Special Fund, and about half the budget of UNICEF. It also participated in

the work of..the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and other

specialized, agencies. Recently it had proposed the. establishment.of an ■ . .

International Development Association to:make. loans for.development projects,that,

could, not be financed; by the International Bank. The agreement was, r.eady for

acceptance and was being submitted to, the sixty^eight members of, the Fprld Bank,,,

and it was expected that the. Association would come,rinto, being, before, the end of

the year. The, contributions of the United States to United Nations^.aptivities-

would be greater if some other Members which were in a position to do so were

prepared to increase theirs.,.. .... ......

■ , -The.,Spited ^States. ha4, great confidence in the, future of Africa. I When, itrha4

betome independent, .it^also, had been an under-d.eve loped country, of only 3 million

pepple,. It, djLd, not f;qrget,, however,. that;private foreign,investment from Europe

had played-a, great part, in its development. The protection,of national and. .

individual freedom, promotion of the general welfare, and respect for human rights
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■had always been the goals of the United States. In pursuing them it had not had ,:

to sacrifice material welfare; on the contrary, free men had demonstrated their

ability to move forward with unprecedented rapidity in economic development.

While not expecting African countries to follow the American pattern; the United

States was convinced that African development would be based on the same principles

of. freedom and," although not a member, it would always do its utmost to assist the

Commission in its excellent work.

Mr. TEEENZIO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

■Organization) said that UNESCO's three main spheres of activity in Africa, which

were the development of education and training at all levels, the application of

social sciences to the study of economic development and scientific research on

natural resources, coincided with some of the fundamental preoccupations of ECA. :

It should therefore be relatively easy to conduct useful joint work on the founda

tions established at the first session and in subsequent consultations between the*

Executive Secretary and the Director-General of UNESCO.

lAssisting the development of education was a heavy task in a continent where

the percentage of primary school attendance in many countries was under 50 per

»centj in sixteen countries .the ratio of secondary and technical school pupils to

primary school attendance was less than one to twenty. Vocational education and

higher education facilities were quite insufficient. UNESCO's efforts to remedy

the situation, some of which were described in document E/CN.14/27, had been by no

means negligible, but were not enough. The UNESCO General Conference had therefore

decided in.1958 that broader and better co-ordinated programmes for education at all

levels should be prepared. The Ministers of Education of the countries of tropical

Africa had been invited to hold a conference at Addis Ababa in February I960 after a

preliminary survey of needs, and a conference would shortly be held at Beirut; on the

educational needs of Arab States, one-half of which were in Africa. The main

conclusions of those conferences and the consequent decisions of the UNESCO General

Conference would be submitted to ECA at its third session.

Other meetings on specific technical problems, such as access of women to

education, the development and standardization of statistics on education and the
j. .• ■.■■■"■■

improvement and adaptation of science teaching in schools, had been or would be v

organized by UNESCO in Africa under its 1959-1960 programme. In addition, a

seminar for administrators of technical and vocational education in Industry,

agriculture and trade would be held at Accra in Idarch - April' I960 to discuss the
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important subject of training medium- and high-grade key staff. In that connexion,

the efforts, of EGA and. UNESCO naturally: related, mainly %o staff immediately concerned

with development plans, and UNESCO had therefore submitted for the current session a

paper on the.recruitment,.and. employment of economists, statisticians and related

workers,. (E/CN..14/35) and. would carefully study, the Commission's recommendations :

thereon. . In 1960, UNESCO would obtain through its surveys general information, on

the position in secondary vocational and technical education. Data had been :■■ . ■■ .

assembled.on methods of trailing specialists in research into the problems of arid

and tropical: zones and it .was.hoped in future years to collect information on higher

education: in. scientific and technical subjects. Pending the final results of those

surveys,..UNESCO .would intensify its efforts to help member States to develop their

technical schools, and higher-technical institutes. ■ ■ ur.:-

No s;uryey of African education could be complete without reference to its

contribution to community development, which in turn was an excellent method of ■ ;

disseminating education. UNESCO fundamental education missions were operating" in a

number of.African cquniries and territories, and the fundamental education centre for

Arab .States .situated in the Nile delta was- being transformed into an educational ';

centre, dealing with; education for community development. A .UNESCO specialist in the

educational aspects.of .community development had been posted to Addis Ababa for;; ;

closer co-operation with: the Commission in that; field. : ■■■■'■' ■'L':-

Although, problems cf training were rightly given the: highest priority,' it should

be.borne in mind that.the rapid changes taking place in Africa also necessitated a

scientific study, of the social phenomena accompanying economic development. Thus,

UNESCO was conducting studies en the social consequences of industrialization and ;

technical progress, the synchronization of economic and social development and'1 '■

problems of.urbanisation? a conference of experts in urbanization had been'organized

at Abidjan. , Again, a UNESCO specialist in social, sciences had been posted to' 'Addis

Ababa. . . r . , ...■■.■ •■'■"■

The bibliographical ctugyof surveys.on Africa's natural resources which UNESCO

was conducting at the Ccmcissiqnl s request made it obvious that a vast amount of

work.remained to be done in tkai>. field, " For four 'years UNESCO :had been devoting a

considerable part of its resources to a project of scientific research into the arid

and semi-arid(zcne which covered a .large part of the African continent. ■ Within

that programme? substantial assistance had been'provided for the Desert Institute of

the United Arab Republic and.would be ;granted to"the research centre receiiti^'set up
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in Tunis. A joint UNESCO/FAO mission had conducted a survey;:,p£ the breeding grounds

of the migratory locusf in 1958-59, a study of solar radiation was in;progress,

ecological maps were being* fcraim up in co-operation with FAO and WMQ,,...and training

courses in research were regularly organized. Similar activities on^smaller scale

were being conducted and planned for the humid tropical zone of Africa. It was to

be hoped that the predominantly scientific activities of UNESCO could in due course

be integrated in concerted action for economic development. Full,cp-operation.with

the Commission was the established policy of UNESCO* .which considered it as. the axis

of international action in Africa. ■

Mr. WALRAVEN (Netherlands), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

said that, although not a member of the Commission, the Netherlands would do every

thing in its power to support the work of the Commission, which could contribute ,-

substantially"to the peaceful development of the African continent.

'•■ - Africa's development was hampered chiefly by a lack of capital, experience and

technical skill. A survey of international assistance already granted.to Africa .

showed that,: while a considerable amount of bilateral aid in particular, had been

forthcoming, outside assistance was still far from meeting the vast needs of the. ,.

continent. As regards multilateral aid, it had been encouraging to learn that; the

International Bank intended to grant larger credits to Africa and that t,he

International Development Association :being formed might also grant credits on

! favourable terms to African countries. Africa's pressing; needs had been a matter

of majbr Concern in debates on technical assistance in the Economic and Social

Council and the General Assembly, and the Netherlands, as an important contributor

to the Special Fund and the Expanded'Programme of Technical Assistance, would.,

willingly support measures for increasing United Rations assistance to Africa.

In addition to sharing^in the multilateral did programmes, the Netherlands had

its own modest programme of bilateral technical assistance, and he had been authorized

by his Government to inform the Commission that, within the framework of that

programme, ten additional fellowships were available for nationals of African States

members of'ECA who wished to take post-graduate courses. Furthermore, his Government

was prepared to1 make available to ECA 'some highly skilled experts who would partici

pate, at the expense of the Netherlands Government, in any important ECA projects,^ or

which their collaboration might be required. "'■ ■ ' .- :
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ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN AFRICA (item 6 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/L.4l/Rev.l,
L.42/Revil, L.43) (resumed from ihe" previous meeting) .; . ._■..._■. ■

The CHAIRMAN invited the- Commission to interrupt its discussion of.item 7

in order to consider a series of draft resolutions relating to item 6. The, first.

Was' that submitted by the delegations of Ethiopia, Ghana, Libya, Morocco., Tunisia

and;the United''Arab Republic (E/CN.14/L.4l/Rev.l). . . ■ ,

"'"■■■' ' Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia), introducing the draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.4l/Rev.l),

said thaV its' object was that, on obtaining, full information on the impact of .

European trade groupings on African :trade,.each African country and territory should

be able to take its own decisions in accordance with its economic interests.

Mr. QASEM (Libya) said that, in drafting their text, the sponsors had

taken into account the fact that.the Secretariat's document on the impact of ^he■ ,

European Economic Community on African trade (E/CN.14/29) had not.been as:complete.

as some delegations might have wished. They had therefore considered it important

that further studies should, be made on the subject and hoped that the proposed _ad

hoc committee would be able to report to the Commission's third session.

■ ■■'■ ■ Mr. MGUILE (France) welcomed the revised text of the draft resolution,

which met most of his delegation's objections to the earlier draft. Now. tha.i; ful 1

members and associate members were placed on the same footing, his delegation wa;s,.

in general,1 able to support the draft, though it considered the last phrase of . ,

operative paragraph 1 stimewhat tendentious' and restrictive. Regional groupings. .

such as the European Economic Community could have, favourable as well as prejudicial

effects, and that possibility should be taken into account. He therefore suggested

that the words "and. in the light of such study to .recommend any measures that.might

be helpful to the African economies" be, substituted for that-phrase. : Such an amend

ment would ensure the'absolute objectivity of the.study. ,. .;

: 1-i-: ■--■■■-■ ■ Mr. TESFAIE G-EBRE-EGZI (Ethiopia) said that the corsponsors' original idea

in-limiting the ad hoc committee to all the full members and two associate members

had been'that anexpert group■should be smaller than the Commission itself, but they

had subsequently included all the associate members in order to avoid any implication

y.:of discrimination. '■■ They had also extended, the scope of the proposed study to all

: economic groupings in Europe, not just ■:the European Economic Community, but were

■unwilling to,.g.o further and include economic groupings in other regions, since such

a study could not be completed in time. ■■ . : ■>;.;.

In reply to the French representative, he pointed out that the text did not

prejudge the question whether the impact of European economic groupings on African
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trade would be favourable or prejudicial. , The matter would be of concern to African

countries and territories only if their economies were prejudicially affected.

Mr;. QUAIDOO (Ghana) considered that the purpose of the French representa

tive !.s suggestion was already .covered by the draft resolution. The Executive

Secretary's study and appraisal would clearly determine whether theeffects-of

European economic groupings on Africa would be favourable or unfavourable.1-: The :i

Commission was mainly concerned with any possible prejudicial effects; that.was why

the possibility was specified in the draft.

-. ■■. ... Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) pointed out that the advantages of European economic

groupings to the associated African members had been clearly set forth in the

Secretariat's report (E/CN.14/29), which stated, however, that the possible, risks of

such groupings for other* African countries could not be evaluated at the present

stage. The purpose of the draft resolution'was ;to. complement the Secretariat's

report. The non-associated African countries and territories would, of course, have

the option of joining European economic groupings, but they should be enabled^to make

their choice on the basis of-the fullest possible information.

..;.;•:■. Mr. ANGUILE .(France), while agreeing with the Ghanaian and Tunisian ■■■■

representatives, thought .his suggestion might be useful in making it quite clear

that the study would be completely impartial and would not be based only on the

negative aspects of integration in European economic groupings.

. . Mr. NQGUEIRA (Portugal) agreed in general with the draft resolution, ;but

-said that if the Fxench amendment were formally proposed he would support it*.* With

regard to operative paragraph :1 of the draft resolution, he thought that perhaps the

Executive Secretary might be reluctant to make recommendations on a situation which

had not yet developed. Studies and appraisals daalt-with facts, but recommendations

involved personal judgements, which might be controversial. However, if the

Executive Secretary was prepared to accept the responsibilities the draft resolution

placed on him, /the Portuguese delegation, would have no objection. He suggested that

the word ''groupings"■in the first line of operative paragraph 1 be replaced by the

word "associations". With that alteration, he wets prepaeed to vote for the draft"

resolution. ..:..-.■ . .

Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom) said that while his Government was convinced

that the countries of the European Economic Community, when negotiating^their-'Treaty,

had not believed their protective tariffs for associated territories would be hartaiful

:tp :other African countries,- it was concerned about the increasing discrimination its
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■ own associated territories were bound to face. Although he admired the comprehen

sive1 statement made by the French representative on the subject at a previous

"meeting, ttie figures that representative had quoted had been compiled before any.

damage to other countries could be reflected and were, therefore, inconclusive.

As under-developed countries outside the African continent were also affected by

the tariffs, he felt the matter should be discussed within the framework of GATT.

Indeed, if the draft resolution were to be implemented, there was a danger of the

Commission duplicating work being done by GATT. He understood that the purpose of

■^the draft resolution was'to keep the Commission informed and, if that were the case,

was prepared to support it, but doubted whether the ad hoc committee was really

■'necessary.;

; Mr. QASEM (Libya) felt that the French amendment covered a wider field

than the draft resolution. As Africa!s economy was not dependent solely on

economic groupings in Europe, he thought it was better to keep the studies.within

the limits suggested in the draft resolution. An element of personal judgement

was bound to be involved in an appraisal, but he was certain that the Executive

Secretary would be impartial if asked to make one. He was confident the Secreta

riat would see to it that there was no duplication of work.

Mr. EL-BANA (United Arab Republic) pointed out that if the impact of the

European Economic Community on African trade had been only beneficial the draft

resolution would have been unnecessary. The proposed ad hoc committee, after

' examining the studies, would make reconunendations to the Commission on the necessity

for further studies. The draft resolution was one of the most important before the

Commission at its present session.

' Mr. HENKIRANE (Morocco), supporting the remarks of the other sponsors of

the draft resolution, said that the words "_et ailleurs" in the French text of the

first operative paragraph should be deleted.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) said that, although an amendment along the lines

suggested by the French representative would be acceptable to him, he could support

the draft resolution as it stood. ■

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) supported the draft resolution. He agreed that the

Commission should concentrate on the harmful effects of the European Economic

Community on African tradej; in doing so, the beneficial effocts would emerge more

clearly. It was hard to see the difference between "associations" and "groupings",

but as the word "associations" was used in a particular sense, he felt it was better
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to avoid it. He agreed with the remarks of the United Kingdom representative^, bu^

felt that, although GATT was the proper forum for discussing tariffs, there was no

harm in the Commission dealing with the particular problems affecting Africa.

Mr. POURIE (Union of South Africa) thought it would be useful to. have the

views of the Executive Secretary on the making of,recommendations. It was quite. .

possible that the recommendations made, would meet with the approval of some and not

of others. He asked1 whether it would be possible in the course of a year to make

the studies and appraisal, circulate the results to members and hold a meeting of.

experts. He doubted whether the meeting of experts would be really useful if it

were held before the common agricultural policy of the European Economic Community

was known.

. Mr. RIZZETO (Italy) said the draft resolution was very important and, as

it was desirable to obtain unanimity on it, he suggested the Commission should make

every effort to obtain a compromise text upon which all could agree. He doubted

whether, under its terms of reference, the Commission could ask the^Executive, ,

Secretary to recommend members to take any specific "measures". He suggested the

word ■''measures'1 should be avoided in operative paragraph 1. . . .■_ . ,..

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said he was certain the Commission would

agree;thathe would be failing in his duty if.he shrank from making recommendations

and giving advice to members if he was sure of his facts and if his recommendations

were supported by facts. The Secretariat did not expect its recommendations or

advice to be palatable to all. If, however, having due regard to the above

principle, the Commission could not agree to invite the Executive Secretary to make

recommendations as proposed in the draft resolution, he was prepared to make a study

and an appraisal and leave it. to the ad hoc.committee to make the necessary

recommendations.

The meeting of the proposed _ad hoc committee might conveniently be held just

before the opening of the third session.

Mr. ANGUILE (Prance) said, in view of the fact that the majority of the

Commission seemed to feel that a study should be made only of the prejudicial effects

of the European economic groupings, he would not put his suggestion forward as a

formal amendment.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) explained that he had suggested replacing the word

"groupings" by the word "associations" because "groupings" had a special connotation

and "associations" was more in keeping with the language oi" the economic treaties
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entered into by the European countries among themselves. He asked for a separate

vote on those words. ' ■: . : ■ ' . ■;

■ Mr; EL-BANA (United Arab Republic) said he preferred the word "groupings".

The word "associations'1 was somewhat loose, as many types of economic association

existed even between two countries. The sponsors of the draft resolution wanted a

study made of the impact on African trade of economic groups ..and not associations.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea), supporting the draft resolution, asked that

Guinea should be included amongst its co-sponsors. .

Mr. TESFATE GEBRE-EGZX (Ethiopia), on behalf of the co-sponsors of the

draft resolution, said he was pleased to accept Guinea as a.co-sponsor. \. ■;

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) suggested that, to save time, a vote should be

taken on operative paragraph 1 and then on the draft resolution as a whole. Such

a procedure would avoid the necessity of .voting on the draft resolution paragraph

by paragraph. .

It was so agreed.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote operative paragraph 1 of.the-draft resolution,

Operative paragraph! was adopted by 12 votes. to none,,witb. 4 abstentions, ...,.

: The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole,

■ '■■ * The draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.4l/Rev.l) was adopted unanimously, subject to

drafting changes. ..■■'■.-.

The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.
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MEETING

, held on Tuesdayj 2 February I960, at 9.30 a.m.

Chairman: Mr, SLAVI (Morocco)

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND TRENDS IN AFRICA (item 6 of the agenda) . ■

E/CN.14/L.42/Rev.l, E/CN.14/L.43) (concluded)

. . The CHAIRMAN invited debate on the draft resolution submitted jointly by

Ghana, Liberia, Libya, Sudan and ;the United Arab Republic (E/CN.14/L.42/Rev.l<).

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia), introducing the draft resolution, said,that,; a,f;ter

stressing the importance attached by the Commission to the development of, int.rai- ...

African trade, the draft proposed certain measures by which that development might

be prompted. . : ■ . .-,.. .

, Th,e second sub-paragraph of the first operative paragraph requested the.. : ; , .. .

Executive Secretary to assist in the holding of a conference of African business

men. A preliminary meeting would take place at the end of I960 and the conference

itself in 1961. The last operative paragraph placed no obligation on governments;

it merely expressed a wish.

Mr. EL-rBANA. (United Arab Republic); said that there were vast possibilities

of trade among the African countries and that it was important that they should be

sought.o\it and utilized with a view to preparing the ground.for an African common

market designed to. .counterbalance the economic groups set up elsewhere in the

world, . .■,.'.. ■ ., ■ > . . ■

The projected conference would promote the establishment of multi-national

African commercial enterprises :which, in their turn, would tend to promote the <(. -. ,

development of intra-African trade.

In the last operative paragraph governments were asked to transmit data, and

particularly.statistics, to the Executive Secretary to help him to carry out the ,.

tasks assigned to him under the resolution.

Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa).noted with,satisfaction that the last

operative paragraph placed no obligations on governments. He suggested that the

words "Calls upon"t in the English text of that paragraph, should be replaced by ,.

"Invites".,..,.., t.,, , , ...... - ■

Mr.. SHAQARI (Federation of Nigeria) unreservedly suppo-rt&d th-e first

sub-paragraph, in the first operative paragraph. . ,
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With regard to the second sub-paragraph, he pointed out that the question of

trade development ra.is.ed many problems - and especially that of lack of capital -

which the projected conference /v?ould be incapable of solving. Moreover, business

men were private individuals, and it was difficult to prescribe a line of conduct

for them. ..■',. ..-.,.'.,,-■■:. \ ■

He therefore hesitated to give his full support to the draft resolution, and

would prefer the Commission to restrict itself to requesting the Executive Secretary

to carry out the surveys mentioned and to report to it at its next session; the

Commission would then be in a position to judge whether assistance should be given

to the conference, which, as the representative of Liberia had stated, was not to

meet until 1961. '

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) commented that it was time to encourage private

initiative; he hoped, therefore, thai the Commission would adopt the draft resolu

tion,

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) accepted the amendment proposed by the representative

of the Union of South Africa to the English text.

Replying to the representative of the Federation of Nigeria, he said that the

exchanges of views and experience which would take place at the conference would

facilitate the mobilization and pooling of African capital,

Mr. IQlHAMA (Tanganyika), though appreciating the intention underlying

the draft resolution, considered that to ask the Executive Secretary io lend his

assistance to the projected conference might impose too heavy a task on him.

Moreover, a number of African countries, including his own, stood in great need of

disposing of their produce on the world market and should not concentrate exclu-

sively on the expansion of intra-African trade.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana), speaking as a sponsor of the drafi resolution, said

that it was the Africans themselves who should supply the main effort in developing

their trade; all international aid could do was to support that effort.

The two parts of the first operative paragraph were inter-related* and it was

scarcely possible to accept one without the other. It was important to ensure that

the private sector did not lag too far behind the public sector; Africa1 s" future

would depend to a considerable extent on action taken by private enterprise,
■■■."■..■...., :(i , -....-' i -

There was no intention at all of developing intra-African trade alone and

disregarding Africa's trade with the'rest of the world. Africa should certainly

isolate itself, but it should not look to the outside world exclusively.
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He: accepted the amendment proposed by the- representative of the Union of South

Africa, but pointed out that, the Commission's efforts would be fruitless in the

absence of sincere co-operation by all the members and associate members.

Mr. QASEM (Libya) said that it was essential that the African countries,

all of whose activities had hitherto been directed too exclusively towards Europe,

should seek possibilities of trading their products among themselves so as to

reduce their present subordination to the powerful extra-African economic groups.

That was a task not for governments alone but for individuals also; thus, the pro

jected conference would be extremely useful. The draft resolution was not intended

to place any obligation on the businessmen attending the conference but to help

them to work more effectively.

Mr. TESFATE GEBRB-EGZT (Ethiopia) stressed that the draft resolution did

not lay down any fundamental principles with regard to the relationships between

governments and private enterprise. It was beyond.doubt that Africa's trade with

the outside world should be supplemented, if possible, by intra-AfrUcan trade, and

it would be useful if African businessmen were to meet for that purpose. The duties

placed on the Secretariat in preparing and conducting the conference would not be

unduly onerous. For the reasons he had given, he supported the draft resolution.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) recalled that during the discussions all the

African delegations had expressed the view that Africa should endeavour to achieve

economic unity, The Congress of African Peoples which had taken place at Tunis

had, moreover, just adopted a resolution calling for the establishment' of an African

market. It would be an error, however, to dissociate intra-African from world trade,

The latter needed the former, and it would be illogical for Africa to disperse its

efforts at a time when the most powerful economies were finding it necessary to

combine. . ,

Mr. RIZZETO (Italy) declared: himself in favour of any survey of the

possibilities of developing intra-African trade, and of any initiative, whether

public or private, aimed at promoting such development. In the light of the

explanations given by the sponsors concerning the last operative paragraph, he

would vote in favour of the draft resolution.

Mr. SOUHIR (Tunisia) associated himself with the comments of the repre

sentative of Guinea and said that he would support the draft resolution because it

sought to assign to African trade the status which rightly belonged to it. It was

time to end the condition of symbiosis and artificial division into compartments

which had been imposed on Africa.
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Mr. PROPUMO (United Kingdom) approved the idea underlying the draft

resolution, and especially the first sub-paragraph of the first operative paragraph*

Nevertheless, he was not altogether satisfied with the manner in which the text as

a whole had been drafted. Moreover, he feared that the task assigned to the

Executive Secretary might be too arduous; the programme of work was already heavily

loaded, and the Commission should not try to do everything at once. For those ■ ■

reasons, his delegation would abstain in the vote on the draft resolution. ■ ■' '-:

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal), while not opposing the draft resolution, asked

for details of the manner in which the conference would be convened. He doubted :.

whether an organ of the United Nations could convene a conference of private :

individuals, or even recommend governments to convene such a conference,1 and whether

it could place its services at the disposal of such a meeting,

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia), replying to the'Portuguese representative, explained

that under the terras of the draft resolution the"Executive Secretary would merely

lend his. assistance, so far as he was able, in the preparations for and the conduct

of the conference. He was convinced that such action did indeed come within the

Commission's terras of reference,

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) added that individual contacts had already been:,

established, that the governments had'displayed interest in the proposed conference

and that it would take place in any event.

Mr, NOGUEIHa (Portugal) was not convinced by the explanation given. He

.maintained that the draft was out of keeping with the practice of United Nations

organs and was at variance with the principles incorporated in the Commission's ■

terms of reference, especially in paragraphs 1, 2 and 10 to 14. Nothing in those ■

texts authorized the Commission to lend its assistance to a private meeting having

no public responsibility, or to address recommendations to individuals or private

organizations not in consultative status with the Economic and Social Council.

Furthermore, the Council would be unable to exercise, in such a conference, the

general supervision required under paragraph 1 of the Commission's terms of :■ ■

reference. He would therefore be compelled to abstain in the vote taken on the

draft resolution.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) observed that Africa very largely depended on govern

ments for its economic development. The proposed conference of businessmen'was in

no way at variance with the Commission's terms of reference. The initiative for ■

holding the conference had come from the businessmen themselves," but as they had no
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experience of large meetings the Executive Secretary was. being asked to supply

them with■information and<-assistance - excluding any financial assistance - to

facilitate their work,• It. would be wrong to keep.rigorously to the letter of the

Commission's terms o:f ■ r-.efsr-snoe = Sirica the aim was to promote Africa's, economic

expansion, assistance by the Commission's Secretariat would not be out of place. ■

Mr. QASEM/.\( Libya), referring to paragraph l(a) of the Commission's terms

of reference, said that the Commission would'be failing.in its duty if it declined

to lend its assistance to the proposed conference. There was no question of giving

■instructions to African' busineGcuen; all that was involved-ras a request to the

Executive Secretary callinc upon him to lend his assistance to a meeting the

initiative for which fc'cfl bean taken by the businessmen themselves,.' The assistance

asked for :-was not excessive, as the Secretariat would be concerned only with the

organization and conOiico of ih-3 conference, " ■' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Mr. CUAIL'OO (nVurj.) no rod the closure of the discussion on the draft

resolution, .;. ■

The ■CHAir.r;U.^J :ol:;vcrving that no one had asked for the floor to oppose the

motion of the repre.:onio.tivo of Ghana, put the motion of closure to the vote.

' '■ ' The

■ ■' fir. ABBAS3. Executive Secretary t replying to remarks on the incompatability

of giving-assistance- td-private interests with >thr Commission's terms of reference,

said that-solutiOiic roiich had drawn r_o c nment from the Economic and Social Council

had been found by other regional commissions for those difficulties, .' \ \ ■■.

Mr, SlHJ.GARI.J.Feelerntion: of..Nigeria),, said.that his delegation which/was

not entitled to vote fully approved of the project. :

■ .Mr* 'POURIS (Union of Co*:th Africa),, seconded-by Mr. PROFUMO (United...

Kingdom), proponed tlii-t tho first sub-paragraph of the first operatives-paragraph

of the draft : should be p:.;.-b to the vote separately. If that were done, his-dele-

gation would vote' ■; .;- the part of the draft of which it approved.

- "" . " : The CrL'iI^-'IAN pa tho first sub-paragraph of the first operative para

graph to the voto, ■■ -■ ■

The "firrt ^^h-vz-'^^ryr^ij)-^ tbe fir^t operative paragraph was adopted, unani- :

The CEAirn/jj; r.vJj tl:.e drr^t rcjoiution as a whole to the vote,

' ""Tne draft-r^^ni^i0-3 as p, vrhojq (E/CN,1A/Le42/Rev.l) was adopted, by 12 votes

to none , with 4 ab^tpr/.^.o.ar - s'^-j-j^ct to the amendment proposed by the Union of

South Africa an5 Eubjp-yb to dra.f-oing c'ia""'es..
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Mr. LISETTE (France) explained thai his delegation had voted for the

draft resolution on the understanding that the conference referred to would be ;

organized under private auspices, the Executive Secretary assisting merely to 'the

extent of the Secretariat's resources. Thus the last paragraph asked only for the

co-operation of governments. ' ■ . ■ :

Mr. !de ERICE (Spain) explained that his delegation had abstained from

voting because it-still had some misgiving as to the scope of the commitments it

would be accepting on behalf of the Spanish Government. : :

!Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said that he had voted for the passage

in the draft resolution concerning surveys on intra-African trade because his :

delegation was in favour of the preparation of a report on the subject; he had ;'■-1

abstained from voting on the text as a whole because he thought it necessary to

proceed by stages and to leave it to the private interests that had taken the

initiative to arrange the^proposed conference.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) stated that his delegation had voted for -the

draft resolution because three correct ideas emerged from it, namely, that countries

of the same sub-region would benefit from strengthening their contacts, that tra'de

should be among the main interests of African countries, and that private interests

themselves had, perhaps more than any others, their part to play in the commercial

development of Africa. Belgium hoped that the study of intra-African problems ■

would not obscure the need for contacts between Africa and the other parts of the

world.

The meeting adjourned at 11.15 a.m. and resumed at 11.45 a.m.

The CHAIRMAN invited discussion on the draft resolution on co-operation

submitted by Liberia, Libya, Sudan and the United Arab Republic (E/CN.14/L.43).

Mr. QASEM (Libya), introducing the draft resolution, said that its

justification was the shortage of trained staff in co-operative establishments and

the lack of information about the co-operative movement in the African countries. ;

Owing to the very nature of African problems, the draft resolution explicitly pro

vided that the training of African specialists should take place in Africa itself,

in the, iaxea^in.; which the trainees would afterwards be active.

He paid a tribute to the work of FAO and the ILO in promoting co-operative ^

ventures.

Mr._ -LISETTE.(France) said that he would vote for the draft resolution.
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■ Mr, KAHAMA (Tanganyika) pointed out that the co-operative movement.was

very alive and very- important.in.Tanganyika and hoped that the Executive Secretary

would consult the Tanganyikan Government when the site of the training centres was

being selected.

Mr. SHAGABI (Federation of Nigeria) supported the draft resolution on the

ground that the report on the progress of the co-operative movement and on the

dissemination of information on co-operation would be of great, value. He had,

however, a reservation regarding the proposed training centre. The sending

abroad of staff for training represented expenditure which a particular country

might have difficulty in meeting without outside assistance. For that reason.the

authorities of the Federation of Nigeria usually preferred to train staff on the .

spot. Nevertheless, provided that: it would not have to contribute financially to

the expenses involved' in the establishment, of the proposed centres, the Federation

supported the draft resolution. ■ ..

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) hoped that the Commission would adopt the draft

resolution by a unanimous vote. ,

Mr.. QUAIDOO (Ghana) said he would vote for the draft resolution. Support

for the extension of the co-operative movement would ensure a better distribution

of wealth and a more efficient utilization of manpower and at the. same time it

would obviate social disturbances. The FaO was making an outstanding contribution

in Africa to the development and improvement of agriculture; but the farmers re

quired co-operative organizations to market their, crops.

Mr. NICOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) said that he would vote for the draft

resolution. The co-operative movement had greatly assisted in improving the

economic situation of Sierra Leone, particularly as regards credit and the export

of primary commodities. The main value of the scheme was that it provided'for

the introduction of training centres for co-operators. It was desirable that there

should not be too many of those centres - one or two would suffice - and that, their

purpose should be to train instructors who would teach co-operative methods.

Mr. ZOUHIR .(Tunisia) said that the trend in Tunisia was towards co

operation, which avoided dispersal of human resources and capital and helped to

raise incomes. He warmly supported the proposal.

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) thought that there was no need to stress the

importance of the co-operative movement, which was playing a very active part in
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the development of the African continent. The training centres proposed would

promote the exchange of practical information and help to expedite international

technical assistance.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said that the provisions of the draft resolution

were satisfactory. Portugal had been interested for many years in the co-operative

movement, which it regarded as a means of promoting the development of countries.

He would vote for the draft resolution.

Mr. ABBEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic)'said that the importance of

co-operation for the development of resources was generally recognized. The co

operative movement was a basic factor in the policy of the United Arab Republic,

which had 4,500 co-operatives, including 4,200 agricultural co-operatives.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) explained that the co-operative movement, in

its various forms, was already one of the keystones of Guinea's economy. It was

most important that the African countries should exchange experience on the

subject.

Mr. TERENZIO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization) said that, under its adult education programme in Africa, UNESCO was

interested in the co-operative movement and hoped to have a share in giving effect

to the resolution. He proposed that the words "with FAO and ILO" in the draft be

replaced by ""FAO, ILO and UNESCO". ■ ....

Mr. QASEM (Libya) and Mr, AEDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) willingly .:

agreed to amend the draft resolution accordingly. -

Mr. 0DER0-J0WI (international Confederation of Free Trade Unions),

speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that his organization associated-.,

itself with those members of the Commission who had supported the joint draft ■

resolution, as it was very interested in the co-operative movement. ■

Mr. GROJEAN (Belgium) said that the draft resolution had the unreserved

support of his delegation, which was aware of the importance of co-operatives for

progress.

The .joint draft resolution, as amended by the addition of "UNESCO", was

adopted unanimously.
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.INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR AFRICA (item 7 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/23, E/CN.14/26,

E/CN.14/27, E/CN.14/40 and Corr.l, E/CN.14/4l)(resumed from the previous meeting)

Mr. PROFUMO (United Kingdom) noted that the Secretariat's review

(E/CN.14/23) contained a full and clear description of the United Kingdom's

assistance to economic development in Africa. Accordingly, he needed only to set

it in perspective.

United Kingdom assistance to countries overseas had risen from £75 million

in 1957 to some £150 million in 1959, and much of that amount went to Africa.

According to the latest official statistics, Africa had received from the United

Kingdom £123.8 million in subsidies and £21,5 million in loans. His country's

average annual contribution since 1954 had been around £25 million. Mention

should be made in paragraph 53 of the loan of £5 million granted to Sudan in 1958,

Private capital investment from the United Kingdom had made a very important

contribution to Africa. Some people liked to call it "exploitation", but in fact

the less developed countries were endeavouring to attract capital, believing that

aid was no substitute for expanded trade.

The United Kingdom had started to give economic assistance long before the

years covered by the report. The first Colonial Development Act went back to 1930,

and for years technicians, doctors and administrators had been recruited for Africa,

The aim had been to help Africans to assume increasing responsibility for the

conduct of their own affairs.

Admittedly, the burden of defence was bound to have its effect on what could

be done, but the United Kingdom spent about 92 per cent of the national income on

purposes other than defence. The world had learned with relief of the Soviet

Union's decision to reduce its armed forces, as the western States had done. He

hoped that , the practical proposals on which the United Kingdom Government had

long been working would lead to a general agreement on disarmament.

The United Kingdom acknowledged the great help given by the International

Bank.to the territories for which the United Kingdom was responsible, and was

gratified that some of the loans had been financed out of its sterling subscription.

It intended to contribute a share of £50 million to the initial capital of the

International Development association, and had pledged itself to increase its

annual contribution to the United Nations Special Fund and Expanded Technical

Assistance Programme from $3.25 million to $8 million.
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.Technical assistance, in the form both of experts and of training of personnel,

was of fundamental importance. The United Kingdom had always endeavoured to recruit

technical and professional staff for the public services of the various overseas

territories whenever it could not find local men with suitable qualifications. Nor

did it supply technical assistance only to its own territories. It had concluded

an agreement with Ghana and was negotiating one with the Federation of Nigeria.

It was impossible to work in isolation. The Commission for Technical Co

operation in Africa South of the Sahara (COTA) was an excellent illustration of

the results obtainable by concerted action.

The United Kingdom hoped that, in collaboration with United Nations bodies

and other States, it might increase the flow of financial and technical aid, both

private and official, to help the African economy to make rapid strides in the

very near future.

Mr. QASEIvI (Libya) aaid that his country had for a number of years been

the recipient of technical assistance from the United Nations and several friendly

governments. It was grateful and it hoped the assistance would continue; but it

did not forget that other countries also required help.

Various African countries undoubtedly considered that technical assistance

"should be given through agencies of the United Nations family, especially where

bilateral aid might be regarded as implying ideological or political commitments.

Libya hoped that in any case more funds would be made available to the Special

Fund and the International Development Association.

Technical assistance given under bilateral agreements might sometimes link

the economic development of the beneficiary country to the economy of the other

country,' with possibly serious consequences. The assistance should be mainly

designed to create an economy that lived and developed by itself within the

framework of the country's general programme. The necessary staff should be

recruited to suit prevailing conditions in the country where it would work and

should not depend solely on the government of the beneficiary country. It would

"also be preferable to merge with the national administration all organs responsible

for supplying assistance under bilateral agreements and to simplify the procedure

laid down for the granting of aid. Lastly, before undertaking certain projects,

the beneficiary co-untries should be certain that they would receive the technical

assistance described in the bilateral agreements and that such assistance would

be regularly forthcoming.
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Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) said that, although Africa's share

in the. Expanded Progratoioe of-vTe,chnical Assistance had increased from 5.5 p&»

cent in-1955 to 19.5,per. cent in ;196O, .its share was still far, from satisfying

the: .need,: It waa regrettable-that the number of fellowships had been reduced*

since the loss of a fellowship meant the loss of an African expert. Tie number

shou,ld on'the contrary be increased. - ; ■:'. ■ '■•■..

The purpose of the United Nations technical assistance programmes was. to pool ;

the experience gained in all countries in the world. .Between 1950 and 1959, for ;

instance, the Egyptian region of the United Arab Republic had received 461 experts

and had supplied 297j in addition',-it had be-en accorded 334 fellowships and had

admitted 478 foreign students. The United Nations should endeavour to supply the

African countries with the means of continuing such exchanges. It was to be hoped

that at its next session the Commission would have before it a more encouraging

and fuller report on such questions.

The Expanded Programme should, in addition, give greater prominence to Trust

and Non-Self-Governing Territories and effect a better distribution of assistance

among the specialized agencies. The United Arab Republic deeply appreciated the

services of WHO and FAO, but UNESCO and ILO should have more funds at their

disposal. In that connexion he said that it was the responsbility of the Powers

administering the territories to request assistance.

The United Nations Special Fund had made a very encouraging start, but Africa1s

share in it was very modest, namely three projects out of thirty-one. As to UNICEF,

it was performing a very valuable humanitarian task in Africa.

The Secretariat's memorandum (E/CN.14-/23) contained an excellent description

of the economic assistance supplied to African countries under bilateral agreements.

The United Arab republic's policy in the matter was well known. It welcomed public

capital if supplied free of political or ideological conditions.

Many industrialized countries had been giving their assistance to Africa for

several years, and the movement would go on growing. Nevertheless, the United Arab

Republic would not allow agreements to encroach on its sovereign rights. The other

African States undoubtedly adopted the same attitude; they were averse to sacrific

ing their freedom for the sake of economic assistance.

The policy pursued by the United Arab Republic had been crowned with success.

It had received credits from the Soviet Union for the Aswan High Dam, which was

now under construction. Its industrialization programme, which was designed to
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establish a balance between agriculture and industry, was backed by credits from

the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan and the Soviet Union. A loan from the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development would enable the Suez CanaL

to be widened. Among countries with.which the United Arab Republic was co

operating were also China, Czechoslovakia, India, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,

Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, the United States, Yugoslavia and, better still, all

the African and Arab countries. . :

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. . .
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THIRTEENTH MEETING

held on Tuesday, 2 February 1960, at 4 p.m.

Chairman: Mr. 3LAWI (Morocco)

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA (item 7 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/23, E/CN.14/26,
E/CN.14/27, E/CN.14/40 and Corr.l, E/CN. 14/41) (continued) . ■

The CHAIRMAN' invited the Commission to continue its discussion of item 7

of the agenda.

Mr. TERWR (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations),

said he wished to give come particulars concerning the nature of the technical

assistance given by FAO to African countries.

FAO had always urged on governments the importance of planning the develop

ment of agricultural production. Agricultural economists had been sent to.several

countries to make the necessary economic surveys and sometimes to advise on-

planning, but if was sometimes difficult-to.1 advise due to the lack of accurate

information and, especially, to the inadequacy of agricultural.statistics. Efforts

had accordingly been mads to help countries to organize their agricultural-

statistics, particularly for the purposes of the World Agricultural Census. ...

In cases where the planning work had been completed FAO had given assistance

in'"carrying out development'plans, including assistance in the rational, use of

land and water in new areas, the improvement of animal husbandry, either through

disease control or "through: the improvement of grazing, and the organization,

planning and development of fresh-water and maritime fisheries. In 1960, it was

to give assistance in the central African region, from both the economic and the

health standpoint, in the marketing of cattle and meat.

'" At the regional level, the FAO centre at Tanga had helped with the economic

training of fishery experts, and the FAO was helping the Liberian Government to . ■

establish a forestry university. Assistance was also being given to-East

African territories to prepare an inventory of their forestry resources and needs

so that they could plan their exploitation and re-afforestation.

FAQ's technical assistance activities in the social field or, as he preferred

to call it, the human field, -were-also extensive. Several regional centres and

national projects had'been organized, in co-operation with CCTA and the-.

Commission, -to deal with the agricultural aspects of community development,, and,

in co-operation with WHO and UNICEF, to deal with nutrition. FAO had always ,
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attached the greatest importance to relating nutritional requirements to agricul

tural production. It hoped to have the Commission's co-operation in organizing

a seminar, at the end of I960, on agricultural problems in East Africa.

As the question of the training of African economists and statisticians was

directly linked with FAO's technical assistance activities, he would mention it at

the present stage although it came under a different item on the agenda. Two

centres for training agricultural statisticians had been set up in Africa and FAO

hoped- soon to set up a training centre for agricultural development planning.

In addition, the agricultural economists and statisticians he had already-

mentioned were responsible for training national technicians to replace them.

Mr. YAMSOGO (France) said the problem of international assistance to

Africa was the most important on the Commission's agenda. The fate of Africa was

in the hands of Africans and external assistance would rnly be beneficial if it

produced an immediate increase in wealth and, at the same time, encouraged,

economic development. Technical experience should be shared with other countries

and appropriate organs should be set up for that purpose. International

co-operation and particularly intra-African co-operation"were essential for

accelerating development in Africa. But for such co-operation to be fully

efficacious, tho beneficiaries must be free to decide how and with whom they would

co-operate. The French delegation believed that the United Nations should

continue and extend its efforts to help the African Continent and .hoped that the

Technical Assistance Board would increase its contribution to the African

continent.

Secondly, the industrialised countries should not consider that they had

entirely discharged their responsibilities to the African continent through their

contributions to the United Nations. They should respond to direct appeals

for capital, administrative staff exports and technicians, but such assistance

should not compete or overlap with assistance from other sources. ■ The African

countries were the best judges of their needs and it was for them to decide how

to combine assistance from the United Nations, from other countries, through

bilateral agreements, or from a regional organisation.

The Community of French and African'States was trying to mobilise, technical

and- financial assistance simultaneously-through a special organization.

Bilateral assistance had been adapted to recent- political developments through-
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the establishment by the French Goyernment of.a permanent mission in each State of

the Community, with the duty of providing each State with the necessary assistance,

helping it to prepare its programme of technical and financial assistance and

selecting the appropriate forms and methods of assistance.

Technical assistance given by France in the fields of public health and

research had produced spectacular results. And it had not been limited to

countries of the Community. Over 2,000 medical staff had been lent to other

countries and the many research centres set up in the countries of the Community

had established close contact with similar centres in neighbouring countries.

Economically the African countries were characterised by a low per capita

income and, naturally therefore, by insufficient domestic savings. They,-had to

increase their means of production and for that, required imports of equipment and

financial assistance.

The forms of international assistance provided for the African continent were

still far from perfect. Although the International Bank for Development and

Reconstruction, the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and the Special

Fund all supplied a certain amount, much more would have to be done to increase the

financial resources available to the African countries. The International Monetary

Fund and the International Development Association had an important part to play,

and his delegation hoped that they would give special attention, to the African

continent.

Mr. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) said he wished to confirm that, as pointed out by

the United Kingdom representative, mention of the United KingdomTs export credit

to the Sudan had, no doubt unintentionally, been omitted from document S/CN.14/23;

the credit had come at a very difficult time in Sudan's economic life and.vhad;been

most welcome. Nor was there any mention of the £5 million loan from Yugoslavia,

The Sudane.se delegation had studied the documents relating to item 7 with

interest and thought they contained much valuable information. It had also

followed closely the statement of the United Nations Commissioner for Technical

Assistance as well as that of the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance

Boardj their proposals on training and assistance would be of practical value in

Africa, where it was satisfactory to note that technical assistance was following

an upward trend.

The Sudan appreciated the efforts made by the United Nations and welcomed

the establishment of the Special Fund as ,i further source of assistance.to the .
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less-developed countries. ■, ■ The developed .countries, had also made commendable

efforts to assist.Africa and .it was hoped that they would be continued. The

formation of the International Development Association was a significant landmark

in the history of international co-operation. The training "courses provided by

the Economic Development Institute of the World Bank and by the United Nations were

also very1 valuable. It-was hoped that the Commission would supplement' those

facilities and bring them.to the attention of .its members,

.-Technical assistance, as understood by his delegation, meant three things:-

experts in all .fields; experts plus capital equipment; and, the training abroad '

of African men and women, AfricaTs problem was essentially one of. lov income

due. to low productivity which, in turn, resulted from lack of capital and

managerial skills. The. need was great everywhere, though the technical skills

required differed from country to country. It was accordingly important that, ■

before, launching a programme, the country or institution'supplying the aid should

make a-thorough survey, of what was required.and of existing local resources.

It was. essential .too, -that every expert received clear instructions.- He'should'

know what was expected of him and to whom he was. responsible. ' The recipient

■government, on its side^ was.responsible for ensuring that his task was made as

easy as possible. Under-developed countries needed adaptable experts who were

prepared to live the life of the people they had been sent to train. The expert

had a dual mission: he was to give expert advice to the country to which-he had

been-appointedj and, on his. return home, he was an expert on that country to his

fellow countrymen.' ■>■'■' . . . ■

:.■ In,most African countries training facilities were inadequate* There were

few universities and schools, and hence, for the most part, Africans had to be"

trained abroad.-.-. -It was therefore important that their training should be

related to conditions prevailing in their home country. Under-developed

countries could not rely indefinitely on technical assistance from abroad; they

had to be prepared to provide their own services. That was why the paramount

need was for people trained in management.- : ■= Greater training for management would

ensure the better-functioning of technical assistanco as a whole. .

Mr. EEKORANE (Morocco) ■ expressed satisfaction at the statements' ...

made by the representatives of the USSR and the United States earlier in the

session. It was gratifying to note that-'the problems of young nations were a

matter of-concern to the rest.of the world. :
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The populations of the young countries were increasing so rapidly that/it.was

impossible for them, unaided, to achieve a higher standard of living, Expansion

favoured the rich countries but retarded the development of the under-developed

countries.where the deterioration in the terms of trade sometimes completely

nullified the benefits of international financial assistance which in any case was

insufficient. . Moreover-, the conditions of its use and the purposes to which it ■

was to be applied must be decided by the recipient country. Under-developed,

countries preferred multilateral aid precisely because it was free from political

pressure, but the developed countries preferred to extend aid on a bilateral

basis. ■ ■ ■

It was hoped that the increasing membership of the Unite.d Nations would not.

mean that technical assistance programmes would be cut just when they were most

needed. .The terms and conditions on which technical assistance was granted were ■■

so complex that the under-developed countries sometimes found them difficult to

understand. Again the experts provided were not always of a high enough standard.

•:■ Steps should be taken to ensure: that the best possible use was made of inter

national assistance. It would be better if it were granted on a regional rather

than on a national basis, the Economic Commission for Africa serving as the

co-ordinating body for requests from, and grants to, African countries, Morocco-

welcomed .the establishment of the Special Fund and the International .Development

Association and wished them success in their work. International assistance, :

despite its limitations, was greatly appreciated. Bilateral assistance, on the

other hand, was too often directed to countries of strategic, political, -or

military interest to the giver.

If they were to avoid jeopardizing their independence, the under-developed

countries had to assume responsibility for their own.development. As Mr, Arthur

Lewis had said, no nation was so poor th,t it could not afford to save 12 per cent

of its national income. Poverty had never prevented nations from making war or

from wasting their resources in other ways. It had to be admitted that, if they

were to derive the maximum benefit from assistance from abroad, the under

developed countries would have to build up. their own technical and administrative

staffs. It was only by developing their regional resources that the countries.of

Africa would-escape from under-development and poverty. Technical assistance.to

the under-developed countries should be expanded in the fields of agriculture and
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industrialization,: the numbers of technicians supplied to implement the ■ programme

should also be increased-, .and the resources of the Special Fund should also be

increased to enable it to extend its activities.

Mr. WTISKI (Poland), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said

that Poland had attached great importance to the 'establishment of EGA and had

voted in favour of the relevant resolutions in 'the Economic and Social .Council and

the General Assembly; it was following the Commission's work with keen interest..

The debates .of the current session had clearly shown the great strides that had

been made, but also that a great deal remained to be done. . The industrialized

countries and the various international bodies concerned should increase their

efforts to provide technical assistance, especially in training key staff,

technicians and economists. . Poland, which had many highly-trained specialists

insuch fields as the textile industries, mining, railways' and agriculture, was

prepared-:£o grant more fellowships in Poland and send more Polish experts to

Africa; 'it was anxious to develop its ties with African countries in the

scientific and technical fields and to expand its trade with them on a reciprocal

basis,- - ' ' ■ ■■

Mr. FISCHER (International Atomic'Energy Agency) said that IAEA, which ■

comprised seventy member States, including 'most of the African States Members of

tho United Nations, had begun its technical work about two years previously;

since-it was concerned only with the peaceful uses of atomic energy, one of its

most important tasks was" to bring atomic energy to the less developed'countries . ■

It used traditional'methods of technical assistance and, because of the complexity -

and novelty of its subject matter, had devised some special types of.assistance: as .

well.' ' It participated fully in the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and

had' a separate technical assistance programme of its own. " .". . v

' The main peaceful uses of atomic energy were the production of electric power,

and radio-isotopes.' With regard to power, the present stage was mainly one of

preparation and testing, even in countries which were in the vanguard of atomic

research. From the strictly'economic point of view, nuclear power.could compete

with other fuels only under specific conditions:: the nuclear power plant must be

large, it must be able to operate continuously at a very high load throughout the

year, it must be part'of an integrated electric grid and it must not represent too

large a part of the grid's capacity. Even when all those conditions were
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fulfilled, the cost of conventional fuel must be very high to tip the balance in

favour of nuclear power. ■ Since existing nuclear reactors must be regaled as .

pioneering experiments, the Agency was mostly concerned with helping member States

to lay the foundations for the use of nuclear power in the future. Approximately

500 fellowships a year were awarded.for training specialized technicians and

scientists and-help was also given with-research and training reactors. Since

most operations involving nuclear energy might be physically dangerous, the

Agency was giving special attention to the safe siting of operations, handling

of radioactive materials and radiation hazards in general.

■ While nearly all existing nuclear power stations were very large, much

experimental, work was being done on smaller units, which were more suitable for

less-developed oconomies. Accordingly, a conference would be held at Vienna

in September 1960 to consider the technical and economic aspects of small and

medium-sized nuclear plants, with special reference to their use in the less-

developed countries. .

The demand for -nuclear power plants varied greatly from country to country.

The Agency could perhaps help the less-developed countries with their power

problems most-effectively after those countries had outlined a fairly detailed

power-development programme of their own and considered the part that might be

played by nuclear power. -. ■ . .

Africa was already linked with atomic energy by the fact that some of its

raw materials,, paxticularly the uranium of the Congo and of the Union of South

Africa,, were helping to make the atomic age possible. Reserves of such

materials probably existed in other parts, of the continent, and the Agency was

now able to give some technical assistance in prospecting for, mining and process

ing those' resource's- The fact that uranium was likely to be in over-supply in

the very near future underlined the partial dependence of certain African

economies-on a rapid expansion of the peaceful uses of atomic energy. . .

While nuclear power was at a preparatory stage, isotopes were already in

widespread use and had caused a revolution in many branches of science and

research. The purposes for which isotopes might be used with advantage in

Africa'were the breeding new and better varieties of crops and livestock,

diagnosing and treating human and animal diseases, processing food, output and

quality control in factories, measuring and following the movement of rivers

and underground waters, determining the age of geological structures and
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eradicating insect pests. Relatively little investment wae needed to achieve

considerable results, and the basic training in'nuclear sciences that workers in

isotopes acquired might also, prove valuable in connexion with the introduction

of nuclear power. While isotopes,had mostly been applied to research and other

problems in the industrialized countries, one of the Agency's main tasks was now

to help direct research in and the practical use of isotopes in meeting the pro

blems of less-developed areas, for instance by improving varieties of tropical

crops and studying the hydrology of arid areas. The Agency's work in that field

would take the customary forms of technical assistance, which were training and

providing, indispensable equipment. The usual method was to add facilities for

training in the use of isotopes to existing institutions, but special isotope

centres were sometimes needed, and the Agency would shortly send out a mission to

survey.those needs in Africa and the Middle East.

The Agency's work of helping to bring the peaceful' uses of atomic energy to

Africa had started only recently. Technical assistance had so" far been given to

six member States in the continent and would shortly be given to the Commission

for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara, which was organizing a

training.course on.the medical use of isotopes, to be held at 'Xeopoldville during

the current year. Experience had shown that many governments were anxious for ■

help in the first stages of fitting the peaceful uses of atomic energy into their

economic development plans. The Agency had accordingly sent out preliminary

assistance..missions to countries in Asia and Latin America, consisting of teams

of specialists in. such matters as the use of isotopes in medecine, "industry-and'-

.agriculture, nuclear power,, prospecting for nuclear raw materials, research and' ■

technical assistance procedures. Their task was to obtain a broad'picture of

the atomic energy .needs of the countries concerned,'to give general advice on

how to start or develop an atomic energy programme and to ascertain promising,

lines -of development, to be followed by individual and detailed projects-- ■■■■■■■

assisted by the-Agency. The first such mission to Africa would be sent

before May 1960 and it was hoped to include as many African member States as ;.

possible .in its itinerary. In view of the fact that the recruitment and despatch

of a mission involved much planning and preparation the Director-General of

IAEA would, be grateful if the governments of interested countries would make

their wishes known as soon p.s possible.
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Mr. RIZZETO (Italy) said that, during the debate on item 0., under-

deve-ropment had been recognized, as .the point of departure of any .consideration of

the economic situation :in Africa. International assistance to,the African

countries was therefore: a logical consequence of a situation which, in the opinion

of the Italian delegation, might-be summarized in five points. First* :the

■problemof under-development existed and must be solved urgently in the Interests

of both the'-African and the industrialized countries. Secondly, it must be

studied from the point of view of economic aid, financial aid and technical

assistance. Thirdly, it was so vast, both in territorial extent and in terms of

the resources needed, that concentration of effort and the establishment of

priorities were essential. Fourthly, there must be close co-ordination between

bilateral and multilateral assistance in order to avoid waste and duplication.

Finally, for assistance to be effective, the willing co-operation of the

beneficiary country must be secured. That was why it had recently been proposed

in the United Nations to replace the term "technical assistance" by "technical

co-operation".

The technical, economic and financial needs of the African continent were so

great that they exceeded by far the capacities of the industrialized countries:

it was therefore essential to establish priorities and concentrate efforts in

order to give African development the necessary impetus. In his delegation's

opinion, joint regional projects should De among the items entitled to priority;

another might be plans for the exploitation of natural resources and for a network

of processing industries. In any case, external aid should.not be linked to

political conditions, but should be the fruit of co-operation with the countries

concerned, and applied with their participation.

Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) said that a striking factor revealed by document

E/CN.14/23 was the disproportion between aid furnished bilaterally and aid

furnished multilateral^. In the main, bilateral aid had been granted by

European countries to the African countries with which they had political or

economic ties. The political character of such an arrangement was obvious;

the beneficiary countries had to remain on good terms with the benefactors if they

wished to continue receiving the aid. Tunisia had suffered from such an

arrangement in 1957 when, for purely political reasons, France had discontinued

the aid it had agreed to supply. Often, with bilateral aid, the interests of

the benefactor prevailed over those of the beneficiary. Loans were granted on
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condition that they were spent on imports'from the lending'country. Another

drawback of bilateral aid was the excessive importance attached by the benefactor

to the profit-earning capacity of investments in the beneficiary country.

For those reasons, it was essential that multilateral should replace bilateral

aid. Multilateral aid should be increased, the number of bodies distributing:such

aid should be reduced, and the procedures for obtaining grants should'be simplified,

Whether bilateral or multilateral, aid should further the development plans df'the

recipient country, but it was unacceptable if it restricted the freedom of the

bsneficiary. - - ■

The meeting rose at 6.25 p.m.
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...,..'. .. ■ . FOURTEENTH MEETING

. . held on Wednesday, 3 February I960, at 10.10 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA (item 7 of the agenda)
(E/CN.14/23, E/CN.14/26, E/CN.14/27, E/CN.'14/40 and Corr.l, E/CN. 14/41) (continued)

Mr. IvICGUEIRA (Portugal) thanked the Executive Secretary and the secretariats

of the various specialized agencies for the documents they had prepared for the

" Comraissidn. Although closely connected, technical assistance and economic

assistance should not be confused with one another. Technical assistance was

useful "to promote economic development, but at the appropriate time, -it had to be

supplemented by financial assistance in a proportion that varied according to the

level of development of the beneficiary country. It was, moreover, essential as

a means of ensuring that financial assistance yielded the best possible results.

In discussions before international bodies emphasis was now - very rightly -

placed on financial assistance, as at the most recent session of the General

Assembly; that had led to the birth of the idea of SUNFED and to the establishment

of the'Special Fund.

The Executive Secretary's memorandum on international economic assistance to

Africa (E/CN.14/23) dealt mainly'with bilateral contributions. That form of

assistance was a lofty manifestation of human solidarity, but so far as the

Governments that furnished it were concerned it-was'also explainable by the desire

to expand'their markets and to1provide against a possible shortage of raw materials

and primary commodities.' That concern called neither for praise nor criticism and

was legitimate, provided that bilateral agreements took the legitimate interests of

both parties' into consideration.

The'Portuguese Government's economic assistance to its overseas provinces was

more extensive than could be gathered from the figures in document E/CN.14/23,

paragraph 39, because those'figures took only the credits'under the regular budget

into account. His delegation would communicate to the Secretariat particulars of

the extras-budgetary assistance. '

It should be added that the second six-year plan had in fact been in operation

since January 1959 j; the amounts allocated under the plan for the overseas provinces

totalled $300 million, comprising $21 million'for education and health, $136 million

for communications and transport, $52 million for the development and utilization of
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natural resources, S80 million for social investments and S12 million for surveys

and studies. To that figure, which took only public investments into account,

should be added the private investments which were to be applied .to the development

of the sugar, aluminium and paper industries and to the establishment of hydro

electric power stations which would provide Angola with a hydro-electric power

output exceeding that of Portugal's European provinces.

Portugal had placed sixteen scholarships at the disposal of the African

countries in various branchesof higher education, such as civil engineering, agronomy,

tropical medicine, geology and the technical laboratory work connected with those

studies; four!scholarshipsihad already been awarded to students from Ethiopia.; .

Candidates would be required to know English or French, If the number of

applications from qualified.condidates were to exceed the number of scholarships

offered, his Government would not refuse to consider a possible increase.

Air, QUAIDOO (Ghana), observed that assistance to under-developed countries

was becoming more and more multilateral and was provided through international

financial institutions, to the greater satisfaction of the under-developed countries.

Although international assistance since the Second World War had been generous, it .

had often been directed to sectors not essential for economic and social development,

or its purposes had been thwarted owing to some misconception in the donor country..

International aid should therefore be reappraised as a whole and co-ordinated,

preferably through.the United Nations. The days of strictly bilateral aid were

coming,to an end. The recipient countries also needed to co-ordinate their,,

activities;to■ensure that the aid received was not dissipated.on:projects which,

would, cancel one another out. : -

So far as Africa was concerned, the Commission seemed to be the most, appropriate

centre for co-ordinating economic assistance at the receiving end. The;Commission

should not confine itself to study, research and advice; it should go further,

and,undertake, virtually executive functions. His delegation was convinced that the

Commission, should play a part in the consideration of any.new proposal concerning ;.■•

international economic and financial assistance to Africa, and should, furthermore,

be closely associated with-any new international machinery established to co-ordinate

international aid to Africa. His .delegation hoped that the Commission would give . ■,

favourable consideration to ,those: ideas, and that before the end of the session it

would be possible to take steps to put them into effect.
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The people of Ghana knew that assistance should not be a one-way process; it

not only received aid f.rom outside, but also gave aid, on a modest scale. Under

bilateralagreement with.-the. United Kingdom., Ghana assisted in-the training, of. a

Nigerian expert in soil science at one of Ghana's agricultural research stations.

It had also agreed to. furnish-assistance to the Dominican Republic in community

development.and.agriculture. A course in .community development had been organized

in Ghana in .1959 under the auspices of CCTA/FAMA- and had been attended by officials

from Ethiopia, Angola, Sierra. Leone, the Ivory Coast -and Togoland, under fellowships

grant.ed by the Ghana Government. The course would be repeated in I960.

It was essential in. any case that.the co-ordination of economic -assistance on

the donor's and on the receiver's rr'de should be truly international and

multilateral, so that the weaknesses that had beset earlier international assistance

programmes might, be , avoided,

Mr. ALI BAAE.(Somalia) said that in Africa international co-operation in

the technical, economic and financial fields would face.its greatest test. Somalia

was,sure that the .peoples of the other continents would take an increasing and ■■■ :.v

altruistic.,interest in Africa:s development. . It felt confident when it considered

the-loyal manner in which Italy had. met its.obligations by furnishing assistance on

a large scale. The Administering Authority's aid in the economic, financial and

technical ...fields had contributed fundamentally to Somalia's independence. Under

the seven-year development .plan, -Tyhieh h..d entered into force in 1954, mention--should

be made of the successful .completion .of the Bulo Mererta scheme, resulting in the

irrigation of 32,000 hectares ..ox good-arable land .distributed among 85,000 farmers

and the construction cf a network.of ;iiTi£ation canals:in.the Lower Juba. Province
'■■■-■ ....

which.fertilized a natural depression of about 200 ka" 'and allowed hundreds of

thousands of head of cattle to be, raised. Cattle-breeding-.would also benefit by;

an extensive well-drilling programme which would enable, milk &^d meat production

to be .increased both -for internal consumption and for. export. Hundreds of deep-

water wells ;and water holes had been drilled; and many reservoirs had been built

along the waterways for use ;in .the dry season* . When the programme was completed

it .would be possible to water 700,00.0 head of cattle at the rate of 20 litres per

day and per animal*

1/ RAMA. = Foundation for mutual Assistance in Africa South of the Sahara, a body

financed by the Governments members of the Commission for Technical Co-operation

in Africa South of the Sahara (CGTA).
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Italy-'s friendly ana beneficent assistance included also an extensive

scholarship programme for the training of administrators at all levels and-in many

fields. Other countries had joined with Italy in supplying training facilities for

Somalia,

Thanks to that assistance, Somalia had achieved two main results; it had

■ substantially increased its budgetary revenue and it had eliminated the deficit in

its balance of trade. In the next few years his country would require financial

aid from outside sources, estimated at $5 million a year. That aid would be used

to meet the budget deficit, to defray the cost of foreign experts and technicians,

and to secure a minimum annual amount of public investments. The General Assembly

had brought those needs to the notice of the Trusteeship Council through its

-resolution 1278 (XIII).

Apart from those basic requirements, Somalia had needs for the purposes of its

infrastructure for which, with the support of the Commission, it was confident of

securing.assistance from the United Nations and the specialized agencies. Among

those needs were a survey of the agricultural and industrial resources of the Lower

Juba Province, a hydrological survey of the River Juba itself, and a survey for

the building of a new port at Kisimayo. Other similar surveys should be carried

out for the Uebi Shebeli River and the territory extending from it to the Juba.

Still other surveys were required on fisheries, the setting up of pilot cattle-

raising .-farms in the Upper Juba Province and other important subjects.

. The Secretary-General, in his opening statement, had said: "however peaceful

and .orderly.the transition, independence still represents a kind of shock-impact

in.that it confronts countries with an entirely new set of conditions"; he had

added that.it would be worth while to consider whether special measures should be

taken at the international level in anticipation of independence and its early

stages. Somalia was most grateful for the Secretary-General's words. It was

therefore with the greatest confidence in its own future and in the future of Africa,

and with a full awareness of the importance of international co-operation, that his

country was preparing itself for the great day of its independence, which would also

be the starting point for its brotherly participation in the economic and social :

progress of the African continent.
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Mr, SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) said that his country was acutely

interested in all possibilities of increasing its resources to maintain the pace

of its development. The memorandum of the Executive Secretary (E/CN.14/23, ;

appendix A) showed that the share of British West Africa in multilateral technical

assistance amounted to only 5.6 cents Per inhabitant, as compared with 107.7 cents

in the case of Sudan and 390.9 cents in the case of Libya. He hoped that the

Federation of Nigeria's share would increase when it became independent.

At. the present time, shortage of capital was the principal hindrance to a

sustained rise'in the Federation's standards of living. His Government was making

the utmost use of its resources and drawing on its reserves in order to increase its

investments regularly. In 1958, the International Bank had granted a loan enabling

the railway to be extended several hundred miles northwards. The Special Fund had ,

made a grant .of $700,000 towards a River Niger development project, and the United

Kingdom had granted a loan of 115 million. UNICEF had made grants totalling

Si.3 million, which had been particularly welcome. The Federation of Nigeria

hoped that other countries would help in carrying out those aid programmes.

A number of practical points called for mention in that connexion. First,

the receiving countries felt that they would be able to take greater advantage of

the .generosity of development organizations if the criteria those organizations

applied in granting aid were clearer, more stable, and more closely related to

Africa's needs. It would also be helpful if the procedure for dealing with

applications were simplified. In that connexion he welcomed the statement by

the Commissioner for Technical Assistance that it was intended to improve the

methods of programming. Greater advantage could be taken of available staff-training

facilities if temporary staff to replace personnel sent for training could be found.

His remarks should not be taken to imply ingratitude; their sole purpose was

to assist all concerned to take greater advantage of the opportunities offered and

to show that the Federation of Nigeria was justified in asking for a larger share

in the assistance supplied,

iJr.TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) said that the purpose of all assistance to

Africa should be to. endow Africa with real economic freedom and that the assistance

should.be given not as charity but as a mark of international solidarity. The

co-operative measures which appeared to redound to the sole benefit of Africa

constituted in fact the foundation of international peace. Multilateral
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co-operation appeared to be the best type, since it excluded any interference

inconsistent with the interests and the dignity of the peoples concerned and was

most in keeping with the international obligations of the developed countries.

That was why, after first approaching its sister States, the Republic of Guinea

had not hesitated on gaining its independence to approach the United Nations and

the specialized agencies. Nor had it been disappointed; for, besides moral and

diplomatic support, they had given lavish assistance on jointly agreed lines.

There was, of course, no question of dispensing with bilateral co-operation.

His country appealed to all countries desirous of co-operating with it genuinely,

without imposing conditions inconsistent with its sovereignty and pan-African

aspirations. It had already signed agreements with such African States as Ghana,

Liberia and Morocco and non-African States like Czechoslovakia, the Federal Republic

of Germany, Hungary, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom

and the United States. Czechoslovakia, it should be noted, was the first country

to assist Guinea after it had gained its independence.

The new direction that should be imparted to that type of co-operation involved

the adoption of a regional system, for it was more appropriate to efficient economic

planning.. It lay with the independent African countries to delimit the regions

and to build African communities - in a word, to plan the future of the continent.

The Commission should assist them in that task in order to fulfil the hopes placed

in it by; all those concerned with the rapid and harmonious economic development of

Africa.

Mr. MUME KELO (Ethiopia) said that the African countries had not taken

sufficient advantage of their resources in order to attain a reasonable rate of

development. They should seek technical skills and the necessary capital outside

Africa. Ethiopia was gratified that Africa would receive a greater share'of

technical assistance.

Foreign capital was essential in order to carry out investment programmes;

but private capital found little attraction in infrastructure projects, which

should therefore be financed out of bilateral loans and, as not all projects yielded

a return, the terms on which the loans were granted were of special importance.

Non-African investors were already very interested in the African countries

and they might reasonably be expected to be more and more attracted by Africa's

natural resources, expanded trade and measures adopted in their favour.
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A report' by the Secretariat designed to increase tectihical assistance to

African Countries and to expedite the flow of foreign capital would be of great

value. ■ ■ ; ' ■

Mr, TANG (China), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that

his Gb'vernnient was interested in the economic development of Africa and had s'eni '

its Minister of Economic Affairs to study on the spot the possibility of economic

co-op'eration between the African countries and territories and China.

In recent years Viet-Nam, Pakistan and Thailand, among others, had invited

experts from Taiwan to udvise them on rice and sugar-cane growing and textile

production.' That technical co-operation was given either through the United

Nations or under bilateral agreements.

He offered the technical assistance of his country in agriculture, in which

China' had: a vast experience, since the similarity of economic and social conditions

woui&'make it1 easy to adapt the methods used in China to most of the African-countries

and territories. His country offered to trade in two primary products, tea and

cane sugar, as international commerce was a mutually beneficial form of economic

co-operatibn.

Like other speakers', he thought that political" independence and international

co-operation were indispensable for any kind of economic development.

Free China was paying more and more attention to public health, education

and; industrial expansion. It had one doctor for every 2,000 inhabitants; its

educational establishments had more than 2 million pupils or students out of a

population of 10 million; it was producing jeeps and lorries, and it had just

launched two dil tankers of 45,000 tons.

Mr. i/IAZOWSKI (International Civil Aviation Organization) said that there

was no need to stress the importance of air transport and he would confine himself

to the effect's of events in Africa on international aviation.

The aim' of any country's civil aviation policy was to take the fullest

advantage of its sovereignty over its own air-space, within the limits of its

international obligations. But it should be remembered that aviation was

essentially international and that it was regulated by numerous regulations freely

accepted in order to ensure the comfort and safety of passengers and cargo. Any

local restriction would reduce its efficiency and also the speed of transport, which

was its main advantage. It was to be hoped that the new States would! take that

consideration into account in their' own interests.
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Accession to the Chicago Convention and membership of ICAO conferred rights

but also responsibilities, the greatest of which was to ensure the safety of aircraft

in flight. No hasty measures should be taken to replace competent foreign personnel,

and the recruitment of national personnel should proceed only gradually as they

acquired the necessary experience. His organization was ready at all times to help

governments, at their request, to solve that problem.

The training of the ground safety staff should have absolute priority. It. was

open to the. States concerned to ask .for help under the technical assistance programmes.

The sending of young people abroad was no substitute for training in their own .

country, and produced good results only in the case of advanced training. Co

operation between neighbouring States vrnuld lead to economies and the more rapid

training of the necessary personnel.

. . .. , Mr. PEBJES (Hungary), speaking at the invitation of, the Chairman, said

that the slackening of international tension opened up a wide field for economic

co-operation between countries with different social systems.

In view of its industrial development, Hungary was able to play its part in

the international division of labour. Its trade with African countries had

quadrupled between 1950 and 1958, and it had signed a number of co-operation

agreements. Under the cultural agreement, signed with the United Arab Republic,

it had received twenty-one persons who had completed their higher education and

were specializing in different branches? seventy-eight students were enrolled at

the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences and seventy-two students were attending .technical

high schools. It had also received seventeen fellows from other African countries.

In the period 1958-59, seventeen specialists from the United Arab Republic had come

to Hungary to study certain industrial processes.

Hungary.was endeavouring so far as its means allowed to contribute to the

Expanded Programme and the Special Fund. Experts sent by ECAPE had studied inland

navigation in Hungary. It could supply specialists, in electric motors, tele

communications and other subjects.

The Hungarian Government was watching with sympathy the struggle of the African

countries for their independence and wished the Commission every success.

Mr, EL AZM (League of Arab States), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman, thanked the Commission for its invitation to his organization to be ,

represented at the second session. The aims of the League of Arab States were,

the same as the Commission's. It was planning the establishment of a training. \
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centre for statisticians at the regional level. It had approached the Executive

Secretary of the Commission, and invited him to attend the next session of its

Economic Council. The League hoped that its collaboration with the Commission

would help the African peoples to solve their economic problems.

Mr. CHEISSON {Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of

the Sahara), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, after referring to the

Commission's resolution l(l) concerning.the part played by certain inter-governraental

organizations, said that the objectives of the CCTA were described in document

E/CN,14/23. It had dealt with about fifty cases in 1959, and had some 200 under

study or pending. It attended to the seconding of experts, which should be done

with prudence, as the specialists must fit into the environment. It also awarded

scholarships and arranged courses.

The CCTA considered assistance of value only if it enabled the countries

concerned to make a greater effort themselves. Multilateral assistance could not

cover all. requirements. The best.solution was to fit an international organization

into.the bilateral assistance circuit. Again, bilateral assistance should be

reciprocal, as .each country had something to give.

Through CCTA the member countries could assert their solidarity at the

technical level. While aware that it did not meet all requirements, CCTA would

be happy to co-operate with the Commission, as it had already done with the

specialized,agencies.

REPORT 0F: THE. CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN STATISTICIANS (E/CN.14/25){item 8 of the agenda)

■Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, introducing the report, said that the

First Conference of African Statisticians had produced very promising results.

The. recommendations made would help African countries to improve their statistics,

which would not only simplify the preparation of development programmes but would

also be of interest to the rest of the world.

■ .As: a result of the Conference the Secretariat had been able to prepare the

statistical section of the 1960-61 programme.. The work undertaken was of a

long-term nature; the findings of a second conference might be of use in drafting

the next biennial programme.

The Conference had reached agreement on two major points: the general planning

of the Statistical Survey and the training scheme required at middle and lower

levels to bring the Survey to a successful conclusion.
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In "connexion with the Statistical Survey in I960, the various countries would

be launching statistical programmes covering ihe next five years. vThen those

programmes had been completed, the Secretariat would submit proposals for regional

co-operation, which would be examined by the second conference.

The Conference had prepared a list of basic data on which countries could

found their programmes; but, as emerged from section IV of the report, it was

understood that each country wouloV'fix its programme and order of priorities to

suit its own needs.

The results of the Statistical Survey would, when published, make-a worthy

pendant to the Economic Survey considered under item 6 of the agenda. Not only

could the economists not dispense with statistics, but they also had to be able to

ask statisticians about the exact meaning and value of the statistics to which they

referred.

Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) congratulated the Secretariat on its efficiency in

arranging the three meetings held at Addis Ababa in 1959, and'in particular the

First Conference of African Statisticians. Tunisia especially welcomed the results

of that Conference, that had clarified the main points on which governments should

concentrate when collecting the basic data for their development plans.

He had three practical suggestions to make with respect to the statistical

work. In the discussion on item 6 of the agenda he had emphasized the importance

of an analysis of the demand for manufactured products in the various countries of-'

Africa, as it would enable those countries to prepare their industrialization plans

with due regard to markets in neighbouring countries. But such work had to be

based on" reliable statistics. Apart from the: data that should be supplied'by

administrations, as mentioned in the report, surveys should be carried out locally

to gather trustworthy figures on consumption, particularly in the subsistence'

sector. Tunisia had prepared a pilot survey programme for I960 and was counting

on help from the Commission to make it a success. It therefore suggested, in'the

first place, that one of the demonstration centres referred to in the report

(paragraph 62) should be set up in Tunisia, for example between April and June 1960.

Secondly, the Secretariat might prepare in I960 a comparative table of the foreign

trade nomenclatures used in Africa. As the programme of work provided for the

installation of a duplicating workshop at the headquarters of the Commission, the

Secretariat would have the facilities required for the regular publication of intra-

African trade results. Thirdly, Tunisia suggested that one of the first seminars on
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national accounts recommended by the Conference (paragraph 53 (c) of the report)- .;.

should be devoted to administration accounts, while other seminars could be arranged

as statistics improved in the various countries. ■ -■

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) said that the First Conference of African Statisticians

marked an important stage in the economic development of Africa, and expressed the

hope that its recommendations would be carried out. Many delegations had stressed

the paucity' of the statistics available for Africa, and the Economic Survey of Africa

since 1950 (S/CN.14/28} clearly showed that African statistics were inadequate in ;

coverage and quality.

All! African countries were endeavouring to launch economic development plans;

but good statistics were necessary not only for preparing the plans but also.for

evaluating the results later, Ghana intended to:reorganize its statistical services.

Permanent staff had been appointed on a regional basis and would conduct continuous

household budget surveys, in addition to the population census to be held in March

1960. ■ Ghana appreciated the value of the technical assistance supplied by the

United Nations for the development 6f its statistical services.

' '' The Statistical Survey would smooth out many difficulties now encountered in

attempts tVniake' statistical comparisons between the various African countries. It

would also be very useful to those responsible for preparing the next Economic Survey

of Africa. He therefore Urged all governments to communicate to the Secretariat

promptly particulars of their programmes in the field of statistics.

The recommendations1 contained in section VI of the report were very reasonable.

The' Commission should ask the Secretariat to do its utmost to facilitate their

implementation. His delegation thought it essential that the statisticians of the

various' countries should' work together. He therefore suggested that each country

should keep the others informed, through the Secretariat, of its statistical activities,

Ghana was prepared to pass on to all countries interested the benefit of the experience

it would gain in its forthcoming census. ■

; ' iir. SHAGAEI (Federation of Nigeria) said that his country accepted the

outline of the Statistical Survey drawn up by .the Conference (annex I to the report).

The collection of statistical data in Nigeria still encountered difficulties, and for

that reason it was necessary to use the sampling method. Like many other African

countries, the Federation lacked trained personnel at the higher and middle levels.

It would therefore find it difficult to carry out the proposed programme in the next

five years. Training programmes were of course valuable; but the Federation could

not consider releasing the few specialists it had, except for very short courses.
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The loan of experts might be useful, but the international organizations would be

giving the Federation more, effective help if they supplied competent; sta^sticians ■

or .working teams to assume .responsibility for the more urgent, tasks., „ , ■:. ,,

His delegation thought that no statistics shquld be. published unless.ac;conij)anied

by precise particulars, of the reliability and coverage of the figures and on the

definitions used.. .It ■considere.d that the Secretariat might play a very^.usefuj role

in that respect and become a centre, for the.,collection and dissemination.of statistics

:,and methodological reports^ which would also ensure liaison between governments and

international organizations with respect to statistical work. ■ .\-,.-,- . :

Mr. ABDEL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) approved the recommendations contained

in the report under discussion.. The African countries should devote the greatest

attention, to the Statistical ;Surrey, which would make it possible to collect,,the. b.^sic

.data necessary..for any economic study. It was'essential that they should inform the

Secretariat,of the assistance they required to enable, them to take part in the. .Survey.

::The..:Central Statistical. Committee set up in the United Arab Republic in 1957,had

already begun ;to examine ; the-recommendations of the. Conference.- Moreover, two ; •-.,

important statistical surveys would shortly be conducted in the two regions of the

Republic: ,:a,population : census in October I960 and a, fourth agricultural census for the

lyear .1960^61.,. Other surveys,, relating to manpower and employment, family budgets and

,tourism, .had been conducted in. 1959, ... .

.. He, .to,o,, hoped th.at more conferences of African statisticians would be convened

to watch developments ;i,n,,the statistical field. ...:..

- ■/•:...:. ; : .;■'$%• .PR0WM0; (United Kingdom) .,said that the report under discussion was a

sound;:and weil-bslanced.piece.of work,, and approved the conclusions it contained...

He;asked whether-it might not be possible to convene the two meetings on national ■■

accounts mentioned in .the report (paragraph 53, (a) and (b)) on the same date and

:, at.the same.place, to enable some countries to be represented at both meetings by

y. the: same-.pe-rsons, ....

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, explained that the group of experts appointed

to moke recommendations on methods;of dealing with the non-monetary sector in national

:aqco,unts .was.to meet in June I960 and that invitations had already been sent--out. _,

The;.meeting;on.:-the .use of Rational;accounts'for .the formulation of economic policy and

development..programming .would-take place immediately after the meeting of the. . .

international Association for Research on Income and health, which was to.be held at

.Addis Ababa precisely.in order that some persons might attend both.meetings

successively.

■ •„■■■*..■ i, '■ ; _ ■ ' ■ ■ , - ■ - - ■

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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'■; ' FIFTEENTH MEETING; ' <,-■•.-■■ -.

"l!!"held on Wednesday, 3 February I960, at'3.25 p.nu

Chairman: Mr. SL&WI (Morocco)

REPORT OP THE CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN STATISTICIANS (item 8 of the agenda) ■ '■ •

(E/CN.14/25, E/CN.14/L.44) (concluded) , .. ,.

■i . s. The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to continue its discussion of item 8

of the agenda and drew attention to the draft resolution submitted by the delega

tion of Ethiopia (e/CN,14/L.44).

Mr; NOGUEIRA (Portugal) welcomed the fact that ECA had organized a

conference of statisticians in the first year of its activity, since the investiga

tion of economic possibilities depended on the availability of statistical document

tation.k : The Commission's action was in line with his own Government's policy and

with:the trend towards the international standardization of statistics.. The

Conference had been a success and it marked the beginning of a phase in which . ..

statistical knowledge of Africa would soon reach the same level as ttiat.of; other .

parts of.the world. Portugal would take the necessary measures to implement the

recommendations of the Conference as soon as possible and communicate..to.EGA the

desired data on the, Portuguese provinces in Africa, particularly the data derived

fr.om the population and agricultural censuses: to. be taken in I960. At the same. .

time,; it hoped to improve and develop the .statistics in such fields as industry, ,

migration,: family budgets, manpower and wages. His delegation supported the

Ethiopian draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.44) . ......

Mr. GABA (France) said it was difficult to do effective economic work

without the necessary statistical data... The Conference of African Statisticians

had established priorities, and the countries of the Community would base the

statistical, programmes for, their economic development plans on the system recommend

ded .by. the Conference-.^ They agreed that special importance should be attached to

demography,.agricultural production and consumption, and some had already under

taken large-scale programmes in those fields. They also endorsed the. emphasis on

sampling, on national accounting and. on methodology, and welcomed the meetings of

experts, thatvrere to be held: to prepare recommendations on methods of dealing with

the difficult problem of the subsistence sector. The preparation of an annotated

bibliography for the African countries was also a valuable idea. The French

Government had itself already published a statistical survey on those lines

entitled ;uOutremer 1958". ■ ; .. .
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Expressing his delegation's satisfaction with the projects relating to

statistics in the Secretariat's programme of work and priorities 1960-1961, he said

that the countries of the Community had planned a five-year programme of statistical

development to meet their most urgent needs which would be carried out under a

bilateral assistance system arranged between.the African States of the Community and^

the French Republic. In I960 and 1961, priority would probably be given -,to ,,demb^ \-

graphic and agricultural surveys; subsequent years would be devoted to surveys of

consumption arid internal trade; and an industrial and commercial census would be: ":.-

taken towards the end of the period.

His delegation also fully endorsed the Secretariat's proposals for the

establishment of a general intra-African system of exchange of information oh-

statistical activities and for the collection of methodological data on specific

problems. It welcomed the organization of expert working groups, and particularly

the proposal that the first group would study methods of dealing with the subsistence

sector in national accounts. Finally, it suggested that a group of experts-should

be convened in the near future to compare the views of field statisticians1 and of' ■■

the economists and planners who used their statistics for the purposes of demo- '

graphic and agricultural surveys. :

•Mr. &AR0UG (Sudan)'welcomed the recommendations in the report for

accelerating work on a complete statistical survey' of Africa. While the Commission

Secretariat and the governments concerned could &b valuable work, the co-operation -

of interested international organizations was indispensable and his delegation

appreciated the assistance that had already been given by some of the specialized "■

agencies. '

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that his country endorsed the recommendations of

the Conference because it understood the importance of statistics in economic "

development and the deficiencies of African countries in that respect. Iiib'6ri:a'had

recently established" a bureau of economic research and was centralizing statistical

activity in that bureau, whic:h was to form the nucleus of a much wider planning- ■ ■ ■

organization in the future. ' ■: .

One of Liberia's most serious problems was the shortage of qualified statisti

cians; his Government consequently attached great importance to the Commission's

programme for training African economists and statisticians1. *'■"•'■ ■ '" ■

A comprehensive economic survey of Liberia had recently been launched to' assess

the progress of the nine-year development programme, which would end shortly, and to

provide the basis for a new development programme. It would also complement'
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Liberia's continuing statistical programme. Valuable technical and financial

assistance had been rendered to the Liberian Government by the International

Cooperation Administration of the United States, but the needs were still great, and

his country hoped for further assistance from ICA and, possibly, from the specialized

agencies. In that connexion, he welcomed the request in the report that countries

should indicate to the Secretariat the kind of outside aid they would need and when

it would be needed. In Liberia,, technical and financial assistance would soon be

required for a comprehensive population and agricultural census in 1961; a series

of pilot censuses would be taken in I960, with a view to gaining experience in some

of the problems involved in such an undertaking and training a corps of enumerators

for the 1961 project. .

Mr.MASURE (Belgium) referred to the Belgian paper submitted to the

Conference (E/CN.14/WP.13) concerning the possibilities and achievements of the

Belgian. Congo and Ruanda-Urundi with regard to exchanges of experience in the

Qollectipn of statistical data. He fully supported the Ethiopian delegation's

draft, resolution (E/CN.14/L.44).

Mr. DERBECOURT (Belgian Congo) said that the statistical services ofkthe

Belgian: Congo endorsed all the conclusions- of the Conference and would participate

in the implementation of its recommendations. Tfhile those services were highly

developed, and were willing to exchange their experience with other countries and

territories, they were.at present unable to help with the training of,.statisticians

and auxiliary staff by sending experts, owing to shortage of staff and pressing,

domestic needs, but hoped that that situation would change in the near: future. ■

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, replying to points made during the debate,

referred, the Tunisian representative, who had stressed the importance of industrial

statistics and intra-regional trade statistics, to annex I (f) of the. report of the

Conference. In reply to the Nigerian representative's remarks concerning his .

country's difficulties with regard to shortage of trained staff, he said that.the .

United Nations, at Headquarters and in the Commission, could help in two ways. In

the first place, touring statisticians from Headquarters could discus,s problems with

the Nigerian services and could help to work out national programmes. Secondly, if

Nigeria wished to set up a training centre, pending final decisions on the training

of higher-level economists and statisticians, it might be possible- to give it

technical assistance for that purpose.

Mr. WUBISHET DILNESSAW (Ethiopia), introducing his delegation^ draft

resolution (E/CN.14/L.44), said that its sole; object was to record the Commission's^

approval of the recommendations of the Conference of African Statisticians.
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The CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution to the vote.

The draft resolution (E/CN.J4/L.44) was adopted unanimously.

OF RESOURCES (item'9 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/30 and Corr.l and 2) " '

The CHAIRMAN called upon the Executive Secretary to introduce item 9 of

the agenda. ' ... ...... ;

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, recalled the original suggestion (E/3201,

para. 59) that the Secretariat should prepare a survey of the natural resources of

Africa. It had'been decided, however, that such a survey would be too onerous'and

expensive for the time being and that the first steps should be to study surveys

already carried out, to find the gaps in the available information and then decide

what further measures should be taken. It had also been suggested that, in view

of the interest shown by UNESCO, that agency should be asked to carry out the

survey; UNESCO had agreed and, indeed, was defraying half the cost. The

Commission' had been warned that a survey of 500 to 700 pages with approximately

18,000 pages of bibliography would be required just to find out what had already

been done in the field. The geological survey before the Commission, submitted as

a preliminary document, consisted of some seventy pages; the 3,000-page' biblio

graphy which had been compiled was not published with the document. Those figures

would give the Commission some idea of the immensity of the task.

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) welcomed UNESCO's competent study of

an"1 Jimportant aspect of economic development, which did not seem to conflict with

the policies already in force in Nigeria. Most of the known deposits of minerals

of econ'omic interest in Nigeria had been systematically investigated during the

p'ast 'ten years and some of them had been profitably exploited. Others were of

considerable potential importance and it was hoped that they would be exploited in

the1 near Tiiture. An indication of the magnitude of the work was the fact that the

amount of core drilling carried out was estimated to have cost about £300,000.

The discovery of new mineral deposits in the future would depend upon indications

of mineralization found in the course of systematic regional mapping.

Mr. HIHDY (United Arab Republic) said that the economic development of

the African nations must be based on reliable information on their existing and

potential resources. Surveys would not only give a clear picture of the structure

of the different economies, but would also show the part being played by particular

countries in the economy of the continent as a whole. Since the means at the

disposal of the African Countries varied widely, some' of them had not even started

the necessary surveys and the overall picture of African resources was incomplete
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and distorted. For that reason, the document prepared by UNESCO (E/CN.14/30) was

most valuable. A survey of water resources was of paramount importance,

particularly in areas where the water supply did not satisfy agricultural needs;

the fisheries potentialities of many countries had not been explored; hydraulic

power resources for industrialization purposes should be investigated; and land

classification surveys were extremely>important for expanding agricultural areas, :

delimiting areas of comparative advantage for specific uses, land reclamation

projects and policies relating to land prices, credit policies and taxation. In

the United Arab Republic such a survey, begun in 1959, had already covered about.

3i million of the 9 million acres which was the target of the 1959-1963 plan. ■

Finally, an important survey was that of available human resources. . .

Mr. QASEM (Libya) considered that the survey of Libya!s geology in the

document before the Commission was somewhat limited. When a supplement to the

survey was prepared, the authors might wish to consult the appropriate government

departments in his country, especially the petroleum commission. The geological

map-of Libya due to be completed by the end of I960 would also be helpful in that

regard. He agreed with the representative of the United Arab Republic that: a

survey of human resources should form part of the economic development plans of

all countries. . ■ ,

Mr.. -MOHAMMED HASSAN (Sudan) said that, while his delegation appreciated

the steps taken by the Secretariat and the material and moral assistance given by

UNESCO, it-was concerned at the slow progress of the survey. It, was desirable

that research which was not only vital for future development but was also urgently

and immediately needed in all African countries should be accelerated. He

therefore suggested that, just as UNESCO had been asked to contribute to the survey .

of mineral resources, FA0Js assistance should be enlisted for a survey of animal

resources and that of ILO for a survey of human and labour resources. Other

specialized agencies also could undoubtedly,help at that early stage. Furthermore,

members :should co-operate with the Executive Secretary by passing on all the

relevant information at their disposal. In that way, the second stage of the

operation, that of .filling in gaps, could be embarked upon sooner. : ' . ..

Mr. SERFATY (Morocco), after congratulating the author of the Survey of -

Resources on the excellent analysis he had made in such a short time of most ,of the

aspects of geological and mineral research in Africa, regretted that information

about a number of countries; mainly north of the Sahara, was lacking. His delega

tion felt it would be helpful to submit to the Commission a document on geological
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and mineral research in Morocco, and suggested that the other countries .which had

not already supplied the required information should do likewise, so. that a report

on the problems of research throughout -'Africa could be prepared. As a result. .o£

its own experience, his country'was possibly in a position to help the Commission

to improve its. approach to problems of geological and mineral research. On:gain

ing its independence, Morocco had been faced with,the choice of finding solutions

to its problems or jeopardizing its economic development. ■ -.-.:,

After giving a brief historical review of how his country's mineral resources

had been exploited so that from 1955 its mining industry had flourished and could

withstand fluctuations on the world markets, he pointed out that it was only

through his Government's own efforts that 1959 had seen the turning point in

mineral research in Morocco. Without those efforts, Morocco could not have put

its mineral industry on a 'firm footing, except perhaps in respect of phosphates.

The main problem in Africa; was lack of research and capital rather than a

lack of mineral deposits. • It was important that industrialization should start

as soon as deposits were discovered. Under-developed countries could not progress

if they remained merely producers of raw materials and importers of manufactured

goods. New mining centres would only be useful to raw materials producing .

countries if they contributed to a diversification of the economy. The,simplest :

form of such contribution was financial, and: there the; State had--a special

responsibility.'1 Private investment was indispensable, but care' should be taken to

see that foreign enterprises exploiting the mineral resources of; an under-developed

country contributed to the establishment of mineral processing industries-. Local'

efforts could be supplemented by international assistance, which would be necessary

because1 of the heavy financial burden on countries in the process of industrializa

tion.: ; ■ ' ■ -■■.-;•■.■ , ■ ' .

A mining industry could also contribute to industrial development by its very

presence, provided that it was integrated into a general industrialization plan.

Adequate local mineral resources were fundamental to the creation of industries1 in

under-developed countries, and a systematic study should be made of methods of

obtaining maximum economic advantage from all available resources. That should be

borne in mind wh!en planning research and'preparing an inventory of resources. For

example, research into uranium-bearing :ores should be carried out at the same time

as research into Iron-bearing ores so that techniques could be developed for

associating the one with the other. ■ . ■ ■■
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His delegation did not believe the Commission should be content merely to make

a survey. -; It should study the problems :of industrial development in African

countries- in tW light of 'their natural resources. In doing so, it would be,

followi-ng in tbfe-'steps;-bf! ECLA and ECAFE. It was important that African experts ;

should benefit from such- studies,■'because it was they who would be responsible for

industrial development. Round-table discussions on specific subjects should be

organized-.

The CHAIRMAN-declared' the discussion on item 9 of the agenda closed.-'

ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF AGRICULTURE (item 10 of the agenda)
(a) Infectious diseases of livestock with special reference to rinderpest

(E/CN.14/31 and Add.1)
■-. . (b) Locust control (E/CN.14/32 and Corr.l) . . . ■ .

Cc,) Development of esparto grass, reserves. (E/CN. 14/33), .
' (d'l 'Development of sea fisheries (E/CN.14/34)

'*' ' ' ' The CHAIRMAN invited the Executive Secretary to introduce item 10 of the

agenda, .

;-"":i ' ' Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said the Commission had several documents

before it in connexion with item 10 of the agenda, all but one of which had been

submitted in accordance with decisions of the Commission at its first session. He

had been "asked to request FAO to prepare a report on measures for the control of

the infectious diseases of livestock, with particular reference to rinderpest in

north-east Africa (E/CN.14/31). As FAO was making a special investigation of the

marketing'of livestock in that area, a brief report on that aspect of the problem

of export trade development was also presented for the Commission's information

'"';:'1'"1 He'had also been asked to make enquiries of national and international bodies

concerned with locust control as to what was most needed to ensure more efficient .

control in Africa." Document E/CN.14/32 described the results of those enquiries

and referred'to a request"which had been addressed through FAO to the Special Fund

for assistance in financing an expanded inter-regional project on desert locust

control. When he had learned that that request was to be made and that certain member

States in the African region would be required, under the project, to make finan

cial contributions; he had communicated with them and their response had been most

satisfactory. The G-overning Council of the Special Fund had already approved the

project and, although it had not yet started operations, he hoped it would

eventually enable the desert locust to be controlled in the same way as the red

and migratory locusts.

T/At its 18th meeting (see below) the Commission adopted a draft resolution

(E/CN.14/L.52) on the subject of surveys of Africa's natural resources.
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Do.c,ume.nt.g/CN,,14/33.,:.c.pntained.a report on the development of esparto grass.

resery.es, ! ,f(He -had .personally visited two of the interested countries, Morocco and

Mfiv;a* -^kere.j/tihe option-Xas that while a lot was known about esparto grass,, ..; , k

information was, still_required about marketing, competition and prices. , He was ..

discussing ;the: ,matt,er .^th, the .forestry section of FAO and the governments . , >

concerned, and he hoped that agreement would soon be reached as to what the next .

step, should, b.e....... The Mor.occan Government had ^prepared a draft agreement for an

international esparto committee, which might serve as a basis for discussion amongst

interested* countries1. l M ' ';' ' 'i ■■:-.., . ■ i , ■,

Document E/CN.14/34, on the development of;sea fisheries, contained a report

on possible means of aiding governments in NorthS-A.frica to develop their fisheries.

Further information about Libya was now available and the Director of the Fisheries

Division of FAO had sent a memorandum to the Libyan Government which made a number

of recommendations, including one that a Fisheries Department should be established,

The Libyan Government had agreed to implement all the recommendations. He hoped

to be able to help it draft its requests for assistance in 1961 and 1962. The

United Arab Republic had already implemented some of the recommendations made by

the master fishermen assigned to it under the Expanded Programme of Technical

Assistance,

Mr. de ERICE (Spain) emphasized the importance of agriculture and agri

cultural development, which were key problems in Africa's economic development.

The transition from a primitive and traditional subsistence economy to a

market economy could radically affect the social structure of the peoples of Africa

and necessitated a careful process of adjustment. ' If a stable basis for rational

development was to be found, it was necessary, first of all, to consolidate the

prices of African primary commodities on the world market, even if that meant

having a system of international guarantees. Not till that was done could there .

be any assurance of final success.

His delegation attached great importance to the control of infectious diseases

of livestock. ft considered that FAO provided the ideal machinery for channelling

ami planking individual efforts. The Spanish Government was prepared to put at '

FAiJ's disposal its epizootic diseases services and its experienced veterinary
surgeons

The development' of livestock and meat exports, presumably to European markers,

would depend on whether the products met the standards of hygiene applied in the'.
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consumer countries. Strict international standards of hygiene had to be observed,

especially in respect of epizootic diseases.

The establishment of an efficient system of locust control, based on scientific

and practical knowledge, could convert a serious problem into a simple routine task.

His delegation agreed that international co-operation for locust control was

necessary. If the inter-regional project on desert locust control was to succeed,

all participants would have to continue control activities after assistance from the

Special Fund ceased in six years' time. The countries concerned should study the

financial implications carefully before accepting and implementing the proposed

programmes.

The possibility of developing an esparto grass industry would need careful

study, perhaps in collaboration with PAO. The basic problem would be to reduce the

cost of production, unless other uses could be found. In Spain, only one-third of

the esparto grass production was used in the paper industry, the remainder being

used for the manufacture of handbags, cloth and rope. A study might be made of the

quality of African esparto grass to see if it could be used in similar ways. The

present prices of African grass might possibly be reduced if production per hectare

were increased. The suggested creation of an international esparto committee

merited attention, since it might prove a decisive factor in production, industriali

zation and distribution.

Mr. LEAN (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) said

that since the document on locust control had been prepared the expanded project of

desert locust control had been approved by the Governing Council of the Special Fund,

The Special Fund would contribute, over a six-year period, almost $2.5 million, for

which the FAO would be the executing agency, and seventeen governments which had

agreed to participate had pledged a total contribution of over $1.25 million. It

was hoped that other governments would participate, and special arrangements had

been made to enable countries becoming independent during the six-year period to

participate if they pledged a financial contribution.

The project was designed to remedy a gap in locust control. It was based on'

research and training. Since more trained personnel were required at all levels,

courses would be organized, fellowships provided, exchanges arranged and in-service

training given. He was confident that as a long-term investment, the project could

not fail to bring relief from the scourge of the locust. All participating govern

ments had agreed to negotiate an international agreement at the end of the six years

to ensure that the continuing and international aspects of locust control would be

maintained on a permanent basis.
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FAO was about to circulate a draft plan of operation which would be discussed

at.a special-meeting to be held at Rome in early April, but before the project

could be initiated, participating governments would have, to pay their first annual

pledged contribution to the Special Fund. , The target date for intiating the .

prpject was-1 May I960. . J ,

,.,;. ...■ Mr, SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) said that although the four reports

with which the Commission was dealing were largely concerned with parts of Africa

other than the west, he must, mention the enormous importance of the role of agri

culture in the economic development of Nigeria. He would limit himself to one

aspect tof the [question.., ^The-diet of the people must be improved before there

could..be any real advance in health and economic efficiency, and one way of achiev

ing that aim was ,to increase the protein content of the diet. The development of

livestock resources was of particular importance in that connexion. Nigeria had

concentrated considerable efforts on developing its veterinary services in order to

expand protein supplies. He hoped that the Commission would impress on the

technical organs qf the United Nations the over-riding importance of developing

means of international co-operation in the veterinary field, which would serve to

.deve^op^the livestock resources of the African continent, particularly Nigeria.

He was interested to learn of the intensive efforts being made by FAO to

achieve international (co-operation in.locust control. Obviously locust control

was only feasible on a basis of international co-operation. He hoped it would be

possible, to develop equally effective co-operation in the fields of animal health.

.- Several speakers had stressed the need to develop indigenous alternatives to

many: industrial.products in order to avoid deficits in the balance of payments.

The need was.equally great where large imports of foodstuffs were involved.

Nigeria was a heavy importer of stockfish and its.imports pould be reduced i.f local

fisheries were.; properly developed. An important, first step towards developing

local fisheries vrould bo to increase, knowledge of the resources of the coastal ,

waters of,-rest Africa. For that purpose international, co-operation was obviously

essential, and he. trusted that the appropriate organs of the United,Nations would

lend every, possible assistance*

: . .. Mr. BLUNT (Kenya and Zanzibar) said that, while it was clear from the

figures given in document E/CN.14/3l/Add.l that everything should be done to develop

an export trade in livestock, one important aspect of the problem had not been

sufficiently brought cut; it was that an export trade could not be developed to any

great extent until the quality of the livestock in Africa was improved. The old
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outlook, about cattle persisted in Africa, where quantity was regarded as more ^

important: than quality. Good; quality beef could not be produced if too many cattle

were kept on limited grazing.. The export trade should be based on proper land

management, controlled gazing and development of water supplies, in the first

place. . After that, the measures outlined in the document would be practicable. ^

He urged the Commission to bear those facts in mind and asked the Secretariat to

take every opportunity of bringing the facts to the notice of the governments and

organizations concerned. . : ■-....

There was a tendency for countries to fail to appreciate that if the control of

the.-red and migratory locusts failed disaster would descend on Africa. They felt

that because the control organizations kept them free of locusts, they need not

continue to support them. The desert locust presented a more difficult problem as

therewas not;just a single outbreak area. It was accordingly the duty of every

country to maintain an organization for protection. The proper role of inter

national-organizations in connexion with the pest, was to ensure co-operation between

countries for control work and, to. poster research. It was not generally

appreciated.that a- vast amount of research on desert locusts had been carried out .

for many years'. He did not believe the Commission would be justified in .

authorizing expenditure on ;desert locust control; the best assistance it could giye

was to bring to the notice of all the countries in Africa, at regular intervals, the

.position and prospects of ,the war. on the locust. _...-...;

.-....,; -M;r...FROFUMO (United Kingdom) said that, to judge from the experience of the

territories with which the United Kingdom was concerned, control of disease,.. t ;.

especially rinderpest, would have to be achieved before any significant expansion of

any exports of livestock and meat could take place from north-east Africa. On that

point he supported the views of the delegation of Spain. Inter-territorial

co-operation was vital. The East African Veterinary Research Organization was

doing good work, but there could be closer liaison between the Int'er-African Bureau

for Animal Health and Production and the Governments of Ethiopia and the Sudan.

Both the East African territories, and the Somaliland Protectorate were trying to

increase exports;,, but t£e. first necessity was markets for the increased production,

and markets would not be found until.disease had been controlled. That was a field

in which many African countries could benefit from technical assistance.

,( ,,The United Kingdom attached great importance to the problem of locust control.

As the Executive Secretary and the representative of FAO had made clear, such
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control depended on action at the national, regional'and international levels. . The

loWsV pfoblem had to be considered as:a whole and African governments should give. ,

their fullest1 support to the' International Red Locust Control Service, the '.-.

International African Migratory Locust Control Organisation .and the Desert Locust,. ■ -

Survey. Those organizations should';be enabled to function efficiently, whatever,

political changes occurred'. : ;..■■ >■.■■■: .■ ■. ■■•:.;■ ■

'■'' Mr. -MA.SUEE (Belgium) agreed witlr the Nigerian -delegation/that improved

stock breeding and fisheries would help to eliminate the protein deficiency in the

diet of most African people* ' '

'! Mr. SAR;(France)'said that his delegation'was particularly interested;in \

problems connected with livestock diseases, the marketing of livestock and the

development of fisheries. Animal production was an important source of wealth'to

the "countries of the Community, but its potentialities had not been fully developed.

The quarantine regulations of certain countries hindered1 the exports of livestock- ■

producing countries. The French delegation was of the opinion that all countries

concerned should work together to secure the standardization of quarantine regula

tions, the introduction of inter-State agreements oh;the-eradication of infectious

diseases, the pooling of resources,1 personnel and vaccine's' and the delimitation of

disease-free areas. Before the next" session1the1 Commission should study ways, and

means of achieving such co-operation. ';'.'■ '"':■

Insufficient attention had been paid to the 'importance of-fresh-water fisheries

in tropical countries. ' The Commission should-Consider how it could assist African

countries in developing their stocks of river fish,, in improving fishing techniques'

and in marketing fish products. ; ' . .

Mr. TESPAYE GEBRE-EGZY. (Ethiopia) said that he wished to assure the

representative of the United Kingdom that: the Ethiopian Government was always happy

to co-operate with other governments and organizations. Ethiopia participated in.'

the "FAO locust control project' and also co-operated on problems concerning animalU

diseases, . -!.» ■

Mr. RIZZETO (Italy): said that the problem of the control;. :of livestock

diseases was of the utmost importance for Somalia, 80 per cent of: whose- population;i

relied on livestock production for their living. The document prepared by the

Secretariat stressed the need for the training of veterinary officers and for ithe :

provision of funds for equipment and transport. Much had been done in Somalia to

train personnel: a veterinary school had been established for the training of
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Africans, and Somali students were trained.in the veterinary sciences at the

University of Rome.: Somalia's real problem was not, however,, mentioned in the.

. t^ument. : .It was the education of the public in. modern methods of Stock-breeding;

and disease, prevention. The nomadic tribes were unaware of the necessity for ,

inoculation against rinderpest and foot and mouth disease. In April I960, PAO was

going, to hold a meeting on public veterinary education; the Italian delegation ., .

thought,it would be useful if a similar: meeting, devoted;.to the problem in Africa,..

were:jointly sponsored by FAO and the Commission. ■

At the locust conference held in June 1959, Italy had, on behalf of Somalia,,,

supported the long-term regional project now approved by the Special Fund. It

hoped that the programme would be successful. -. ■ .-

Mr. ALPHA DIALLO (Guinea) said that there was one essential prerequisite

to the success of any undertaking and that was a healthy social climate, and. a.,,

healthy social climate could not exist if the people were not responsible for their

own affairs. For many years a considerable proportion of the budgets of African

colonies had been devoted to the.protection of livestock and crops and to the fight

against disease, but every year the same problem cropped up again, and, it had to be

admitted that a solution had not yet been found. Rinderpest and other cattle.. ,

diseases,, such as pieuro-pneumonia had been endemic in Africa for more than a ..: ■-..

hundred years although all the control methods were well known. Be would not,go

so far'as to say that those diseases we~9 the result of colonization but they, were

undoubtedly, linked to Africa's colonial, status. . Indeed, in all the developed and.

free countries those diseases no longer existed. But the geographical divisions

imposed by colonial rule and the irresponsible attitude of the-people prevented the

application of any large-scale health measures. The English, French, Belgian and

Portuguese authorities confined preventive action within the frontiers- of their -

colonies and did not bother about the situation in neighbouring territories. Since

Guinea's independence, had put an end to abortive undertakings, every action

programme was studied and explained at the level of the smallest social unit, the .,

village: the village, with its political ccrnmittee, village council and co-operative,

..The participation of.the people in the management of their own affairs had abolished

at a .stroke all thoae inconsistencies which formerly had prevented the successful

execution of even the■ best-though-^cut projects. That system had enabled Guinea to

achieve, some spectacular, successes in the campaign against pieuro-pneumonia and in

crop production. . . ' '■■
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He summarized his delegation's views on the four sub-items of item 10. ' So far

as infectious diseases of livestock were concerned, the campaign against disease

should be accompanied'by a thorough investigation of the markets for cattle and meat,

which meant that transport and statistical services for the organization of the

African market had to be developed. As regards the anti-locust campaign, concerted

action should be organized between-the States through ECA; the CCTA was to be

congratulated on its achievements in that field. Esparto grass was the concern of

the areas north of the Sahara. Fishery development constituted a vast field in

which concerted action'could play a very big part. Measures that should be under

taken included a fisheries survey of the coasts to chart the location and movements

of fish, conservancy measures and the organization of transport to markets in Africa,

Mr. LA ANTANE (Ghana) outlined the measures taken by his Government to

prevent animal disease; all cattle over the age of ten months were inoculated

against disease and cattle were allowed into the country only through government-

contrblled quarantine stations. Foot and mouth disease was rare in Ghana, and the

only other important disease encountered was pleuro-pneumonia in one small area/ and

that was difficult to control because the local inhabitants turned their cattle

loose in the dry season. Ghana's problem was the lack of trained veterinary1

officers. A veterinary school would be opened during I960 and would/ it was hoped,

raise the standard of efficiency in the lower and middle grades of the veterinary

services. Ghana felt', however, that the Secretariat should be asked to investigate

the possibility of establishing a central training institute for Africa. The work

done by FAO in the sphere' of animal health was greatly appreciated. Ghana's main

locust danger came from1the1 African migratory locust. The work done by the

International African Migratory Locust Organization was highly esteemed and Ghana

contributed to its budget. Similarly, Ghana had contributed to the Anti-Locust

' Research Centre and to the FAO desert locust project.

The FAO was to be congratulated on its initiative in stressing the need for an

integrated approach to fishery problems. Ghana supported resolution 24/59 adopted

at the last FAO Conference requesting the organization to explore the possibility of

establishing a body in west Africa to serve that area in a manner similar to that in

which the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council and the General Fisheries Council for the

Mediterranean served their areas." Ghana was still at the initial stages of sea

fisheries development, but it was hoped that the industry would soon be placed on an

economically sound basis. ■ '■'
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Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal); said that his Government had-recently established

a Commission for the Co-ordinat'ion of Fisheries. :I-ts purpose: was to: collect-data

on fishery industries' throughout the1 world, to ;study technology: and -to- Conduct.- ,,

research into the .problems of fish production. At present the.fishing industry was

going through a difficult phase;:; : fish was scarce and markets; were shrinking.. Peru

had recently'enterei the international market on a large scale, and African:■

exporters would also face fierce competition from Norway.' ■ . ■ . ; .,

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) thought that although progress had been made 'in the

eradication of animal disease the Commission should study ways of preventing the =.

spread of disease. In east Africa diseases were communicated to cattle by game

from the national parks1; methods of solving that particular problem should be ^

studied too.

Liberia supported the idea of establishing a body to promote the'fishery

industries of west Africa'. The Executive Secretary should look into that question

also examine the possibility of developing fresh-water fisheries. ' Fish could

to-^overcome the protein deficiency so common in the diet of Africans. •■■•■•

' :: ■"'•'■. Mr. WOOD (Tanganyika) joined the representative of Guinea in expressing

his appreciation of the fine work done by CCTA on the inter-territorial control-of

diseases. He drew attention to the draft agreement and convention on the preven

tion of foot"and mouth disease and the control of rinderpest and appealed to those

members of the Commission which were not members of CCTA to subscribe to both. --"'He

hoped that contributions from the Special Fund would be used to: investigate *ays

and means of preventing the spread of animal diseases. Finally, he underlined the

recommendation by the CCTA, strongly supported by the veterinary scientists at their

meeting last September, that FAO should appoint a veterinary officer to the eastern

region:of Africa-to concentrate on rinderpest control.

:■-!,;•■ ■ Mrv QASEM (Libya) said he was glad to note the importance attached to the

problem of espartdgrass production. The Executive Secretary should examine the

suggestions of the representative of Spain that esparto grass might be used for-

other purposes than the production of paper pulp. In accordance with the recommen

dations made : by FAO following its study of Libya's fisheries, Libya had started

forming fishery co-operatives. Libya was glad that the Special Fund was now going

to assist in locust control, !' International co-operation through FAO was essential

/if locusts were to be eradicated..:

Jdr.: BENKIHANE (Morocco) drew attention to the remarkable progress :made by

the Moroccan fishing industry. The fishing fleet had been modernized and well
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^equipped and;the Government, had encouraged the industry by granting it special

financial,concessions. Exports of frozen fish had. increased and the processing .of

by-products, such as fish-meal, had been.starteqL. ,:[. Mprpcpo had been thef^rst

country in north Africa to. establish a.' factory for processing, fish-meal for human

... consumption,. Efforts had a^sp been made to encourage the consumption, of fres>

fish in Morocco. The. working conditions of. the . fishermen ha4,...been imprpYpd.a^ ,

they were now entitled to 50. to 60 per cent of the., proceeds from fish .catches v. v He

thought there should be a North African Atlantic Fisheries; Board,to complement the

work of .the Mediterranean Fisheries Commission and the CCTA. ^tBecause of its,ideal

geographic situation,.its modern laboratories, its renowned aquarium and. its ,..

trained staff, Casablanca seemed to be the best place for the..headquarters.:of ^such
a Board.

Mr. SERFATY (Morocco) said he wished to state his: delegation^ views on

^tke important subjects of locust control, esparto .grass reserves and■infectious,,

diseases of livestock. With regard to international^measures for, locust, control,

Morocco had continuous contacts with all countries suffering from the deprecations

of the migratory locust and periodically exchanged information with those countries

and with FAO, It had. contributed to the FAO/UNE^CO ecological.s^udy on the. :,.;

breeding grounds of the migratory locust, had requested assistance JTrom the,Special

Fund and(was prepared to contribute to the expanded:inter-regional,progranune pf-the

;;Fund. A ^oroccan specialist had been invited, by the Director-General of FAQ;j-t.q

participate in three meetings of experts on locust control. :The,extent of the,,,

measures undertaken.by^Morocco was clearly shown by the amount s?ent on locust , .

,;. control^2,;124 million .francs in 1958-59. . Increasing efforts were being made ,tp

.expand research and experiment with insecticides. While Morocco,;welc9med the

Special Fund's regional research project, on the migratory locust, 'that project w.as

,only a part of a wider ecological survey, and his delegation .therefore, hoped that a

technical committee on locust control, in west Africa,would be set up.under tiie; . ,

auspices of FAO, along the lines of similar committees .in .the.^iiddle East and. east
Africa.

On the question of esparto grass reserves, he said that,2 million hectares ;

under espartq grass were being cultivated. .In Morocco, esparto, grass had always

v been gathered by hand, but plans had been mad? for, machine .harvesting and.a .prpj^

for processing esparto grass on the spot was being studied. At ,the international

level, Morocco had promoted the establishment of ;an .international, esparto grass
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committee of all the producing countries for joint-study of the international market

Unfortunately, the political situation in north Africa at present prevented the

implementation of such a plan, since Algeria, which accounted for over 50 per cent

of the region's production, was unable to participate.

Under the legislation in force in Morocco, the veterinary services exercised

vigilant control, which was doubtless responsible for the fact- that no cases of

rinderpest had been recorded in Morocco. Morocco prohibited the import of live

animals and all applications for the entry or exit of animals and animal .products

had to be submitted to the veterinary services for approval. That control within

the country and on its frontiers provided a valuable guarantee for its export

products.

Mr. WALLACE (Somaliland Protectorate) said that the Italian representa

tive's remarks on the importance of livestock to the economy of Somalia applied

equally to the Somaliland Protectorate. He also endorsed the United Kingdom

representative's suggestion concerning inter-territorial co-operation in'control of

infectious diseases of livestock. Finally, he suggested that, in its-examination

of marketing meat and livestock in the Middle East and east Africa, FAO should also

study tne question of transport.

Mr. HINDI (United Arab Republic) expressed his Government's appreciation

of FAO assistance in the development of its coastal fisheries, particularly with

regard to statistical matters. The United Arab Republic was also grateful to FAO

for its help with locust control. In conclusion, he observed that the development

of fisheries played an important part in his country1s five-year development plan,
■ - ■ \ I

The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion on item 10 closed.—

The meeting rose at 7 p.m.

1/ At its. iStb. meeting (se^ b^low) the Commission adopted, with amendments, a draft

resolution (,£/CN.14/L = 5l) relating to sea fisheries (item 10(d)).
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■ ■ ■■ . ' . ■ SIXTEENTH MEETING . . .

-held-on .Thursday, 4 February I960, at 10.30 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. SLAWI (Morocco)

REPORT OP THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP {item 11 of the agenda)

(E/CN. 14/24 E/CN. 14/L. 45) . ,...;,

The CBAIRIviAN invited the Executive Secretary to introduce the debate

on dtem 11. .

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said that the three objective? of the.

Workshop-(B/CN.14/24, paragraph 4) had been achieved.; . ; .. ,,t

Several members of the Commission had spoken of the mobilization of human .

resources; the.small communities could play, their due part in that undertaking,.

Much progress,* particularly in agricultural areas, could be achieved if the ,

governments would decide to invest 1 to 2 per cent of the national income in .

community development, .as proposed by some economists. , ...

. . Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said that the report of the Community Develop

ment Workshop was an excellent foundation for further action.

His Government had long attached great importance to community development,

and with the aid of the populations concerned it had carried out a number of

plans to improve living conditions in Africa. It had learned by experience

that in that particular field methods could not be applied rigidly, and that

true cultural values must be preserved. His Government was willing to

communicate the .practical information it .had: thus acquired. ■ _-.

Ghana had already granted a scholarship to a Portuguese official in Angola,

who had derived much profit from his stay of over six months in Ghana and had

been able to render some service.

Community development work called for a detailed knowledge of the community

concerned, a complete survey of "its primary needs, education for women, the

support of the competent services, means for mass education and the mass

dissemination of information, a highly qualified staff, and, above all, the

support of the local community.

In drawing up plans, account should be taken of the community's real

capacity, of the need for the project, and of the use which would be made of it.

The problem hadbeen' complicated by the introduction of time limits for the ■
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establishment of particular projects and for the use of available funds,

because it' was impossible to determine in advance how many months it would take

to convince the population concerned. That point should not be overlooked.

His delegation gave its wholehearted support to the conclusions set out in

the report; it would welcome the establishment of the proposed committee on

community development and be glad to participate in its work.

Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) said that in most African countries the economy

was predominantly agricultural. In some of them, such as Tunisia, a traditional

form of agriculture, kept at a primitive level by a colonial system that had

failed in its mission, existed alongside a modern form of agriculture which was

often, unfortunately, controlled by aliens. Those countries could adopt the

principles of community development and thereby fulfil the aspirations of their

peoples. The change-over should be carried out with caution, for the process

of conversion from a subsistence economy to a modern economy often entailed

difficult questions of mechanization. Steps should be taken to ensure that

modernization did not increase unemployments

Community development made it possible to exert a deep influence on the

rural and urban populations thus gradually leading them to desire the realization

of the welfare programmes proposed. ' ;:

Not everyone was able to carry out a programme. It was essential to train

an expert staff, and in'Tunisia a four-month course for the training of

polyvalent community development officers would shortly commence. A United

Nations expert had studied the plans drawn up by the Government's social

rehabilitation service and had verified that they were in accordance with the

general purpose of the community development programmes. At present 715

projects were being carried out.

Co-ordination was of paramount importance. It was achieved at the

Government level in Tunisia by the Planning Authority, and at the local level

by offices. Excellent results had been secured through the adoption of what

were known as "Destour cells".

Since Tunisia had achieved its independence, women had enjoyed the same

rights as men, and theix speedy emancipation would increasingly fit them to

participate in the country's economic advancement
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In most African countries the financial resources available to governments

were limited,. At ;the Addis Ababa Workshop the Tunisian delegation had proposed

that the economically developed countries should provide concrete financial

.assistance, in addition to their present technical assistance, so as to enable

the various community development programmes to advance and yield positive

results more rapidly.

.,..,. Mr. WEEKS (Liberia)' said that the definition of community development

given in paragraph 21 of the Workshop's report showed that priority should be

given to social matters. The choice of method lay between the authoritarian

method, which ignored the sanctity of human values, and that of persuasion which

attempted to gain the co-operation of those whose well-being was sought. The

latter method had been adopted, and the plans should therefore be approved by

the communities directly affected.

It. was stated in paragraph 26 of the report that there was no standard

pattern of community development and that communal action might vary greatly

between different, countries and between different cultures. Nevertheless, his

.delegation attached great importance to exchanges of practical information. It

would vote in favour of the adoption of the Workshop's report and would request

the Executive,.Secretary to take into account paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e) of

the recommendation on regional co-operation and international assistance

(part III., para. 5).

In Liberia executive personnel were trained at the Fundamental Education

Centr.e at Clay and the trainees, both men and women, then went back to their

villages to .exercise their profession. UNESCO was taking part in that

programme, which had already yielded good results.

Attempts were being made to remedy the lack of interest displayed by the'

individual in tlie cultivation of communal land, to increase agricultural

production, to promote the diversification of crops and combat the effects of

erosion and deforestationu Those activities, which were still at the

experimental stage, were directed by a special service with the co-operation of

a United Nations expert. The same service was also engaged in the construction

of low-cost housing and had obtained the assistance of a United Nations

specialist in 1959, A rural settlement which had been destroyed by fire had

been rebuilt in accordance with a pre-established plan.
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The Liberian delegation agreed on the urgent need to speed up the training

of specialists in community development and increase financial aid and technical

assistance for that purpose.

Mr.. ABDELWAHAB (Sudan) said that the governments of most African

countries tended to take too much upon themselves and failed to draw sufficiently

upon the goodwill and spontaneous efforts of the people. Community development

had proved useful in remedying that defect and in solving a number of social

and financial questions. . . .

The experiment which Sudan had conducted for some years in the Gezira

irrigated area showed clearly that the success of a programme of that kind

required;the participation of the beneficiaries themselves and so had helped to

demonstrate the importance of community development programmes. A mission

consisting of two United Nations experts and one Sudanese member of the Gezira

Board had investigated the possibilities of undertaking such programmes in Sudan

and had submitted a report which the Government was studying at the moment. It

was hoped that at least a pilot project could be started; it would be carried

out by existing administrative services. Furthermore, student-teachers from

at lea;st 'two rural institutes were to take a special course in community

development. .

'""' Sudan, which was thus'at the;first stage of action, welcomed the Commission's

efforts, endorsed the recommendations in the report, and hoped that they would be

applied.' It also hoped-that African countries would receive international

assistance for- the purpose and could benefit from the experience gained by other

regional commissions, ■ . ,

; Mr. SELIM (United Arab Republic), referring to part III of the report,

observed that the recommendations contained therein seemed to attach too much

importance to one-way action by governments on behalf of local communities;

it was certainly necessary to provide the■impetus and financial and technical

assistance from above, but it was also,essential to foster,a new spirit at the

local level, in order that the communities in turn might influence the central

authority. ■

' The policy which should guide community development schemes - whether

sponsored by the State or by occupational groups, co-operatives or trade unions -

should be studied carefully. In the United Arab Republic, the necessary co

operation for all social and economic activities, including community development,

was ensured through the system known as "national union".
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With reference to part III, paragraph 5(a), of the report, dealing with '■

training methods, he said that the system of rural social welfare centres which

had operated in his country for some twenty years, constituted a veritable ■ =■ ,

laboratory for social training and was, moreover, used by the Arab States

Fundamental Education Centre (ASFEC).

The United Arab Republic supported the Workshop's recommendations and ■

suggested that further research was necessary to discover new techniques and.

to decide which were the key institutions in community development. It also

suggested that the achievements of community development projects already in

progress should be evaluated.

Mr. BUKASA (Belgian Congo) said that his delegation had noted with

interest the report and conclusions of the Workshop; it fully supported the

recommendations contained in the report. He agreed that it would be dangerous

to have too many administrative bodies and recommended the adoption of a

flexible and methodical line of action.

A community spirit and a co-operative outlook had long existed in the

Congo. The achievements of the Peasant Guilds'were proof of that spirit, and,.,

there were several co-operatives in the country which operated to the satisfaction

of their members. The Office des cites africaines had, in eight years,

constructed large numbers of dwellings and public buildings in the urban centres

and had engaged in town planning to a great extent.

... The Belgian Congo was convinced that, in the future, community development,

would prove an essential factor in economic and social development. He

supported the statement made at the fourth meeting by the representative of

Guinea on the subject of co-operation and human investment. He was convinced

that the success of agricultural development programmes - the cornerstone- of

economic development - would depend on the community spirit.

Mr. SHAGAEI {Federation of Nigeria) said his delegation appreciated the

work of. the Workshop in which, unfortunately, Nigeria had not been able to :■■

participate.

Community development in Nigeria was still, on the whole, restricted to ; ■■ ■

rural areas but it was expected that it would be extended to urban .districts.

The principle of community development fitted quite easily into the traditional

way of life of the Africans: ' all that was necessary-was'to■adapt modern

techniques to their needs.
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He wished to draw attention to the following points. In the first place,

it was impossible to exaggerate the importance of education, especially primary

education, both for children and for adults, for it would remove many of the

obstacles in the way of social and economic progress. Secondly, co-operatives

could play an important part in community development. That was recognized in

Nigeria, where a scheme for co-operative farming had been begun in the western

region of Nigeria and a co-operative bank had been established to provide credits

to farmers. Thirdly, the success of the community development movement depended,

to a large extent, on the qualities of its leaders.

The Nigerian delegation supported the idea, mentioned in the report, of

out-of-school programmes; such programmes had already been adopted in Nigeria.

In view of the lack of capital in most African countries, governments

should, in the beginning'at least, provide the administrative services and

technical advice necessary for community development. Government participation

should, however, be limited to assistance and advisory services, for community

development proper was the task of the inhabitants themselves under the guidance

of local authorities and associations. International assistance, especially

in the form of financial aid, workshops, study tours and audio-visual material,

would be welcome. The Commission should collect and distribute documentation on

community development.

Finally, in view of the handicaps taat might be encountered by experts -

differences of language, ignorance of local outlook and tradition - the Nigerian

delegation considered it advisable that a community development committee should

be set up to assess the work done and draw up a programme of work for the

Commission.

Mr. LAYOIPIERRE (Woria Health Organization) stressed the importance of

public health in the life of the community and of the individual. In the under

developed countries, standards of hygiene had improved appreciably in the course

of the last ten years. The importance of the control of disease-carrying

insects, and of waste disposal, was recognized. Techniques that had proved

successful in developed countries could not, however, always be taken over

unchanged by under-developed countries.
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Community development was one of the best means of securing progress. In

its third report,-^ the Environmental Sanitation Committee of WHO had stressed

the role of the population in improving hygiene and ensuring the success of any

public health programme. , ..;;,-;■.

By its action in hygiene, nutrition, the control of communicable diseases, .^

and mother and child protection, and by the promotion of training programmes, -

WHO had made an appreciable contribution to the living conditions of the community.

Its experts worked in close collaboration with local populations and understood

their way of life.

WHO would continue to make the best use of its resources and to co-ordinate

its programmes with those of the Technical Assistance Board and UNICEP.

With reference to the recommendations contained in the Workshop's report,

he stressed the importance of the training of personnel, especially of auxiliary

staff. Only fully qualified persons should be allowed to teach hygiene and

health. . ■ : , ■■■■■:

When organizing and administering national programmes of community

development, the participating government services and international bodies should

co-ordinate their work in the planning of the programmes and in their execution,.

That applied equally to,the organization of national seminars. The various

technical elements of community development programmes should be evaluated by ir

qualified persons, and there again good co-ordination was necessary.

An inquiry into community development in Africa would be extremely useful,..,

for it would sho-w in what sectors community development activities could be ,

extended. Certain public health projects, although not specifically classified,

under the heading of community development, could be the starting point for . .

community development programmes and, conversely, all programmes for the

improvement of economic, and social conditions had to rely on the development, of

public health, ..,:■■

WHO was doing work in two other fields of interest to the Commission. At

its sixth meeting,.held in July 1959, the Inter-agency Working Party oh Water .

Resources had established a Sub-Committee on Ground Water Development. The

Sub-Committee, in which WHO was represented, would prepare a report in I960 on :

the organization and administration of programmes in that field, which would

certainly be of interest to several bodies, including the regional economic

commissions.

1/ World Health Organization, Technical Reports Series, No. 77.
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V/HO was participating in the long term programme of concerted action for

the construction of low-cost housing, which had been initiated by the Intert-agency

Working Party on Housing. The Working Party was to meet again at the beginning

of 1960 to consider the projects the various interested specialized agencies were

planning,to begin in 1961 and.1962.

.... Ut.. BENKIRAME.(Morocco) said that his country attached, great importance

to community development as a.rational and effective means of promoting economic

and social development. , -

Morocco had carried out some interesting, experiments connected with community

development. : In 1957, thousands of volunteers had built the "Unity highway",

which linked the northern part (former Spanish zone) with the rest of the country

(former French Protectorate). On their return home, the volunteers had been

able to apply their experience to similar projects in their own localities.

A network of agricultural works centres had been established throughout Morocco,

Those centres had, amongst other things, carried out "operation ploughshare",

thanks to which vast stretches of land.had been ploughed by tractor, thus

increasing the area.under cultivation and improving the yield. Each centre had

a local board of management. . ;, ,

Community development was not.a universal cure; it was a method which had

to be adapted to.the characteristics, peculiar to the country and the success of

which depended, above all, on the spirit of those applying it* In Morocco,, it

was held that community development had to be carried out at the level of the

commune, which was the. constituent cell of the nation. Several rural schools,

had already, been built thanks to voluntary participation by the population. . .

The communal councils would be. established in May I960; . it should then be

possible to carry community development beyond the present experimental,stage.

The Commission might study:. ^he .institutional and administrative structures,

of community development, namely, the relationships between central bodies and

local communities, the means used. to. ensure.administrative co-ordination, etc, on

the one hand, and the organization of a local administration and participation

,of..the people in the management of their own affairs, on the other. The :

results obtained in Morocco and other African countries, for example, Guinea,

would provide useful, bases of comparison. . . ■ ■ ;........ :
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Mr. BIKOUMOU (Prance) said that the recommendations of the Y/orkshop

had the merit of being applicable to countries and conditions that were widely

different. The States of the French Community, once responsible for their

economic future, became aware of the'need to overcome * by arousing popular

enthusiasm, the difficulties, specially the psychological difficulties, which

bound ihe farmers to old-fashioned methods, hindered school attendance and

impeded progress in hygiene* Solutions* which differed according to the

environment and views of the persons in charge, were everywhere governed by the

need' to remodel rural societies, without destroying them, through such means

as'agricultural production, co-operatives, credit banks, education, improved

hygiene.

In the Republic of Madagascar rural advisers, rural instructors and leaders

in permanent contact with the population were carrying out pilot schemes as a

first measure.'

In ihe Republic of the Congo the main effort was directed towards curbing

the harmful effects of over-rapid urbanization by regrouping villages and

enlisting the services of the young people in the towns.

In other States of former French West Africa the' first step in the general

plan was the development of the rural communes, which would be assisted and

advised by teams of specialists formed at district level, with particular

reference to the establishment of many different types of co-operative.

In Upper Volta a shortened educational course in agricultural and grazing

methods was the starting point for a real community development programme.

The Republics of Sudan and Senegal were trying to develop the community

spirit by appointing more and more village leaders, assisted by advisers and

technicians.

The movement was fostered by assistance from the French Community. Already

300 rural advisers had been given courses in France or in the other States, and

thirty-five trainees selected by the latter were receiving instruction in

co-operative methods in France every'year. Assistance might also be given in

preparing and carrying out programmes under the system of co-operation between

France and the other States of the Community.
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. . He hoped that contacts already established with other African States,

particularly by. the CCTA, would be developed in the 'form of mutual visits,

personnel exchanges, courses," seminars and meetings on practical subjects.

Exchanges of information and documentation at the all-African level would also

be desirable.

. . .. , Mr. .QASEM. (Libya) said that, as community development was important

for .Africa's economic and social progress, fostering as it did the spirit of

individual and^collective initiative, efforts should be made to encourage:contacts

between officials, intellectual workers, and the urban and rural communities. '

. .The persons who were to be trained as leaders in community development

schemes should preferably be recruited from the communities in which they^would

, afterwards work,

Priority should be given to programmes for settling nomadic tribes and ■

prevailing the economically detrimental drift from the land. Attachment to a

particular area or village and public spirit were Valuable factors in development.

He supported the suggestion of the representative of the United Arab ■ • < ■

Republic for an inquiry into the present state'of community development in the -

.Afr.ican countries, and .the appeal of the Liberian representative for more ;!;

international.financial and technical assistance.

Mr. KAHAMA (Tanganyika) said that the psychological advantages1

attributed ,to community development should'be accurately assessed by comparing'

them.objectively with other methods, such as education, the co-operative movement,

public relations services, and the activities of denominational missions and

other philanthropic societies, in order to make intelligent use1 of the limited

resources available in seeking the most effective solutions.

It was commonly held that it took less time and cost less to teach the

populations to read and write through community development than by traditional

teaching methods. But it would be of value'to assess mathematically the ■■ ■:"1

comparative cost of such progress ancf"of increasing productivity by means' of

community development and by means of plans to raise agricultural produ'cH&vity.

It would also be desirable to determine how far community development helped

to overcome indifference or hostility.
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Of ,course the; assessment, referred to should be objective and mathematical

and conducted not; .only by.experts in community development but also by! economists

in several.different African States and territories. The Community Deveibpm^vt:

Branch of the ,Secretariat should perhaps appoint a number of specialists1 who ■■ ' '

would at regular intervals evaluate the results obtained at various stagWs'iriJ ;^

the execution of community development projects.

: Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) said that community development was a fruitful

:fprm.qf actions Africa. His delegation explicitly.requested the inclusion^

the,definition of community development of the expression "mobilizatioh of human

resources.",.which gave.a.truer picture of the experiment being conducted in'1 tu

Guinea. . In the absence of the necessary capital, Guinea had been obliged'to

consider other types of action based on "human investment", on popularenthusiasm

and the general desire for, .economic emancipation. It had been able to carry out

work.to..an.estimated .value "of at least 5,000 million francs CFA, whereas the

.annual- budget .amounted to only 9,000 million francs CFA, The schemes ■covered''

roads, schools, health, market gardens, re-afforestation and piping' systems" Fa:nd

wo.uld shortly extend.to industry. Although criticised at the outset, the

Guinean.experiment was now taken as a model in countries like Senegal, the

Republic of Sudan and the Ivory Coast. The Governments' part in the ^e^

was solely.that of.cp-ordinating agent, and every activity started at the'base.

It.was.,also.the,organs at. the base that financed operations, except in the^case

nPif-.^PiirkB^f :n.a."tifl^l importance. The experiment would, of course, have^faiiea
but: for the unreserved support of the population, which was itself a guarantee

'-■■■■'■-■ ..■.!■■■....: ■. • : , ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .- ■■■■■■-• .J (-;■>■,

of independence.., . ■ . ; , . . ■ . , . • . ■ ,,■■■.,

Mr. BARUSASIYEfO (Ruanda-Urundi) gave an account of the results of

community development in Ruanda Urundi,. where welfare centres, handicraft'and

social schools,, ciylq. centres, an information service for country-dwellers ^

and youth organizations had been established. Rural medical care was PW^S"

an ieffective part. Further,'.permanent agricultural centres tested seeds'ari'd'

seedlings.from socialist stations. Several pilot sectors were studying:"f- ^"

farming and stockbreeding.rationalization. The indigenous coffee planters''"■

co-operatives were making great strides. A credit fund and the "King's Fund"

were distributing large sums in the form of loans or free grants for the '

improvement of indigenous housing. A hydrological service was responsible for

supplying arid areas with drinking water.
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The CHAIRMAN invited discussion on the joint draft resolution submitted

by Ghana and the United Kingdom (E/CN.14/L.45)"on the subject of agenda item 11.

Mr, DUKE (United Kingdom) said that his delegation was happy to submit

the draft resolution jointly with the delegation of a Commonwealth country which

was fully conscious of the vital importance of community development for the

improvement of standards of living in the under-developed countries.

The'Workshop's recommendations which appeared in paragraphs 1 to 4 of part III

of the report were addressed to individual governments. It had therefore appeared

sufficient to invite governments to give them their serious consideration. But,

.as the implementation of the recommendations in paragraph 5 presupposed action by

certain international agencies and organizations, the co-sponsors of the draft

resolution thought it advisable to invite the Secretariat to pursue the proposals

rin liaison with the appropriate specialized agencies and inter-governmental bodies

"working in the same field. ■-■■-;•■■:

In .requesting the Commission's support for the draft resolution., he. hoped that

■ the Government of the United Kingdom and the governments of any territories, for.,

which the United Kingdom was responsible might, if they desired, be represented in

:the committee on community development to be set up.

Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said that he would vote for the draft

resolution, and pointed out that his country had already given effect to most of

the recommendations contained in the workshop's report.

Mr, ARKHURST (Ghana) observed that what had been done in his country

was evidence' of its conviction that community development was an essential

component of economic and social development. Ghana was fully prepared to give

other African countries the benefit of its experience by communicating information

on the question or in any other way. He requested the Commission to adopt, the.

draft resolution.

Mr. QASEivl (Libya) supported the draft resolution, and proposed the,

..addition of the following, paragraph: "Requests the Executive Secretary to carry

out a survey of community development programmes in Africa".

Mr. ARKHJRST (Ghana), on behalf of the sponsors, accepted the addition

proposed by the Libyan representative.

Mr, LISETTE (Prance) said that his delegation was watching community

development activities and achievements in Ghana with interest. The draft

resolution'would have his unreserved support.

- The CHAIRMAN-put the joint draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.45), with the

addition accepted by its sponsors, to the vote.

The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted unanimously, subject to

drafting changes.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m..
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■ ; ■■■" ' ■■"■!■■'■'■-' "■ SEVENTEENTH--MEETING : '• ■■' .■■■,-"-.■;■■'■ ■!

:!:' ' ■ '■ Held1 on'^Thurse.aV', 4"Pebi;u;£tr^ I960, at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman: !( -[:. ,,-,■.),.Mr.- ■ SLAffI (Morocco)

TRAINING FACILITIES-FOR AFRICANS IN ECONOMICS, STATISTICS. AND RELATED FIELD

(item 12 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/35 and Add. 1 to 3, E/CN.14/L.47 and L.49)

.The CHAIRMAN invited the Executive Secretary to introduce item 12.

Mr. ABBAS; Executive Secretary, said that at the first session, he had

proposed that, as was the case with some other regional commissions, an. institution

for, training in.economics and statistics should be attached to the Economic^,..

&ommissinn for Africa. It had been decided, however, that before such an ambitious

scheme was embarked upon a stvxly should be made of existing facilities for training

in Africa and abroad, UNESCO had been requested to undertake the survey^ and the

report now before the Commission (E/CN.14/35) embodied its findings and'recommenda

tions. It had arrived at Addis Ababa so recently that he had not had time to

., formulate any proposals or recommendations. , ^Consequently, he had decided to take

note of the comments made in debate and? in the. light of such, comments, to re-

examine the original proposal; for the establishment of a training, institution.:.

Meanwhile,, in-service training could be continued. Now that the Secretariat's

senior staff had been increased he proposed to recruit young graduates who. would

work with them, visit other countries and be afforded facilities for research.

'His" proposals for training at the intermediate and lower levels-appeared in his

programme of work. ' - .'■"'■''

Mr. SHA.GASI (Nigeria) said that Nigeria had several institutions for' the

training of administrative personnel, and the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and

Technology offered a course in accountancy. New institutions were not necessary

for formal academic training, but the training of Africans should be closely related

to local conditions and needs. The experience .of countries such as India, w.hi.ch

had faced similar probicmsf 'should be examined. There was a.need for guidance in

economic planning and research techniques. . '. ■ ■

Opportunities for in-service training and refresher courses,'particularly for

middle grade personnel, would be a useful form of technical co-op'era'iion.
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As UNESCO' s- report pointed out, practically no African university provided

basic training in. statistics. Students were not attracted in the study of

statistics because the course was not a particularly easy one and the financial

rewards were not high, though the need for statisticians increased daily. Post

graduate training on the job was also useful, but facilities for it were inadequate.

The work-load of senior .staff was so great that the new recruits were used to reduce

-that load instead of being introduced to advanced statistical methods, but the

situation would improve as more trained personnel became available. Senior

statisticians should also keep abreast of modern techniques by attending short

refresher courses and exchanging experiences with experts in other countries.

Training centres providing preliminary course, in statistics for middle grade

personnel in public service would also be useful.

Mr. KINI (Belgian Congo) thought that the facilities already existing in

Africa for the training of economists and statisticians should be tapped before

new institutions were established. .There wars two universities in the Belgian ■

Songo which offered courses in the. political, economic and social sciences. The

qualifications required for entry to those universities were high, but be'causS

there were good facilities in the Belgian Congo for elementary and secondary

education, the number of students at the University of Lovanium had risen in five

years from thirty-five to 500. During 1959 about 100 students had taken courses

in statistics, and a course was shortly to be arranged for research workers and^

statistical iclerks.

The use of tabulating machines was so widespread in the Belgian Congo that"

special, attention was given to the training of operators, while advanced ■ courts

were being arranged for those who already had a good basic knowledge of the subject

; '. There was a big demand in the Belgian Congo for the services of specialists

.in economics, statistics and related fields. On the whole it had not been t'oo '
difficult to recruit such specialists, although senior economists and statis

ticians had had to be obtained almost exclusively from abroad; that state Of

affairs would continue until there was a sufficient number of trained Congolese to

fill the posts. . ■ , . . . . . ..
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.. , ■ : Mr. NOGUEIRA T(Portugal) said the UNESCO report touched so briefly on

Portugal's contribution .to training facilities for Africans that his delegation,

felt i.t -necessary to supply the Commission with facts and figures. In Portuguese

Africa there were 4?846 primary end secondary schools and 131 institutions "for1 '

technical education and vocational training; 472,877 students attended primary and

secondary schools and 14,022 were enrolled in technical schools and institutions.

At the university level., 312 scholarships were provided for specialisation -in- :

particular fields while 2,000 students studied medicine, law, engineering, economics

and finance, of whom 20 per cent studied law and economics. Those were the^ figures

for 1958; ;.the. figures for 1959 wore not yet available. Under the current develop

ment plan, more funds.:had been allocated for educational purposes, thus, ensuring

continued progress in that sphere.

.--,■ He regretted, that in the bibliography at the end of the report no mention,was

made^of works in Portuguese. Portugal had, perhaps, been'a little late in

supplying information, but was anxious to do all it could to help.' : ■ :-r ;

, Bteri ;H3NQUET (United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural Organization.'

said that. UNESCO did not claim that its report was complete; supplementary! inf.orma-

tion would be. collected subsequently. The report contained few specific --;T ■■;...

recommendations, since UNESCO was.aware that action must be co-ordinated with -, -^

national programmes, While the main emphasis was on the training of economists.

and1,statistacians.toth.er. fields of training were mentioned in Annex III.- ■*?'■-:>.;

Distinctions were drawn between categories of specialists/ but the report brought;

out the.high demand for trained staff, due to the increasing Africanization-of ;-,

services and..the needs of economic development plans.
'■■■'■■ ..<■■■

It should be, realised that, paradoxical though it might seem; African ■».--■: -.

economists and statisticians needed higher qualifications and capacitiesOfjudge

ment .than similar specialists in more advanced countries. The' reason was that they

had.less information, at.their.disposal and so were largely dependent - on their own

knowledge,, imagination,ana judgement. Their training should accordingly be";.■.:>,.

diversified .to include such subjects as public administration, sociology and..•■:. ;■;

anthropology, and should also be practical, so as to enable them not only to:

understand problems but to give clear answers to specific questions.' f rt V
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■. i c; :- The recommendations of the report related tc'short-term and long-terra training.

The 'short-term- programmes would consist in organising training courses for

statisticians and eeoriortusts: already working in Africa, while long-te-rm programmes

would involve', on the" one hand, stoengthening existing institutions and, on the

other hand, arranging"post-graduate courses. UNESCO suggested that existing .

institutions could be strengthened by developing a training programme-for economists

; knd statisticians^publishing educational material and translating c-ertain works

into languages userd in Africa, setting up libraries and documentation centres,

■'exchanging students an&Heachers, bringing foreign professors to Africa, for short

periods and similar measures. ■ '

With regard to the second p!art of the long-term pro-gramme, UNESCO did. not■

consider'that the time was yet ripe for a permanent regional centre'of higher

'education, as it would not remedy the basic causes of the shortage of trained staff,

which were; deficiencies in secondary education and in purely mathematical training.

The solution seemed to lie rather in the establishment of sub-regional centres, or

in concerted action between the universities of a given region. ■■■ The. situation

would be 'improved by technical assistance in sending teachers to Africa, granting

■post-graduate fellowships and supplying teaching materials. Under.UNESCO*s techni

cal assistance programme for I960, it was intended to grant post-graduate fellow

ships for economists from African universities. At the request of the Moroccan

Government, courses'in sociology would be organized at the University of Rabat.

In Tunisia, UNESCO was encouraging the development of the Institute of Social

Sciences. Finally, an expert in public administration was to give a course at

the University of Monrovia in Liberia. '■"'■' ■•' '■ ■ :\

Mr.-SELIli (United Arab Republic) said that although UNESCO's. report was

a good start, it should be revised and supplemented, since it failed to^mention

";a number of existing'institutes and facilities. Furthermore, it -should, draw a

distinction between education and training facilities, unless UNESCO, regarded

higher education as training. . : ""-■''■

In the United Arab Republic, a reform of'public administration had taken> place

and an Institute of Public Administration had been set up with United. Nations :.

assistance. The Institute welcomed students from abroad; it also^had facilities

>lJ for training administration missions.' Training in the United Arab Republic was
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•-ciofiduc^ed':byTthe training' 'departments of the Ministries of Education, Public Health

and Social and'Labour Affairs aka1 by the National Institute of Social Research aM

Criminology^ the Nationkl" Research Council and the National Planning Committee,.

Finally, he wished to inform the Nigerian representative that a specialized

institution for training'in pure mathematics and statistics existed in the Egyptian

P :rWgibn of the United Arab Republic^ ' . ,■..■•■■.

■ Mr. ATTICA (Libya)1 drew attention to the statement in the report that in

Africa, and"perhaps elsewhere, there'were no clear standards or qualifications for

joWin which:economists were employed. Africa needed economists who had not_only

received a thorough training in the subject, but had made some contribution to

knowledge'"of the subject. With regard to the problem of communication, the

report'mentioned the common complaint that economists seldom expressed themselves

-.'in understandable language,- In his opinion, while it was essential for/economists

to be able to- commimicat'e "wi:th policy makers and specialists in related disciplines,

they' should not necessarily be expected to make: themselves clear to the. uninitiated.

He could not agree with the view'expressed in the report that the economic

theories applicable to practical:Problem;s were' often of the simplest kind. On

the contrary, they formed-an iritSgral part of certain extremely complex subjects,

particularly aT the problems w^re"formnlkted under dynamic rather than static .

conditions. In training economists and'statisticians for Africa, it would be

essential in some cases to" modify dr even abandon existing economic theories, based

as they were on the notion of equilibrium between opposing forces of supply and

demand, all other factors remaining 'constant. Conventional theories usually

assumed the existence of the essential factors of production, while countries in

the process" of ^velopme;nt needed ideas tot creating those 'factors. It should

not be forgotten that Africa? like all under-developed areas, was characterized

by the vicious circle of low productivity/ low income, low savings and low invest

ment which led back to" low- income^ and low productivity. He believed that teachers

from such countries as India and Japan, which had had similar experiences, could do

more useful wOrk in Africa than experts in^the conventional forms of economics and

statistics.. , , ■■.■'. ■■■ '■.-,■.

■ He welcomed UNESCO's recognition'of the fact that economists and statisti

cians in the less-developed countriesdeeded to be of a higher■standard than their
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colleagues in advanced countries. It was time to reject the theory that economists

and statisticians working-in under-developed countries did not need high qualifi

cations because of the ■simplicity of the economies concerned.- Finally, he

regretted that the report'omitted any reference to the University of Libya, which

had been in existence for over four years and had approximately 500 students.

Mr. MARTIN (Kenya and Zanzibar) observed that some of the conclusions of

the UNESCO report seemed to be self-contradictory. For example, it was stated

that, because of the shortage of trained staff, existing institutions should be :

strengthened in preference to establishing new institutions. He did not see how

existing institutions could be strengthened except by the addition of new staff; ■

new institutions might well be needed. Mere training in economics or statistics

did not make an economist or statistician; in-service training was undoubtedly

valuable> but, as the Nigerian representative had pointed out, it could not be

carried out without the necessary senior staff.

Mr, DAGNON (France) said that his delegation agreed with most-of the

conclusions of the UNESCO report and was prepared to contribute to the implementa

tion of its recommendations, though it regretted that the Commission's programme

of work covered only the training of statisticians. It was to be hoped that in.

■subsequent years ECA projects would also cover the training of economists, in

7 collaboration with the appropriate international organizations, particularly UNESCO,

The countries of the French Community considered that the training of economists,

and statisticians should*be based on an exhaustive knowledge of Afripan conditions

and should- therefore be conducted on.the spot. They had therefore made great

efforts to develop such training in Africa and had set up institutions at all

(!; levels for that purpose. Those facilities were supplemented by training centres

in France. His delegation particularly welcomed the project for supplementing, the

training of statisticians by organizing seminars arid sub-regional centres and .

particularly with regard to statistical training for consumption and. family budget

surveys. ■ '

; Mr. RIZZETO (Italy) said that a special school of administration' in ,

' Somalia, established in 1956,.had made.awaluable contribution to the training of

public officials in that territory, while in 1959 a large modern buil,ding had been

'"opened to house the University Institute of Law and Economics established, at

Mogadiscio in 1954.
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There was'also a business school "in that t-bwn, which conducted' in-service

"accounting courses. Taking into'account Somalia's small population and its social

structure, as well as the fellowships granted to Somalis in Italy and elsewhere,

his delegation considered that local "arrangements for training in economics,

statistics, business and administration were compatible with existing needs and

local capacities, though further assistance would be welcome.

■ The CHAIRMAN declared the debate on item 12 of the agenda closed. He

invited the representative of Ghana to introduce the draft resolution' on in-service

training submitted by the delegations of Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea and Liberia

(E/CN.14/L.47). : '

: ■ ■ Mri'ARXEURST (Ghana) said that the joint draft resolution was based on

the wide experience accumulated by other regional commissions,, which was bound to

be of advantageto-African economists and statisticians. The idea had already •

been mentioned by the Executive Secretary and it was' hoped that he would submit-

some valuable'information on the subject to the Commission at its third session.

■''''■■'.■ ■'■■■■;-"l: Mr. LIS^TTS;(France) drew attention to an earlier statement by his-"1'1

delegation'commeritirig on'the fact that the training of African economists was/not

formally included in the Commission1s work programme. France therefore welcomed

the joint ;draft resolution, which supplemented the work programme in. that respect.

:Mr. RIZZETTO (Italy) associated himself with the French representative's

remarks and expressed his delegation's ,~upport for the joint draft resolution;1 =

Mr. ABDEUffAHAB '(Sudan) fully endorsed the joint draft resolution;- n ..-.

The .joint draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.47) was adopted unanimously^ subject

to'drafting changes. '

"'«'■■■■•■ > ; -The■■CHAIRMAN invited the representative of Liberia to introduce the joint

draft resoluiibn'on1 training facilities submitted by the delegations of Ghana,

Guinea, Liberia and Libya (E/CN.14/L.49). ' ■ *■ '

':-'!' " f : ;Mr« HOST ON (Liberia) said :that the purpose of the j-oint draft resolution

was to register the Coimnission1s general agreement on the great need for training

economists and statisticians in Africa, although the need was not peculiar to

that"continent. ii'wasessential to carry out training in Africa itselfjlnot only

because thaV would be less expensive, but also because it was'doubtful whether■■=

institutions abroad" could cope with the vast flow of African students. <: Moreover,
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it was essential for the students always to keep the African point of view in

mind, and "that was more difficult if they studied abroad, ''_;. .

Explaining the operative paragraphs of the drafts he said that the Executive

Secretary was asked to consider the question of establishing new institutions only

after the possibilities of enlarging and strengthening existing institutions had

been exhausted.

Mr, LISETTE (France) said that his delegation endorsed the substance of

the draft resolution, but '-thought that i'o refer to UNESCO in the first preambiiiar

paragraph only might be insufficient, since UNESCO was already conducting consulta

tions with a number of educational institutions in Africa; it might therefore be

better to refer again to UNESCO in operative paragraph 1, Furthermore, while it

had'been suggested in ihe Programme Committee that the establishment of sub-regional

centres would be desirable, UNESCO was opposed to the establishment of new institu

tions for the time'being. It might be desirable to eliminate from the draft any

hint of that difference of opinion.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) said that the- co-sponsors considered the

reference to UNESCO in the first preambular paragraph to be sufficient. If the

Executive Secretary saw fit to apply to UNESCO for assistance, he was not precluded

from doing so. The Commission should avoid giving the Executive Secretary unduly

restrictive instructions.

The .joint draft resolution (E/CN. 14/L.49)' was adopted unanimously, subject

to drafting changes.

REPORT OP THE' COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WORKSH)P (item 11 of the: agenda) (E/CN.14/24,
E/CN.14/L.45)' (resumed;from the previous meeting and concluded) . , ■ . •

The* CHAIRMAN said'that the Italian representative had asked.t.e make, a

statement on item lly. which had been disposed of at the previous meeting. , ■

Mr. RI-ZZETO, (Italy) said that: he had unfortunately been absent during

the vote on the draft resolution submitted by the. delegations of.Ghana and the j

United Kingdom (E/CN-. 14/L.45). He asked that; his delegation's vote in. favour .of

■■ the draft resolution, should be recorded. . : .

It was so agreed. . ■ '■ . ■' ■ ■ ■ ■ ,■>.■-.
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PROGRAMME OF WORK: AND PRIORITIES (item 13 of the agenda): ■■■}.■■■■ . . ' - ;■

(a) The Commission's programme of work, and priorities in 1960-1961

(E/CN.14/36, E/CN.14?39)J
';: (b) The Secretary-General' s .programme, appraisal for 1959-1964 (E/CH.14/37)|

; (c) Control and limitation of documentation (E/CN.14/38). . ,, .

The CHAIRMAN asked the Executive Secretary to introduce item 13 of tiie...

agenda. ...

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, drew attention to the statement in the

introduction to the Secretariat's document on the subject (E/CN. 14/36). tha^-the.

.work programme for 1960 and 1961 was on the ambitious side. It had been, thought

advisable to err in that direction rather than not to .have enough work for the ..,

,[Staf;f that would be recruited ..during tho.se years.,., Moreover,; several., delegations .

had mentioned the.need jjbo give the Executive Secretary as free a hand as possible.

.Inline...ppur.se of tixe second session, the Commission had adopted several resolutions

.expanding the ..scope of ;existing items and adding new ones; in view.of. the even ,.

heavier work load thus imposed upon the Secretariat, he was obliged to p;lead for

the fullest possible ..flexibility. j , ■

... Approval ;of the work programme by all the. members would carry with it: an,, „.

■assurance of .full co-operation ,with the Secretariat in the execution of projects.

All things .considered, government,.; co-operation, in the Commission's first ;year r

had been most satisfactory, and it was to be hoped that the expansion oi[ the .

Commission-t.s.vprograiinne would be accompanied by.increased co-operation.

¥ith regard to studies involving more than one government and requiring the

prior consent of all the governments he said that the sooner such consent was

obtained, the sooner the Secretariat would be: able to begin its work. - :I.n the .

past, attendance at mee'tings and discussions by qualified representatives had been

most satisfactory, and it was to'be hopedthat high level representation would.^, .

continue in'"'-So far- as^assistance with staff recruitment was concerned, he had

taken great care not to-recruit African specialists'if the governments' ofitkeirt

Countries had'expressed the 'slightest wish to retain their services, but'-'he-'-J-i1':

believed that the employment of young trainees- for a year or two' in the Secretariat-

would enhance their usefulness in their own countries.

Finally, he drew attention to document E/CN.14/37, which described ECA1s

contribution to the Secretary-General's five-year appraisal for 1959-1964.
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Since' the Commission had "been in existence for only two or three months when he

had prepared the document, he had'confined it merely'to some hopes and ideas for

the future! : The document./ embodied in the five-year appraisal, would be. cdn-.l

sidered by the Economic'and Social Council in July I960 and the Commission's views

on it would be taken into account. By that time the 1960-^1961. work programme

'■ and an additional part dealing with11962-1964 would also have been- incorporated in

the" appraisal'.- ;

The CHAIRMAN: invited the Chairman of the Committee on th5 Programme of

Work and Priorities to introduce the Committeer s report (E/CN. 14/47).:

/:" : ' "Mr; ■TESFAYE^'GSBRE-EGZr (Ethiopia), Chairman of the- Comaittee on the

Programme ofMVorkj said;the Committee had first discussed each group of activities

in the Secretariat's draft work-programme and priorities for 1960-61,(E/CN.14/36)

and had then discussed the document as a whole. After discussion, ,it had been

agreed that it wou'lrd be difficult, and perhaps not even desirable, to place the

projects in a strict order of priority. The problems listed in draft resolution

1 of the report were hot placed in any! order of priority but were included as a.

guide to the Executive Secretary. Draft resolution 2 was self-explanatory. .He

hoped the Commission1 Would adopt the: Committee's report and recommendations.

'Speaking aV^ne'representative of" Ethiopia, he said his delegation attached

particular importancei!t<j' Item' (g) concerning statistics,1 in operative paragraph 2

of draft :resolutiohy 1;,: but unless other delegations insisted on-a. strict order.. .

"of priority" for the "problems If'st&d, ;he would not press for it:,-place in the list

'to' be changed. -'■■'■ < ■

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said it had been hi- understanding -

that the problems'listed'in draft resolution 1 were not in or:er of.priority.

He hoped that had also be:en the understanding of the ComraitteS.. •;■■■■ i .*■:-.,..

Mf. GABEB (United Arab Republic) said his delegation fully supported,:.,

the two d^aft resolution^jin the Committee's report and hopec that, together with

the views expressed by members of the Commission during'the. rurrent sessipnr they

would be taken fully'1 iiitti account. ; Paragraph 27 of the -Executive- Secretary* s

"contribution to the Secretary-General1 s programme appraisal'1 (E/ON. 14/3,7;) -.dealt

' with: one of the most inrpdrtant elements in economic development. ; He hoped, it^e,

suggested studies in the field of finance would include a r^udy of the monetary
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position of newly independent countries, so that financial problems would not be

a nightmare to them. And in .connexion with, finance, he drew attention to the

difficulty of channelling private savings into, industry.. Investors did not know

' What opportunities were open and; tended to invest In real property, which was known

to be secure. ■ Amongst other measures it had taken, the United.Arab Republic: was

-providing a'dvice for investor s-jand, by organizing courses and training programmes,

hoped soon to have an adequate number of highly qualified investment advisers.

It was also"trying to remove obstacles in the way.of foreign investment and had

started revising its commercial legislation. . . ■ . , ,-. , :; h j.,^,,

Mr.' ABDEWAHAB (Sudan) said he could confirm that no order of priority

'■ h:ad been accorded to the problems listed in draft resolution 1, operative

paragruGh 2', of the Programme Committee1 s report.

• Mr. QASEM (Libya) said Ms understanding of the status of the problems

listed in draft resolution,! was the same as that of the Executive Secretary.

He hoped thafln dealing with;problems of.financing economic development, the

Executive'Secretary would consider convening a meeting of representatives of

development banks.' He supported the Committee's recommendations.

■■■-•■ : Mr. BENKIKANE: (Morocco) also" confirmed that the list of problems in

draft resolution 1 was not in order of priority.,.-. He, had complete confidence in

the Executive Secretary^ ability to transmit.the Commission's views on the.

Programme "Appraisal "to* ECOSOC, bx& k°Ped ^ would point out the. necessity of

'keeping the'Commission-s ^rogran.mes flexible in-the early .years- of its ^tence.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said he was sure the Secretary-General

understood the need.for flexibility. . " -

■ . " Mr. FOURIE (Union of South Africa) said, that, as a result of a . ...

misunderstanding,- his "delegation had arrived too late to attend the meetings of

the Committee &nd had therefore had no opportunity of hearing the views of other

^legations. 'Although the programme .was. ambitious, ,it appeared to. his delegation

'■'■to r'e'prese'rit ■;avrea.sonafele.- iaxgeio^.:". •■ . :■ ■ ■ : . . ■ . ■ .iv

= '■<<& wUS-pro^Bd.-to vote fW to^-resolution 1. and for .most of the paragraphs& wUSpro^Bd

in draft resolution 2.' It was not,,elear to him from operative paragraph 1 of.

draft resolution 2 whether motion ,o*her than through; the Commission was excluded.
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As his.Government was co-operating in other development programmes, it would be

impossible, for him to vote for-the paragraph as it stood. He' feit that, in'

operative paragraph 21 it would be more appropriate to "recommend" members to

co-operate than to "call on" them to do so. '

., Sir .Charles DUKE (United Kingdom) said that the United Kingdom delegation

would vote for the. Programme Committee's report. It' would have preferred more

precision, on the question *>f relative priorities for categories of work but would '

defer to the majority view. He emphasized the importance of maintaining close

liaison.and co-operation, with other international organizations already operating

in Africa;; co that the best use could be made of available resou'-rces. It was his'

understanding that it was not intended that operative paragraph 3 of draft

resolution 2 should be in any way restrictive or that the governments concerned

would not be free to seek technical assistance from whatever source they wished.

On .that understanding,'the paragraph would be acceptable to the United Kingdom

delegation.: His-delegation did not interpret operative paragraph 1 of the same

draft' resolution as bearing the restrictive sense which was causing anxiety to the

representative of the Union :of South Africa. ' .■'...

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of■ Nigeria) said he had been a little'disappointed

at first to find that firmer-recommendations on priorities had not been made by"

the Committee, but now agreed that the best course was to allow the Executive

Secretary the degree of flexibility proposed. Nigeria attached particular

importance to studies of the impact of regional trade arrangements in Europe

because about one-third of its export trade in 1958 had gone to the signatory

Powers of the Rome Treaty. It also attached great importance to reports on

bilateral and multilateral assistance to Africa and to industrial planning and ' ■

transport. Although it was important to study transport deficiencies, it was

even more important to study transport co-ordination. He hoped that the question

of competition between different forms of transport would not be overlooked. :

Co-ordination bf transport development \ras important nationally and internationally

if small capital'resources were to be deployed to the best advantage, and he hoped

that the Commission would be able to stimulate co-operation in that field. He

also hoped that the difficulty met with by the Executive Secretary in connexion

with studies for concerted action projects in T7est Africa would soon be overcome,
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It was a source;o£ satisfaction that close relations with other :international

bodies, withj-interests in various fields covered by the work programme., had; .b^e

established. .The'need for co-ordinating activities was just as important as the ,.

need to avoid overlapping. ■ . : -, .-_■■-;■■ . .

; /With regard, to the" control. and limitation, of documentation (E/CN. 14./38), he

suggested that during the Commission!s meetings, a'daily checklist should be issued

giving.the,:numbers and, titles of all documents issued during, the previous .tweirty^-,.,

four-hours. >.: It. was also extremely important that delegations should receive,. ^-.., .j

documents, as long as possible before the Commission1 s meeting.1 Under Nigeria's; .f

federal .constitution,, regional governments were exclusively responsible for many .-■

matters and; it; was vital-4hat.'they should be consulted lo. ensure! that, Nigeria was. ;i :

able to make.a full .contribution to the Commission!s work. r .......

Mr* ,V00D (Tanganyika) said he could symphathize with the Executive .; ;■«[;/#

Secretary's- plea;-£or flexibility in the allocation of priorities and his plea for\r

co-operation frqm ;raerab.er.s. In the;next two years, Tanganyika would-be faced, with,

a vast :pr,ogramme of-political, economic and social adaptation which would require ...

all its attention. It would be able to co-operate in some; of the Commission's

projects, ;but if it fell, short in some respects, he hoped it would be understood

that itt,was not due to any, unwillingness, to participate. ■ , ..v;,

. : Mr, de-ERICE (Spain) pointed.out that paragraph 7 of the Committee1 s,,-, .

report did..not .accurately reflect what had be.en said by the representative of ,,.....,.

Spain in.vthe :Comraittee, the Spanish representative had said that his Government ■

was going :to ■ answer presently. His delegation thought the principles of .concerted

action should..be: more clearly defined in connexion, with the projects outlined in .,.

paragraphs 42^48 of the .report of the first session :(E/32O1). It was no light -■,

matter.to agree to undertake a, concerted action project,, as a thorough study was

necessary in each case and the views,of experts had to be obtained before a

decision cbuldbe taken. .

':■ Consequently, although agreeing with.the report as a whole,, his delegation .

musV enter.-a> reservation to ,dr,aft resolution 2, and asked thert the latter should . .

be voted oni''.separately. ., ;- ; • ? ; ■■■■'. ;
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'■ ■■':■'■ -Ux'* ARKHURST -(Ghana) f recalling that both the Committee and the Coinmission

had raade: certain additions to the work programme,, proposed that the words "as

amended by the Committee on the Programme of ¥ork and Priorities.and by the .

Commission by means of resolutions adopted during its second session" should be

'added at the end of operative paragraph 1 of draft resolution 1. He agre.ed.with

the "United Kingdom ..representative! s remarks, especially with regard to operative,-,

paragraph '1 in draft- resolution 2. The Nigerian representative's point about

liaison and^ co-operation with other international bodies was covered by the ....

Commission.1 s terms 'of reference., ; . .-. . ...

■ ' ; Mr. TELLIDIALLO (Guinea) said his delegation was greatly .interested. : ;

in concerted action^-especially of the type recommended for ¥est Africa,by ;"the,, ...

;C6nimission 'at its first session. ■ He had noted the Spanish representative's .,,,

statement' regarding "on imminent reply", but hoped the Spanish Government would . .

soon be in a position to reply (E/CN. 14/47, paragraph 7). The same appliedjto. ■

1 tne" French : Government, as it was impossible to contemplate a rational ..economy in

West Africa-without concerted action. It was important that the Executive . .,

Secretary should be given a free hand in carrying out the programme, but it was _,

equally impbrtant that the Commission should be given some flexibility. .His,,

delegation found it difficult to associate itself with.the five-year appraisal.,

Africa'was developing1 so rapidly that even by next year the membership of the.^ ,.

Commission might be quite different. He did not believe that firm plans should,

be made extending beyond 1961, He urged the Commission to adopt, the Committee's

report. • ' .■ ■ . -. ■ ■ • , .•..

■■' '"" ; Mr. TERENZlO' (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural .

Organization), said he had noted in project 01-06 (e/CN.14/36) that UNESCO, would,

be invited to assist in-making certain private studies. UNESCO considered,the ,

project very important and would certainly consider means of co-operating in .it,,

11 rHe point^cl-out* however, that UNESCO could not undertake new activities in I960,

and would only be able to contribute effectively to the Commission*s project ,if

*'ihe proposed time limit for completing the report was extended. . He,-had been

''pleased to note that-the Executive Secretary interpreted, the draft resolution on

training facilities in Africa as giving him freedom to call on.UNESCO and, other,

international1 organisations for help. . , . , ; : .
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iV.;. '■ '"■ ' ;Mr,: ZOU-mfe- "(Tunisia) confirmed t he:~ Executive Se©retaryr:i;.understaading

of the status'o'f the problems listed in -draftr-resolution. 1/ .; His delegation..would

vote for the'1 report-.!: "•!"-'■.*-•■"-' ;" -. ■ ■•-■::■ ■>■■■. ■ ■.:■ : ■ i'.-u:cJ -.,r..v ■■>■ • -.- -:«-,■:::

I: '--'Mr," L1SETTE -(trance)' remarked :that rthesfeport.submitted-by ^her:Pr;og:camme

Commiite6-.(-E/CN. 14/47)'-and; the1 programme .put forward byl the..Secretariat!,|(E/CN, 14/36)

were-almo'st identical- ^thdt'Ws a tribute to the wt:sdom,,displ.ayed, byv,the. Executive

Secretary in'-prep^ing-the* Commissi'dn's'programme fori3:9.60-60.. > ■ His :deaegat;ion.,,.;

approved the' cbnsi'dera;t;iori:s 'set' fortK in .the .introduction.t.of: do.cument. S/QN.X4/^*x

The programme seemed to be, well balanced. The Er-ench Relegation would,s.HoweT^r,;

like-t;b'-stress the Importanbe" ;6f training key staff *.") Iri.the, Er,o,gr.amme Cocnaittee

several !d'el:e^a^ions-had■■urge^' that'tlie highest priority >b.:er,asslgried.itp; t;hat. ; s .,.}.

activity: ; at !did-not seemj-however, that that concern,:had b.een ad0quate:ly.,;refle,cted

in &'&uSeriifTE/CN.14y47^'^

be able'to'^enlist the support of UNESCO;- ■-■■' \\.-- : ^l ■ ■ .,..'■ ■'■.■..;

■ ; 'The fact that projects had- been :added-'toj: iand;-none deleted, Jrora,. the ..Executive

Secretary's programme-reflected ,the-nultiplicityiof fields.-in which:-the ,Commission

fcould take effective a'ction. Delegations' could not, however, continue adding.,.^

indefinitely to1 a programme that had to.-be adapted-to:"limiting:resources. r/;. -r:;

Although', therefore;'the-French delegation' had^.refrained'. from ..submitting, any.^ },r.

formal proposals on the! subje'ctyHhere were certain, activitie-s: .t^at. it (would.like

the 'Co'mmission to undertake. ■ - ■" '• ■ «-';i '•"'-'':. .a <,;;-<[\ .■■:■ : ;;, r1 t', »?•■;!:• ^c.?1 ■

;': ! ' The first concerned coUperation- between members-bf the,. Economic. CommasSjion^

for Africa in the field of the control of infectious diseases of cattle. ; Sucji,,

co-operation bduld Ve WIchi;eved % ■haxtiidhizing Existing- he:alt^./l;aw,sf and, regulations,

b^' concluding inter-Sta^^conVentidns 'for the implementation' o£ .concer^e<i?i>rpgr3apie5

to^eradic'a^^infectious diseases; byjraoaing veteTinary,staf£,,and,suppliiejs .p^ ,,-

iramunlzing 'agents, ''arid' b>repdrting all;;affected!areas.'/ .■: ■■i!.ticp;;f = f v? : :-'>^i ■ r\

?i;c ;;Th;e; secdnd ^relat^d to! action by the Comiai-ssi'bn^to ensure .-that ^.ricai?^i^or^sts

suppiiedlisb'mb'bf ^the!'wotld demand'for :wodd pulp.: t; ^ .. ■. ■./., ■ . -].A0 m-'.-v St,i

' :Tliehtnird coAcexiied^co-operation among .African.States^ through the, Cpmrrdssion,

to secure optimuo'coriaitlons-for^the^developmentlof^tpurism. } ,..The: Commission could

help b/ studying tourist- routes and^ planning a.network^pf tourist, roads at;^?^

regional or sub-regional level, by harmonising road, legislation -and, insurance, ,,

arrangements, and by co-ordinating publicity campaigns.
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The fourth was the development of fresh-water fisheries. That did not seem

to present any difficulties because the question was extremely important to many

Central African States and because a 3tudy of sea-fisheries had been provided for

in the programme of work* The Ffendii delegation believed that the Commission, in

conjunction with the specialized agencies and other international bodies such as

CCTA, could contribute valuable assistance in the promotion of those activities

i.: and? it approved draft resolution 1 recommended by the Committee.

'-' France's position oh draft resolution 2? on concerted action, had been

explained during the discussions in the Programme Committee. Concerted action

depended on the agreement of the governments concerned and could not be initiated

until'those governments were willing to act. Since government action and not'

action by the Commission was the issue? it was an essential condition thatthe

■"exjbress*agreement of the governments concerned should be secured at the various

stages. It'could not be assumed that such agreement existed simply because a

paragraph iri;a resolution affirmed that it did. ; ■ • ■ ■■ <

The defect of draft resolution 2 was that' it did not expressly refer to ihe '

consent of the governments. The delegation of the French Republic and of the

African ;States of : the Community and Madagascar could not subscribe to the ''■ ''

undertaking implicit in1 the wording of the resolution in the absence of instruc- l!

tions from "the Community1 s Executive Council.' > . . .. ■ ■-.; :.■

the French delegation reaffirmed its interest in concerted action and wasr

always ready to give positive consideration to any concerted action projects'that;

might 'be placed before them. ■ It would abstain when the text was put to the vote 'r

but its abstention'should not be taken to imply that it was opposed to concerted

action on principle. . ■ ...... . .

■'■:■- Mr. TfEEKS (Liberia) after pointing out that the names of'his^delegation's

representatives had been omitted from the lisVof those attending the Committee

(E/CN. 14/47 Anne!x), said that his delegation supported draft resolution'2. : It.

believed concerted action should be given high priority because the resources 'of■'"

individual countries were so limited. In the Committee, his'delegation had " ;

expressed certain reservations with regard to the work programme, but,'in view

of the added'burden laid on :the Executive' Secretary by the resolutions'adopted '-[

by the Commission, iL -tleLj- vo> i: ^i'lidxaw ^hr-o reservations and support the1'
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work programme without qualification. It would ask the Executive Secretary to

include projects in the field of forestry, at the next session and agreed that*, he

should be allowed freedom of action in carrying out the programme. '■.■■■

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, drew attention to the fact that a - :

survey of timber resources and requirements would be carried out under project1

21-05;' a project on the use of wood pulp had also been discussed with PAO. : ,

He apologised for:not having reported to the Commission on what1the Secretariat

had done about tourism. Since the first session, contact had been made with the

International-Union of Official Travel Organizations at, Geneva and with one of■'its

African branches at Nairobi.: Information was, available on how African agencies

could become members.of the Union, and he had been assured that once they became,

members, much could be done. He would pursue the matter and. bear: in mind the'"

French representative1s remarks. He,had also noted,what the French representative

had said about international co-operation in /controlling infectious diseases of ■';■.

livestock and would inform the PAO, which was responsible for. taking the initiative

in that field, of;;the Commission1 s^wishes.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) said his. delegation would vote. for ihe-report.

It would have preferred to see a strict list of priorities established, but would,

notpress the point. His delegation was in favour of concerted-action in ?•>■ ;■'.r,

principle and had no difficulty in accepting draft resolution 2 in principle. ,:..

Operative paragraph lf howeverr caused some difficulty for it failed to mention

that concerted action programmes were subject to the consent of the countries..j i. ■

concerned. He suggested the addition at the end of the paragraph of the words

"and on the conditions agreed". If :his suggestion were not accepted, he would :•■..-

ask for a separate vote on that paragraph and would abstain from voting. . 'c

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) explained that it had not been the intention

in operative paragraph 1 to impose concerted action programmes on governments if;

they were unwilling to participate in them. Under the Commission's terms of ;

reference, the Executive Secretary had to obtain the agreement of governments , ■

before initiating such programmes.

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal^ said, on that.understanding, he would withdraw,

his suggestion and his request for a separate vote on the first operative

paragraph.
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Mr. DESCHAMPS (Belgium) supported the work programme as established by

the Committee. The Executive Secretary should.have full freedom of action and,

in connexion1 with the five-year , appraisal, authority"to., adapt the Commissions

programmes as might be desirable. . His;delegation believed that the countries of

Africa should-be free:to accept any; of fers of help, whether.bilateral or multi

lateral^ It. supported the draft:resolutions. . ■ . . . .-,■■. ■■ r......

Mr. DEEBECOURT (Belgian Congo), said, his delegation welcomed the. emphasis

laid in the Work programme on the; development of integration in agriculture, the

stabilization of'prices:,- community .development and industrial development, but

•wbuid:like to[ see some attention given.also <to( the development of tourism and ^

inira^African trii&e, both-sf which ish.ould ,b.e accorded high.priority. His..

delegation' supported the work programme as established by the Committee.

!|"" ■ 'A:' 'The :CHAIRMAN declared-the discussion of item 13 closed and invited the

CoiSmission to vote on the draft, resolutions recommended by the Programme Committee

in its'report ^E/CNi 14/47). He.,put;to the vote first the amendment proposed.by

rGhana to draft resolution 1, adding at the; end of operative paragraph 1 the wor<ls

"a:s amended by" the Committee on the Programme of fork and Prioritie.s and by the

resolutions adopted by the Commission at its second session".

' ;: ■ the" amendment1 proposed by the delegation ^o;f .Ghana was adopted unanimously.

: ''''"Dir'tfft reso'lutiori 1 on the programme- of work for 19,60-1961. as a whole, as

amended,-Si-as' 'adopted Tmaniraouslv. sub.ject to drafting changes. ( . ,

''"'*■' : Dr^tft resolution 2 on concerted; action was adopted by 13 votes to none, yith

3 abstentions, sub.ject to drafting changes. . ( -.,.;.-

* ' ' The -report of the Programme Committee (E/CN. 14/47) as a whole was adopted

'b^ 15 votes1 to none, with' 1' abstention. ; ■ ..,..■ .. :.■.,,-.

STATEMEWT ON NAECOTIC BRUGS CONTR'OL IN AFRICA -! ,.-.-■ : /; ■ ,-,:-(.

The' CHAIRMAN^ invited fhe" director of- -the Division of Narcotic,.Drugs of

the. United Nations, who was passing through Tangier, to make a .statement -on ■ .. -

narcotic drugs control in"Africa, a subject of- interest and importance,to ;every

,. member of the Commission. ' • ': - - ; : ■"■'-■' ■ *■■ ■■■:1*':

Mr. IATES, Director of the "Division of Narcotic Drugs^.said;that in ,

.respect of drug addiction,^Africa Vas"on the whole-better off. than other continente,

He wished, however, to draw special^'attention to ways and means,of maintaining that
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advantage and avoiding the social tragedy that narcotics had brought to many

countries:'' If addiction" were allowed to get out of' hand, it'could1 become a

serious drag on economic and" social progre'ssV , ■ ■■■' ■' •., ;

The" international narcotics control-system.fell under the two" main headings,;

of control of the lawful' or' medical trade ih; drugs and the'encouragement, of ,.direct

measures, usually" carried out by the police and. the customs, services,' to: combat,.

the illicit traffic. African countries and territories had. participated fcin, the,

international system of control of the lawful trade since the time .'of -the League

of" Nations'and the situation was fairly satisfactory. It was essential, .to ensure

that "control'measures kept pace with the expansion "of health services, .;transpo;rt;,

trade^an^ industr^ tod^to'coiitihue full participation InHhe'international isystem.

With regard to direct action against'the Illicit traffic, ..although,addiction

to cannabis, the typical drug in Africa,-was widespread and Endemic in many.parts

of the continent/ in contrast to the 6pium: traffic in South East Asia:or the heroin

traffic'in forth'America, it was usually of; a local character, without the, features

of highly orgarlized: international traffic networks. Similarly, while, there,-was; a

developing pattern of illicit traffic in'opium in Africa, mainly to the: Northeast

corner'of Africa/ the'Wade>as not associated with the big syndicates.to the .same

extent as elsewhere.' "*■ ' ■' '" ■ ' ' :" '" ' 1;( rr-1 *'''"■'"

^VA distinction-ttoV increasingly-being, made .between individual or psychopathic

addiction, :wMc* wa^^sTO^atic. of- n personality defect and: wa;s yery dl^cult to

cure, and social of mass addiction, .when the Use of the .drug was social^. ^;A_

^ac^table-; in the latter^caseV- if the addicts.had enough fpod; and satisfactory

employment and if taking the drug became disreputable .rather than.accepted,;,i?agr

orthem-could give up narcotics' fairly, easily. .. While .the number of psychopath!e

addicts was increasing in some highly developed countries" and in South East As^a,

most of the addiction in Africa was of the .social type. . . . _ ;: . ,.

- -Many !of t'htf change* taking place in Africa,, such as industrialization,

agricultural ^improvements,., the .spread of education, the disruption of tribal

societies and the development of medical services, would have repercussions in the

fi*ld of narcotics. The pattern of the trade in and distribution of drugs would

be basically Effected by any tendency towards development of local manufacture of

•^■'^dkgsj -while-outlets for ^drugs were at present ..relatively t few, thGy would become

^;>more widely used: as the number of • doctors and pharmacies increased. That _icha£ging
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pattern would require the adaptation of public administration- dealing with drug

control, and it might be advisable to anticipate the prospective changes by

administrative adjustments. The experience of other countries had shown that,

in cases of rapid development, the emphasis in the danger of addiction increasingly

shifted from vegetable products, such as cannabis, to manufactured drugs such as

morphine and heroin. Corresponding changes might also take place in the organiza

tion of'1 the illicit traffic, involving a switch to the illicit production of

manufactured drugs from indigenous raw materials and to a higher level of organiza

tion in the illicit traffic*

In the international drug cdriirol system which had operated for thirty years*

the United Nations worked closely with TO and the International Criminal Police

Organization. His Division hoped to keep in touch with ECA on the subject and

had supplied delegations with a paper setting out the main elements of the control

system. It was possible for Africa to learn from.the experience of other conti

nents and to escape to a large extent some of the worst consequences of extensive

drug addiction. In that connexion, he said it was important that African

countries attaining independence should take the necessary action for full partici

pation in international treaties, which were designed to be universal. It was

also highly desirable to keep in touch with the Secretariat on emerging narcotics

problems. -Technical assistance in&rug control had been available for several

years, and an additional special scheme had been established by the General

Assembly at its fourteenth session. The best way of tackling a narcotics problem

was often within some wider social framework, such as that of community develop

ment or Special Fund projects. In any case, the keynote of success in that work

was flexibility.

The meeting rose at 7*40 p.m.
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held on Friday, 5 February I960, at 10.15 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. SL BANNA.(United Arab Republic)

BS0G3AMHE OF TOHXAND PRIORITIES (item 13 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/L.43) (concluded)

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the draft resolution

on recruitment of staff for the Economic Commission for Africa, submitted by

Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and Morocco (E/CN.14/L.48)..

Mr. HENKIRANE. (Morocco)., introducing the draft resolution, said that

governments should endeavour to help the Secretariat with recruitment,

especially of African staff. MoreoTer, it vrould be in the interests of

governments to second to the Commission young officials and technicians, who

would return to their countries after gaining much valuable experience..

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) supported the draft resolution; ..he proposed.

that the word "Appreciating" in the first preambular paragraph should be

replaced by the words "Noting with appreciation".

Mr. HENKIRANE (Morocco) accepted that .amendment.

Mr. .LISSTTE (France) said that F.rance and the African States of the

Community were making .great efforts to train personnel for the public sectors...

All those States were prepared to propose the secondment of young .officials to .

the HCA Secretariat.

The draft resolution, as amended, was adopted unanimously, subject to

drafting changes.

ACTIVITIES IN THE. FIELD...OF AGRICULTURE (item 10 of the agenda) (resumed from . ,

the fifteenth meeting.and concluded) ...;

(d) Development. of sea fisheries (S/CN.14/L. 5.1) : : . ■:■

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the draft resolution

concerning sea fisheries in the north-eastern tropical Atlantic submitted by

Guinea and Morocco (E/CN.14/L.51). -

Mr. BEMIRANE (Morocco), introducing the draft resolution, explained

that it was in the interests of governments to establish permanent bodies to

ensure the rational utilization of sea fisheries. Several organs were already

dealing with the matter, but their competence was either general or limited to

a specific region, and no organ was particularly concerned with the Atlantic

area off the African coast from Morocco to the Gulf of Guinea. The purpose

of the draft resolution was to fill that gap.

Mr. TE3VEE (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations)
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said he wished to provide some information which might clarify the question for

the Commission. •

The main responsibility in questions of fisheries rested with FAO, although

UNESCO dealt with the scientific aspects of the natter and the ILO with working

conditions. Other intergovernmental organizations were concerned with the

question, but, only partially. With regard to the establishment of specialized

international or regional bodies composed of government representatives, FAG'-s ;

responsibility alone was recognized, for two reasons. In the first place, such

bodies needed :the technical support which FAO, with its Fisheries Division, was

alone able to provide; and,, secondly, governments could avoid the proliferation

of costly secretariats by applying to the permanent representatives of that

Division in different regions, ..'■■■ ■

FAO had already set up a Mediterranean Fisheries Council and an IndorPacifie

Fisheries Council, which co-operated withthe Economic Commission for Asia and

the Far East. The establishment of a South Pacific Council :was being considered.

■Tith regard to Africa, the tenth EAO Conference held in 1959 had unanimously

adopted a resolution calling, for the establishment of.a tfest African Fisheries

Board. FAO had not wished to determine the exact functions or to fix the

precise geographical area of the future Boaxd. . Representatives of the Fisheries

Division were studying the question in consultation with all the governments

concerned. . .

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) proposed that the draft resolution should be

amended to take into account the action begun by FLAO. In the first place, a new

operative paragraph should be added to.read: '-'Takes note of resolution 24/59

adopted by the Conference of FAO at its tenth, session;" Secondly, the first

operative paragraph (which would become the second operative paragraph.) should

read: -.i : '.-, \; , ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■

'■Requests the Executive Secretary to enter into contact with the appropriate

specialized agencies, especially FAO, with a view to the establishment by.the

latter.of a general fisheries board..."

Furthermore., his delegation would be in favour of extending the competence

of the.proposed board further south.

Mr. BENKIRANE (Moro-cco) accepted the Guin©an representative's

amendments.
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""'Sir. 'GE0J3AN (Belgium)"thought that the attended text might either be;

ineffectual or might hamper PAO in its activities. ■

Mr. de ERICE (Spain) proposed that the words "and to report on the.

matter to the Commission at its next session" should be adde:d at the end of the .

second (former first) operative paragraph, as already amended. ' ,.

Mr.''EENKIRANE (Morocco) said that the sponsors accepted the Spanish

delegation's amendment and also wished to replace the words "to Guinea" by "to

the Gulf'vof Guinea". ' '' ' "'■ '"':" -'•''' ' '" ■•'f-\-S'"- ■■<*'■ - . ■-;■'■'■ ■■

Mr. NlCOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) said that'his government had collected

useful data on fisheries and should therefore be 'consulted,- ' .-■.'•■

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) had some1 'doubts concerning the usefulness of the

draft resolution, since the Commission's terras of reference provided in any case

that ii should maintain close contacts with the Specialized 'agencies.

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) said that the 'aim of the draft

resolution was not' sufficiently clear. He'asked 'whether'''the proposed board would

be a research body or an administrative and control body and whether the :

intentions 'of the sponsors coincided with the' plans drawn up' by PAO. '

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) thought that the soutKern limit of the competence *'

of the proposed board sh'buld be defined in more accurate terms.

Mr.' T^LLI EIAliLO' (Guinea) assured tiie representative of Sierra Leone' :

that all the governments concerned would be consulted. The matter was one for

concerted "action, and hence required the previous consent'of all.

The question of the functions arid geographical competence of the future board

had not yet been settled. The- Executive Secretary might submit more specific

suggestions at ^he Commission's next session, after consultation with FAO. :'7"'■

The existing gap in the organization of African sea fisheries should be

filled; that was the purpose of the draft resolution, and it coincided with the

resolution '6't FAO. ' ■ " ■ ■' : •'■-"■.-. ■ ■■;!•'-" -. ■■ ' ■-.'..:.■■■.■.

Mr. LISETTE (France) observed1that the draft resolution as amended ; ■

recognized FAO's fundamental role with regard to-fisheries- and no longer'called

for the immediate establishment of aTfisheries board for the'region concerned.

Moreover, it provided that the question would be discussed at'tne third session.

In those circumstances, the French delegation s'a'w'no 'objeciibn to supporting

the draft. ■ ' '
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Mr. TSLLI DIALLO (Guinea) said that the French representative's

interpretation fully corresponded to the sponsors' intentions.

The draft resolution (S/CN.14/L.51), as amended, was adopted unanimously,

sub.-ject to drafting changes. :

SURVEYS OF.RESOURCES (item 9 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/L.52) (resumed from the

fifteenth meeting and concluded)

. The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to consider the draft resolution

concerning the inventory of Africa's natural resources (E/CN.14/L.52) submitted

by Ghana., Guinea, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia.

Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco), speaking on behalf of the co-sponsors,' who

had been joined by the delegation of Liberia, said that surveys of Africa's '

mineral resources would be incomplete unless they also included a study of the

problams of the industrial development of the continent, based on an inventory

of its resources.

Mr. ZOUHIR- (Tunisia) agreed that an inventory of existing resources

represented the first stage of the industrialization of Africa. In the' light

of data collected oh mining possibilities, it was also important, however, to

adopt some system of selection for the better utilization of existing resources.

Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) thought that the survey of natural resources

prepared by IMESCO (E/CN.14/30) had not given Liberia's large reserves of iron ore

the prominence they deserved. Extraction was proceeding rapidly, but if the

ore wis to be exported unprocessed, Liberia's economy would not benefit.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) said the African countries should not be content

to extract their mineral resources for export as raw material. The essential

aim of the draft resolution was to go beyond the extraction stage.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) said the underlying idea of the draft

resolution was to link the inventories of mineral resources to possibilities

of establishing manufacturing industries. :

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) supported the draft resolution and

said that, his country was, in fact, engaged in establishing petroleum refineries

and new industries to make use of the coal which had become surplus as a result

of the replacement of steam engines by diesel engines. Nigeria's sub-soil also

contained iron ore as yet unworked.

Mr. HASSAN (Somalia) and Mr. NICOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) asked that their
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aerations be incXuded aaongst the sponsors of the draft resolution.

Mr 8UAID00 (Ghana) welcomed the two delegations as co-sponsors.

.Mr' NICOL-COLE (Sierra Leone) pointed out that the more industry was

erected towards finished products, the more remunerative it became That

Vas why he felt the Commission should consider the possibility of esta 1-xsh.ng

manufacturing industries with a view to utilising existing raw *ater,a s ^

Mr. QASEM (Libya) pointed out that the manufacturmg industry to

established should not necessarily produce goods solely for the home market.
' The CHAIPJM put the joint draft resolution to the.vote.

joint draft resj>lutio- '*'™ ^^ ^^ ™

subject to'drafting "changes.

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TC iFEIOi (item 7 of the agenda) (E/CN.14/L.46/W and
E/CN.14/L.50) (resumed from the fourteenth meeting and concluded)

The CHAIHMAN'invited the Commission to consider the joint draft

resolution on international co-operation in respect of former trust terr.tor.es

(E/CN.14/L.46/Rev.l) submitted by Ethiopia, Ghana and Guinea.
■■?' draft r.»i^m (E/CN.14/T, 4*/B*v.D was adored unanxmous 1^

subject to drafting changes.

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to examine the joint draft resolution

on international economic and financial assistance to Africa (E/CN.14/L.50)

submitted- by Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and Tunisia. ; . ^

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) pointed out that the draft resolution was mamly

designed to recall that the Commission had the right to a say in all matters

concerning the economic and social development of Africa.

Mr SHAGAEI (Federation of Nigeria) asked for clarification of the

last two paragraphs of. the draft ..resolution. If action by the Commission

were to be considered obligatory in the case of assistance from any source

whatsoever, then the draft resolution was questionable.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) observed that bilateral assistance was not

covered by the draft resolution. Hhen assistance was destined for two or

more countries, and was thus international in character, the Commission should

be able to,, act as coordinator. : ■ ■ , " -

Mr. SUAIDOO (Ghana), following o. suggestion from Mr. QASEM .(Libya),

agreed to.replace the word "international" by. the word "multilateral" in the
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last two paragraphs... The co-sponsors felt that new proposals for economic

and financial assistance should be brought to the attention of the Commission,

since it could only exercise its co-ordinating functions if it was kept informed.

Sir Charles DUKE (United Kingdom) said his delegation was in a dilemma.

The United Kingdom Government was prepared to encourage the'Commission's

activities, to supply it with information and accept its judgement,'and fully

recognized the value of'co-operation. However, the draft resolution before the

Commission would run the risk of restricting means of assistance by the apparent

obligation to which it subordinated all possible new proposals. For that'

reason, the United Kingdom delegation would abstain from voting.

Mr. SHAGAIil (Federation of Nigeria) asked if the co-ordination provided

for in the draft resolution applied to co-ordination of policies or co-ordination

in application.

Mr. TELL! DIALLO (Guinea), replying to'the United Kingdom delegation,

said that the draft resolution applied only to multilateral aid and would in '

no way restrict assistance to Africa.

In reply to the representative of the Federation of Nigeria, he said that^-the

reference was to co-ordination of information. The Commission would try to '-o

avoid duplication, would give all organizations the benefit of its experience, but

would not take the place of governments. '

Mr. ABDBL-GHANI (United Arab Republic) observed that the draft

resolution did not propose replacing the international bodies giving assistance

by a new organization.

V/ith regard to the point raised by the representative of the Federation of

Nigeria, he thought the sponsors of the resolution no doubt meant to refer to

the co-ordination of assistance policies and not to that of the use of
. '(j ''K-' . -■ ■

assistance.

y Mr. POUaiS (Union of South Africa) said his delegation subscribed to ""'

the principles of co-ordination and consultation set forth in the preamble

but thought that the operative part might be construed either too broadly'or

too narrowly. As his delegation could not commit itself without consulting

its Government it would abstain from voting. ' ' '

Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal) noted that in certain respects the operative

paragraph'was interpreted differently by different speakers. As he wished to
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record his agreement with the principles enunciated in the preamble, he asked

for a separate vote on the operative paragraph.

It was so agreed

Mr. LISETTE (France) agreed with the sponsors of the draft resolution

that it was essential that assistance activities should be co-ordinated during

the intensive period of economic expansion which was to begin. Nevertheless, it

should be remembered that co-ordination should neither slow down nor delay

assistance. ■

In spite of the welcome explanation given by the representative of Guinea

that.the draft resolution referred only to multilateral aid, there was a

certain confusion because the text submitted to the Commission prejudged

the structure of possible new organs. For that reason, it seemed desirable,

without modifying the intended aim, to amend the last paragraph so that it would

be addressed to the Secretariat and not to new organs. The paragraph might

then read:

"Requests the Executive Secretary to enter into contact with all new

economic assistance organizations which might be established by the
United Nations for-the implementation of such proposals, with a View,

to co-ordinating aid for Africa". ,. : ■

That wording would have the advantage of not hindering those intending to

increase multilateral aid through different organs.

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) thanked the representative of

the United Arab Republic for his explanations. He supported the draft

resolution, but thought that the French representative's suggestion would

improve it. :

Mr. TSSPAIE GEBRE-BGZX (Ethiopia) stressed that the draft resolution

dealt with future organs and multilateral aid and not with bilateral aid. Only

consultations and collaboration were mentioned because it was impossible to be

more exact without knowing the character of the organs in question. Furthermore,

the draft referred strictly to the co-ordination of policies and not to that

of the application of policies. The Commission and the future.organs would

see if it was advisable to go further. . ...

The draft resolution took into account the opinions which had been expressed

in debated He hoped the French representative would not. press his suggestion,

which would necessitate a fresh debate.

Sir Charles DUKE (United Kingdom) thanked the representative of Guinea
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for his explanations and comments.;.. . .

:r' ' Mr'/ LI5ETTE (France) said that in view of the explanations given by

the representative of Ethiopia he would withdraw his suggestion.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) pointed out that the joint draft resolution

placed no obligations on new organizations and that as drafted it merited

the support : of all

Mr. ABDELWAHAB.(Sudan) added that the intention was to give new

organizations the benefit of the Commission's experience.

:The operative paragraph of the draft resolution, as amended, was

adopted by 10 votes to none, with 6 abstentions.

The draft resolution as a whole, as amended, was adopted hy 12 votes

to none, with 4 abstentions.

Mr., de ERICE (Spain) said that, although it had abstained in the vote

on the .operative paragraph, the Spanish delegation had voted in favour of the

resolution as a whole.

DAZ2;AND PLACE OF THE THIRD SESSION (item 14 of the agenda)

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to paragraph 20 of the Commission's terms

of reference.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, said that at its first session the

Commission had debated the question of meeting away from its headquarters from

time toMtime. The extra expenditure incurred by meeting away from headquarters

in 19.60., had not been high because only a few members of the Secretariat had

come from. Addis Ababa and because New York and Geneva, where the rest of the

Secretariat had come from, were nearer to Tangier. If the costs of transporting

members of the Secretariat from Addis Ababa and other places were taken into

account, a meeting away from headquarters would normally cost $15,000 to

$20,000 more than one at headquarters. The extra cost incurred by holding the

meeting at Tangier had, however, been no more than $10,000.

Mr. TESFAYE GEBRE-EGZX (Ethiopia) said that his Government attached

great importance to the question of the next meeting place. Ethiopia hoped

that the Commission would honour it by coming to see what had been achieved;

the building intended for the Commission and the Secretariat would be completed

during the current year.

' Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) thought that for Africans the Commission was one
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of the most important organizations; it would further their development and serve

as a forum for the expression of their aspirations. The Commission's influence

would be enhanced if it met in different parts of Africa. It was time that

it met in West Africa; the long-term advantages would offset the extra expenses.

For some populations the Commission was no more than a name; they had to be

shown that the Commission was a living organization. . The Government of Liberia

invited the Commission to hold its meeting in Monrovia in 1961.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) thought that headquarters should have preference.

The Commission should certainly familiarise itself with conditions in other

countries of Africa, and it should certainly meet in West Africa, but members

should not-forget that-the:Ethiopian. Government had gone to considerable expense

to receive the Commission and that H.M. the Emperor had taken a keen interest

in its work. ;, ,

Mr. SHAGARI (Federation of Nigeria) stressed that the Commission was

an African institution and that, before meeting at Addis Ababa once more, it

should meet elsewhere in Africa. The building which H.M. the Emperor had

put at-the disposal of the Commission w.as not intended to serve the 1961 session

only. He was in favour of accepting the invitation of Liberia, the oldest

West African country. . .;

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) thought that item 14 of the agenda was that

on .which it was most desirable to reach unanimous agreement. The Emperor

and Government of Ethiopia had been kind enough to erect a special building.

The Commission should give evidence of its gratitude but it should also get to

know the real character of the various regions of Africa even if that entailed

increased expenditure. • As the Ethiopian delegation had not submitted a

formal proposal he suggested that Liberia's invitation be accepted unanimously.

'Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) thought that the Commission should expand its

contacts and hold frequent.meetings away from headquarters. He quite understood

the attitude of the Ethiopian representative,-but the representative of Liberia

had advanced- a forceful..argument. As a compromise he suggested that the next

session should be held at Addis Ababa and that thereafter the Commission's choice

of meeting places should not be limited in any way. . ::.( ■ ..

Mr. HASSAN (Somalia) thanked the Government of Ethiopia for the expenses

it had incurred, - He thought, however, that the Commission should hold its

meetings as often as possible in different parts of Africa to enable its members
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to know them better. .He favoured acceptance of Liberia's, invitation.

Mr. LISETTE (France) thought that the members of the Commission

should inaugurate the headquarters to which H.M. the Emperor of Ethiopia and

his Government had devoted so much, time and energy.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) did not consider that the inauguration of

headquarters, required the. Commission to meet in Ethiopia in 1961. Other

solutions" could be found "for' example a meeting of one of the Committees on

which all members were represented. Liberia's invitation was acceptable.

Mr. TSSFAXE'GEBRE-3G-ZT (Ethiopia) explained that the Government of

Ethiopia had" thought that its guests would want to see the new headquarters as

soon as it had been built. If the question was to become the subject of a

debate, he was prepared to reply to all the arguments raised. The difference

in cost between holding a meeting ,at headquarters and holding one elsewhere

would enable them to train statisticians who were so greatly needed. Moreover,

the General Assembly of the United Nations, to avoid causing difficulties to the

Secretariat, had not left its headquarters for eight years.

Mr. ABDEL17AHAB (Sudan) sincerely hoped that the Commission would reach

a unanimous decision.

Mr. QUAIDOO (Ghana) desired to avoid any disoourtesy to Governments

which had invited the Commission. He had been very moved by what the

Ethiopian representative had said and even more by what he had left unsaid. If

the Liberian delegation agreed, the Commission could meet at Addis Ababa in

1961 and at Monrovia in 1962,

Mr. WEEKS ("..Iberia) stressed that the Liberian delegation greatly

appreciated the effort made hy the people of Ethiopia^ and specially the

personal interest of H.M. the Emperor. He was sorry that the question had

become the subject of a debate, The Liberian delegation, however, had issued

an invitation to the Commission and it was for the Commission to decide.

Mr. A3LEL-GBANI (United Arab Republic) said that his country, too,

would be happy to receive the Commission one day. He hoped that a vote could

be avoided but if a vote was considered necessary, he hoped that it would be

by secret ballot.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) hoped the Liberian and Ethiopian delegations

would reach agreement. He could not ttike part in a vote that would testify to

discord among African countries.
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Mr. WEEKS (Liberia) said that for the sake of unanimity, he would :■

withdraw his Government's' invitation.

'iir. TESFAIE GSBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia) stressed that he had been particularly

careful to speak only of his country's wishes. He had noted with profound - .

satisfaction the friendly attitude of the Liberian delegation.

It was decided unanimously to hold the Commission's third session at

Addis Ababa.

,Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, proposed that the third session

should.be held in,January or February 1961; the exact date would "be decided

in consultation with the Ethiopian Government.

.<■-.■■ It was so agreed. .

The: meeting rose at 1.45 p.m.
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.,;:,:.., ..... ; . . . .NINETEENTH MEET ING

' ' held on Saturday, 6 February I960, at 9.40 a.m.

Chairman:' '"' Mr. SLAWI (Morocco) ...

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED BY MOROCCO AND TUNISIA AND BY ETHIOPIA AND TUNISIA
(E/(^Vl4y!.Lv5.3: and E/CN.14/L.54) ' ' - '

The CHAIRMAN invited the representative of Morocco to introduce the draft

resolution-contained.in document E/CN.14/L.53.

Mr^.BENKJRAKE (Morocco) said that his delegation had attended.the

Commission'* first session at'Addis. Ababa'and'1 had been able to appreciate the kee*

interest. His; Majesty Haile Selassie. I, Emperor of Ethiopia, had taken i* its work.

All knew of his continuing personal interest in the Commission's work an* of the

helpfulness and generosity of hris Government to the Commission. His delegation .,

had felt .the.Commission.would like to express its appreciation and thanks to His

Imperial Majesty and to.the Government of Ethiopia, and had therefore, with the ,

delegation of Tunisia, submitted the draft resolution for its approval. .

;.,.... Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) suggested that all delegations present should

. coHrponsor the draft resolution. ■■■■..

= ;. Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco) accepted'the suggestion on behalf of the spo*3#rs

of the. draft resolution.. ...

Mr. QASEMi;(Libya)., Mr,' de ERICE (Spain), Mr. NOGUEIRA (Portugal)., , ,_.: ,

Mr. lalSBTTB: prance), Sir- Charles DUKE (United Kingdom), Mr. SHAGARI (P«deratl»n

of Nigeria), Mr. EL^BANNA (United Arab Republic), Mr. WEEKS (LibeHa), Mr. GROSJEAN

(Belgium),.Mr. TAUCCA. (Italy), Mr. ABDALAL (Sudan), Mr. FOURIE (Union of. South ,

-Mr.. DERBECOURT. (Belgian Congo) and Mr. KAHAMA' (Tanganyika) supported the

suggestion.' "■> ; ■ :■,■.-.

- ':^he:draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.53) was adopted unanimously. !■■

-. ,Mr. TESFAYE, GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia) thanked the Commission for the feelings

it expressed in the draft resolution; He was sure His Imperial Majerty'.would be

deeply;touched by the Commission's;appreciation of his continued interest in-its

r:i; .; ..The. .CHAIRMAN invited: the representative of Tunisia to introduce:

re'sbilution: contained^ in document i^/J,/;.l-.-/L*54.

■nr
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Mr. ZOUHIR (Tunisia) said he was certain all members of the Commission

were grateful for the wonderful receptibFthey had received from His Majesty Kxng

MohammedV and from the Government and people of: Morocco... Words were

to praise the arrangements Wade hy. ^e Government for the comfort of participants

and the hospitality it had shown to all, while it was hardly necessary to extol the

virtues of 'the' king, whoV ;as all knew, was deeply African hy conviction and .^

devoted tp.thMiberation.of Africa. The draft resolution before the CoMnx^on ...,;

was an expression of gratitude and appreciation. " ; ■

Mr TESFAIE GEBRE-EGZX (Ethiopia) , ■ after^ssociatiag- himself,«d hxs.; .^._

delegation with, the remarks'of the'Tunisian representative, said he would.be

pieced U members, of .the Commission would ooi^in sponsoring*, draft re^on,..

His delegationalso; wished to express its appreciation of the way in whxch;the . i;

Chairman had carried out his duties. 'f- •' ' ! ■ ■■

■ .:.;■ Mr.SHAGAEl'Ederation of Nigeria), Sir Charles DUKE : (.Unxted Kingdom) ., ,.

Mr.W (United Arab' Republic), Mr. BAHUSASITENKO (Ruanda,Urundi), Mr. WEEKS, ..

(Liberia)VMr.;QASEM (Libya),1 Mr. de MCE (Spain)rMr. GROOEAN ^Belgium) , ^
Mr.■ ^ECPURUBelgian Congo), Mr^OGUEIRA (Portugal), Mr.. ZAROUG;;.(Sudan).^ ,_„

Mr; NICOL-COU: (Sierra Leone), W/HlJsdEIN (Somaliland Protectorate), Mr. TELLI

DliLLq (Guinea), Mr.. KAHAMA (Tanganyika), Mr. QUA1D0O (Ghana),: Mr. BARMAN. (So^
anHr: VA1ACCA (Italy) ^supported ^he^gestio* .hat their delations ;should
co-sponsor,the draft resolution, with which they fully associated themselvp. .^

i " Mr LISETTE (Prance),' after supporting the suggestion that all.

delegations should co-sponsor the draft resolution and associating himself with .

the foregoing expressions of thanks, 'said he wished to thank the .delegations «,f ,t

the.Afri^ States ^i^' ^e^^ skirmishes e* W beginning of the sessxon, ,; ,

had^enti'rely Accepted his delegation both in its composition anfl,as the spokesman

of the French Republic, the Malagasy Republic and the African States of the,
It wai^cSy^^Sbaished -andhe. .hanked his,poUeagues of the

- that his delegation :h,d spoken and was

speaking on behalf of the Community. ■■■ "■■' ■ ■■■-■ ■■■■<'. ■■

'"' ' ' Mr. FOURIe' (Union of South Africa) also'associated himself; wifth the... ,.

. expressions of thanks. He assumed that the last sentence of the draft resoluUor,
^as to'be interpreted in'th'e^light^f each country's special, circumstances. On

td^ draft res.

as tobe interpre g

that understanding, his delegation whotehea^edly supported,^ draft

and the suggestion of the Ethiopian representative.

.Wt resolution (E/CN.14/L.54) was adopted unanimously..
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Mr. BENKIRANE (Morocco) said he was very moved by all that had been said

about King Mohammed V and the Government and people of Morocco. His country was

justly proud of its King and, by the, fact of the second session having been held

in Morocco, of having.been able to make a modest contribution to the taskof the

Commissio'n, ,..■..;•-...- . .■■.-■■.

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (.item 15 of the agenda)

(E/CN.14/L.55 and Corr.l)
.i .■■■''' . -

The CHAIRMAN said that, pursuant to paragraph 18 of its terms of

reference, the Commission was required to report to the Economic and Social

Council once a year. He invited debate on the draft report (E/CN.14/L.55 and

Corr.l)

Mr. EL-BANNA (United Arab Republic), speaking as Chairman of the Drafting

Committee, said that two points had been noted by the Drafting Committee which,, in

its opinion, should properly be decided by the Commission itself. The first was

whether, in the second sentence of section C, paragraph 5, (page 33 of the English

text) it would not be better to insert thfi words "by those voting" after the words

"adopted unanimously". He proposed that those words should be added. The second

point related to operative paragraph 2 of resolution 7 (II) (page 56 of the English

text) where the English text referred to "representatives of members" and the Freneh

text to Hrepre"sentants de membres", it had been suggested that the French text

should read "repre*sentants des membres" and that the English should be modified to

read "representatives of all members". If, however, there were no object-ion he

proposed that the text should remain exactly as approved by the Drafting Committe&#,

It was so agreed.

Mr. TELLI DIALLO (Guinea) suggested that, as the Drafting Committee had

approved the draft report unanimously, it should be put to the vote without further

discussion.

Mr. TESFAYE GEBRE-EGZY (Ethiopia), Mr* ZOUHIE (Tunisia), and Mr. QASEM
-•-; iv. •■ : ,■.- j ;. ■ . ■ ; ■ ■ . ■. ;■ ■ ■■■ .'■-.- -l" ■

(Libya) supported that suggestion.

' The CHAIRMAN suggested that the draft resolution for action by the

Economic and Social Council (part TV of the draft Report) be first voted on

separately. - . ■

It was so agreed.

The draft resolution in part IV was adopted unanimously, subject to drafting

change s.

The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the draft report (e/cN.14/L.55 and

Corr.l) as a whole.

The draft report was adopted unanimously, sub.ject to drafting changes.
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said that on benaif of all observers to the

;%'"thank ;H.is -Majesty King Mohammed V and the Government and

people of ;Mor;oxJG'e for "the many kindnesses shown to them during the past two weeks.

He also wished to thank the Chairman for the way he had guided the .-deliberations., m

Mr. TEli-I^fttALLo' (Guinea) said it was hisi:;pleasant duty tq express his

delegation's thanks to :thev£h$irniari' for his distinguished conduct of. the debates,

and to the Vice-Chairraen, th.&,Executive Secretary, and the,. Secretariat for their ., . >

assistance. :■■ : '>■'■■■

In his delegation1s opinion,, the most positive result of the session had been

the* complete unanimity, of the/African delegations at all stages of the discussions

and in the';voting. From .that-point1 of view, therefore., the. session had been :

entirely successful. Certain difficulties still remained, however. It was no

secret thatf although delegations had refrained from^raiising political issues^ in

the Commission, some, including^his owti, regarded poUtics as a fundamental,^;

element r'"iii economic development; ^his'delegation had, not;, wished to refer during..; ' ;"

the debateW to racial discrimination!as a cause of under^development, but now ,,^y,;

expressed the' hope that thoseVlw&o 'te'till practised such diisc^iminatlon would _,. .; ,;■'"-^i

reconsider'-their positions. . ' .: c'1' . . : '■'■"•i;x ' ' ■'■:.' ^V:^"^1^

He was glad that Guinea would soon no longer.be the yovmge'st full ntanbev. -ofjv^O*-'*

Commission and hoped that new associate members would shortly-fbe"- admitted- arid :'!■•«>.$■■'

represented'by true Africans... Italy had served its last term as a membery . ii'0v<

wishing that.delegation well, he expressed the hope tha^,,all .the1 ^European members

of the Commission would soon join Italy/among the obseryer.s,; -..In its deep,

conviction of the need to find specifically African means of developing thev., ;;.-. ■ ,-

continent, Guinea advocated liberation as the most effective method of meeting
...... .. . '- * '■' '■■■■.* . '. -

that need. The Commission should become an instrument of the liberation which. : .,i.

alone could enable Africa to play its. rightful part .in, intercontinental relations,>Oi

Mr. VAIACCA (Italy), thanking the representative of Guinea for his good ■'.

wishes, said that Italy understood''the needs and aspirations of Africa. Although,, o;:.. *.-'

it would soon cease to be a full member of the Commission, Italy would do eyer^thing

possible to meet any requests for^assistance, that might ;be .submitted to it by

African countries. He hoped thati'Atr^'c'a would soon achieve complete economic and^
■ -■■■ ■, 'Yth ' .-■". -'- *" . ...... .^Ii>( ."■.■■v.:, ■ ■.

social independence and be able to play its full part ,,i,n,p(r,e

peace and goodwill. .., . ■■* ''"''■

L'i'!?i •' v ''' '
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The CHAIRMAN said that when, on the first day of the session, the members

of the Commission had done him the honour of electing him Chairman, the realisation

of his responsibilities had filled him with apprehension. They had now come to

the end of their deliberations and he wished to thank all members, associate

members, observers, specialized agencies, governmental and nongovernmental

institutions which had helped him to discharge those responsibilities. The

Commission had achieved much; what had been only a hope and an idea a year before

was now beginning to crystallize and take shape. The discussions that had taken

place and the resolutions that had been adopted during the session were testimony

of the determination of Africans to tackle the problem of their economic and social

development: their task was immense and difficult but it was noble and worthwhile.

An encouraging feature of the session had been that all delegations had contributed

to the debates, and it was noteworthy that not a single negative vote had been cast

on any of the resolutions adopted by the Commission. He thanked the delegations

for thus facilitating his work: compromises had been accepted, and disputes and

ill-feeling avoided.

He thanked the two Vice-Chairroen, the Executive Secretary and the Deputy

Executive Secretary for their help and advice and all the members of the Secretariat

for their invaluable contribution to the success of the session.

He would have pleasure in conveying the messages of goodwill and thanks to

H.M. Mohammed V, to His Royal Highness the Crown Prince and to the Government of

Morocco.

Mr. ABBAS, Executive Secretary, thanked the members of the Commission

for their kind references to the Secretariat. The vigour, vitality and

determination with which the members of the Commission had tackled their work were

a source of great encouragement to him and his staff. People worked well when

they believed that their task was worthwhile. The Secretariat firmly believed in

the importance of its work and its belief had been strengthened by the enthusiasm

of the members of the Commission. He thanked representatives for that encouragement.

The CHAIRMAN declared the second session of the Economic Commission for

Africa closed.

The meeting rose at 11.35 a.m.




